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Place, Power, Difference

Multiscale Research at the Dawn of the Twenty-first Century

LISA L.  GEZON AND SUSAN PAULSON

Innovations and debates within political ecology, as well as critiques of the

approach as a whole, have motivated serious reflection about the methods, con-

cepts, and studies that make up this relatively new field. As environmental

issues become increasingly prominent in local struggles, national debates, and

international policies, scholars are paying more attention to conventional poli-

tics and to more broadly defined relations of power and difference in interac-

tions among human groups and their biophysical environments. This move has

generated questions about the role of politics in environmental scholarship and

practice as well as concerns that ardent attention to political phenomena may

leave ecological detail in the shadows. In efforts to work more closely with politi-

cal, economic, and ecological concerns and phenomena, political ecologists

have pursued several promising paths: they have looked beyond the local com-

munity to explain natural resource use, explored power dynamics in everyday

interactions and formal policy arenas, and paid increasing attention to the envi-

ronmental interests, knowledge, and practices of social groups differentiated by

race, ethnicity, gender, or other factors.

The innovative approaches and analyses brought together in this book are

representative of a new wave of research that is highly conscious of these issues.

The book may be viewed as a tool kit of vital concepts in political ecology, pro-

viding a set of research models and analytic frameworks as examples for begin-

ning researchers and more seasoned researchers and practitioners who are

interested in expanding their work to encompass diverse spaces, develop multi-

scale analyses, and increase sensitivity to social differences.

During the past two decades, various disciplines, including anthropology,

sociology, geography, biology, and political science, have embraced political ecol-

ogy as an approach that addresses the concerns of both political economy and

cultural ecology. In their seminal work on the social dynamics of land degradation,



Piers Blaikie and Harold Brookfield (1987) defined the field: “the phrase ‘political

ecology’ combines the concerns of ecology and a broadly defined political econ-

omy. Together this encompasses the constantly shifting dialectic between soci-

ety and land-based resources, and also within classes and groups within society

itself” (17). By focusing on factors that shape relations of power among human

groups and link local biosocial landscapes to global processes, this work has led

to results that challenge dominant interpretations of the causes of environmen-

tal degradation and contest prevalent prescriptions for solving such problems.

Early political ecology developed around a set of core concepts. First is the

idea that resource use is organized and transmitted through social relations that

may result in the imposition of excessive pressure of production on the environ-

ment (Watts 1983). Second is the recognition of a plurality of positions, percep-

tions, interests, and rationalities in relation to the environment (Blaikie 1985, 16)

such that one person’s profit may be another’s toxic dump. Third is the idea of a

global connectedness through which extralocal political economic processes

shape and are influenced by local spaces. And fourth is a refined concept of mar-

ginality, in which political, economic, and ecological expressions may be mutu-

ally reinforcing: “land degradation is both a result and a cause of social

marginalization” (Blaikie and Brookfield 1987, 23). More recent inquiry and

action have generated debate over political ecology’s conceptual apparatuses,

research methods, and internal logic and led to discussions and scholarship that

work to strengthen the field and enhance its ability to wrestle with new issues

and problems.

The studies in this book apply concepts of environment that encompass

biophysical phenomena, social practice, and cultural meaning. They investigate

political dimensions of the environment in a world that is interconnected by

increasingly powerful communication and transportation technologies yet situ-

ated within and reliant upon widely varied geophysical locations. As a whole, the

book demonstrates that a serious analysis of political phenomena and forces

does not merely add another dimension to an already complicated interdiscipli-

nary field but vitalizes environmental study and practice in crucial ways.

The Book

The studies in this book are all grounded in the political ecology framework just

sketched, yet each applies distinct concepts to address specific issues and

resources in a unique ecological and geographical context. Taken together, the

chapters describe the use and contestation of resources such as land, water, soil,

trees, biodiversity, money, knowledge, and information. They consider wide-

ranging ecological settings, including deserts, coasts, rainforests, high moun-

tains, and the modern metropolis; and they explore sites around the world, from

Canada to Tonga.
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Each chapter presents, defines, and applies selected key concepts, including

those with long histories as well as recently developed ones. The ideas de-

veloped include commodification, commodity fetishism, complexity theory,

consumption, discourse, empowerment and disempowerment, ethnicity, gender,

globalization, identity politics, land tenure regimes, land-water reforms, moder-

nity, modes of production, narrative, neoliberal economic policies, scarcity,

stakeholders, territorialization, and webs or chains of causality. In addition to

explaining their own uses of these concepts, the authors demonstrate how dif-

ferently situated social and interest groups vary in their understanding and use

of ideas such as biodiversity, nature, territory, and value.

Chapter 2, “Politics, Ecologies, Genealogies,” traces some of the rich tradi-

tions of thought, research, and practice that have led up to current approaches

to political ecology. It selectively reviews a long history of debate about relations

between humans and the biophysical environment as carried on in ecological

anthropology and cultural ecology, political economy and theories of global con-

nectedness, and geography and disaster research. The chapter ends by considering

some challenges faced by political ecology at the dawn of the twenty-first cen-

tury, as diverse scholars continue to draw on and reinterpret these traditions,

bringing them together in innovative ways with methods, ideas, and analytic

turns from a range of new theoretical currents.

Part 1: Policy and Environment

This theoretical chapter is followed by three sets of cases that focus respectively

on how politics and institutions affect access and use regimes, the dynamics of

social differentiation in the production of globally connected local landscapes,

and the ways in which diverse visions of the environment represent, negotiate,

and shape landscapes and actions within them. In chapter 3, “The Fight for the

West,” Mette J. Brogden and James B. Greenberg explore the formidable challenges

that state territorialization practices and the commodification of natural

resources present for the sustainable use of natural resources. Specifically, they

analyze land-use trends in Arizona, focusing on growing conflicts over the use of

land for ranching and real estate development. In one such case, disputing

stakeholders came together in a political initiative that fostered collaboration

and knowledge sharing. In the context of this collaboration, a study of land

degradation revealed that the loss of grazing land could actually be detrimental

to biodiversity—a finding that was contrary to the expectations of urban-based

environmentalists. The authors use this case to argue that difficult environmen-

tal problems may require innovative political approaches that rest on models of

cooperation rather than competition.

In chapter 4, “Whose Water?” Anne Ferguson and William Derman examine

contestations over water in Zimbabwe. From the vantage points of different social

groups, water is conceptualized as a human right, a scarce commodity, and a tool

PLACE, POWER, DIFFERENCE 3



for social transformation and equity. The authors’ methods and analysis chal-

lenge ecological concepts that isolate nature (or environment-minus-humans)

from the power-knowledge dynamics that shape human manipulations of the

material world. This chapter underscores the need for environmental scholars

and practitioners to engage with environmental phenomena from multiple points

of entry, including those that illuminate relations of power, knowledge, and

resistance and those that reveal social-racial differentiation of access and con-

trol over resources such as water.

In chapter 5, “The New Calculus of Bedouin Pastoralism,” Andrew Gardner

works with rapid appraisal activities among Bedouin herders in Saudi Arabia but

also examines extralocal institutions and government policies and analyzes

regional climate and other environmental trends. Gardner’s investigation of

increasing disease and mortality among herds kept by Bedouins in the wake of

the Gulf War starts with the popular hypothesis that smoke from oil fires caused

the declines. Yet his study identifies additional contributing factors, including

changes in border policies, governmental price supports for barley, the

expanded use of pickups and water trucks, the growth of a cheap expatriate labor

force, and a decade-long drought. Gardner argues that narrowly focusing analy-

sis on specific environmental events such as the Kuwaiti oil fires limits under-

standing of the complex webs of determination and the interlinked processes

that account for outcomes such as desertification.

Like Gardner, Fiona D. Mackenzie, in chapter 6, “Land Tenure and Biodiver-

sity,” rejects research models that circumscribe inquiry to the local level and

principally seek proximal causes. In an innovative analytical move, she brings

together literature on land tenure and biodiversity, examining the effect of vari-

ous land tenure regimes and related agricultural processes on the presence of

biodiversity. In her study of the Murang’a District in Kenya, she analyzes the

exercise of power in gendered struggles to access and control land in highly com-

plex situations of legal plurality and considers how these struggles interrelate

with productive practices to affect conditions of biodiversity. In this program-

matic piece, Mackenzie identifies both various kinds of land tenure and a series

of questions one needs to ask to uncover what each form of tenure might imply

for biodiversity. The chapter implicitly critiques biodiversity studies that focus

on forests, ignoring the importance of biodiversity in agriculture.

In chapter 7, “The Political Ecology of Consumption,” Josiah McC. Heyman

moves us to an urban setting, studying patterns of consumption on the U.S.-Mexican

border. He contrasts concerns about excessive consumption on the part of sci-

entists, environmental activists, and prosperous people of the world with con-

cerns of the working poor, who worry about not being able to consume enough.

In a political ecology analysis of consumption, he explores historical processes

by which people became consumers of mass manufactured goods and resource-

energy inputs, politics of credit and wages, changes in the arrangement of space
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and time, and larger dynamics of national debt, currency exchange values, and

the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). This chapter reveals the

limits of typical policy approaches (such as price incentives and moral suasion)

to ameliorating the environmental effects of consumption and brings to the fore

alternative approaches centered on shared learning between experts and populaces.

Part 2: Social Hierarchies in Local-Global Relations

Intensive local enthnologies of farming, fishing, and other livelihood activities

demonstrate ways in which social differences between commoners and royalty,

men and women, or Native Americans and white ones are expressed. In chapter

8, “Finding the Global in the Local,” Lisa L. Gezon investigates two cases of con-

flict over rights to resource access in northern Madagascar, analyzing how par-

ties with various sources of political legitimacy interact to challenge and

negotiate access to the region’s land and forest resources. International conser-

vation movements, international aid and loan restructuring, and neoliberal eco-

nomic emphasis on land privatization provide a global framework within which

people negotiate access to land at the local level. Conflicts among various actors

and groups, including people living locally, an indigenous political-religious

leader, a council of royal elders, and personnel from a conservation and devel-

opment project expose tensions among identities, cultural logics, and dis-

courses of rights and responsibilities concerning the environment. This analysis

reveals a situated, performed, and locally embedded globalism, one that exists

and evolves in human interactions shaped by social difference.

By bringing together ethnography, ecology, and history in the kingdom of

Tonga, Charles J. Stevens seeks to understand, in chapter 9, “Symbolic Action

and Soil Fertility,” the ongoing transformation from a millennial agroforestry

system into an increasingly capital-intensive production system oriented toward

both market and subsistence activities. Both interpretation of public ritual and

scientific analysis of soil fertility are important in understanding the transfor-

mation of agriculture in the kingdom. Recent changes in agricultural organiza-

tion are linked to political and social changes that began in nineteenth-century

efforts to consolidate power and unify the island archipelago. One unintended

consequence of recent changes has been growing economic independence

among Tongan commoners, who are now asserting a greater political voice and

using land for personal economic gain as well as to fulfill social and ritual obli-

gations.

In chapter 10, “Gendered Practices and Landscapes in the Andes,” Susan

Paulson also examines a sustained political push toward agricultural moderniza-

tion and the unintended consequences of that push as she traces changes in gen-

dered organization of labor and the social construction of landscape in the

Bolivian Andes. The chapter looks at the degradation of steep slopes and the

reduced productivity and social value of women who manage these slopes for

PLACE, POWER, DIFFERENCE 5



small livestock grazing and fuelwood collection. Starting with an ethnographic

exploration of local productive practices and relations, Paulson widens her scope

to encompass asymmetrical relations of exchange at play in markets, migrations,

and development projects. Simultaneously, she considers political decisions and

policies that contribute to the uneven terrain on which these exchanges take place.

The chapter presents methodological options for approaching environmental

problems as integrally social and ecological and for considering these problems

in multiscale frames of reference that allow us to examine links among local phe-

nomena and regional or global processes.

In chapter 11, “Undermining Modernity,” Alf Hornborg studies how Mi’kmaq

Native Americans in Nova Scotia resist forces of economic modernization as they

struggle to prevent a sacred mountain from being turned into a giant granite

quarry. Hornborg argues that the decontextualizing cosmology of modern eco-

nomics, which aspires to engulf all local systems of meaning, functions to open

local communities and ecosystems to outside exploitation. Against this back-

ground, both the Mi’kmaq traditionalists and proponents of a biocentric “deep

ecology” have revolted against mainstream economic discourse. By evoking the

mountain’s sanctity and drawing on warrior images and threats of violent resist-

ance, the Mi’kmaq activists managed to transform the terms of environmental

discourse and negotiation to advance a vision in which cultural, existential, and

political dimensions of environmental engagement are intermeshed in the lives

of different social groups.

Part 3: Forest Visions

Analyses carried out on levels ranging from local epistemology to global policy

show that competing representations of and discourses about nature can have

powerful impacts on environments and the people who live in them. In chapter

12, “Shade,” Michael R. Dove considers relationships between Pakistani farmers

and the National Forest Department by focusing on conceptions of tree shade, 

a topic that does not initially appear to have much to do with politics. Dove

shows how farmers’ complex system of beliefs about shade (as an emission char-

acterized by density, temperature, taste, and size) underlies local strategies of

on-farm tree cultivation and contradicts government foresters’ beliefs that farm-

ers are hostile to the presence of trees on farms. He argues that the farmers’

belief system collapses the dichotomies between tree and crop, forest and farm,

forest department and farmer, and indeed nature and culture that serve the

interests of the National Forest Department. Dove’s work underscores the

importance of approaching environmental issues as struggles over not only

material resources but also the social construction of environmental knowledge

and representations.

The bioprospectors studied by Hanne Svarstad in chapter 13, “A Global

Political Ecology of Bioprospecting,” see the forest as a mine hiding financially
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lucrative secrets. In this case study on bioprospecting in rural Tanzania by the

U.S. company Shaman Pharmaceuticals, Svarstad argues for a multipronged

analysis. She begins by situating the case within a historicized political economy

and then identifies competing global discourses of bioprospecting (for example,

as biopiracy or a win-win scenario) and examines perceptions and actions of

local actors in relation to dominant global processes and discourses as well as at

a critical distance from them. Finally, she contextualizes the competing dis-

courses within broader ideological and political frameworks—of populism in the

case of biopiracy and neoliberal economics in the case of the win-win scenario—

in constructing her own analysis of bioprospecting. In Svarstad’s view, while

skepticism about the effects of global capitalist economics has been warranted,

it does not necessarily follow that patenting (a cornerstone of the win-win, neolib-

eral approach) has been detrimental to local concerns about safeguarding

access to plant resources. 

Working at the intersection of political ecology theory and concepts and

practices emerging from a social movement of black communities in the Pacific

rainforest of Colombia, Arturo Escobar and Susan Paulson lay the groundwork in

chapter 14, “The Emergence of Collective Ethnic Identities,” for rethinking the

appropriation and conservation of biological diversity from the perspective of

social movements. The authors concentrate in particular on those movements

that have emerged recently in biodiversity-rich regions. Current debates on bio-

diversity have begun to embrace the importance of local knowledge and tradi-

tional production systems for managing the planet’s genetic resources. Escobar

and Paulson address the less-known phenomenon of social movements that are

crafting their own conceptualizations of biodiversity and their own strategies for

its appropriation and conservation. They suggest that the conceptual approach

emerging in one Colombian movement can offer a valid political ecology frame-

work for analysis and practice that is distinct from (although related to) those

developed by other prominent actors, such as academics, progressive intellectu-

als, and nongovernmental organizations.

Space, Scale, and Local-Global Links

In a world where people are sharply divided by differentials of power, prestige,

and wealth, the decisions and actions of some carry more weight than others;

and some people benefit more than others from given assumptions and repre-

sentations. Vital to the work in this book are critical ideas about space and scale,

themes that traverse all the chapters. A focus on identifying proximate causes of

ecological degradation rather than analyzing structural factors, institutional

dynamics, or global forces has often led to placing responsibility for change on

impoverished minority communities or poor populations in the developing

world rather than on more globally powerful societies and economies (Sachs
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1993). Recent scholarship has challenged that focus. In their analysis of western

African landscapes, for example, James Fairhead and Melissa Leach (1996) found

that colonial stereotypes of the destructive native land manager had long guided

the formulation of research questions and the interpretation of findings. In Mada-

gascar, Lucy Jarosz (1993) demonstrated that deforestation that had been physi-

cally perpetrated by local populations (and blamed on them) was actually linked

to colonial land appropriations and forced labor campaigns that resulted in

mass flights of people into the fragile rainforest areas along the east coast (see

also Gezon and Freed 1999).

At a time when scholars in the social and natural sciences are seeking ways

to study phenomena across scales, political ecology has criticized tendencies

among government and development agencies to address ecological problems

with immediate technical solutions and ignore ways in which nonlocal policies

and capital flows influence and perpetuate resource-use patterns at local levels.

In response, political ecologists have sought to expand the scale of analysis to

address national and global processes that transcend geographically separable

locales.

To this end, previous work on the ecology of complex societies and global

economies has been revived and retheorized. Julian Steward (1972) devoted the

final two chapters of his seminal work, Theory of Culture Change, originally pub-

lished in 1955, to examining the processes of state formation and the effects of

industrialization, urbanization, and a cash crop–plantation economy on local

subsistence practices. It makes sense, then, that one of Steward’s students, Eric

Wolf, went on to develop a powerful analytic framework linking ecological with

political-economic phenomena across diverse scales of action and analysis. In an

early exploration of property issues, Wolf (1972, 202) emphasized the importance

of studying regional dynamics as well as their influence on the battleground of

contending material, legal, and ideological forces on which local land struggles

are played out. Later, he strove to explain systematic privilege and marginality in

different parts of an increasingly connected world through the study of colonial-

ism and world system dynamics (Wolf 1982).

Current political ecologists engage in broad experimentation and ardent

debate around questions of how to prioritize and link together studies and analy-

ses ranging in scale from a single household garden to the whole earth and its

atmosphere. Some important currents of thought on ecological sustainability

and biodiversity conservation have privileged the global and moved attention

away from studying local biophysical processes (for example, studies of global

warming and deforestation on aggregate levels) as well as the sociopolitical prac-

tices and knowledges involved therein. (See Bradnock and Saunders 2000 and

Horta 2000 for more extended critiques.) Studies of political and economic glob-

alization through flows of capital and information have also tended to ignore

local contexts and the dynamics of production and meaning found there. Yet
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Arjun Appadurai argues that the local remains analytically critical for global

studies despite the expanding reach and homogenizing effects of what he calls

financescapes and mediascapes. He argues that dynamic interaction between

technologies, ideologies, ecologies, and culturally linked communities render the

specific local effects of global capital and idea flows unique and unpredictable

(Appadurai 1996, 33–36). Although localities are affected by global decision mak-

ing, political ecologists such as Ramachandra Guha and Joan Martínez-Alier

(1997) point out that they are not passive recipients; rather, local struggles

engage globally prominent ideas in ways that often have larger effects. Chapters

11 (Hornborg) and 14 (Escobar and Paulson), for example, analyze cases in which

traditional rural people engage with globally powerful environmental discourses

and processes in ways that are both innovative and transformative.

Questions about the nature of scale allow for creative investigations into

what defines place and landscape. Do local and traditional have tangible physi-

cality, while global and modern refer to placeless flows of capital and anonymous

people? In her study of the urban service sector, Saskia Sassen (2000) suggests

otherwise: delivery persons, secretaries, and custodians are deeply rooted in

physical space, although in ways that may differ from the physicality of Pakistani

or Bolivian farmers. Studies on commodity chains and consumption, including

the one in chapter 7 (Heyman), provide valuable insight into physical and mean-

ingful connections between sites of production, distribution, and consumption

(see also Bernstein 1996, Collins 2000, Ribot 1998). The understanding that global

flows are necessarily embedded in local processes prompts a consideration of

place not merely as an isolatable physical space but as a dimension of historical

and contemporary connections. As Hugh Raffles (2002) argues, “place, as much

as race, class, and gender, [is] itself a social relationship” (46). Because of their

simultaneous focus on the materiality and meaning of place, this book’s studies

in environmental anthropology and social geography promise to help demystify

the relationships between local sites of research and more distant locales with

which they are connected.

In political ecology, place has often referred to rural, agricultural spaces. As

Heyman’s contribution in chapter 7 shows, recent work in political ecology

increasingly explores ecologies of urban spaces. In her study of Santiago, capital

of the Dominican Republic, Dianne Rocheleau (2002) explores the creation of

new material and symbolic ecologies of urbanization and “glocalization” in

unfolding encounters between biological communities, livelihoods, landscapes,

technologies, and social relations. Within the municipality of Santiago, one can

find species from the now-decimated forests and savannas of the region, along

with new species that have arrived from forests, fields, and factories across the

planet. Rocheleau’s socioecological study of this evolving biodiversity links par-

ticular groups of people and specific ecological properties and species in com-

plex ecologies shaped by urbanization, zona franca (free trade zone) factories,
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twenty-four-hour supermarkets, a tourist highway and ring road, the decline of

tobacco production, and a recent explosion of sport utility vehicles. She relates

this biological diversity to the collective ecological imagination in Santiago,

which is fueled by visiting migrants from New York City; the “tele-visions” of

Miami, Los Angeles, Caracas, and Rio beamed into private homes; the dreams of

birdwatchers in distant North American cities; and memories of an agrarian past.

The webs of relations identified in two peri-urban watershed communities reveal

the prospects for and vulnerabilities of convivencia—a viable cohabitation of

culture and nature based on local experiences, choices, and relationships.

The work of Janice Harper (2002) on asthma among poor minorities in Hous-

ton follows in the tradition of environmental justice scholarship (for example,

Bryant 1995, Merchant 1994) and advances the frontiers of political ecology into

the study of industrialized urban environments. Although Houston is a global

power center whose harbor hosts an extraordinary flow of petroleum and

money, Harper demonstrates that it is also a polluted place inhabited by people

with little access to that power associated with those resources. By integrating

political ecology with critical medical anthropology, she explores the ways in

which environment intersects with health and the differing social responses to

environmental practices that affect human health. Her research suggests that

local understandings of respiratory health often contradict public health con-

cepts of environmental health and, in turn, shape people’s  interactions with the

environment.

Ultimately, these studies move away from a reified concept of global and

local as separate but sometimes intersecting scales of analysis. Rather, the global

is conceived as one aspect of a localized site, to the extent that people in any

given zone of interaction act within the parameters of policies, authorities, and

material conditions that have sources outside the reach of immediate local net-

works. This understanding of local-global relationships points to the importance

of studying the local not only through rural or marginal spaces but also through

spaces in which powerful decisions are made, such as corporate boardrooms,

legislatures, and cyberspaces, where virtual communities negotiate decisions

that affect people in material locales.

Power and Social Difference

Efforts to operationalize the theoretical and philosophical concerns of political

ecology in field research and analysis have raised challenging questions. How

can we explore the circulation of power in different contexts? How can we iden-

tify and study differences and relations among actors? How do our goals for social

and environmental justice influence our research designs and questions?

The contributors to this book find that people exercise political ideas and

actions related to production and resource use in diverse arenas, infusing them
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with cultural knowledge and values that vary remarkably across interest and

social groups. Each chapter identifies specific contexts in which power operates

and within which people communicate by means of discourses and representa-

tions of the environment. The authors identify regimes of knowledge in a world

where not all knowledges or technologies enjoy equal power, raising questions

about how and why particular interests and values predominate and how power

circulates in ways that influence biophysical or social outcomes.

Awareness of the deep and complex ways in which dynamics of unequal

social and political power affect ecological systems informs the dual commit-

ment of political ecology to both understanding and action. As Karl S. Zimmerer

(2000) says, “Political ecology seeks to contribute both to sound environmental

management (including nature conservation) and to the empowerment of dis-

advantaged social groups” (357). In Liberation Ecologies, editors Richard Peet

and Michael Watts (1996) are also explicitly concerned about a more equitable

distribution of resource risks and benefits, highlighting the “liberatory or emanci-

patory potential of current political activity around environment and resources”

(2). In a similar vein, Dianne Rocheleau, Barbara Thomas-Slayter, and Esther

Wangari (1996) note the importance of a heightened sense of agency and em-

powerment resulting from women’s increased involvement in environmental

issues, management, and conflicts worldwide (18).

Chapter 4 (Ferguson and Derman) in this book analyzes political and

bureaucratic strategies in Zimbabwe that influence situations in which water

resources have long been developed to benefit powerful commercial farmers, a

white minority. The study reveals ironic contradictions resulting from the fact

that new policies designed to promote greater racial and gender equity and par-

ticipation were developed exclusively by high-level bureaucrats who appropri-

ated trendy discourses of stakeholder participation to attract international

donors. In her aptly titled Who Pays the Price? editor Barbara Johnston (1994) and

her contributors point out the importance of analyzing power as socially differ-

entiated and relational. Specifically, they demonstrate that certain actions aim-

ing to provide a higher standard of living for one group of people often jeopardize

the well-being of others. Access to gold and copper for people in the United

States, for example, has resulted in the death of the Ok Tedi River (and devasta-

tion to those whose livelihoods depend on it) in Papua New Guinea (Johnston

and Jorgensen 1994).

In chapter 10, on relationships between gendered labor and changing land-

scapes in the Andes, Paulson analyzes relations of power that link local and non-

local spaces. She examines a watershed in which environmental spaces and

resources controlled and managed by men from wealthier families have been

taking on greater prominence, while those managed primarily by women and

poorer families have been reduced and degraded in greater proportion. But as

Paulson scales up to wider relations of power and difference, it becomes clear
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that national markets discriminate against and exploit the labor and produce of

indigenous men in ways that contribute to the impoverishment and social deval-

uation of rural men, as well as women and resources, while they in some ways

benefit national and international business interests.

The social relations revealed in these studies are never simple cases of the

powerful dominating the weak, and they reveal power as negotiated and shifting.

In chapter 8, Gezon shows that the power of any actor can shift, presenting a case

in which a Malagasy indigenous leader who enjoyed the support of the local

people in his opposition to a nongovernmental conservation organization’s

imposed prohibition on entering a protected forest later met with resistance

when he tried to stop people from cutting down trees for construction wood. In

another analysis of conflict (chapter 3), Brogden and Greenberg describe terri-

tory contests between two powerful interest groups in Arizona: ranchers and

middle-class suburbanites, many of whom embrace an environmentalist ideol-

ogy. Their analysis suggests that both groups may lose when environmentalist

politics marginalize ranchers, which could result in ranch land being sold and

parceled into new subdivisions.

In contrast, Hornborg (chapter 11) finds positive possibilities in the complex

symbiosis that has been developing between environmental and indigenous

movements in many parts of the world. His case study in Nova Scotia traces unex-

pected alliances that emerged between the Mi’kmaq Indians, who were resisting

a proposal for building a mega-quarry that would damage sacred sites vital to

their spiritual identity, and an environmentalist coalition that was interested in

protecting coastal habitats. These cases reveal that environmental marginaliza-

tion is not a simple question of the rich taking resources from the poor but an

analytically complex, historically contingent, and often elusive process enacted

by people who are differentiated in multiple ways.

In sum, the investigation of environmental issues in diverse spaces and on

different scales, together with methodological attention to relations of differ-

ence and power within and among spheres, presents possibilities for more com-

plex understandings of the causal connections among factors at play. Each

author in this collection establishes links between multiple sites and forces—

links that may be multidirectional and dialectical, not simply linear. These mod-

els address two vital questions: where and how do we look for causes, and where

should we work on solutions?

New Research Models and Analytic Frameworks

In addition to pursuing analytical questions about relationships between people

and places, this book explores ways of gathering information relevant for under-

standing those relationships. It considers the application of multiscale research
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models that bring together selected ecological phenomena; local cultural and

political spaces; and global flows of policies, capital, personnel, and discourse.

Attention is also paid to the place of the hallmark ethnographic method, partic-

ipant observation, within such a multiscale model. Early political ecologists

sought to demonstrate links between land-tenure regimes or social marginaliza-

tion and environmental changes such as soil erosion and deforestation. What

they failed to do, however, was explore the complex and overlapping ways in

which the landscapes are negotiated and affected by actions in diverse arenas

such as the household, the workplace, the community, and the state. At the same

time, they underestimated the extent to which meaningful constructions of the

world—in other words, cultural contexts—influenced action. Current research

continues to seek better methods to learn about and from these arenas and also

to investigate the workings of knowledge, discourse, and practice within social

movements, international financial and policy institutions, national and global

governments, and other spaces.

The scholars contributing to this book explore not only class but also ethnic,

gender, and religious dynamics and movements, applying research questions and

tools that help to open up and disaggregate formerly opaque categories of

resource users labeled “farmers,” “tribesmen,” “business,” or “authorities.” In her

study of biodiversity (chapter 6), for example, Mackenzie brings together colo-

nial writings, institutional documents, and contemporary narratives to reveal a

complex field of discourse and action in which distinct voices and visions inter-

act to shape evolving landscapes and social practices in Africa.

In the inaugural issue of the Journal of Political Ecology, James B. Greenberg

and Thomas K. Park (1994) emphasize research and action focused on real people

and places; and they credit Marx for foregrounding “the dialectic between indi-

viduals, their productive activity in human society, and nature that political

ecology seeks to address by his insistence that one must begin not with abstract

premises or dogmas (Marx and Engels 1970 [1846], 42) but with the productive

activities of real individuals” (1). In a critique of political ecology, Andrew Vayda

and Bradley Walters (1999) argue for an even more materialist model in which we

“begin research with a focus on the environmental events or changes that we

want to explain” (169). In the present book, however, Ferguson and Derman

(chapter 4) question the universal appropriateness of anchoring our research

models in specific environmental changes circumscribed in time and space.

They argue that we should sometimes begin research by analyzing environment-

related policy and planning, which can be relevant long before any consequences

may be observed or documented in the biophysical environment.

Differences also arise among strategies developed to contextualize tangible

people, practices, and biophysical phenomena in larger historical and ecological

processes and among the criteria used to identify causes underlying the phenomena
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in question. Vayda and Walters (1999) propose to “work backward in time and

outward in space so as to enable us to construct chains of causes and effects leading

to those events or changes” (169). Yet other scholars are questioning conventional

notions of linear time, proximal space, and causal chains. In chapter 5, Gardner

interweaves multiple conceptions of space and time in order to understand the

high mortality rate of sheep and goats in Saudi Arabia after the Gulf War. He first

considers the hypothesis that pollution from the oil fires caused the problem.

Upon collecting more data, however, he moves beyond a simple linear model of

causation to explore multidimensional dynamics of kinship and labor, historical

shifts in territorial boundaries and state policies, migration patterns, and tech-

nological changes (such as the introduction of Jeeps and water trucks) that have

dramatically transformed Bedouin use and perception of space-time in ways that

significantly influence herd ecology.

The question of where to start and how to move between scales—in research

and in analysis—is particularly tricky for political ecologists, who are acutely

aware of how cognitive models of scale carry deeply embedded assumptions

about space, time, history, and causality. Recent critical studies reveal some of

the practical, and political implications of models of scale used to organize and

interpret information (Brosius 1999, Brown 2002, Levin 1992). As Anna L. Tsing

(2000) argues, scale is not something “out there” to be discovered by the careful

scientist. Rather, it is constantly made, negotiated, and transformed as people

interact in specific times and places.

While new technologies ranging from DNA analysis to global imaging sys-

tems (Moran and Brondizio 1998) allow for work on increasingly minute and

expansive scales, ethnography remains central to the study of global processes as

they play out in specific locales. Indeed, ethnography remains central to all the

chapters in this volume. George E. Marcus (1995) defines ethnography as

“research predicated upon attention to the everyday, an intimate knowledge of

face-to-face communities and groups” (99). Evaluating local-level studies, he

writes, “Any ethnography of a cultural formation in the world system is also an

ethnography of the world system” (99). Both Marcus and Michael Burawoy

(2000) encourage a research strategy aimed at understanding time and space

from the perspective of the people being studied.

In chapter 13, Svarstad argues that movement in a hermeneutic circle

between global, regional, and local scales and perspectives benefits analysis on

all levels: the ways in which an issue is shaped in global discourses and policies

provides important context for interpreting specific cases on the local level,

while specific local experiences influence and shed light on global trends and

processes. The case studies in this book combine ethnographic methods such as

participative observation in farming, housework, and social movements with

biological analyses of soils, cultivars, and trees. They include discourse analyses

of texts, policies, and legislation; examination of archival and other historical
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records; and sociological analyses of complex institutions. Some study globally

powerful corporations, economic trends, and discourses. Svarstad points out

that the challenge of implementing so many diverse research methods in such

disparate spaces can seem overwhelming to the individual researcher; and she

makes a case for doing long-term, multiperson, interdisciplinary studies in

which links among materials, spaces, and levels of analysis are developed in a

cumulative and collaborative process. This book, developed through multiyear

conversations and interactions, contributes to building the kind of collaborative

community necessary to carry out that vision. 
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Politics, Ecologies, Genealogies
SUSAN PAULSON, LISA L.  GEZON, AND MICHAEL WATTS

During the past two decades, the field of political ecology has advanced through

research, analysis, and applied practice across disciplines that include anthro-

pology, biology, geography, philosophy of science, and political science. Scholars

working with political ecology approaches have challenged dominant interpre-

tations of the causes of environmental degradation and contested prevalent pre-

scriptions for responding to such problems. The intellectual and political origins

of the term political ecology date to the 1970s, when a variety of rather different

commentators, including anthropologist Eric Wolf, journalist Alexander Cock-

burn, and environmental scientist Grahame Beakhurst, coined it as a way of con-

ceptualizing the relations between political economy and ecology in the context

of a burgeoning environmental movement (Keil and Faucett 1998, Watts 1983a).

Current working definitions of political ecology include Dianne Rocheleau’s

(1999) specific focus on intersections between “the social relations of power and

the formation and functioning of ecologies and landscapes” (22) and Arturo

Escobar’s (1999) broad “study of the manifold articulations of history and biology

and the cultural mediations through which such articulations are necessarily

established” (3). Chapter 1 discussed visions and applications that are vitalizing

the field at the dawn of the twenty-first century; and in chapter 2, we explore the

intellectual genealogy leading up to the present and some new challenges that

lie ahead.

Political ecology’s originality and ambition arise from its efforts to link

social and physical sciences to address environmental changes, conflicts, and

problems. In this initiative, analyses of social relations of production and ques-

tions of access and control over resources—the basic tool kit of political econ-

omy—are applied in order to understand forms of environmental disturbance

and degradation and to develop prospects and models for environmental reha-

bilitation and conservation, as well as environmentally sustainable alternatives.



From the beginning, then, political ecology has been analytical, normative, and

applied, a unity confirmed by the 1989 founding of the policy-oriented journal

Land Degradation and Rehabilitation by Piers Blaikie and others. From early on,

political ecology theory and practice have also been shaped by concerns for mar-

ginal social groups and issues of social justice, concerns that have taken the fore-

front in recent publications such as Liberation Ecologies (Peet and Watts 1996)

and The Environmentalism of the Poor (Martínez-Alier 2002).

Several long traditions of scholarly effort to understand relations between

culture and environment coalesced into what we know as political ecology amid a

surprisingly diverse array of theoretical developments. These included changing

applications of evolutionary biology, a resurgence of interest in Marxist concepts

and analyses, efforts to reconceive relations between materialist and symbolic

theories, and the emergence of new sciences of ecosystems and cybernetics.

Global affairs and world historic events also influenced the scene. The growing

visibility of peasantries in the developing world (notably, China and Vietnam),

together with the socio-psychological and scientific consequences of the cold war

and the threat of nuclear warfare, highlighted concerns about the inequitable

distribution of global resources and risks and the possibility that global conflict

might lead to unfathomable environmental disaster.

Intellectual Genealogies

In this section we provide a brief account of the confluence among these sets of

ideas and historical processes. Our decision to highlight certain strands of the

field’s history reflects our own trajectories and interests and necessarily repre-

sents only a partial view of the complex heritage, multiplicity of issues, and

diversity of positions that energize political ecology.

Ecological Anthropology and Cultural Ecology

Interest in the relationships between people and their material environments

has a long and rich history in anthropology. Vital debates running through more

than a century of anthropological scholarship center on the value of holistic

interpretations of unique human and environmental situations versus the value

of comparative universal frameworks, on the importance of materialist versus

culturalist explanations, and on the type of field and analytical methods needed

to understand a topic of study that is always both biophysical and culturally

meaningful. At the turn of the twenty-first century, political ecologists are influ-

encing these ongoing conversations by problematizing the nature-versus-culture

dichotomy underlying much early debate and developing research frameworks

that link local ethnographic and ecological research with mezzo-level institu-

tional and historical studies and global political and economic analyses.

Nineteenth-century theorists used subsistence strategies and technologies
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as criteria to categorize groups on an upward continuum from “savage” to “bar-

barian” to “civilized” (Morgan 1877). This comparative ranking approach, based

primarily on readings of travelers’ and missionaries’ accounts and government

reports, resonated with and contributed to popular ideas about social evolution.

Although Lewis H. Morgan (1877) believed that the technology used to appropri-

ate natural resources determined other facets of social life, he explained the evo-

lution of technology itself as an inevitable progression through universal stages;

neither cultural nor environmental factors were given much causal relevance.

In reaction to this evolutionary school of thought, American anthropolo-

gists including Clark Wissler (1940, Wissler and Weitzner 1922) and Alfred Kroe-

ber (1963 [1939]) developed the culture-area perspective, which emphasized the

creative role of culture in shaping ways in which people manipulate and con-

ceptualize the material environment. Culture-area theorists embraced the idea

of possibilism, stating that while the biophysical environment narrows the range

of possible cultural forms, culture is what begets culture. In Kroeber’s words,

“environment does not produce a culture, but stabilizes it” (6). C. Daryll Forde

(1963) further critiqued the idea that environment or technology significantly

determines cultural forms, explaining that “religious concepts may deeply affect

economic and social development and may limit or even prevent adaptations

that are obviously possible” (vi). These debates over the relative powers of cul-

ture and ecology met up with parallel scholarship in geography, and Kroeber and

Forde had strong links to geography at Berkeley and University College, London.

During the 1920s and 1930s, the processes through which cultural knowl-

edge and practice are diffused across space and time were explored through mas-

sive surveys aiming to inventory thousands of cultural traits or objects across

geographical regions of North America. The culture-area perspective opened up

the possibility of seeing culture as influenced, but not determined, by material

parameters and recognized that cultural beliefs and practices also affect the

material environment and human interactions with it. This new respect for the

generative power of culture, together with the dialectical understanding of culture-

environment relationships, formed a vital foundation for political ecology

approaches. This era, sometimes called the golden age of anthropology (Stocking

1992), also ushered in the kind of intense, multifaceted, on-the-ground ethno-

graphic research that would define cultural anthropology for the rest of the

twentieth century and that continues to play an essential role in the multisited

and multiscale research strategies developed by political ecologists today.

In the mid-twentieth century, anthropologist Julian Steward (1972 [1955])

forged a new kind of comparative analysis of human-environment relationships

with an approach he called cultural ecology, whose central objective was to

explain cultural similarities in light of similar environments, subsistence pat-

terns, and economic arrangements (37). In Steward’s words, “The problem is to

ascertain whether the adjustments of human societies to their environments
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require particular modes of behavior or whether they permit latitude for a cer-

tain range of possible behavior patterns” (36). Steward made culture-environment

relations a point of departure for explaining cultural types: “constellations of

core features which arise out of environmental adaptations and which represent

similar levels of integration” (42). Perhaps the best known is the exogamous

patrilineal band, hypothesized to exist where there is sparse population and

scattered nonmigratory game and where transportation is limited to human car-

riers. Steward’s central research goal of understanding how people living in socio-

cultural groups survive within particular environments has endured long after

many scholars have written off the materialist explanations, emphasis on syn-

chronic studies, and ignorance of social differentiation and power that charac-

terized this school of work.

In a move that defined cultural ecology in the 1960s and 1970s, Andrew

Vayda and Roy Rappaport (1967) argued that human ecology should not follow

Steward’s model of using cultures as units of analysis. Instead, in what came to

be known as the Columbia school of ecological anthropology, they developed an

ecosystems model that treated human populations as one of a number of inter-

acting species and physical components. In anthropology and geography, this

school of thought provided a sophisticated body of theory and research to

demonstrate how subsistence people in isolated regions maintained adaptive

structures with respect to their environments. In Rappaport’s (1968) terms,

“cognized models” of the environment—embodied in various ritual, symbolic,

and religious practices—were cultural mechanisms for the kind of environmen-

tal adaptation that interested students of western ecological sciences and evolu-

tionary theory. Thus, for example, ritual pig killing among Tsembaga Maring of

highland Papua New Guinea functioned as a thermostatic device that prevented

pig overpopulation and maintained some sort of balance in the fragile tropical

ecology. The Columbia school of cultural ecology made a lasting methodological

impact because of its emphasis on intensive empirical investigation of sociocul-

tural phenomena and physical environmental processes such as nutrient flows,

caloric intake, and productivity. Its theoretical focus on explaining cultural

forms in terms of their functional value in adapting to material environments

has been much more widely debated. In response to critiques by anthropologists

such as Jonathan Friedman (1979), who saw in cultural ecology the worst

excesses of functionalism, Rappaport (1984) later developed a more sophisti-

cated approach to adaptation, drawing upon the work of Gregory Bateson (1972),

cybernetics, and information theory.

As scholarly paradigms evolved in the latter half of the twentieth century,

cultural ecology research, including that done by ethnobotanists (Berlin et al.

1974, Conklin 1954), was criticized for underestimating the role of cultural

meaning, ignoring social power and inequality, and focusing too narrowly on the

local to the exclusion of the dynamics of colonialism and the encroachment of a
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global capitalist economy (Peet and Watts 1993).1 In retrospect, however, Michael R.

Dove (1999) argues, “In the context of the then-prevailing deprecation of indige-

nous societies under the aegis of high-modernist development theory, the detailed

descriptions of vernacular technology and knowledge central to early ecological

anthropology can now be read as politically empowering counterdiscourses”

(290).

Cultural Geography and the Environmental Turn

In geography, another genealogy emerged from rather different intellectual sources,

which were at times linked directly to anthropology. One line was associated

with the Berkeley School of Cultural Geography and Carl Sauer (1952). Sauer was

interested in the historical transformation of the landscape, patterns of envi-

ronmental and cultural diffusion, and the domestication of plants and animals.

His own thinking intersected with Kroeber’s while they were both at Berkeley,

but their legacies diverged. Sauer’s emphasis on the morphology of landscape

was a forerunner of what in the 1950s became a move toward understanding

human transformation of the earth (Thomas 1956).

Another trajectory of geographical thought and research that contributed

to the field of political ecology was associated with Berkeley alumnus William M.

Denevan, who with a group of students at the University of Wisconsin, Madison,

proffered a significant rethinking of the environmental history of the Maya,

Amazonia, and the Andes (Turner 1983, Nietschmann 1973). Central to this work

and its concerns was the deployment of the new systems ecology to analyze flows

of energy and materials within pre-Columbian systems of agriculture and trade.

This group of scholars asked how Amerindian populations could exploit the del-

icate tropical ecosystems and support surprisingly large population densities

through raised field agriculture, intensive swiddening, aquaculture and other

social-technological systems. Here, geography intersected with anthropology,

especially in the extensive work of Betty Meggers, who applied cultural ecology

approaches in archaeological and prehistorical studies of Amazonian and

Andean production systems and collaborated in the East Africa project of the

late 1960s and early 1970s that brought together geographers and anthropolo-

gists (see Porter 1965). This line of work has contributed directly to current

political ecology concerns about sustainable production systems, local knowl-

edge systems, and indigenous communities.

James J. Parsons’s pathbreaking work on raised fields in Bolivia and Colom-

bia made central contributions (Denevan 1989), and Denevan’s student Bernard

Nietschmann (1973) provided a sophisticated cultural ecological account of the

Miskito Coast in which he documented how communities had adapted to local

niches and orchestrated marine and land-based microenvironments in their

livelihood systems as well as how this adaptive capacity was being undermined

by the growth of commercial turtle exploitation. Much of Nietschmann’s work
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was directly shaped by the ideas of Roy Rappaport and Kent Flannery at the Uni-

versity of Michigan, where all three were located in the early 1970s. In this con-

text, Nietschmann took cultural ecology to a point at which the questions he

asked required a sophisticated grasp of political economy.

This tradition of cultural ecology has continued in geography, sometimes in

a tense relationship with the political ecology approaches that developed in its

wake (see Turner 1983, Mortimore 1998). Much of the tension turns on debates

about the extent to which the language of adaptation should be retained in

analysis, the role played by population and technology as driving forces, and the

centrality of the social relations of production and the accumulation process

emphasized by political economy. The key book in geography that pushed

beyond (and irrevocably broke with) more conventional approaches to cultural

ecology and hazards was Kenneth Hewitt’s (1983) Interpretations of Calamity,

which proved to be an important bridge to political ecology and paved the way

for critical work that was to follow (Blaikie et al. 1994, Zimmerer and Bassett

2003). Paul Richards, who was trained as a geographer and moved to anthropol-

ogy, was also a key bridging figure; and his Indigenous Agricultural Revolution

(1985) represented an important shift toward a more critically engaged link

among culture, power, and ecology.

Disaster Research and Environment As Hazard

Paralleling these explorations in cultural ecology, interest developed across 

various disciplines in exploring human and cultural responses to hazards and

disasters. Geographers Gilbert F. White, Ian Burton, and Robert W. Kates were at

the forefront of this work in the 1950s and 1960s (see Watts 2000 for a review),

focusing on differing sorts of natural perturbation—tornadoes, earthquakes,

floods—in the United States and on the perceptions and behaviors of threatened

communities and households. Centers for disaster studies appeared around the

country, notably at Ohio State University and the University of Colorado, Boulder,

as sociologists and geographers schooled in survey research, cognitive studies,

and behavioralism sought to understand why individuals misperceived, ignored,

or responded in diverse ways to environmental threats. As the cold war deep-

ened, attention turned toward not-so-natural hazards and disasters—notably,

the immediate threat of atomic disaster, which generated a number of govern-

ment-funded studies on perceptions of and responses to environmental threats.

By the 1970s, centers for hazard or disaster research (often with financial

backing from the real estate industry, insurance companies, and the federal gov-

ernment) had made a substantial impact in the area of domestic policy (see

White 1974, Burton et al. 1978). Much of this work drew on organic analogies of

adaptation and response but was also sensitive to cultural perceptions and ques-

tions of organizational capacity and access and availability of information. Systems

thinking and organization theory were central to the intellectual architecture of
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this body of scholarship (Watts 1983b), and interdisciplinary research led schol-

ars to realize that disaster prevention, preparations for it, and responses to it

were highly political. Much of this work focused on U.S. domestic issues such as

perceptions of earthquake hazards or responses to tornadoes, but a growing

body of work in the 1960s and early 1970s turned to the developing world. Topics

explored included the social organization of responses to floods and drought in

the semi-arid tropics, and work on the perception of environmental variability

among developing-world peoples intersected with anthropological work on eth-

nobotany (see Porter 1965, Scott 1979).

Interdisciplinary studies of human responses to hazards and disasters,

together with environmental anthropology and cultural geography, were informed

by new research into cybernetics, organization theory, and systems theories, which

derived from theory of machines and artificial intelligence developed particu-

larly during World War II. Central figures here were Gregory Bateson (1972) and

Howard T. Odum (1971), who, while very different in intellectual orientation, pro-

vided languages and concepts for thinking about humans in ecosystems and liv-

ing systems as well as the flows of matter, information, and energy that coursed

through human-environment practice and interaction. Some of this tradition

has continued in the recent work of Jeanne X. Kasperson and Roger Kasperson

(2001) on global environmental risks and managing hazards related to modern

technology.

Political Economy

Impulses that reinvigorated the analytic tradition of political economy and moti-

vated new applications to environmental issues came from two related sources in

the 1960s and 1970s. First was the proliferation of peasant studies (Shanin 1970,

Wolf 1969) and critiques of colonialism (Asad 1973) that brought to the fore ques-

tions of social differentiation, exploitation, and the impact of international mar-

kets on the rural poor in the developing world. Second was a vital resurgence of

Marxism in social sciences and development studies (Bryant 1998) in a variety of

guises, including world systems theory, dependency theory, structural Marxism,

and Marxist feminism, that advanced concepts of control and access to resources,

marginalization, relations of production, surplus appropriation, and power.

These two tendencies confronted cultural ecology by going beyond the

study of isolated or subsistence communities in putative equilibrium with their

physical environment to examine the impact of markets, social inequalities, and

political conflicts and to analyze forms of social and cultural disintegration asso-

ciated with the incorporation of local communities into a modern world system.

In the context of broader shifts in scientific paradigms toward stances of non-

equilibrium, attention to maladaptation and disruption took precedence over a

previous focus on adaptation, self-regulation, and homeostatis (see also Biersack

1999, Rappaport 1993).2
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In this era of vigorous debate and change across the social sciences, numer-

ous scholars were motivated to reread Karl Marx and Marxisms and identify

points of potential convergence between political economy and cultural ecol-

ogy.3 Howard L. Parsons (1977) notes that, from the Middle Ages until the In-

dustrial Revolution, western concepts of nature were dominated by the static

hierarchical trope of the great chain of being. “In the nineteenth century, the

concept took on the notion of strife, interpenetration, and transformation

among things,” in that new context Marx and Friedrich Engels developed “their

appreciation of the dialectical power in human history and society and their

grasp of the dialectical effects of social practice upon the world of external

nature” (8).

Starting in the 1920s, members of the Frankfurt school had drawn on Marx

and Engels’s perceptions of the ecological and human costs of capitalist modes

of production to develop a multidisciplinary critique of dominant social theory,

science, and technology. While building on Marx’s political economy framework,

Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno (1976 [1945]) critiqued his faith in the

Enlightenment myth of progress via the domination of nature and his belief that

cultural change necessarily led to betterment. Carolyn Merchant (1994) portrays

the Frankfurt school’s skepticism: “Rather than seeing the progressive aspects of

modernity in which science, technology, and capitalism increasingly improve on

the human condition, they emphasized modernity’s dehumanizing tendencies,

its destruction of the environment, its potential for totalitarian politics, and its

inability to control technology” (1–2).

The dialectical interaction of the material and the social, so vital in Marx

and the Frankfurt school, gave way in mid-twentieth-century anthropology to

polarized antagonism between those who privileged material explanations and

those who privileged symbolic meaning and social explanations.4 Sherry Ortner

(1984) describes anthropology in the 1960s as torn by acrimonious debate.

“Whereas the cultural ecologists considered the symbolic anthropologists to be

fuzzy-headed mentalists involved in unscientific and unverifiable flights of sub-

jective interpretation, the symbolic anthropologists considered cultural ecology

to be involved with mindless and sterile scientism, counting calories and meas-

uring rainfall while willfully ignoring the one truth that anthropology had presum-

ably established by that time: that culture mediates all human behavior” (134).5

In a work that helped to launch political ecology, Eric Wolf (1982) sought to

transcend the paralyzing dichotomy between the material and the meaningful

by working with the two axiomatic understandings of the human condition on

which Marx’s theory of production rests. The first is that Homo sapiens is part of

physical nature. The second is that we are a social species; that is, humans are

linked to other humans, and to other aspects of nature, through social relations.

Wolf resuscitated Marx’s concept of production to refer to the mutually depend-

ent relations among nature, human labor, and social organization, together with
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his concept of modes of production, understood as historically specific sets of

social relations, knowledge, and technologies through which labor is employed

to wrest energy from nature (73). Jonathan Friedman’s (1975) Marxist-inspired

analysis of swidden production and the relationship between farmers and the

state provides an excellent example of early political ecological writing, and his

critical work was key in moving some currents of ecological anthropology toward

political ecology.

The political economy work of Wolf, Friedman, and others, together with

parallel advances in structuralism, practice theory, structural Marxism, and

feminist and postcolonial theories, significantly transformed social science in

the late twentieth century. Political ecology in the 1990s was marked by creative

cross-fertilization among these diverse approaches and by the interrogation of

assumptions in intellectual traditions that were institutionalized in nineteenth-

century science. Key among these received assumptions are the dichotomy

between physical nature and meaningful culture, the adequacy and naturalness

of academia’s disciplinary structure, and the putatively value-free status of west-

ern scientific concepts.

Current Conversations in Political Ecology

Today, at the dawn of the twenty-first century, diverse scholars continue to draw

on and reinterpret concepts from ecological anthropology, cultural geography,

and political economy, bringing them together in innovative ways with methods,

concepts, and analytic turns from a wide range of theoretical currents. Two vital

questions lie at the heart of contemporary political ecology. How can we frame,

carry out, and analyze research that stretches across different spaces, scales, and

social groups? And how can we better conceptualize the political in studies of

environmental changes, problems, and issues?

Place and Scale

By locating their environmental studies in the context of political economic sys-

tems and relations, political ecologists opened the possibility of bringing into the

analysis social relations and places that are not necessarily proximal to the eco-

logical phenomena of interest. This move distanced them from conventions of

human and cultural ecology that tended to situate causes of and solutions to

environmental crises in local-based problems such as overpopulation, poor land

management, or inappropriate technology. In one landmark study, Susanna Hecht

and Alexander Cockburn (1989) anchored the causal dynamics of rapid deforesta-

tion in eastern Amazonia in national and international factors that motivated

those who cleared tropical rainforests to create pasture for cattle ranching that

was, in fact, both economically inefficient and environmentally destructive. The

authors found that macrolevel political-economic forces, not the least of which
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were the rents and subsidies generated by the Brazilian junta and successive

democratic governments, created conditions of high profitability that influ-

enced varied social forces acting on the environment, including ranchers, peas-

ants, workers, and transnational companies.

The kind of multiscale approaches presented in this book are evident in

Andrew Gardner’s investigation (chapter 5) of increasing disease and mortality

among Bedouin herds in Saudi Arabia in the wake of the Gulf War. On the ground

among the herders, Gardner used rapid appraisal activities simultaneously with

ethnographic observation of practices such as labor arrangements and the use of

pickups and water trucks. He examined national policies such as governmental

price supports for barley and changes in border policies and patrols. On a

regional level, he considered smoke from oil fires during the war, political eco-

nomic conditions in neighboring nations that led to the growth of a cheap expa-

triate labor force in Saudi Arabia, documentation of regional climate, and

environmental trends including a decade-long drought.

Relations of Social Difference

Other significant advances arise from the use of concepts and tools that illumi-

nate differences in knowledge, interest, practice, and power among social groups

differentiated by class, race, ethnicity, gender, and other sociocultural systems.

Early studies in political ecology tended to focus on land managers, considering

their relationship to nature in a “historical, political and economic context”

(Blaikie and Brookfield 1987, 239). Yet the land managers who were scrutinized

were overwhelmingly male, rural subjects from the developing world and, rather

curiously, appeared to be quite apolitical. In Piers Blaikie’s (1985) study of soil

erosion, for example, and Michael Watts’s (1983a) discussion of pastoralism in

West Africa, there is almost no consideration of peasant resistance or gender and

household dynamics in association with soil problems.

Political ecologists have since then paid increasing attention to the ethnic

identities, gender roles and relations, multiform institutions, governance appa-

ratuses, political involvements, and other social factors that condition the

knowledge, decisions, and actions of diverse land managers. Notable here are

feminist insights into the gendered character of environmental knowledge and

practice (Braidotti et al. 1994, Carney 1996, Gezon 2002, Mackenzie 1995, Paulson

1998, Schroeder 1993, Shiva 1988, Rocheleau et al. 1996), concern about indige-

nous rights and territorial autonomy (Bassett 1988, Beckett and Mato 1996, Jones

1995), and critical analyses of development processes informed by movements

for social and environmental justice (Bryant 2002, Guha 1994, Peet and Watts

1996, Zimmerer 2000). From the start, political ecology was firmly grounded in

class analysis; now it is developing a more comprehensive social theory that

allows for identification and analysis of dynamics among multiple, overlapping

dimensions of identity.
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In this book, for example, Josiah McC. Heyman (chapter 7) contrasts the

concerns and discourses about consumption advanced by environmentalists in

overdeveloped societies with those of working-class consumers on Mexico’s bor-

der, who worry about not being able to consume enough. By bringing together

the analysis of historical processes by which people became consumers of mass-

manufactured goods and resource-energy inputs with an in-depth ethno-graphic

study of the immediate politics of consumption, such as protests over electricity-

rate increases, Heyman illuminates the importance on various scales of social

differentiation in terms of nationality, ethnicity, gender, generation, and socioe-

conomic class.

Politics

A central question has emerged in both political ecology and critiques of it: how

do we conceptualize the political? Significant debate has arisen around methods

and concepts used to address the political in political ecology. The first genera-

tion of political ecology work was criticized for lacking a consistent treatment of

politics and having an abstract conceptualization of political economy (Peet and

Watts 1993). Later scholars have been accused of assigning too much importance

to political control over natural resources, being driven by populist political

agendas, and prioritizing politics to the point of abandoning ecology altogether

(Vayda and Walters 1999). At the heart of this issue are questions about what

constitutes politics and how political phenomena interrelate with ecological

ones.

Early political ecology made the key theoretical move of replacing the

“human” in human ecology with a Marxist-inflected political economy. This

move meant shifting emphasis from biophysical characteristics of human life,

analyzed through theories of evolution and adaptation, toward the study of

social and cultural dimensions of human life embedded in historical contexts.

Applications that followed from Piers Blaikie and Harold Brookfield’s (1987)

broadly defined political economy were certainly not of a theoretical piece. For

Watts (1983b), political economy drew upon a Marxian vision of social relations

of production as an arena of possibility and constraint. For Blaikie and Brookfield

(1987) it meant a concern with effects “on people, as well as on their productive

activities, of on-going changes within society at local and global levels” (21). And

for Martínez-Alier, political economy became synonymous with economic and

ecological distributional conflicts (Guha and Martínez-Alier 1997).

Other valuable takes on the political have included analyses of conventional

geopolitics and the history of unequal power relations between northern and

southern nations (Escobar 1995, Grossman 1998, Sachs 1993), grassroots and aca-

demic engagement with environmental issues (Brosius 1999, Posey 1983), and

red-green political activism (Atkinson 1991), so named for the links it forged

between movements for social and environmental justice and emancipation.
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Finally, studies such as those brought together in this book emphasize the impor-

tance of ethnographically based research on practices and negotiations of power

relations both among resource users and between resource-using communities

and outside holders of power.

In sum, political ecology’s underspecification of political economy and the

political, its sometimes vague use of these terms to refer to exogenous forces and

systems, together with a surge of creative applications that locate politics in all

kinds of unsuspected places have led to uncertainty and debate about the nature

and place of politics in environmental analysis. At this point, a more explicit con-

ceptualization of power and politics is needed to better operationalize research

on environmental changes and conflicts and develop improved ways of address-

ing practical problems of resource degradation and social marginalization.

Toward a Conceptualization of the Political

In this book, political is used to designate the practices and processes through

which power, in its multiple forms, is wielded and negotiated. In line with Alf

Hornborg’s (2001) definition of power as “a social relation built on an asymmet-

rical distribution of resources and risks” (1), we explore ways in which power cir-

culates among and between different social groups, resources, and spaces. In his

chapter “Facing Power” Wolf (2001) urges scholars to continue thinking about

diverse articulations of power and defines several types, including power as a

personal attribute, the ability of an individual to impose his or her will on

another, and the power to control settings in which people may act and interact.

Wolf identifies as most powerful the type of power that not only acts willfully

within and controls other action in settings or domains but also constructs and

orchestrates those settings and specifies the distribution and direction of energy

flows within them (384). In short, this is the power to shape environments for

human action and interaction.

The studies in this book demonstrate that all kinds of human relationships

have political elements, often manifest in the strategic use of position, knowl-

edge, or representations to gain differential access to resources. “The political”

therefore encompasses not only formal politics but all kinds of everyday interac-

tions as well. Judith Butler (1997) goes further to locate power in the ways in

which people, resources, and places are constituted: “We are used to thinking

about power as what presses on the subject from the outside, as what subordi-

nates. . . . This is surely a fair description of what power does. But if, following

Foucault, we understand power as forming the subject as well, as providing the

very condition of its existence and the trajectory of its desire, then power is not

simply what we oppose but also, in a strong sense, what we depend on for our

existence” (2).

Many political ecologists have drawn from Butler and other poststructural

feminist and practice theorists (such as Bourdieu 1977, Giddens 1984, Ortner
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1989) to approach politics more broadly as power relations that shape and per-

vade all human interactions, are characterized by challenge and negotiation,

and are infused with symbolic and discursive meaning. As political ecologists

develop more sophisticated understandings of the ways in which power and pol-

itics influence culture-environment interactions, they consistently emphasize

the importance of studying social dynamics together with material dimensions

of the environment. Researchers including Karl S. Zimmerer (1996) and Matt

Tur-ner (1999) provide important models for successfully merging rigorous eco-

logical methods for studying biophysical events and phenomena with social sci-

ence methods for analyzing diverse political, social, and economic facets of these

events and phenomena.

Knowledge, Discourse, and Environmental Politics

A growing focus on the politics of discourse has raised serious questions about

the way in which nature is conceived and represented in western scholarship as

well as in policy, legislation, and media (Adger et al. 2001). Essentialist concep-

tualizations of nature as a category of reality that exists independently of human

thought and action have been  challenged by a growing conviction that the idea

and experience of nature are “always constructed by our meaning-giving and dis-

cursive processes, so that what we perceive as natural is also cultural and social”

(Escobar 1999, 2). Sharp debates have arisen in environmental anthropology and

geography about the extent to which research and analytic methods should

include the examination of pertinent environmental discourses (a move some-

times precipitously relegated as postmodern) and the extent to which they

should focus on collecting biophysical data (a strategy sometimes speciously dis-

tinguished from the previous one as “empirical”). Attempting to bridge these

antagonistic positions, Arturo Escobar (1999) entreats constructivist postmod-

ernists and realist empiricists to recognize both the biophysical basis of reality

and the historical and discursive contexts in which knowledge of it is gathered (3).

When culturally situated knowledges and discourses (including those of the

scientists themselves) are ignored or excluded from research models, the envi-

ronment is sometimes treated as an unproblematic universal category, an arena

of natural laws. By critically examining the putatively objective and neutral domains

of empirical science, political ecologists and others have drawn to the surface a

series of embedded assumptions that reflect the cultural, colonial, gender, reli-

gious, and class characteristics and interests that underlie various scientific

projects. Geographer Piers Blaikie (1985) has urged scholars as well as policy-

makers to recognize that “even a position of so-called neutrality rests upon par-

tisan assumptions” (1). With Brookfield, he has questioned the heavy focus on

technological fixes that regularly characterize the response of the scientific com-

munity and governmental agencies to environmental problems. Instead, they

encourage an approach that represents environmental degradation as both a
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social problem and a biophysical condition: “while the physical reasons why land

becomes degraded belong mainly in the realm of natural science, the reasons

why adequate steps are not taken to counter the effects of degradation lie squarely

within the realm of social science” (Blaikie and Brookfield 1987, 2).

Since publication of these seminal works, scholars have formulated a broad

critique of the modern western conception of the world as two qualitatively dis-

tinct realms, each appropriately studied by either natural or social sciences (Painter

and Durham 1995, Paulson 1998). David Harvey (1998, 332) proposes that we

examine the current physical world not as pristine nature but as a set of “radi-

cally different environments that have been created under several centuries of

capitalism” in which “the circulation of money is a prime ecological variable”

(see also Haraway 1989, Escobar 1999). Contributors to Philippe Descola and Gísli

Pàlsson’s (1996) collection encourage greater attention to ethno-epistemologies

that provide alternative means of conceptualizing the ways in which humans

live within a material environment.

Philip Stott and Sian Sullivan’s (2000) edited book explores implications of

conventional representations of nature and science through case studies that

demonstrate how scientific research designs and data presentations are guided

by unexamined assumptions about how to ask questions and which methods to

apply in investigating them. They argue that such assumptions contribute to

results of scientific studies that may (consciously or not) legitimize the interests

of certain social groups over others, thereby entering the political arena.

Reflecting and Acting with Political Ecology

The studies of environmental degradation and conflict brought together in this

book lead to implicit (if not explicit) recommendations for action, and many

political ecologists are purposefully engaged in such action. Indeed, “new eco-

logical anthropology” in general has been as much about finding practical solu-

tions to environmental problems as about building new methodological and

theoretical approaches to study those phenomena (Kottak 1999, 23). At the 1996

founding of the Anthropology and Environment Section of the American Anthro-

pological Association, Carole L. Crumley (2001) wrote that anthropologists

“must enter current debates over environmental issues by as many avenues as

possible, on our own behalf as well as that of those whose lives and circum-

stances we study” (ix). And in Nancy Peluso and Michael Watts’s (2001) Violent

Environments, scholars from numerous disciplines engage to analyze and

explore practical solutions to ominous environmental problems and threats.

The means that political ecologists employ for collecting, analyzing, and

using data overlap in vital ways with those of applied anthropology in general.

Shared elements include attention to and mutual collaboration with various

kinds of social groups and social movements; interest in documenting the dis-
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tribution of benefits, together with their costs and risks on various scales; con-

cern about environmental decision making and conflict resolution; and investi-

gation of the environmental and social consequences of development models

and discourses. Within this field of shared concerns, political ecologists have

insisted that attention to practical engagement with different stakeholders and

the search for practical solutions to social-environmental problems be part of a

methodological commitment to understanding how the environmental uses and

conditions in question are affected by larger economic and political systems as

well as by discursive and cultural constructions of the environment. Barbara

Johnston has tirelessly promoted stronger relationships among research, prac-

tice, and activism: forging models for understanding the social context of envi-

ronmental decision making in the edited book Who Pays the Price? (1994),

elaborating concepts of environmental justice within a human rights framework

in Life and Death Matters (1997), and encouraging anthropologists to become

involved in policymaking and debate.

A vital international movement in political ecology has promoted political

action toward a more equitable distribution of economic and ecological

resources and risks. The journal Capitalism, Nature, Socialism was established in

1988 at the Center for Political Ecology in Santa Cruz, California, and continues

to embrace a red-green scholarly and activist stance. In 1990, the companion

journal Ecología Política was founded in Barcelona under the direction of Joan

Martínez-Alier, with the express goal of bringing together scholarship on social

conflict in resource management with analysis of green political actions and

visions.

Enrique Leff (1999, 15) argues that this intimate tie among theory, practice

and politics pushes all of us, even privileged scholars, to include our own posi-

tions and actions in the frame of analysis. And recent efforts of political ecolo-

gists to understand and participate in the ensemble of forces linking social

change, environment, and development are giving rise to new questions. For

example, how do we situate ourselves in the circuits of power, knowledge, and

practice that we seek to understand? As scholars and as those who influence pol-

icy, we are becoming increasingly aware of the power relationships that link cer-

tain ways of knowing and communicating with greater access to social and

physical resources. This awareness has encouraged the development of partici-

patory (Chambers 1992), collaborative (Zimmerman 2001), or reflexive research

methods that aim to translate the knowledge of marginal or subaltern people

into power, respect, and rights. It has also motivated environmental scholars to

seek various ways of advocating for the groups with whom they work.

THE INTELLECTUAL GENEALOGIES discussed in this chapter have led up to current

approaches to working across spaces, scales, and social groups and to new ways

of conceptualizing and applying ideas of the political in political ecology. New
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multiscale approaches are helping us to understand relations between local 

cultural-environmental changes and global economic and political forces and

processes, while sensitivity to social differentiation and marginalization are gen-

erating insights into dynamics of knowledge and decision on multiple levels.

Increasing sensitivity to political dimensions of environmental phenomena

has led to all kinds of new questions and results. We do not place these political

issues outside of, or even adjacent to, the domain of the material but see them as

inextricable dimensions of it. We argue that studies that document erosion and

those that analyze tenure policies are equally political in nature (insofar as they

all use categories and questions grounded in certain visions and interests) and

equally ecological (insofar as they all seek to understand the interrelationships

between organisms and their environments). As a whole, this book makes a

strong argument for bringing both kinds of studies into the same field of analy-

sis. In our own research, as well as in the chapters collected here, we seek to in-

corporate political dynamics into environmental analyses in ways that do not

dilute the study of the ecological but strengthen our ability to understand and

contribute to the dialectical processes through which humans appropriate, con-

test, and manipulate the world around them. Vital conversations about our role

as environmental scholars and practitioners—questions that are deeply politi-

cal—resonate throughout this book. These discussions are part of a quest to ask

questions and gather information in ways that facilitate struggles for greater

social and environmental justice and lead to the development of fruitful appli-

cations for the new information and vision obtained through this scholarship.

NOTES

1. Later work in ethnobotany and symbolic ecology has taken greater care to note the
political and economic context of local understandings and practices in relation to the
biophysical environment. See, for example, Descola and Pàlsson (1996), Nazarea
(1999), Kempton (2001), and Balée (1999).

Within ecological anthropology there have also been critiques of an overemphasis
on bounded local analyses. In a retrospective assessment of his study of the Betsileo of
Madagascar in the 1970s, Kottak (1980) noted that Rappaport’s model did not allow for
an understanding of “the role of stratification and the state in determining differential
access to strategic and socially valued resources” (Kottak 1999, 24).

2. Some scholars who continued to embrace the language of ecology turned to analyses
like those of Botkin (1990), who rejected homeostasis in favor of dynamic and discor-
dant harmonies, focusing on patterns that were recognizable yet continuously and
unpredictably changing.

3. Bryant and Bailey (1997) provide a good assessment of ways in which scholars explored
applications of historical materialism to environmental issues during this period.

4. Meanwhile, debates among materialists over whether to locate key determinative
forces in the harnessing of energy (White 1949), the mode of production and repro-
duction (Harris 1979), technology (Sahlins and Service 1960), or specific structures of
social relations (Friedman 1974, 1976) led to a renewed interest in understanding bio-
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physical dynamics in the context of social-political organization of production and 
cultural-ideological systems.

5. A related dichotomy pitted those who embraced scientific methods in the pursuit of
objective studies against those who privileged analyses informed by the social sciences
and humanities. A recent manifestation of this particular division was seen in the
establishment of the Society for Anthropological Sciences and its first meeting, enti-
tled the “Salon des Récusés,” occurring simultaneously with the 2002 annual meeting
of the American Anthropological Association in New Orleans.
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The Fight for the West

A Political Ecology of Land-Use Conflicts in Arizona

METTE J .  BROGDEN AND JAMES B. GREENBERG

In the global economy, the commodification of nature and the territorialization

practices of nation-states pose formidable challenges to sustainable uses of nat-

ural resources. Certain environmental problems such as growth management

and residential sprawl have proved to be intractable issues in our existing political

processes. This case study of grazing and growth conflicts in Arizona demonstrates

that intractable environmental problems may actually be emergent properties of

complex systems, requiring new political approaches that foster collaboration

and knowledge sharing between disputing stakeholders. One such multi-stake-

holder collaboration in Arizona revealed that attempts to remove grazing from

Arizona landscapes could actually be detrimental to biodiversity, contrary to the

expectations of grazing critics.1

Since World War II, there has been a dramatic increase in migration to west-

ern states. In recent years, this has produced residential sprawl and created con-

flicts between urban and rural populations over land use on millions of acres of

public land. The issues are far more complex than public debates and proposed

solutions would indicate (Sheridan 2001). At stake in these conflicts are not just

the values of these interest groups but ultimately how humans can inhabit land-

scapes and use natural resources sustainably. 

In this chapter we tap the fields of political ecology, environmental conflict

resolution (ECR), and the science of complexity to frame the problem of sustain-

ability and to understand the issues surrounding land-use conflicts in Arizona.

These approaches may also help us to reintegrate the ecological, economic, and

sociopolitical aspects of systems that have been the special purview of narrow

disciplines and so open a space for building more effective understandings and

solutions to broad-scale environmental problems.
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The Problem of Sustainability

Ecological systems evolve logics of interaction and production based on processes

such as nutrient cycling, energy flows, and water cycles. Ecological regions or

zones may be characterized by their specific elements (such as soil types, geo-

morphology, elevation, climate) that together create the potential for biotic pro-

duction at an identifiable level and diversity, even given their stochastic nature

(Brogden n.d.).2 Overextraction of natural resources can degrade or significantly

alter elements of an ecosystem, tipping it beyond its ability to sustain the same

degree of biotic productivity and diversity or to recover from the external per-

turbation.3 In theory, sustainable natural resource use implies (1) that extractive

activities do not outstrip a resource in the short term and (2) that the ecological

system in which it is embedded maintains the ability to regenerate the resource

over the long term. 

By contrast, economic systems evolve logics of interaction and production

based on prices, markets, and costs that are quite different from those governing

ecological systems. The economic sustainability of an enterprise or a household

merely requires that income should exceed expenditures by a sufficient margin

to meet enterprise or household needs over time. The problem for policymakers

is how to reconcile these very different rationalities. 

To create a sustainable intersection between economic and ecological func-

tioning, governance structures and social institutions must enable resource

users to accommodate—and even benefit from—the temporal and spatial vari-

ability of natural resources. At the same time, these institutions must success-

fully mediate (1) competing claims to resources and (2) the different outcome

time scales associated with economic decision making and ecological function-

ing. Ideally, mechanisms are available to resolve conflicts over competing claims

in peaceful and stable ways and to balance levels of extraction needed to support

households and business enterprises against recovery rates of exploited natural

resources. 

In a classic subsistence economy (an admittedly ideal type), producers deal

directly with nature and make limited demands on a variety of natural system

elements. Because nature provides feedback and payoffs in the form of increas-

ing or decreasing biotic productivity, human populations may evolve sustain-

able practices. By contrast, in modern industrialized economies, producers and

consumers are often far apart; and extensive external inputs may even decouple

economic actors from dependence on their own locale. Nature no longer provides

direct payoffs and feedback. Natural resource users-consumers converse with

markets instead of nature and work to maximize profit by sourcing elements of

ecological systems from all over the globe rather than making the most of a local

ecological system’s biotic productivity over time. In a global market, demands for

resources seem infinite. However, sustainable use of natural systems and their
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elements ultimately depends on a local logic. This logic requires an integrative

approach to the management and regulation of identifiable ecological units—such

as watersheds or ecological regions—that respects the dynamics of the particular

ecological system. But at least three macrolevel forces work against such man-

agement: global economic integration, specialized academic disciplines, and the

territorialization practices of nation-states, which divide ecosystems into spa-

tially and conceptually fractured jurisdictions.

Commodifying certain elements within natural systems subjects them to a

different logic—the market’s, where decisions regarding resources are severed

from an understanding of their role within ecological system functioning. Nature

is stripped of local meaning that may serve a necessary mediatory role and

becomes merely an array of commodities. Globalization exacerbates these effects.

Decisions occur in global markets and boardrooms far distant from local ecolog-

ical systems (Greenberg 1998). Moreover, global markets and multinational cor-

porations source natural elements from all over the planet, driving prices down

and setting up conditions in which, to sustain themselves, local producers must

extract more of a resource to make up for the reduction in price. Finally, since

economic processes transcend the boundaries of nation-states, these centers of

economic decision making can exert enormous pressure on governments for

favorable decisions in ongoing contests over territorialization of resources, mak-

ing the challenges to sustainable human use of natural resources formidable

indeed. 

When land is commodified as real estate rather than being seen as an inte-

gral part of ecosystems, it becomes, to some degree, a good that may be bought

and sold like any other (Godelier 1977, Greenberg 1998, Marx 1977 [1867], Taussig

1980). Yet because land is spatially fixed, its commodification takes on somewhat

different dynamics as compared to mobile resources so that, even in complex

contemporary societies, what happens to land inextricably remains tied to local

contexts, even if ownership is not.

Currently, sprawling residential development challenges the sustainable

use of natural resources. Nonetheless, in the spatial fixedness of land and its

inexorable relation to local communities, we do spy a kind of hope. Where com-

peting groups are able to understand how their interests in landscapes might

intersect, they may join forces and press for integrative approaches to the man-

agement of landscapes and the associated ecological systems they support. In

fact, a number of these experiments are underway across the west as community-

based collaborative (CBC) groups have formed to resolve local conflicts over

resources and implement more holistic resource management. But unless CBC

participants can extend their purview and influence to the policy level, where

resource territorializations are defined and contested, they are likely not to 

succeed.
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Territorialization: Setting the Rules of Human Engagement 
with the Natural World

The absence of sociopolitical institutions that regulate resource use and owner-

ship sets up an incentive for individuals to rapidly degrade a resource because,

as Garrett Hardin’s (1968) concept of tragedy predicts, if an individual does not

make use of the resource, someone else will, and the opportunity for use will be

lost. Hardin mistakenly described this dynamic as the “tragedy of the commons,”

a notion that has been critiqued (McCay and Acherson 1987, Netting 1993)

because he applied his argument to communally owned resources under the

assumption that they lacked rules of access. What he actually described was an

open access regime in which resource degradation indeed occurs because no

rules of access and use exist, leading to what is more properly called a “tragedy of

open access.” The enduring challenge for sustainable human engagement with

the environment is to establish and enforce rules of engagement that enable

resource users and managers to respond flexibly to changing systems and new

information while providing the stability of access that enables planning. 

Contemporary nation-states generate numerous structural obstacles to the

development of flexible frameworks. They carve up the natural world into both

physical spaces that define territorial units and their boundaries and conceptual

spaces through which jurisdiction over particular resources is divided among

bureaucratic structures. In the United States, for example, forests are the respon-

sibility of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Forest Service, while wildlife is

managed by state wildlife agencies and, in cases of species endangerment, the

U.S. Department of the Interior’s Fish and Wildlife Service. These physical and

conceptual territorializations of resources set the rules of production, control,

and access (Greenberg 1998; Heyman 1994, 13–14; Mann 1993, 44–91), although

they usually make virtually no sense from an ecological standpoint. Further-

more, since bureaucratic structures are set up to simplify and regularize decision

making, their responsiveness to local variance and ability to mediate competing

claims to resources are limited as the rules of access and use become inscribed

in law and administrative procedures.

As the state defines spaces and organizes resources by setting up jurisdic-

tions and administrative rules, these arrangements in turn draw the social and

political fault lines along which further disputes develop. It is important to

understand that territorializations are historical products of contestation and

negotiation for access and control over natural resources among competing

groups, interests, and classes (Greenberg 1998). As such, they embed certain

environmental values, which become part of the political idiom through which

territorializations are justified or contested. Conflicts develop on the ground as

well as in political arenas, where competing interests seek to influence or gain

control over the agencies, laws, and regulations that govern natural resources. In
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the United States, territorializations are contested through political lobbying in

Congress and state legislatures, elections, organized public input or appeals to

administrative rule making, litigation, and grassroots activism. Thus, political

organizing and disputing are ways for civil society to communicate with the

state, and interest groups press arguments through the politics of pluralism. 

In this interface between state and civil society, some actors achieve voice

and some do not. Pluralistic politics leave out actors and interest groups who are

too small or powerless to be effective as lobbyists or too scattered politically to be

able to elect representatives. Globalization may move the interests of marginal-

ized groups and local communities even further off stage. Fairness would insist

that these groups find an effective voice. But as our case study will show, fairness

is not the only reason why it is important for them to find a voice. 

Reterritorialization: When Existing Tenure Arrangements 
Are Successfully Contested

Reterritorialization occurs when there is a reassignment of resource access rights

to a different population or interest group (Greenberg 1998). Perhaps different

users now have access to the same natural resource elements. Alternatively, an

interest group may redefine commodity values and achieve the power to rearrange

access rights to a natural system so that previous commodity values become obso-

lete and unprivileged. An example of this more complex reterritorialization process

can be seen in the American southwest. Here, livestock grazing on public lands

is being challenged by urban-based environmentalists, who are not only seeking

to protect wilderness and its wildlife but also looking for recreational spaces

where they can commune with nature. 

When a new value conflicts with the old, and power shifts enough so that

the new commodity value achieves a plurality, reterritorialization results in pre-

vious users’ loss of access to territories supporting earlier commodity values.

Territories and agency policies may then be redrawn to maximize production of

the new resource value. Predictable discursive strategies assist this process,

often vilifying the historical user personally or culturally or because that user has

degraded the natural system.

Vilifying discourses become particularly salient in democratic electoral

processes in which voters have a slew of issues and candidates to decide on and

neither the time, the expertise, nor the inclination to study each issue in its com-

plexity. Well-honed, catchy messages disseminated through media sound bytes

and local reporting appeal to popular values and ideologies, thereby mystifying

the fact that these disputes are actually competing claims between interest

groups rather than clear moral imperatives. Furthermore, these arguments may

have nothing whatsoever to do with fostering sustainable resource use, even

when their proponents are utterly convinced that they do. For example, the case
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study in this chapter shows that simply getting cows off public lands will not pre-

serve wildlife values. It also shows how contesting groups often exhibit, at one

and the same time, excellent intentions toward the resource (such as wanting it

to persist into the future) and self-interest (such as wanting something from it).

While these values usually do not coincide completely, the pursuit of self-inter-

est is not necessarily bad but must be viewed clearly. Existing uses or practices

may indeed be detrimental to an ecological system and need to be changed. But

in the contemporary era, as we suggest in this chapter, it is highly unlikely that

any single interest group really knows what changes may be needed to allow eco-

logical systems to recover. Complex systems encompass a web of causality and

relations and require, at the least, exchanging information among actors to

achieve an understanding of the system’s complexity; co-constructing potential

solutions among competitors; and making arrangements for adjusting the solu-

tion as circumstances, knowledge, and the environment change. 

When ecological problems arise, they often entail multifaceted legal and

political disputes that may involve a host of local, state, and national bureaucra-

cies. Again, in such disputes, local communities and users, who often are the

actors most dependent on and most knowledgeable about the resource, have dif-

ficulty finding a voice. Even when governmental policies and regulatory efforts

attempt to strike a balance between the conservation of natural resources and

the interests of various groups, these efforts are frequently either poorly coordi-

nated or have contradictory effects on the ecosystem. As a result, years may pass

before any solution or agreement is reached. In the meantime, irreversible envi-

ronmental damage may continue (Rappaport 1994). 

Reterritorialization in the American Southwest: A Case Study

We turn now to a case study of reterritorialization processes in Arizona. Data for

this case study came from five years of participant-observation research of con-

flicts over land use in Arizona, including more than one hundred formal and

informal interviews with ranchers, conservation and environmental nongovern-

mental (NGO) representatives, ranchette owners, federal and state agency rep-

resentatives, and other public officials. Some interviews were conducted as we

researched the transition from ranching to real estate development in one Ari-

zona community. Others were conducted as part of research on the negotiation

process of the Arizona Growing Smarter Commission and during the political

implementation of its results in the following legislative session. Interviews were

also completed in preparation for a conference about growth management ini-

tiatives on the 2000 ballot in Arizona. In addition, co-author Mette J. Brogden

observed public meetings of the Sonoita Valley Planning Partnership and the

Diablo Trust, two CBC groups in Arizona, as well as public meetings of the Ari-

zona Growing Smarter Commission in 1999 and sessions of the 2000 Arizona leg-
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islature. Participant-observation data were also obtained in the course of Brog-

den’s facilitation of stakeholder dialogue at the Arizona Common Ground

Roundtable.

After World War II, a significant reterritorialization process began in the

western and southwestern United States. It has accelerated in the past two

decades, propelled largely by demographic pressure as migrants from the east,

the midwest, and California have moved to the intermountain west in search of,

among other things, lifestyles with more elbow room, better weather, and gor-

geous views. 

Actually, two reterritorializations are occurring, following two different but

related commodifications of the landscape. The first is taking place on public

lands, where urban dwellers value the landscape as a context for recreational

experience that includes seeing abundant wildlife and communing with nature.

To the extent that domestic livestock compete for forage with wildlife as well as

leave cow pies on hiking trails, grazing and the new recreational values seem to

be at odds, and conflict has ensued. Over time, urban environmentalists have

elaborated a discourse that has painted a picture of morally deficient ranchers

degrading the public’s resources on public lands while eating at the public

trough. 

Their assertion of resource degradation has some foundation. In certain

areas, overgrazing and overstocking has resulted in environmental degrada-

tion—some of it quite serious—although the worst occurred near the turn of the

twentieth century, during the tragedy of open access, before limitations on

access to rangeland commons were instituted (Sayer 1999, Sheridan 2001). So

when environmentalists have looked at the condition of rangelands, they have

found a basis in fact for their complaints. Less widely known is the fact that, at

the turn of the twentieth century, ranchers themselves were insisting that regula-

tion was needed and were highly impatient because it was not happening quickly

enough (Diana Hadley, personal communication, June 2001).4 This information

should give us pause: social institutions that mediate resource access and use do

not come into being overnight. 

Urban-based environmentalists have sought to use the Endangered Species

Act of 1973 to challenge ranching because they see grazing as the major culprit in

the endangerment of species in the southwest. According to James H. Brown,

biologist and past president of the Ecological Society of America, however, “Far

more habitat has been destroyed to provide water to cities, subdivisions, and

irrigated agriculture than by even the heaviest grazing pressure” (Clifford 1998,

A33). And ranched areas are often the primary—or even the only—areas where

species of concern are now found.5 Perhaps it should surprise no one that urban

environmentalists’ most successful battles to preserve some of these species are

being fought in rural areas against a ranching subculture with small numbers of

people (read: votes).
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Urban environmentalists have also been on the front lines in their own

immediate settings, trying to gain some control over real estate development.

Indeed, they are well aware that the pressure on ecological systems is tied to the

commodification of landscape for residential development. Time and again in

areas of population growth, developers seem to get exactly what they want in

rezonings, zoning protection of rights to develop, legislation, and land purchases.

In pursuing their business, they carve up more and more of the landscape sur-

rounding cities, even though city inhabitants would prefer to preserve that land

as open space. It seems not to matter that polls show that a super-majority of the

public wishes the surrounding area to be left undeveloped (74 percent in a Jan-

uary 2000 Greater Phoenix Leadership poll). Endangered species lawsuits are vir-

tually the only tools enabling environmentalists to get some political leverage in

the fight to control development. 

Sprawl—the second reterritorialization in the southwest—is happening

despite the fact that almost all concerned (even developers) do not want it and

each interest group is actually complicit in its occurrence.6 The phenomenon

proceeds through a combination of “If we build it, they will come,” and the exis-

tence of a plethora of individuals who are making myriad individual decisions

about where to live (read: in pretty natural areas). Newcomers in one desirable

rural area rationalized their decision to build there with comments such as “It’s

just one small parcel,” or “If I don’t do it, someone else will,” or “If I thought for

one minute that my moving back into an urban area would stop development 

in this area, I’d do it,” or “Why should I restrain myself when no one else does?”7

Such comments evince the dynamics of an open-access regime. 

The two reterritorializations—one apparently wanted by the environmen-

talist community, one apparently not—are connected because of how ranching

evolved in Arizona. Ranching is a land-extensive activity in the semi-arid south-

west. It requires access to significant acreages of forage to be economically viable.

The homesteading model of 160 acres that worked in the midwest was woefully

inadequate in Arizona; even increasing the homestead allocation to 640 acres

proved to be insufficient. Consequently, land-tenure arrangements developed

over time, providing ranchers with access to forage on federal and state trust

lands but not concentrating land ownership in the hands of a very few. Thus,

ranch units in Arizona are overwhelmingly comprised of a deeded portion owned

outright by the rancher and forage leases on public lands (Sayer 1999, Sheridan

2001). This system of tenure rights has been institutionalized at the federal level

within administrative policies of the Forest Service and the U.S. Department of

the Interior’s Bureau of Land Management and at the state level in Arizona State

Land Department policies. The system is now being challenged through lawsuits

as part of the reterritorialization process that is underway. 

The system has had some interesting advantages. First, land ownership pat-

terns in some parts of Arizona are highly checkered because of the way in which
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lands were selected to go into the school trust as state trust lands and because of

how the early settlers selected homestead acreages. The deeded portions of

ranches in Arizona—and elsewhere in the west—contain the most productive,

water-rich, and biodiverse areas of the region. Land remaining in federal and

state ownership surrounds private lands. If lands and resources had been indi-

vidually managed on the scale of the mosaic pieces evident on an Arizona land

ownership map, the landscape could have ended up quite fragmented. Thus, the

tenure system that evolved to help assure economic viability also helped assure

that larger areas of land would be managed together, enabling ranchers to move

herds in rotation systems that allow for the regeneration of forage plants.

Second, federal ownership protects a significant portion of Arizona lands

from development. But the private lands in the state that can be sold and con-

verted for residential and ranchette development are exactly those with the most

biodiversity along streams and fertile bottomlands. Residential development is

much more of a threat to species (in most cases) than ranching is, especially as

real estate development turns into sprawl (Sheridan 2001). So despite the land-

scape effects of livestock grazing in Arizona, in some important respects it has

actually worked to conserve ecological values over time. 

Ranching in the arid southwest, however, has always been a bit of a place-

holding venture. Since the southwest is subject to drought, most land is marginal

for agricultural production without irrigation. Ranching has been a way for some

to earn a living from the land until it can appreciate in value enough to be sold

and used for some other purpose, either commercial or residential develop-

ment. Like other agriculturalists across the country, ranchers are usually land-

rich and cash-poor. Therefore, they hold two somewhat competing interests at

the same time: 

• Ranchers want to use the land for ranching and maintain their rural livelihood

strategy because they have built up their expertise, their herds, and their

unique, embodied funds of knowledge of the land and food production over

time, knowledge that has been hard won and that few urban dwellers have.

• They hope that their land will appreciate in value because if the ranching

enterprise fails, they can sell the land and secure the financial future of them-

selves and their heirs.

While ranchers feel compelled to try to protect both those interests (Arizona

Common Ground Roundtable discussion, April 1998), the latter interest assumes

priority in the following cases (Brogden n.d., Sheridan 2001):

• Access arrangements on public lands become too tenuous.

• Ranch economics (because of globalization of agricultural commodities

markets) are unfavorable.

• Land prices skyrocket.
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Thus, reterritorialization on public lands becomes tied to reterritorialization on

private lands, and urban dwellers and ranchers become locked in a dance toward

urban sprawl and rural fragmentation from ranchette development that neither

side really wants to see happen. 

Complexity and the Intractability of Emergent Systemic Problems

The dynamics of residential sprawl reveal, ironically, that the most open-access

regime going is based on the market. Contrary to Hardin’s expectations that pri-

vatizing the commons would halt resource degradation, private property sold

through an open-access land market is driving urban sprawl and the piecemeal

fracturing of rural landscapes that threatens biodiversity. What this implies is

that to create effective stewardship of resources, rules must be developed to gov-

ern what lands may be turned into commodities. But a question remains: how

should this happen in a legal system highly elaborated around private property

and its attendant rights?

An even more fundamental question is, why in a democratic society are

such problems so intractable? If no one wants sprawl and loss of open space, why

are these outcomes so difficult to stop? The new science of complexity may offer

a key understanding of why such problems arise and become intractable.8 One

of the most useful concepts deriving from complexity theory is that of emergence

in self-organizing systems. Emergence refers to a persistent observable pattern

that results from local interactions of individuals but is not available to or pro-

ducible by any single individual or single interaction. Emergent properties of sys-

tems develop in the absence of a centralized governance structure or plan.

Stuart A. Kauffman (1995, 56) illustrates the phenomenon of emergence in

the following way: suppose a set of buttons is scattered on a table, and someone

randomly picks up two buttons, connects them with a thread, and then sets them

down. Then he picks up two more, connects them with another thread, and sets

them down; and he continues to follow this pattern. After a while he will begin

to lift a few additional buttons with the two he has selected because they are also

connected to the two selected. But at a certain point, when he goes to pick up two

buttons, so much connectivity will have developed that he will observe what’s

called a phase transition. That is, he will pick up a whole web of threads and but-

tons along with the two buttons he has chosen. That web is an emergent prop-

erty of a system that self-organized from the simple repeated act of connecting

two buttons with a single thread. 

Applied to social or ecological systems, emergence results from local inter-

actions of individuals, but an individual interaction cannot produce the emer-

gent structure. The whole, in other words, is more than the sum of its parts. Local

customs, rules, and desires may give rise to systemic outcomes that are not

expected, intended, or even wanted by individual actors. 
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Sprawl is happening partly because increasing wealth and migration help

create the market for the commodification of landscape. That explanation, how-

ever, captures only part of the systemic issue. Sprawl is fundamentally an emer-

gent outcome fueled by a multiplicity of actions taken by individuals moving

about the landscape, making their individual decisions to inhabit, purchase,

develop, vilify each other, ranch, litigate, or sell land—all without a central plan.

It is complex and multifaceted and cannot be reduced to blaming any single

interest group. The situation would be much easier to handle if it were easy to

blame someone because then we could simply eliminate one class of behaviors

and fix the problem. Indeed, a desire for that type of solution renders us suscep-

tible to vilifying arguments.

Since no single activity is responsible for undesired emergent properties of

complex systems, such problems are intractable in our pluralistic political

processes. Pluralistic politics are rarely about seeking to see the whole system;

rather, they are about resolving competing claims to resources. In pluralistic pol-

itics, groups bump up against each other, form coalitions, and compromise to

try to leverage power and votes. Political actors hope that, in the course of this

rough-and-tumble process, views will coalesce into a majority view that prevails

and results in wise policy. But groups try to knock each other’s viewpoints out

because they see each other as competitors. Thus, policy proposals are not the

results of a process in which a variety of groups worked to perceive systemic

problems and develop appropriate systemic solutions. Instead, they are based on

the view from one or two vantage points. Politicking groups get absorbed in posi-

tional bargaining—compromising and chipping away at other positions to find a

bottom line. And there is hardly ever time in the fast pace of legislative decision

making to go back and rediagnose problems and then recast policy solutions

that are based on a more complex understanding of phenomena.9

Environmental Conflict Resolution: Resolving Complex Environmental
Issues through a Mutual Gains Strategy

During the past thirty years, new sociopolitical methods for addressing envi-

ronmental problems and disputes have evolved. Subsumed under the rubric of

environmental conflict resolution (ECR), this new field broadly encompasses a

multiplicity of efforts to build consensus or foster collaboration among dis-

parate interest groups in the development of environmental policy and settle-

ment of conflicts (Bingham 1986, Carpenter and Kennedy 1988, Fisher and Ury

1981, Moore 1996, Susskind 1999). ECR processes operate quite differently from

pluralistic political processes and judicial rulings that heretofore have set the

rules of human engagement with the environment. Whereas judicial rulings and

majority-rule legislative processes have tended to create winners and losers, ECR

processes encourage stakeholders to take a mutual gains approach, recognizing

that most disputes are not zero-sum. 
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ECR processes in the United States often engage a professional neutral party

to mediate or facilitate discussions. A cadre of professionals, drawn largely from

the fields of law and psychology, now practice in the ECR field. Their theories of

practice suggest that to construct solutions around areas of common interest,

stakeholders must educate each other about their interests and their individu-

ally held knowledge about the resource as well as the decision parameters and

incentive structures that frame their actions. As stakeholders pool their knowl-

edge, they begin to understand the complexity of the system and how the emer-

gent problem is being produced. In theory, this opens a space for them to

develop management approaches and policy incentive structures that encour-

age new individual decision making so that the system becomes reorganized

toward a different emergent outcome. Multi-stakeholder approaches character-

izing ECR processes thus may have the potential to handle unwanted emergent

patterns more effectively than pluralistic politics can, which seek to suppress

voices and achieve outright wins.

In Arizona and other western states, multi-stakeholder dialogues have been

occurring in what many refer to as community-based collaborative groups. Most

CBCs have been initiated by stakeholders (who may include agencies) to resolve

conflicts over the use and management of specific watersheds or local land-

scapes. As they develop a better understanding of what is occurring in the sys-

tem, they begin to create ongoing, adaptive-management plans that they hope

will better handle the naturally occurring fluctuations in ecological processes as

well as correct poor landscape outcomes of management regimes. These groups

have been in existence for close to ten years, and researchers are in the begin-

ning stages of trying to assess their environmental outcomes and answer meta-

questions concerning their development.10

There are many such groups in Arizona. The Malpai Borderlands group

organized to reintroduce fire into a grassland system. The Diablo Trust organ-

ized to address grazing issues on public lands. The Sonoita Valley Planning Part-

nership involved stakeholders in a discussion of an allotment management plan

for the Empire-Cienega Natural Resource Area. The Altar Valley Conservation

Alliance formed to document resource conditions across this large ranching 

valley. There are also watershed groups working to restore and maintain healthy

watershed functions. In all cases of which the authors are aware, CBC groups

become involved in managing the entire ecological system—a resource that

doesn’t move—rather than maintain a focus on one or two individual elements

of the system.

Multi-stakeholder Collaborative Policy Dialogues

State and national multi-stakeholder policy dialogues extend the CBC trend, but

they differ in that they are not tied to a specific landscape. Instead, they attempt

to address the many arenas in which the broad-based conflicts over land use are
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happening, including policy and institutional arrangements at the state and

national levels. Of more recent origin than CBCs, policy-focused efforts seem a

logical and necessary next stage of systemic reorganization around natural

resources, for at least two reasons.

First, the purview of many CBC groups extends onto federal lands (and in

Arizona, state trust lands), and their work is bound by federal regulations that

are not specific to a locale. Many of these regulations are keyed to focus on par-

ticular resources within ecological systems rather than address the system as a

whole. For example, the Endangered Species Act has a single-species focus and

can lead to management conundrums in which two or more endangered species

are trying to occupy the same area but have incompatible habitat requirements.

If regulations or administrative policies constrict actions that the group sees as

critical to the effective management of the whole system, it must find a way to

address the federal regulations. As we’ve noted, however, it is very difficult for a

local group to address national policy.

Second, conditions threatening a local ecological system may not be under

the control of a local group. A local CBC group can institute watershed restora-

tion projects, but the most significant threats may involve (for example) deci-

sions to allocate water outside of watersheds.

Given these issues, local groups must find a way to gain a voice at regional,

state, and national levels; and multi-stakeholder policy dialogues offer such a

possibility. But the challenges to creating effective collaborative policy dialogues

are quite different from those at the local CBC level. Policy-focused dialogues

operate more directly and more recognizably in the political arena, working

across ecological system types to address broad-based conflicts that pit environ-

mental values and ideologies against each other. These conflicts are fought out

in a bewildering array of jurisdictions and systemic levels. Challenges to grazing,

for example, occur during individual Bureau of Land Management or Forest Ser-

vice allotment management planning, during national forest planning, through

litigation that forces agencies to comply with provisions of the Endangered

Species Act, in political lobbying at state and federal levels during legislative and

budget processes, in legal challenges to Arizona State Land Department leasing

policies, in local and state elections, in municipal or county planning processes

such as the development of Pima County’s Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan, in

state wildlife department administrative policymaking and planning, and likely

in other arenas of which we are not yet aware. Thus, political ecologists must

investigate a variety of arenas to understand the ecology of politics around nat-

ural resource use. 

ECR policy dialogues are sociocultural innovations that address political

complexity by gathering competing interests into a single dialogic process. The con-

flict analysis that ECR practitioners complete before initiation of a dialogue in-

cludes identifying  the stakeholders, intervening legal structures, and jurisdictional 
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procedures and understanding the history of conflicts. Once a process is con-

vened, stakeholders continue to map this ecology as well as their disparate behav-

iors and decision parameters under existing administrative environments.

An Example of a Collaborative Policy Dialogue: 
The Arizona Common Ground Roundtable

The Arizona Common Ground Roundtable is a statewide policy dialogue that

grew out of an initial conversation between the Nature Conservancy, three ranch-

ing families, and anthropologist and ranch historian Tom Sheridan in an effort

to move beyond the polarized debate around public lands grazing. Convened

and facilitated by staff from the Udall Center’s ECR program, in several months’

time the group came to understand a great deal about the political, social, eco-

nomic, and ecological environments that ranchers were facing that might lead to

decisions to sell their ranches for real estate development. 

When it became clear to participants that the reterritorialization process on

public land was related to sale of ranches for real estate development, they began

to focus on how to build solutions based on a common interest of preserving

open space. Conservationists wanted to achieve landscape preservation that

could keep ecological units intact and support biodiversity, while ranchers

wanted both to keep ranching and to protect their financial investment in land

in case the economic viability of the ranch enterprise failed. The group adopted

a strategy of looking for policy solutions that would achieve landscape conserva-

tion by keeping ranchers ranching and using ecologically sensitive practices.

This proved difficult for a variety of reasons.

Conservationists, for example, either had to overcome salient beliefs that

ranching was responsible for massive degradation to landscapes or decide to

proceed despite this belief, with the rationale that ranching was the lesser of two

evils. For their part, ranchers saw themselves as producing a public good (food);

and when in their course of discussion they heard the conservation side contin-

uing to characterize ranching as the lesser of two evils, they became even more

mistrustful of the conservationists’ support of various proposals.

Indeed, the many arenas in which the reterritorialization battles were

occurring fostered ongoing difficulties with trust, especially on the part of ranch-

ers. Ranchers are trying to protect four types of land-tenure arrangements in Ari-

zona: private property, Forest Service allotments, Bureau of Land Management

allotments, and state trust land leases. Political maneuverings and litigation

continued in each of these arenas while the group worked and resulted in par-

ticipants’ reluctance to commit to supporting policy recommendations through-

out the legislative process. 

For example, participants proposed interesting ideas for how to protect pri-

vate property rights and prevent “takings” of property value without compensa-
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tion through the purchase of development rights (PDR). This proposal partially

responds to the question of how society can avert the tragedy of open access

associated with land markets. PDR involves the sale of a conservation easement

on a piece of private property. The easement restricts the ability to convert the

land for residential development, while allowing existing uses (such as ranch-

ing) to continue. It is a way for ranchers to cash out the development value of

their land without having to actually develop it, so it addresses both their inter-

ests: continuing to ranch and protecting their investment in the land. On the

conservation side, programs that have been set up elsewhere in the country to

facilitate execution of PDRs establish priorities for use of funds to purchase

development rights, thereby enabling the targeting of limited funding to areas of

ecological concern. 

In Arizona, reterritorialization challenges to land-tenure arrangements on

public and state trust lands worked against the acceptance of PDR as a solution.

If a rancher sells a conservation easement and then loses access to a forage allot-

ment, he or she will lose the ability to maintain a viable ranch operation. The

rancher then potentially loses the remaining value of the privately owned por-

tion of the ranch that is associated with the ability to ranch. Therefore, until

ranchers can be assured of retaining the value of their land as a working land-

scape or be compensated for its loss, they may not be disposed to sell an ease-

ment as a way of protecting the land from development. This issue was not

resolved during roundtable discussions. 

For multi-stakeholder policy dialogues to achieve an effective collaboration,

stakeholders—who have cut their political teeth in pluralistic political processes

—need time to develop negotiation skills that foster collaboration. This was evident,

for example, during the initial stages of roundtable discussions, when instead of

taking the time needed to build mutual trust, interest groups rushed to present

policy solutions before gathering enough information to fully understand the

complexity of the problem. Many played their cards close to their chests because

they viewed themselves as taking part in a competitive bargaining situation

rather than educating each other about interests so they could think outside the

box together. Others initially wanted to prevent differences of opinion from sur-

facing for fear they would obscure common ground rather than seeing the

importance of understanding those differences before diagnosing the problem

and constructing effective solutions. 

It may take several years to develop the trust and interest-based bargaining 

skills that are critical for effective collaboration. Indeed, this has been the experience 

of CBC groups (Mandy Metzger, president of Diablo Trust, personal communica-

tion October 1998).

We expect this task to be even more difficult in policy dialogues, where the

number of stakeholders and interests may be huge. For even if a dialogue group
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is convened and spends the lengthy time necessary for participants to acquire

new political reflexes that match the collaborative mode, diagnoses the prob-

lem, and finally arrives at collaboratively developed recommendations, participants

must return to existing policymaking arenas that operate through pluralistic

politics. This implies that participants in collaborative policy dialogues cannot

jettison their pluralistic political skills in favor of collaboration and consensus;

they will have to acquire new skills, pivot between skill sets, and figure out when

and how to use each.

A Need for Hybrid Politics

To reiterate, new sociopolitical methods for addressing environmental problems

and disputes are needed to handle unwanted emergent environmental patterns

that seem intractable within the framework of usual pluralistic politics. We are

not suggesting, however, that pluralistic political methods should be marginal-

ized or eliminated. Pluralism has an extremely important place in the face of

unwanted emergent patterns such as sprawl. Regulatory and administrative

structures ossify around the privileging of one commodity value and control by

groups with access rights. Where power is too concentrated and bureaucratic

structures too deaf and blind, pluralist activism is critical to the achievement of

change. Activism enables conflicts to reach a critical state that forces powerful

parties both to respond to changing public values and to see and address prob-

lems that they would otherwise be inclined to externalize. The Tucson-based

Center for Biological Diversity, among other activist groups, has been so success-

ful in pursuing a lawsuit strategy using the Endangered Species Act that ranch-

ers—the traditional power holders in the west—are being forced to come to

terms with the new values entering the region.11 Indeed, in one roundtable meet-

ing a rancher expressed gratitude to the center because it had forced attention

on a number of important environmental and economic issues that otherwise

might have emerged so gradually as to be imperceptible until it became too late

to turn back the tide.12

Pluralistic politics enable activists to speak truth to power when power is

concentrated in one interest group or coalition and to bring power to the table.

Collaborative approaches enable effective conversation among stakeholders when

power is diffuse and help them to understand the truth about emergent patterns

so they can construct a more sustainable path to the future. Pluralism backstops

collaboration. It keeps collaboration honest because, if key interests are not ade-

quately addressed, proposals will become the subject of oppositional activism. 

Conclusion

Land-use conflicts in Arizona illustrate that the tragedy of open access is not just

about environmental degradation. It is also about individuals having to choose
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between their good intentions and sentiments and protection of their economic

interests. Their dilemma creates an opening for the vilification of interest

groups in reterritorialization contests, which, in the current globalizing context

and without the benefit of collaboration, will most likely lead to unintended

environmental degradation of an even greater degree because all stakeholders

do not recognize what is creating an emergent problem. Our example shows this

dynamic in Arizona, where ranchers have been vilified to the possible detriment

of biodiversity. 

The public has needed a way to create more sustainable solutions to com-

plex environmental disputes. Economic globalization and territorialization

processes of nation-states foster conditions leading to ecological system degra-

dation through commodification of natural resource elements. Contests over

resources that are fought as win-lose propositions will not solve the problem

because they narrow the question to something that is resolvable as an alloca-

tion dispute. The sustainability problem is more than one of allocation. It

requires both that competing claims to resources be resolved and that institu-

tions successfully mediate between the different time scales of economic and

ecological functioning. 

Sustainable paths to the future can seem elusive. We do not know enough

about natural system processes. We need time to develop new political skills.

The pace of environmental change appears to be quickening with global warm-

ing, and the international political system seems much less stable in the era

since September 11, 2001. War is rarely good for either the ecological systems or

the local human communities in its path.

But we see hope because new means are being created for taking more holis-

tic approaches to systemic problems, focusing attention on resources that do not

move—that are the “ground” of ecological processes and communities. In the

natural and social sciences, complexity theory and political ecology approaches

offer new frameworks for understanding complex environmental issues. Com-

munity-based collaborative groups are gaining some political leverage by focus-

ing attention holistically on landscapes or watersheds. Their work is gradually

extending into institutions and policy arenas through multi-stakeholder policy

dialogues that follow the collaborative and consensus-building precepts of the

maturing field of environmental conflict resolution. Whether these efforts can

effectively counterbalance the forces of economic globalization and political

instability depends at least on the following: development of effective hybrid

politics pursued at many levels (including internationally), clear-eyed assessment

of interests, collaborative efforts toward development of resource-use strategies

that enable the present generation to meet its needs without compromising the

ability of future generations to do the same, and environmental justice for all

who depend on the use of a resource at a given point in time.
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NOTES

1. Mette J. Brogden is an anthropologist, an environmental conflict resolution practi-
tioner, a researcher, and program manager of the Environmental and Public Policy
Conflict Resolution program at the University of Arizona’s Udall Center for Studies in
Public Policy, 803 East First Street, Tucson, Arizona 85719; e-mail: metteb@u.arizona.edu.
James B. Greenberg is a research professor and associate director of the Bureau of
Applied Research in Anthropology, University of Arizona, P.O. Box 210030, Tucson, Ari-
zona 85721-0030; e-mail: jgreenbe@u.arizona.edu. Research on the transition of an
Arizona rural area from ranching to real estate development was partially supported by
the Udall Center through a grant from the Morris K. Udall Foundation. We wish to
thank the many ranchers, conservationists, agency personnel, public officials, and sci-
entists who were interviewed for study. Thanks also to participants in the Arizona
Common Ground Roundtable for their contributions to understanding land-tenure
systems and stakeholder interests in Arizona. Earlier versions of this chapter were pre-
sented at the Political Ecology Society meetings in San Francisco (March 2000) and at
American Anthropological Association meetings in San Francisco (November 2000). 

2. Sustainability as a construct has been extensively critiqued (see, for example, Sachs
1993, 17–20, and Stott and Sullivan 2000). Likewise, nature, biodiversity, ecological sys-
tems, and other constructs to which we refer have been hotly debated (see Escobar
1999). In general, we agree with Escobar’s distinction between “the belief in the exis-
tence of pristine Nature outside of history and human context” and “the existence of a
biophysical reality—pre-discursive and pre-social if you wish—with structures and
processes of its own which the life sciences try to understand (1–2). We follow the lat-
ter usage in all references to nature, natural processes, and ecological systems.

3. See Brogden (n.d.) for a discussion of the progression of theory in understanding
change within rangeland ecological systems. We mean here to resist ideas of system
homeostasis while acknowledging tendencies for ecological communities to exhibit
characteristic production and complexity. 

4. For a review of grazing history and the progression of its regulatory framework, see
Hadley’s (2001) case study of one district in the Coronado National Forest.

5. In Pima County, for example, the endangered cactus ferruginous pygmy owl is pre-
dominantly found in Altar Valley, a ranching area, although its habitat reportedly
extends through the greater Tucson area. 

6. Developers do not set out to create sprawl; rather, they set out to create a profit by doing
what they know how to do to meet the demand for homes and home sites. Indeed, a
critical finding from interviews with stakeholders before a conference on growth man-
agement in Phoenix (October 6, 2000) was that developers found sprawl to be a serious
quality-of-life problem that had long-term negative effects on their business, and they
wanted effective growth management measures instituted by government.

7. These quotations are from Brogden’s 1996–97 interviews with twenty rural ranchette
owners (residents for less than fifteen years) in an area of Arizona undergoing conver-
sion from ranching to residential development. 

8. A number of fields are taking up and elaborating complexity theory, notably biology
but also economics, social theory, and ecology (Waldrop 1992). 

9. Comments on pluralistic politics are based on data obtained through observation of
interest-group negotiations during the 1999 Arizona Governor’s Growing Smarter
Commission process, the subsequent special session of the 2000 Arizona legislature
convened by Governor Jane Dee Hull to pass Growing Smarter legislation, and both for-
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mal and informal interviews with representatives of key interest groups conducted
within two months following passage of the legislation.

10. The Community-Based Collaboratives Research Consortium’s interesting web site may
be viewed at http://www.cbcrc.org. 

11. Although we cannot do justice to the story in a brief note, the Center for Biological
Diversity targets land uses that it believes endanger species and develops litigation
strategies that interfere with the targeted land use. Ranching has been viewed by envi-
ronmental groups as highly detrimental to species survival; this assertion is quite con-
tested and the subject of a great deal of research. Many now accept, however, that
year-round livestock access to riparian areas is detrimental to these systems; and
ranchers and other range managers have developed special management strategies for
riparian areas that allow those regions to revert to earlier stream morphology configu-
rations and rebound in vegetation productivity. The center has focused a great deal of
effort on the issue of riparian area protection, and it would be hard to ignore the con-
tribution their activism has made to restoration and protection of these areas of rich
biodiversity. 

12. Ranch economics have been difficult for a number of reasons, but commodity markets
in an era of globalization have kept prices unchanged while costs of production (land,
fencing, and insurance, for example) have increased. The problem becomes clear only
gradually since ranch profits seem to cycle up and down in ten-year stretches (Brogden
n.d.).
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Whose Water?

Political Ecology of Water Reform in Zimbabwe

ANNE FERGUSON AND BILL DERMAN

At the September 2002 World Conference on Sustainable Development, held in

Johannesburg, South Africa, water was the center of contestation and debate. It

was variously characterized as a scarce resource, an economic good, a human

right, a matter of national and international security, and an environmental right.

In this chapter, we examine the process of water reform underway in Zimbabwe.

The complex interplay of environmental, economic, social, and rights-based dis-

courses and practices related to this essential natural resource provides a point

from which to consider current debates surrounding how the political is concep-

tualized in political ecology. We draw on Alberto Arce and Norman Long’s (2000)

concept of counter-development as a way of illustrating how local understand-

ings are used to comprehend and reshape global discourses and how, in turn and

less frequently, the local influences global discourses.

Political Ecology: Research Issues and Methods

The study was an interdisciplinary, collaborative, and comparative project involv-

ing faculty and graduate students at the Center for Applied Social Sciences at the

University of Zimbabwe and ourselves at Michigan State University.1 Given the

interdisciplinary nature of the research, political ecology offered a shared analyt-

ical framework that encompassed the issues and methods familiar to the anthro-

pologists and resource economists engaged in the study. Researchers agreed on

the following conceptual framework derived from the works of Piers Blaikie

(1996, 1999), Blaikie and Harold Brookfield (1987), Philip Stott and Sian Sullivan

(2000) and other political ecologists:

bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb



1. The central concern of political ecology is understanding the relationship

between social and environmental change. Political ecology draws on insights

from a variety of environmentally related disciplines in the social and envi-

ronmental sciences.

2. The outcomes of environmental change are often felt unevenly by different

social groups. Explaining why and how this unevenness is generated links

political ecology to political economy and makes conflict and contestation

over resources central to most analyses.

3. Power is a central focus of the political in political ecology. Increasingly, a

concern with power relations extends beyond the local level and decenters

and problematizes unidimensional treatments of the state, donor groups,

nongovernmental organizations, and their related discourses.

4. In contrast to earlier approaches, which assumed that ecological systems

tended toward equilibrium, political ecology recognizes that resource use

patterns may be ecologically degrading while being socially profitable or

functional, at least in the short term, for some actors.

5. Ecosystems and social systems are regarded as mutually constituted. In

theory, the goal is to develop modes of analysis that encompass and relate

social and ecological variables, although there is an increasing tendency to

focus analysis on social and political factors and pay less attention to dimen-

sions and agency drawn from the environmental sciences.

6. Political ecology combines and relates different levels of analysis. Conceptu-

alization of these levels requires new styles of analyses since much of the

local is permeated by and can mirror and refract the global. Similar com-

plexities exist in linking micro-habitats, bioregions, and so on to global

environmental change and social factors operating on different scales.

7. Political ecologists usually study the complex interactions between a chang-

ing environment and changing society within the context of local histories

and ecologies.

8. Many political ecologists share a concern about policy formation, social jus-

tice, and the linking of research to action.

Although most countries in southern Africa are undergoing similar trans-

formations in their water sectors, Zimbabwe was selected for study because the

reform was further along in implementation than it was in many other countries

in the region. The overall research goals were to examine whether or not the new

water reform broadened disadvantaged groups’ and women’s access to water and

increased their voice in the new water-related institutions and laws. More specif-

ically, would the new water laws and policy help raise the poor’s standard of liv-

ing? Would black and white farmers be able to work together as members of the

new water institutions to achieve new goals? Would new patterns of democratic

decision making be created outside the rigid party structure of the ZANU-PF,
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which until 2000 had been the dominant political party and virtually the only

party in rural areas? In short, we placed the political at the center of our study with

a deep concern for social justice in policy formation and implementation. We

adopted a proactive stance in the research process and provided a continual flow

of recommendations for increasing marginalized groups’ participation in the newly

instituted catchment and subcatchment councils and other management bodies.

The Political Ecology of Water Reform in Zimbabwe

We began the research by focusing on the social, political, and policy dimensions

of Zimbabwe’s water reform, with the goal of later examining the reform’s social

and environmental consequences. Although the political was foregrounded, this

was not because we were downplaying the importance of environmental change.

Instead, our choice reflected the fact that reform is in its early stages and to date

has had little environmental impact. Waiting to begin study until the environ-

mental consequences are evident at the local level casts political ecologists in

the role of carrying out analyses of impacts and negates their part in guiding pol-

icy and practice. In the nexus between the social and the ecological (in this case,

with priority given to the political), we can begin to understand why Zimbabwe’s

water reform is constituted as it is and what its probable social and environ-

mental consequences may be. This perspective permits examination of the

interplay of the varied conceptualizations of the value of water and the different

understandings of water reform at the international, national, and local levels

among the actors involved.

Hegemonic versus Multiple Discourses

Much political ecology literature emphasizes the hegemonic nature of global

capitalism. While recognizing capitalism’s centrality, there is reason to problema-

tize and deconstruct it. We first identified competing ideological frameworks, or

ways of valuing water in Zimbabwe and southern Africa. While it is tempting to

present them as independent of one another and subsumed by an ascendant

global capitalism espoused by institutions such as the World Bank, what existed

was more complex. Various actors in Zimbabwe’s water reform made use of these

frameworks in different ways as they attempted to shape the new policy docu-

ment, laws, and practices to serve their interests.

At the international level, the Dublin Principles are widely recognized axioms

for water reform (Solanes and Gonzalez-Villarreal 1999), and the thinking behind

them has been incorporated into policy documents authored by the World Bank

and other donor organizations (FAO 1995, 2000; World Bank 1993, 2002). The four

principles are (1) freshwater is a finite and vulnerable resource, essential to sus-

tain life, development, and the environment; (2) water development and man-

agement should be based on a participatory approach involving users, planners,
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and policymakers at all levels; (3) women play a central part in the provision,

management, and safeguarding of water; and (4) water has an economic value in

all its competing uses and should be recognized as an economic good. Like all

international documents, the Dublin Principles were shaped by the varied inter-

ests of the policy drafters. For example, the water policy advisor for NORAD (the

Norwegian development agency) was instructed to ensure that water was treated

as an economic good as well as to recognize women’s roles as water managers.

Other international documents reflect competing discourses on the value of

water that, if not yet dominant, may become so. Peter Gleick (1999) adopts a human-

rights approach. He views water as different from other commodities and argues

that, with growing global water scarcity, a right to water should be recognized to

protect the poor and vulnerable from having an essential ingredient of life

priced beyond their means. In a previous article, we also proposed some human-

rights–based approaches to water reform (Ferguson and Derman 1999). Using

the framework of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimina-

tion against Women, Anne Hellum (2001) suggests ways for water planners to

legally recognize women’s rights to water and include them in planning and pol-

icymaking. With the growing importance of a human-rights approach to develop-

ment, it is conceivable that a rights-based approach to water will ultimately rival

a commodity-focused one.2

Another important orientation to water draws on the metaphors of scarcity

and security. Security issues can be soft (environmentally focused) or hard, with

an emphasis on the role of water scarcity in war and conflict. This approach is

reflected in a Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)

document (2000) that develops the concept of freshwater security (Falkenmark

and Lundqvist 1995), and Marq de Villiers’s (1999) focus on the prevention of

war. Finally, water use and conservation principles are found in international

policy-setting environmental documents linking water to the global agenda for

sustainable development, such as the chapter on water resources in Agenda 21

and various policy statements emerging from the 2002 environmental summit

in Johannesburg, South Africa (Derman and Ferguson 1999).

Those who provide water as well as those who use it are engaged in struggles

to redefine rights of access to the resource. This is reflected in shifting concep-

tualizations underlying the rural water and sanitation programs in Africa.

Frances Cleaver (1998a, 1998b), Cleaver and Diane Elson (1995), and Anne Fergu-

son (1998) have documented this change in approach and explored its ramifications

for women’s control over water resources. Water is now frequently conceptualized

as either productive or primary, with greatest importance in most policy docu-

ments given to its productive uses. A similar change in thinking about potable

water has occurred in the public health domain and in water management

circles (Nicol 2000).3

The point is that these various discourses all coexist in differing combina-
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tions from country to country and institution to institution and among different

actors within the same country or institution. Many are informed by neoliberal

economic thinking, but others respond to counter-discourses and histories.

States in southern Africa are constructing their national water laws and water

management administration, often drawing on multiple (and sometimes con-

tradictory) frameworks. Actors in these countries use these various frameworks

to further specific political and personal agendas, as described in this chapter.

Zimbabwe’s Water Reform in Global and Local Context

How are these various conceptualizations of water—as a scarce commodity, a

human right, and a tool for social transformation and greater participation and

equity—being used in Zimbabwe? How do different actors use these international

frameworks and more locally derived ones to attempt to shape and benefit from

the water reform process? As part of the process of selective incorporation and

use of discourses, we consider how certain actors seek to avoid the application of

particular international principles or to refashion them to suit other ends.

Zimbabwe’s newly enacted water reform policy and laws contain and sus-

tain contradictory principles and agendas. For example, the concept of primary

water was incorporated into these documents, thereby acknowledging that

people have a right to use water for drinking, cooking, washing, watering live-

stock, making bricks for houses, and other noncommercial purposes. These

same instruments, however, embrace the key neoliberal concepts of water

demand management and cost recovery espoused in the Dublin Principles, by

the World Bank, and by other large international lending and donor institutions.

Left out of Zimbabwe’s new policy and laws but debated at the local levels are

other perspectives on water. One widespread discourse throughout southern

Africa is the close relationship thought to exist between ancestral spirits, the

state of society, and rainfall. Conceptualizations of water embodied in the new

laws and policy do not include consideration of ancestors’ agency in producing

rain based on their evaluation of the moral state of civil society. Nonetheless,

these struggles over meaning can be just as important as the struggles over the

resources themselves (Derman and Hellum 2002; Moore 1996, 128).

Competing discourses include assumptions about the nature of water; the

hydrological cycle; a changing environment and economy; the relationship

among water quality, people, and disease; and so on. Embedded in the different

perspectives are assumptions about the monetary, political, social, and ecologi-

cal value of water. To account for this complex set of competing understandings

within an ecological framework, which privileges environmental effects over a

more inclusive and iterative approach to human-environmental interactions, or

to suggest that the discourse and practice related to capitalism and neoliberal eco-

nomic values are the prevailing ones, inadequately represents the current state

of affairs and obscures people’s agency.
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Finally, the current political situation in Zimbabwe calls attention to the

importance of the wider political, economic, and social context in understand-

ing how the water reform process evolves. Implementation of the new water acts

and policy is caught up in, and cannot be considered separately from, the cur-

rent crises involving the new fast-track land reform. Since the failed constitu-

tional referendum in 2000, most white-owned commercial farms in Zimbabwe

have been resettled under the fast-track land reform program. Fast track is best

characterized as land confiscation or appropriation by the national government

for political ends. It was one of ZANU-PF’s and President Robert Mugabe’s strate-

gies to win the March 2002 presidential elections and maintain power. The

implications of these developments for the water reform process are explored

later in the chapter.

The New Water Laws and Administrative Structures

Zimbabwe’s reform incorporates two key components of international neolib-

eral capitalist thinking about water. Notions of existing or impending water

scarcity underlie the global rationale for reform, while decentralized stakeholder

management is regarded as central to improved resource use and conservation.

These two concepts intersect with Zimbabwe’s colonial history and racialized

present as reflected in government land and water policies.

The motivations for water reform in Zimbabwe reflect an interplay among

international forces, including the World Bank, United Nations organizations

(especially the FAO), international environmental organizations, and different

elements within the government. Central actors in national government are the

Department of Water Development; the Ministry of Agriculture, Finance, and

Planning; and the President’s Office. New water policies and laws represent high-

level Zimbabwean bureaucrats’ efforts to use international principles to forge a

national strategy to attract funding from the World Bank, the FAO, and other

national donors in line with their political, social, and personal agendas.4 Fol-

lowing extensive consultation with the World Bank, internal meetings of stake-

holders in Zimbabwe, and the report of Zimbabwe’s Land Tenure Commission

(Rukuni 1994a, 1994b), which indicated that water distribution and use had the

same inequitable allocation patterns as land did, the government of Zimbabwe

decided to restructure the water sector. The changes are embodied in two acts:

the Water Act of 1998 and the National Water Authority Act of 1998. Historically,

one primary mission of the Departments of Water Development and Hydrology

was to provide water to users. In the past, the Department of Water Development

constructed reservoirs throughout the country in a manner that overwhelmingly

favored the white residents of the (at that time) colony of southern Rhodesia who

occupied the most productive lands. Because of periodic droughts, southern

Rhodesia was viewed as water scarce, requiring an extensive system of dams and

reservoirs to ensure water supply for cities, mines, and farms.
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The 1998 water legislation transferred national planning functions to a new

parastatal agency, the Zimbabwe National Water Authority (ZINWA), which has

become the owner of public dams that store more than 5,000 megaliters of

water. ZINWA is to be funded primarily through the sale of water behind govern-

ment dams, provision of water to cities, and levying of water to large-scale users.

It will draft master plans for the development of Zimbabwe’s waters and for the

protection of its environment and will work with each of the seven catchment

councils established as a result of the reform to develop catchment outline

plans, which include basic demographic, hydrological, and economic informa-

tion to permit efficient water management, use, and development.

Localizing Water Reform in Zimbabwe

The research focused on how three national concepts have been refashioned as

a result of the reform: the notion of scarcity, the concept of stakeholder partici-

pation, and the user-pays principle. Stakeholder participation and the user-pays

principle are discussed here.

STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION. The assumption that users will manage water

more effectively if they are engaged in the institutions of water management is a

central feature of the Dublin Principles and of Zimbabwe’s water reform. The

way in which the Dublin Principles are applied varies from country to country;

no formulas exist that identify who should be included in the new management

institutions. In July 1997, two pilot catchment projects were launched in Zim-

babwe—the Mupfure and the Mazowe—to study different models of stakeholder

participation to determine which should serve as the model for the country as a

whole.

The Mupfure Catchment experiment was donor-funded and government-

supported, while the Mazowe Catchment Council was privately initiated and

organized. The Mazowe Project was strongly pro-business. It opposed heavy

reliance on government on two grounds: the first related to government’s lack of

accountability; the second stemmed from the council’s belief that ultimately

people had to rely on their own skills, abilities, and resources if the reform were

to succeed. Mazowe Project planners tended to minimize the resource differen-

tials among different stakeholder groups in their catchment, including those

between white commercial farmers and communal-area farmers. The Mupfure

Project, in contrast, was far more government-oriented and prone to making

claims about how the water reform would result in greater prosperity and access

to water. It relied heavily on donor funds to underwrite activities and draw sup-

port, thus reinforcing an attitude of dependence on government. The Mupfure

Project sought to engage communal-area farmers through meetings and locally

based development projects, although donor support for these local-level initia-

tives was short-lived.
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In addition to these basic differences in philosophy, other key differences

between the Mazowe and Mupfure models rested in the definition of stakehold-

ers and the proposed systems of representation. The Mazowe Catchment devel-

oped a bottom-up management approach. It instituted water user boards

(WUBs) as the third and lowest administrative tier and the location from which

all decision making would originate. WUBs were composed of fifteen members—

eight elected by users and seven nominated to represent the most important

economic sectors.5 The Mupfure, in contrast, did not have this third-level admin-

istrative tier and recognized only the catchment and subcatchment councils.

In the end, the government did not await the outcome of this experiment in

representation and instead opted to impose its own structure and system of rep-

resentation on all catchments. The motivation was Zimbabwe’s deepening

political and economic crisis, necessitating a rapid shift of the financial costs of

water management from central government to the new parastatal, ZINWA, via

reliance on the user-pays principle. Thus, ironically, centralized government

chose the decentralized model to follow in the catchments established as a result

of the new legislation.

LOCALIZED DEFINITIONS OF STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION. Perhaps even more sig-

nificant than the transfer of authority to ZINWA is the creation of catchment

councils and subcatchment councils as major management entities composed of

representative stakeholder groups. Zimbabwe has been divided into seven

catchments: ecologically derived administrative divisions that do not corre-

spond to other existing political boundaries and create jurisdictional conflicts.

Provincial governors and administrators, for example, do not feel ownership for

catchments because many catchments transcend provincial boundaries.

According to the (Subcatchment Councils) Water Regulations of 2000, the

following stakeholder groups are to elect representatives of the subcatchment

councils: rural district councils, communal-area farmers, resettlement farmers,

small-scale commercial farmers, large-scale commercial farmers, indigenous com-

mercial farmers, urban authorities, large-scale miners, small-scale miners, indus-

try, and any other stakeholder group the catchment or subcatchment councils

may identify. The number of members on subcatchment councils is not fixed by

legislation nor are the procedures for how stakeholders are to be selected from

within their constituent groups. To date, no subcatchment council we are famil-

iar with is actually composed of representatives from all the just-listed stake-

holder groups.

Catchment councils are made up of the chairpersons of subcatchment councils and

other members. In practice, unlike what is called for in the statutory regulations,

each subcatchment council sends two officers to the catchment council. There

are no provisions for representation by stakeholder group on the catchment

councils themselves. The assumption is that stakeholders are represented at the
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subcatchment council level. Catchment council responsibilities include collab-

orating with ZINWA in preparing and updating catchment plans, deciding on

and enforcing all water allocation and reallocation, developing and supervising

programs for catchment protection, issuing and overseeing permits for water

use, establishing and maintaining a data base and information system (with

ZINWA), and overseeing operations and functions of subcatchment councils.

Subcatchment councils are to monitor the allocation of water permits, water

flows, and use. They also are to assist in pollution control, catchment protection,

and data gathering and collect fees that will be used for the performance of their

duties.

Race is an important element in participation. As noted, a central aim was

to broaden stakeholder representation beyond white commercial farmers by

including black communal-area farmers on the catchment and subcatchment

councils. While black communal-area farmers are now represented on councils,

significant disparities remain between the number of stakeholders and the

number of stakeholder representatives. The largest number of water users by far

are communal-area farmers. Yet they have the same number of representatives

on councils as, for example, large-scale indigenous farmers, whose numbers are

very small in comparison. If there is to be a significant change in access to water,

then representation patterns will have to be made more equitable.

While greater racial equity has been a centerpiece of the reform, gender

equity, featured in the Dublin Principles and many other international docu-

ments and strongly promoted by international donors, has received little local

support. This is true despite women’s heavy involvement in agricultural produc-

tion and household water provisioning. Neither in the laws nor in the statutory

instruments implementing the water reform has any mention been made of how

to incorporate women more fully into water management and development.

Observations at catchment council meetings indicate that the few women pres-

ent are usually either technocrats or secretaries. Few women have been elected

to councils.

Finally, our surveys indicate that key stakeholders identified at the village

level are not represented on councils. Seventy-five percent of rural Zimbabweans

interviewed believe that customary authorities—chiefs and spirit mediums—

should regulate water. Yet they have no formal representation on stakeholder

bodies.

In general, our observations suggest that there were no clear-cut divisions

observed between black and white participants on catchment councils. The

commercial farmers and the government technocrats often speak a common

technical language. They are familiar with concepts such as water rights, per-

mits, flows, storage rights, and so on. But the white farmers are very suspicious

of the government and do not trust that monies collected will be used for the

stated purposes. They share a belief that the national government has been
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highly corrupt. (While discussing such issues, the white farmers usually take

care to assure the government officials present that they are not part of the prob-

lem.) The white commercial farmers and members representing communal

areas both have an intense skepticism of government capacity. They often agree

that concerns of communal-area residents are ignored by government.

USER-PAYS PRINCIPLE. The concept of user pays is central to the functioning of the

new administrative structures. User pays has become a rallying point used by

various actors to garner support for their versions of water reform. The concept

derives authority from the Dublin Principles, although the drafters might not

recognize it in such bald, free-marketeer form. While capturing the reductionist

philosophy of those seeking to make water quantity allocations and quality char-

acteristics reducible to market forces, the application of this principle in Zim-

babwe indicates the need to move beyond international texts to discover how

the principle is shaped by various actors. Thus, research reveals the more com-

plicated national and local agendas behind the international economistic per-

spectives advocated by the World Bank and other major lenders and seemingly

adopted whole face by the government of Zimbabwe. Similar to many other poli-

cies, this one is negotiated, reworked, and presented differently to different

national constituencies.

The vast majority of Zimbabweans does not have water rights in the legal

sense of the term and is not likely to gain them as a result of the new laws. What

most people have are primary-use rights, which enable them to use water with-

out payment for drinking, washing, watering livestock, and tending small gar-

dens, as previously described. The principle of user pays applies only to the small

number of consumers (mostly large-scale irrigated farms and mining opera-

tions) who use water for commercial purposes. These commercial users, while

few in number, nonetheless consume most of Zimbabwe’s water. Although the

number of commercial users is not great in comparison with the total popula-

tion, neither ZINWA nor the catchment councils have the capacity to monitor

and enforce the user-pays principle even among members of this small group.

In emphasizing the principle of user pays, the water reform goes against how

Zimbabweans view and value water. In village-level surveys in three catchments,

we found that more than 90 percent of those interviewed did not think they

should pay for water used for commercial purposes. When payment is involved,

the consensus was that it should be for irrigation, canals, pumps, and other

infrastructure, not for water per se. In short, user pays is not a principle accepted

by most rural dwellers.

ZINWA and the catchment councils are further handicapped because there

is no mechanism to determine what constitutes either a sound economic price

for water or a socially acceptable one. Despite this situation, these new adminis-
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trative bodies are to be funded through the sale of water and levies on water per-

mit holders. For the moment, ZINWA has set new prices for water in an effort to

generate the needed revenue. Great uncertainty exists, however, concerning

commercial farmers’ abilities or willingness to pay because most large-scale

commercial farmers either have been forced off the land or are refusing to pay

for water because of threats against their farms. As we write, discussions with

those sent out to collect payments and levies from the new settlers (those now

living on what had been commercial farms) indicate that either they are not

farming or they are not willing to pay for water. It is not clear how ZINWA will sur-

vive, given these conditions. Clearly, the link between land and water reforms is

evident, even though to date there has been little effort to relate or coordinate

these reforms involving Zimbabwe’s most fundamental natural resources.

Another contentious feature hampering water reform is that the former

staff of the Department of Water (engineers, hydrologists, accountants, plan-

ners, secretaries, drivers, and so on) all remain employed, now by ZINWA instead

of the department. They have been transferred to and now serve as the catch-

ment manager’s staff. One catchment alone has sixty-two employees. The funding

implications of this transfer of personnel (amounting essentially to the creation

of seven miniature water departments), along with the issue of the emerging

working relationships between designated experts and stakeholders, constitute

part of our ongoing research. Indeed, the placement of large numbers of govern-

ment employees and technocrats in stakeholder organizations indicates govern-

ment’s suspicion of the newly created stakeholder organizations.

A central concern of commercial farmers and others is, what will we get in

services for our monies? This is a potentially divisive issue between commercial

and communal areas in catchments because those not holding water permits

may not be entitled to any services. Some commercial farmers assumed that

since they were paying for permits, they should be the ones reaping the benefits.

In the end, however, some commercial farmers and others argued that unless

water reform had a developmental dimension benefiting communal-area farm-

ers as well, there was no point in carrying it out.

A fundamental divide remains in how water is valued. Catchment and sub-

catchment council members have learned that, without the user-pays principle,

they will not have the resources to function. On the other hand, communal-area

farmers who have not had to pay for water in the past continue to resist notions

of paying for it. Communal-area farmers surveyed were divided evenly over the

issue of whether water should be regulated at all. They were almost unanimously

opposed to paying for water for primary purposes (drinking, watering livestock,

and brick making). While the new water management institutions may be com-

fortable valuing water monetarily, most small-scale farmers continue to resist

this approach.6
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Conclusion

These issues must be considered within the wider context of the implosion of the

government budget and the economy as a whole since 2000. Zimbabwe’s econ-

omy is in free fall—characterized by soaring inflation, lack of external investment

funds, exceptionally high internal rates of interest driven up by the government’s

borrowing, a foreign exchange shortage, and unappropriated expenses to raise

salary levels for potential supporters of the president. The crisis has been inten-

sified by the withdrawal of major lending and donor organizations, notably the

World Bank, the European Union, and the government of Denmark. Those donors

who remain supportive are shifting their emphasis to supplying food for an

increasingly impoverished and hungry nation. With the exception of the Dutch

government, which continues to support two catchment councils (the Sanyati

and the Mzingwane) and the creation of an Association of Catchment Councils,

donor support for water reform has all but disappeared.

The current drought means that there are growing shortages of water while

the capacity to manage water has been diminished due to the financial crisis.

Thus, water shortages now pose a national crisis. The proposed solutions are to

continue to shift water management away from government to catchment coun-

cils, subcatchment councils, and a self-funded ZINWA, despite lack of potential

revenues at the local level. The existing climate of violence and land occupations

renders the prospect of successful water reform highly unlikely.

To summarize, using illustrations from Zimbabwe, we have raised issue with

notions of hegemonic discourses popular in some recent scholarship by drawing

attention to the multiple ways in which water is valued in international and

national contexts and how these different dialogues are used by actors to position

themselves and their interests. In the Zimbabwean cases as well, the supposedly

emancipatory rhetoric and potentials of the reform are not as straightforward as

one might think. While ostensibly aiming to increase racial equity by providing

black communal-area farmers with greater access to water resources, the emerg-

ing realities on the ground are quite different. As with the fast-track land reform

program, it appears that the major beneficiaries of water reform are likely to be

middle- or upper-class black entrepreneurs and political supporters of ZANU-PF

rather than black land- and water-short communal-area farmers. The notion of

people is a highly problematic category in Zimbabwe, where the government

and the party claim to speak for the people while excluding all those identified

as whites, all members of the opposition political party, and almost anyone who

disagrees with ZANU-PF’s program and President Mugabe.7

Arce and Long (2000) contend that modernity has multiple faces consisting

of different types of representations, practices, discourses, performances, and

organizational forms. In their view, counter-development constitutes a “balanc-

ing act between introduced bureaucratic procedures and local practices” (19).
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Our many years of experience in working with development in diverse contexts

in Africa leads us to share this perspective, at least in its broad outlines (Fergu-

son and Derman 1999). Political ecologists using this framework would inquire

into how local understandings, or in Joan Martínez-Alier’s (2002) words, “lan-

guages of valuation,” are used to comprehend, reshape, or resist these global

processes, much as we have illustrated in this chapter.

Water reform has taken back stage (for the moment) to national politics in

Zimbabwe; but given the reappearance of serious drought, contestations over

water will again intensify among users in different economic sectors, the envi-

ronment, and aquatic ecosystems as well as among the neighboring states. We

would like to see the power balances in those contestations altered so that the

vast majority of water users have greater say and greater access to the new water-

related institutions. Thus, in the complex world of water reform, multilateral

banks and institutions, national water departments, engineers, large-scale farm-

ers, women irrigators, and so on, finding social and environmental policies that

work remains a challenge. A large-scale experimentation in the water sector is well

underway throughout southern Africa, and it is difficult to predict the possible

social or environmental outcomes. Political ecologists, with their focus on the

dynamics of human environmental interactions, their concern with power rela-

tions, and their linking of theory and practice, are well situated to study this

process and provide recommendations for the way ahead.

NOTES

1. Bill Derman has been supported in related research by a Fulbright-Hays Research
Grant, a Wenner-Gren Foundation Grant for Anthropological Research, and the BASIS
Collaborative Research Support Program for water and land research in southern
Africa. Anne Ferguson has been supported by a Fulbright-Hays Research Grant and the
BASIS Collaborative Research Support Program. We wish to thank the CASS Water Research
Team, comprised of Dr. Francis Gonese, Mrs. Claudious Chikozho, Jim Latham, Steven
Mandivengerei, and Pinnie Sithole.

2. On November 27, 2002, the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social, and Cul-
tural Rights adopted the following General Comment on water: “The human right to
drinking water is fundamental for life and health. Sufficient and safe drinking water is
a precondition for the realization of all human rights.” This is a major step in the
international recognition of a right to drinking water.

3. Productive water is used to produce goods for sale. Primary water is used for household
domestic needs. Cleaver (1998a, 1998b) has an excellent critique of trying to render water
used for drinking, bathing children, and so on as nonproductive. Nicol (2000) also
reflects this shift as he places in doubt the relationship between water supply and disease.

4. Although local groups were not involved in the initial phases of the reform design
process, key stakeholder groups were identified as a result of this process. These were
large-scale commercial farmers represented by the Commercial Farmers Union, min-
ing companies, cities, the Agricultural Rural and Development Authority (a parastatal
that owns multiple farms throughout Zimbabwe), and government itself.
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5. It is clear that the planners had little experience with communal areas where the eco-
nomic sectors of mines, industry, and large-scale farmers were generally absent but
nonetheless represented on the councils.

6. We carried out surveys in 521 households in six subcatchments in 2001. One set of
questions addressed issues of water regulations and paying for water.

7. The white commercial farmers have been driven off their farms by the fast-track land
reform begun in March 2000. Of the former 4,500 white farmers, fewer than 500 are
left on their farms, and many are not farming. For an examination of the intersection
of land and water, see Derman and Gonese (2003).
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The New Calculus of Bedouin
Pastoralism in the Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia
ANDREW GARDNER

From a promontory in the deserts of the kingdom of Saudi Arabia, it would not

be uncommon to spot two, three, or more herds of sheep roaming in the gentle

valleys below. Hardscrabble land, dusty plains, or the smooth lines of sand dunes

—all are accustomed to use, and those who use them are undeterred by the seem-

ing lack of vegetation. From that same promontory, one might spot a Bedouin

camp on the horizon, perhaps fifteen or twenty miles distant, signaled by a col-

lection of two or three tents, a handful of pickup trucks, and a larger water truck

that even at great distances can catch the eye. By navigating the web of converg-

ing and diverging tracks that connect all points in the great northern deserts,

one might approach the Bedouin camp. The open vistas of the desert announce

your arrival well in advance, and should men appear outside the tent, they will

certainly invite you inside.

Bedouin hospitality is legendary, and for good reason. Coffee and tea are

served, and dates, whose pedigree is often announced, are passed around in a

bowl. Camel’s milk is proffered, and the head of the household will insist a lamb

be killed for dinner to commemorate the visit. As ethnographic encounters, the

sessions are unusual, for the roles frequently reverse: visitors are plied for infor-

mation, not only of their purpose and intent, but for news of rain, political

events, the condition of distant rangelands, the scores of recent football games,

and, in my case, the availability of the American drug Viagra. Over the course of

an hour or two, the constellation of men in the public area of the tent changes as

relatives and friends arrive and depart.

In the two months our small research group spent roaming the deserts of

northern Arabia, our conversations with Bedouin pastoralists yielded a portrait

of a people enmeshed in a complex and evolving relationship with the landscape

on which they have traditionally depended. In this chapter, I trace the complex-



ity and change in this relationship to a host of factors in the social, political, and

economic context that marks contemporary pastoralism in the kingdom. Unrav-

eling the interplay of these factors would require a detailed ethnographic por-

trait, not only to update Donald P. Cole’s (1975) seminal work but also to provide

a glimpse into the lives of an understudied people, for the Bedouin, like all Saudi

nationals, live under a regime that has little interest in the ruminations of west-

ern social scientists. Nevertheless, because of the short duration of our field-

work, producing such an ethnographic portrait would be impossible. Instead, by

combining the data produced in our rapid appraisal with an examination of the

social, political, and economic forces in which the kingdom’s Bedouin are now

enmeshed, I use this chapter to address key questions and critiques concerning

the future of political ecology, particularly those posed by Andrew Vayda and his

associates (Vayda and Walters 1999, Vayda 1983, Vayda et al. 1991, McCay 2000).1

Vayda’s attack on political ecology is multistranded, but of concern here are

the following. First, he suggests that political ecology brings a highly structured

a priorism to the exploration of the human-environmental nexus—one that

inevitably uncovers various political and economic factors at the root of causality

and does so at the expense of other potential factors. Second, he argues that

political ecology has abandoned ecology and with it the need for empirical, eco-

logically driven evidence to support explicit chains of causality. He contends

that an event-oriented approach provides a more useful methodological frame-

work for describing the complexities of the human-environmental nexus, and he

terms this approach event (or evenemental) ecology. This proposal emerges from

a line of arguments often framed as calls for problem-driven research and, in more

theoretical form, as contentions against an anthropological tendency toward

unfocused holism and the vagaries of processualism (McCay 2000).

Critics have used evenemental approaches and the methodological pre-

scription for working outward in scope and backward in time to attack the recur-

ring importance of political factors in much contemporary work produced under

the banner of political ecology. In working through the details of the case study

presented here, I seek to demonstrate that even as a “self-styled political ecolo-

gist” (to use Vayda’s and Walter’s [1999, 168] terminology), my a priori assump-

tions are less about the primacy of political causes than about a concern for a

methodological holism—in essence, with avoiding an a priorism concerning any

particular cause, political or not. Moreover, I argue that, in the hands of many

practitioners, event ecology and progressive contextualization themselves man-

ifest a causal a priorism that leads away from the principal strengths of anthropo-

logical inquiry. In other words, for anthropologists concerned with environmen-

tal policy and, more generally, with political ecology, the focus on singular events

and unilinear causation obscures the complex and contingent interplay of the

forces driving environmental change.
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The Kuwait Oil Fires As Event

As part of a project funded by the Meteorology and Environmental Protection

Agency (MEPA) of the kingdom of Saudi Arabia, I spent two months in the late

spring of 1999 in the deserts of northern Saudi Arabia and in Jeddah, the cosmo-

politan hub of the kingdom. Our research team, comprising Dr. Timothy Finan,

myself, and four researchers from MEPA, conducted a total of twenty-seven inter-

views. Thirteen were conducted with extended Bedouin families from seven dif-

ferent tribes (Shammar, Beni Murrah, Muhtair, Harb, Sabeer, Osman, and Al

Sudah). The remaining interviews consist of both individual and group inter-

views with herders, health administrators and doctors, veterinarians, and other

officials with specific or general knowledge of the Bedouin people, their animals,

the rangeland, and the history of its use.

Our research team faced two distinct tasks. First, we were commissioned to

provide an ethnographic context for the hypothesized impact of the Kuwaiti oil-

field fires on Saudi Bedouin livelihood. This task, we learned, was part of the

kingdom’s effort to seek reparations for the 1990–91Iraqi incursions into Kuwait.2

Second, we were to ascertain the potential utility to the Bedouin people of 

government-generated climate information and provide the kingdom with rec-

ommendations for tailoring that information to the needs of contemporary

Bedouin pastoralists. Although the second research question resulted in a variety

of interesting conclusions, this chapter focuses largely on the perceived impact

of the Kuwaiti oilfield fires. These fires, set by retreating Iraqi forces, sent plumes

of soot high into the atmosphere. Traces were measured as far away as Japan and

Hawaii, and major plumes of soot from the fires hung over the northeastern

region of Saudi Arabia for months. According to the Bedouin pastoralists, day

became night; white clothes turned black after only hours of wear; and plants,

sand, and sheep were covered in an oily film.

The short-term effects of both the war and the oil fires were the primary

focus of attention in the period after the 1991 Gulf War. In regions proximate to

the burning oil wells, the environment withstood a variety of effects. Beyond the

impact of the fires themselves, oil spills, abandoned military encampments, chem-

ical dumping, and spent munitions resulted in a variety of environmental prob-

lems. The range and intensity of these localized impacts have been well docu-

mented by climatologists and rangeland specialists (Omar et al. 1998), but these

assessments were mostly confined to the region in and around the battlefield

itself and therefore well north of the grazing lands of northern Saudi Arabia. For

the larger region, early predictions suggested that soot clouds from Kuwait might

instigate a “nuclear winter” with vast effects on the global climate (Marshall

1991). Further research documented episodic events of smog and rain linked to

the soot cloud (Browning et al. 1991). But long-term effects of soot deposition

have not been identified; and more specifically, no causal link between soot dep-

osition and the condition of rangelands has been established.
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Outside the circle of the scientific debate are the experiences of the thou-

sands of Bedouin nomads who endured both wartime and postwar disruptions of

their livelihood. Their accounts of the soot clouds provide an ethnographic glimpse

that documents a different facet of the social and environmental impact of the

Gulf War and its aftermath. Bedouin nomads—and for that matter, anyone in the

northeastern region of the kingdom at the time of the war—remember the

plume of soot from the Kuwaiti oil fires. Most participants could vividly describe

the event: “We have been in this region for thirty or forty years, and we were here

during the war. After the smoke, the vegetation died and is only now becoming

green again. The smoke was overhead for a year; we had to change clothes every

day because clothes that were white would become black by nightfall.”3

Another Bedouin participant noted: “The smoke was thick here for one day

and then here for fifteen days on and off. It came on a Tuesday night. . . . oil cov-

ered the water, and the sky was dark on Wednesday.” One of the most memorable

environmental events in recent times, the plume from the Kuwaiti oil fires

recurs in Bedouin discussions as a point of chronological demarcation. Histori-

cal discussions and descriptions often began with “before the smoke” or “before

the war,” and most of the participants could name their precise location on the

day the plume first arrived.

The Bedouin participants’ vivid descriptions of the cloud of soot were fre-

quently accompanied by descriptions of increasing animal mortality. Contem-

porary Bedouin herds are plagued by a host of maladies, some of which are

capable of decimating an entire herd in a few short days. Participants articulated

these conditions and, with some frequency, linked them and the condition of the

rangeland to soot from the oil fires: “A lot of animals died here after the war. Ani-

mals would stop eating until they just died. They were weak and had problems

with their throats, like tumors. These impacts showed up just after the war and

continue today. The animals become weak and their stomach and intestines

swell. Then they just die.”

These snippets of discussion might suggest that we were affirming the hypo-

thetical link between the oilfield fires and problems on the contemporary range-

land. In the terminology of event ecology, we had taken a problem-specific approach

to the research question and thereby contextualized the assumed causal events

with ethnographic data, providing some support for the link between two envi-

ronmental events: the soot cloud from the Kuwaiti oil fires and the rampant ani-

mal mortality reported by participants. To end with such a conclusion, however,

would be a disservice to the ethnographic data derived from our work there. Fur-

thermore, while some political ecologists suggest that we corral the practice of

holistic (and therefore unfocused) ethnographic inquiry (see McCay 2000), the

principal strength of ethnography is its rich and varied content.

So what had been omitted in this simple causal conclusion concerning the

relationship between the Kuwaiti oil fires and ruminant mortality? In reexamining
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the data, numerous alternative causal explanations rose to the surface. The

Bedouin noted, for example, that they had begun to face competition from vil-

lagers and townsfolk, many of whom now maintain their own herds of sheep.

They noted that the average herd size had grown exponentially over the past sev-

eral decades. They lamented that the borders to Kuwait and Iraq, once permeable,

were now closed to travel. They described how inexpensive migrant laborers

from the poorest quarters of the globe had become widely available in Saudi Ara-

bia and were now an integral component of the Bedouin livelihood. And we

noted that nearly all of the Bedouin families interviewed had pickup trucks, and

most had a water truck as well. Finally, precipitation data for the northern

regions of the desert indicate that rainfall was extremely low in the years sur-

rounding the Gulf War. Together these factors build a basis for alternative expla-

nations. Small clues direct the conclusion away from a simple causal chain of

events connecting the Kuwaiti oil fires to diminishing rangeland conditions—

away from unilinear treatments of causality—to considerations that drift in a

multitude of directions and depend on a variety of anthropology’s analytic tools

and perspectives.

This leads me to the principal contention of this chapter: that an approach

focusing on the event of the 1991Gulf War oil fires diverts attention from the con-

fluence of processes driving environmental change in the desert. In the follow-

ing sections, I describe other fields of causation, better conceived as processes.

These processes overlap and intertwine. Several are contingent upon others, and

several belong to an entirely different order. Rather than a product of this anthro-

pologist’s muddled descriptions and wandering interests, the multiplicity of

causal domains is a key aspect of the data. By reframing the dilemmas of the Saudi

Bedouin people in these varied causal domains, I argue for holistic approaches to

anthropological inquiry.

Diverging Class Structure

Saudi oil reserves are the largest in the world. By recent estimates, the reserves

constitute one-fourth of the world’s supply of petroleum (EIA 2001). The wealth

generated by these natural riches is largely controlled by the Al-Saud family and

a handful of others in the family’s inner circle (MacFarquhar 2001). The royal

family’s legitimacy is partly construed by their control and custodianship of the

holy cities of Mecca and Medina, partly by the money that courses through an

economy that they significantly control. On the one hand, these funds fuel mech-

anisms of direct control: Saudi military forces, combined with internal security

forces, are the United States’ largest customers for military hardware (Curtiss

1995). On the other hand, their legitimacy is buttressed by a complex social con-

tract in which the royal family, as patron, trades a generous welfare state for

political quiescence (Champion 1999).
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While the victory of allied forces over the Iraqi army was widely touted in the

western media, these reports often elided the mercenary underpinnings of the

Gulf War. Assistance to the Kuwaitis and, by extension, to Saudi Arabia was enacted

only through a series of agreements in which Saudi Arabia essentially agreed to

foot the bill for the war. In the final accounting, the war cost nearly $55 billion,

representing nearly the entire savings of the Saudi government (Curtiss 1995). In

the years after the war, the Saudi government enacted a series of austerity meas-

ures that scaled back the social services constructed in decades past.

The effects of these austerity measures exacerbated existing class divisions.

In my discussions with project participants, the Saudi citizenry was frequently

described as three distinct classes: the ruling elite, the urban middle class, and

the predominately rural lower middle class. These taxonomies typically omitted

the massive expatriate underclass (forming one-fourth of the nation’s total pop-

ulation). While no precise figures are available, there is little evidence of belt-

tightening in the royal family and their elite beneficiaries, who, as a group, are

estimated to directly control 40 percent of petroleum revenues (Shaoul 2000).

The multifaceted welfare state (including but not limited to free health care, free

universities, stipends for students, agricultural price supports, and regulated

utility rates) benefited both the urban and rural classes. As the government

scaled back these benefits, however, it also eroded the traditional social contract

between the royal elite and the underclasses, instigating a period of social and

economic unrest (Champion 1999).

Our discussions with the Bedouin participants uncovered two contradictory

trends at work in these historic currents. Individuals, not necessarily Bedouin,

able to negotiate these changing conditions and successfully amass wealth (par-

ticularly people in the smaller towns and villages scattered throughout the north-

ern deserts) capitalized on growing inequities by hiring expatriate herders to build

and manage herds of goats, sheep, and camels. For the wealthiest townsfolk, a

Bedouin-style tent and a herd of animals near town represented not just a new,

productive investment but also a possession of symbolic importance tied to the

history of the Saudi Arabs and their emergence from the desert, analogous to the

trophy ranches maintained by wealthy Americans in the cattle country of the west.

For other townsfolk, austerity measures enacted by the government meant

an increase in costs and, for legions of civil servants, decreases in their relative

income. For these people, establishing small herds of goats, camels, and sheep

was a coping strategy—a second source of income created by adding a new com-

ponent to their livelihood. The move was buttressed by the availability of cheap

expatriate labor and premised on the decades-earlier breakdown of tribal con-

trol of grazing lands (discussed later in the chapter). In conjunction with

increasing rates of unemployment (Champion 1999), our Bedouin respondents

reported dramatic increases in the number of non-Bedouin herds on the range

in the postwar period.
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The impact of these processes was twofold. First, in a tragedy-of-the-com-

mons scenario, the growing number of animals on the range increased pressure

on the rangeland environment, particularly in the environs surrounding the vil-

lages and towns of the northern deserts. Second, dramatic increases in the num-

ber of animals on the range—specifically, the increased density of herds near

towns and villages—intensified the prevalence of communicable disease within

and among herds. Originating in the complexities of the global political econ-

omy of petroleum and further articulated through the political particularities of

the Saudi nation-state, these effects were borne by non-Bedouin and Bedouin

pastoralists alike.

Impermeable Borders

The Bedouin people of Saudi Arabia, like their brethren in the other desert regions

of the Middle East and northern Africa, were thoroughly accustomed to the hard-

ships imposed by land and climate, for the bounties of the desert are scattered

and ephemeral. Historically, the Bedouin have been mobile people. It is prob-

lematic, however, to speak of Bedouin migration as a coping strategy for times of

hardship. Indeed, their livelihood was constructed in an environment of nearly

constant environmental and climatic hardship. Migration, rather than a tempo-

rary strategy, was a way of life.

The national boundaries of Saudi Arabia and the surrounding countries were

imposed over a more fluid set of cultural groups. Tribes and tribal allegiances

spanned these borders; and when relations between nations remained positive,

the flow of Bedouin migration continued unabated. One Bedouin participant

recalled the days before the introduction of barley: “When the drought would

come, we would move sometimes as far as Syria. At the time I had many fewer ani-

mals.” Other participants noted moving toward Iran or north to the verdant range-

lands of Iraq. Conversely, Bedouin pastoralists from the surrounding countries

also used the rangelands of the kingdom.

The Gulf War ended these historic migration routes, at least for the time

being. Not only did enforcement of national boundaries block traditional migra-

tory corridors to better northern pastures, but the safety offered by the relative

stability of the Saudi government—as protector of the rangelands—also attracted

Bedouin from Kuwait, Iraq, and other gulf states. Our research team encountered

several Iraqi encampments during our travels in the northern deserts. Although

their legal status on Saudi soil is questionable, the laws are vague and rarely

enforced; and the plateaus, valleys, and sand dunes of the northern desert offer

ample refuge for those of indeterminate status.

Saudi Bedouin now find themselves grazing herds among Bedouin from nearby

states as well as among herds belonging to non-Bedouin Saudis. This change has

resulted in the effects described above: more animals on the grazing lands and a
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subsequent increase in communicable disease through animal proximity. But as

several Bedouin participants reported, it has also resulted in foreigners’ intro-

duction of new sheep and goat species. Many Bedouin participants believed these

sheep and goat varieties are an additional cause of the increasing prevalence of

ruminant disease in the region because, in the participants’ view, they are poorly

adapted to the specific rigors of the Saudi desert.

The Introduction of an Underclass

The wealth generated by the nation’s oil reserves and the government’s active

pursuit of foreign labor to meet market demands have fostered a vast expatriate

underclass in the kingdom. Despite the combined forces of what is known as

Saudiization (the government’s recent program for encouraging Saudi nationals

to take jobs traditionally reserved for expatriate labor) and a rapidly falling per

capita income, estimated at less than half of what it was twenty years ago, the

expatriate labor force still makes up great majority of the Saudi work force

(Kostiner 1997).

A traveler in the kingdom can hardly overlook the presence of this vast work

force. Filipinos work as concierges in large hotels and are prized as domestic ser-

vants in private homes. Saudi families unable to afford a Filipino house worker,

I was told, opt for a less expensive Sri Lankan. Expatriates from the Indian sub-

continent staff stores, Bengalis cut hair in countless barbershops, and groups of

Somali youth offer to wash cars at busy urban parking lots. Lebanese and Turks

prepare food in restaurants in cities large and small, and the Nepalese (one of

the newest ethnic work forces in the kingdom) pump gas.

In the class structure described previously, the expatriate work force bene-

fits the urban middle class, providing an able work force in the numerous occu-

pations considered beneath the station of Saudi nationals.4 Even in our travels

through the northern environs, however, the presence of these expatriate labor-

ers was nearly ubiquitous; and further investigation suggested that it has influ-

enced Bedouin livelihood in several important and distinct ways.

First, the presence and availability of inexpensive expatriate labor has

encouraged non-Bedouin pastoralism. By sponsoring individuals from northern

India, Pakistan, Sudan, and other poor countries with a pastoral heritage, urban

and village-dwelling Saudis have been able to tap an experienced reservoir of

labor to manage ruminant herds that, as described, are an economic strategy for

coping with declining income from small business ventures, minor professional

occupations, and poorly paid civil posts. In numerous visits to encampments in

the northern deserts we encountered such enterprises: after a series of introduc-

tions, our research team would discover that the herd’s owner was not present

but lived in a nearby town, typically visiting the encampment on the weekend to

check on his investment.
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Second, the introduction of inexpensive foreign labor has allowed Bedouin

pastoralists to contract expatriate laborers and thereby increase the size of rumi-

nant herds. This strategy has been used to replace family labor sources: sons,

who in the past would have helped manage the herd, are now commonly sent to

Riyadh or elsewhere for university training. Moreover, in combination with fac-

tors such as introduction of the truck and an increasing reliance on foreign bar-

ley, an expatriate labor force has helped to shift the underlying logic of Bedouin

pastoralism from an environmental calculation to an economic one.

Although I will discuss these issues in more detail later in the chapter, suffice

it to say here that, by enabling competition from non-Bedouin Saudi nationals

and providing a mechanism for increasing the size of Bedouin herds, expatriate

labor has encouraged dramatic increases in the number of animals on the range-

land. As one Bedouin participant noted, “There are lots more animals on the

range now because people have more money, and there’s barley, and it’s easy

and affordable to bring in someone to care for the animals.”

Barley Supplements and Rainfed Rangeland

Before the end of the twentieth century, Bedouin pastoralism functioned accord-

ing to an environmental calculation that encompassed traditional migratory pat-

terns developed over centuries, a vast communicative network entwined with

complex familial and social relations, and a detailed knowledge of the desert and

its flora. Travel over great distances was a necessity. Hence, the camel, used for

transportation, meat, and milk, was the keystone of Bedouin livelihood. Its con-

tinued symbolic importance to both Bedouin and non-Bedouin Saudis is beyond

question. In the last decades of the twentieth century, however, with the shift to

a livelihood based on markets rather than the ecology of the rangeland, herd

typology shifted from one based upon camels to one based upon sheep. One fac-

tor that encouraged this process was the introduction of barley into the pastoral

livelihood.

The immense social net put into place by the Al-Saud family, made possible

by the wealth generated from petroleum sales, included price supports for bar-

ley. People who identify themselves as Bedouin occupy a distinct and complex

position in the kingdom’s cultural milieu; for while they are often disdained as

uneducated, provincial, and irreverent, they at the same time occupy a mythic

location in the kingdom’s cultural constellation. For many Saudi, the Bedouin’s

perceived resilience and fierce independence inspire pride and admiration. But

general assessments suggest that, as a socioeconomic class, they benefited the

least from the rapid development and concomitant social services established in

the kingdom (Finan and Al-Haratini 1996, 1997; Finan et al. 1995). Nevertheless,

even minor government assistance has provoked wholesale changes in the

Bedouin livelihood.
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Beginning in 1973, the government forged strong subsidies for barley sup-

plements with the idea of providing a security net for pastoral Bedouin in times

of drought. This policy represented part of the aforementioned social contract

between the royal family and its subjects. Hindsight reveals a host of unintended

consequences associated with the introduction of inexpensive barley supple-

ments, foremost of which was the construction of a formidable buffer to Bedouin

vulnerability to climate variability. The concept of vulnerability buffering has

been explored elsewhere (Finan et al. 2002, Gardner 1999). For Bedouin pas-

toralists, inexpensive barley supplements provided a ready strategy for coping

with drought by mitigating the necessity to move great distances in search of

rangeland and thus encouraged the expansion of marketable sheep herds.

As part of recent austerity measures, the Saudi government abandoned

these price supports, resulting in additional widespread trauma to the Bedouin

livelihood as barley prices rose to meet market levels. In previous decades,

Bedouin reliance on barley supplements had become all encompassing; and

Saudi Arabia remains the largest importer of barley in the world, principally

from the European Union but also from Australia, Canada, and other nations

(Lau 1999). Our fieldwork, completed in a fairly dry year, revealed the scope of

this dependency. As one Bedouin participant noted, “There was no time this year

I went without barley. The rangeland was bad all year, and if there’s no food, the

animals die. Barley goes for SAR 27 [just over seven dollars] a bag, and I feed my

animals twenty-six bags every other day.” Another respondent contextualized

the barley issue in contemporary Bedouin life:

I’ve not gone a single day this year without barley. Life is becoming very

difficult. I’m buying twenty bags of barley a day, and I have to buy gas and

fix my truck, and I have installment payments for the truck too. I don’t

know if my sons will follow in my footsteps. . . . I have relatives and friends

that graduated from high school, but there’s nothing for them to do. I

guess my sons will do this, as there’s no other alternative.

The impact of increasing Bedouin reliance on barley supplements has had

several effects on their livelihood. First, it has fostered the tendency to keep

larger ruminant herds and removed the culling impact of severe droughts. Sec-

ond, barley supplements, in tandem with multiple other factors discussed in this

chapter, have made it possible for non-Bedouin Saudi with no indigenous knowl-

edge of the rangeland or climate of the region to successfully own and manage

their own herds of animals. Together, these factors have led to increases in the

prevalence of animal disease and mortality as well as increased pressure on the

fragile rangelands of the northern deserts. Furthermore, the Bedouin herders’

increasing dependency on imported barley has enmeshed them in a political

economy driven by both regional and global dynamics.
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The Breakdown of Tribal Land Tenure

While no longer ubiquitous among the citizenry of the kingdom, tribal affiliation

remains central to the identity of urban and rural Saudis alike. For the Bedouin

peoples of the kingdom, however, tribal affiliation signifies more than identity.

In centuries past, tribal affiliation conferred land tenure on the Bedouin indi-

vidual. Each tribe had a homeland in the desert—a dirah—over which he and his

tribe had rights. While the vague spatial boundaries of these dirah formed an

indigenous set of parishes in the desert environs of Saudi Arabia, the practical foci

of ownership were water sources, keystones in the social geography of the region.

Migration patterns often traversed multiple diyar (the plural form of dirah);

and in times of drought, tribesmen found themselves forced to move beyond the

confines of their dirah. Both types of movements, seasonal and strategic, relied

on the nuances of intertribal relations. These relations formed not only the basis

from which the nation-state of Saudi Arabia emerged but also a complex social

mechanism for governing rangeland resources because entry into the dirah,

even in times of abundance, was limited.

By royal decree, this system of land tenure was abolished in the early 1950s

(Cole 1982). Tribal affiliation nevertheless remains central to Bedouin identity;

and Bedouin tribes continue to be strongly associated with their home dirah, a

situation reinforced by royal appointments of tribal leaders to local government

positions. But underlying this continuity is a fundamental change in the land

tenure system—a change that has not only allowed the free flow of Bedouin to

more verdant pastures but also permitted non-Bedouin to begin grazing herds

on the land. As one participant noted, “This is the dirah of the Harb, but many

tribes come here now. . . . in the old times, you couldn’t just go anywhere you

wanted.”

The impact of modernity, while changing the cast of pastoralists who are

utilizing the rangeland, has done little to diminish the scope of Bedouin com-

municative networks. Information about rain travels quickly by word of mouth,

often faster than the government-sponsored climate information system and its

daily radio reports. As one Bedouin participant described, “I hear about other

places from other Bedouin. We always see each other and we talk. We are Bedouin,

and we’re always looking for good rangeland. If it rains anywhere in the kingdom,

people start to move, and we are always asking each other about the land. When

I get there, even if it’s crowded, I take my place among the others.”

As the reader might suspect, the breakdown of traditional tenure systems

has contributed to increases in the number of animals on the range and thereby

the increased prevalence of communicable disease in animal herds—all of which

fits neatly into revisions of the tragedy-of-the-commons literature (McCay and

Acheson 1987, Monbiot 1994). But as the Bedouin just quoted has noted, freedom

of movement has resulted in more than just a generalized increase in rangeland
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use. The Bedouin community is well aware of locations of rain and pasturage;

government-sponsored climate reports inform non-Bedouin pastoralists and

town-based herders, who rapidly learn of new pasture. As a result, Allah’s bounty

is quickly consumed.

Some researchers have an additional concern. The traditional tenure sys-

tem, combined with difficult terrain and the limitations of camel-based trans-

portation, meant that inaccessible reaches in the northern deserts remained

pockets of biodiversity (Finan and Al-Haratini 1996, 1997; Finan et al. 1995).

These areas, too, have been opened by the breakdown in tribal land tenure.

Trucks, Roads, and Water

Nearly thirty years ago, in his two years of fieldwork in the Rub’ al-Khali, Cole

(1975) noted the growing presence of the truck. Dawn Chatty (1996) revisited this

dimension of modernization in her analysis of contemporary Bedouin liveli-

hoods. I confirm their observations. The truck is the foundation of contempo-

rary Bedouin livelihoods and, as such, intertwines with the other processes of

modernization described in this chapter. All the Bedouin camps we visited pos-

sessed at least one small pickup truck, and many maintained multiple vehicles.

With these vehicles, Bedouin scout for distant pastures, visit friends and family,

carry animals to market, and transport barley back to camp.

In addition to playing these specific roles in the contemporary pastoralist

livelihood, the truck has instigated a series of much deeper changes in Bedouin

life. The journey to town—perhaps once a day, perhaps less frequently—has

reshaped the social landscape of Bedouin life, moving the hub of communica-

tion outside the tent and into the marketplaces of villages and towns. While

meetings of family and guests in the main tent of the Bedouin encampment still

play an important role, the transfer of vital political, social, and climatic infor-

mation often takes place in town at the markets where barley is purchased and

animals sold. In this context, the Bedouin meets a larger cross-section of indi-

viduals with whom information is exchanged—a cross-section less mediated by

the intricacies of tribal relations and one in which information is drawn from a

much larger geographical domain.

Similarly, the truck has facilitated the shift from camel-based herds to sheep-

and goat-based herds. Sheep and goats are much less resilient to the hardships

of the arid desert and require water almost daily. So in addition to pickup trucks,

all the Bedouin camps we contacted possessed a larger water truck, essential for

maintaining sheep and goat herds. Water trucks provide an additional buffer

against the arid ecology of the region, allowing the Bedouin to keep large herds

of animals on land with little or no water resources by freely drawing water from

government-constructed wells.

Finally, one must note the physical infrastructure of the region as a factor in
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these processual changes. With the wealth of the oilfields in government coffers,

Saudi agencies have embarked on a significant set of infrastructural improve-

ments in the northern regions of the kingdom. New roads, like thin strips of black

duct tape on the sands of the northern deserts, connect all major towns and a

host of minor agricultural regions, villages, and waypoints. With these roads in

place (and no apparent speed limits to slow travel), Bedouin pastoralists are able

to move water, animals, and camps quickly to new locations.

In general, the Bedouin are happy to have such freedom of movement. As

one participant remarked, “In the old days, there was no truck to get around in—

we had to go by camel. The truck is a good thing, for I can go and scout new pas-

ture when I hear about it.” At the same time, the pickup truck, the water truck,

and the freedom of movement granted by improvements to physical infrastruc-

ture and the breakdown of traditional tenure systems put untold stress on the

rangeland. Not only do these factors facilitate barley-based herd management,

but they have also opened new desert regions to grazing. Their impact becomes

obvious in times of rain. One Bedouin participant described the effects of truck-

based pastoralism: “I remember one time when there was a lot of rain here, and

a bunch of people came from the north, paying SAR 2000 [approximately 530

dollars] to make the journey. Soon the whole area was overgrazed. There wasn’t

enough for everyone, so most of them moved on.” In the end, the introduction 

of trucks to the Bedouin livelihood has removed geographical limits on the

Bedouin grazing strategy. Again, the result is clear: these changes have increased

pressure on the rangeland and, at the same time, foster the spread of communi-

cable diseases in overcrowded herds.

Climate and Rangeland

Historic rainfall data specific to the northern regions are lacking. Since 1980,

however, MEPA has maintained a series of weather stations in all parts of the

nation. While the data generated by these stations do little to portray long-term

climatic cycles, the data from the five weather stations proximate to our study area,

although incomplete, reveal the span of the most recent drought (see fig. 5.1).

According to all five stations, the drought could be traced back into the 1980s,

well before the climatic effects of the Gulf War and its aftermath.

My purpose here is not to argue that the Gulf War had no impact on the 

climate or the rangelands of northern Saudi Arabia. Rather, these data merely

identify a climatic pattern distinct from the Gulf War and its aftermath. The decade-

long drought, beginning somewhere near 1984 and reaching a critical low in 1990

(just as the Gulf War began), indicates a line of causality beginning with the cli-

matic cycles of the region and ending with the current conditions of the rangeland.

At the same time, these climatic issues must be contextualized in the larger

processes described in this chapter, including the closure of traditional migra-
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tory routes in and through Iraq (a historical strategy for coping with periodic

droughts) as well as the introduction of barley supplements, thus allowing the

Bedouin to persevere in spite of poor climatic conditions. Through this contex-

tualization, climate emerges as another contributing factor in the panoply of dif-

ficulties noted in the contemporary Bedouin livelihood.

Event and Process

Andrew Vayda’s and Bradley Walters’s (1999) critique of political ecology is linked

to a call for a problem-driven approach to anthropological research that focuses

on particular events and their causes—an evenemental hub from which lines of

causation stretch outward in scope and backward in time (Vayda et al. 1991,

Vayda and Walters 1999). In the environmental history of the Arabian range-

lands, the aftermath of the Gulf War (smoke in the air for months, an oily film on

the landscape) looms large as such an event. Moreover, this event figured promi-

nently in our discussions with those who use the rangeland: the cloud of soot

from the Kuwaiti oil fires represents a singular and catastrophic event in the

social memory of the Bedouin people. But as a causal isolate of environmental

change, the smoke and soot of the Kuwaiti oil fires is a poor choice for an event

to represent the complexities of the human-environmental nexus, for it eclipses

the numerous other causes underlying environmental change in the northern

deserts of the kingdom.

In the hands of some practitioners, Vayda’s progressive contextualization is

used to simplify the complex and contingent nature of causation, to presuppose
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an internal order to that causation (see Walters 2000, for example). At the cen-

ter is the environmental event (the a priori assumption of the event ecologist)

and, from it, radiating outward in scope and backward in time, are chains of 

causation, some political, some not. The strength of this model is its ability to

organize causal factors into a comprehensible structure. Yet the multiple causes

affecting the Saudi Bedouin do not fit into neat valences of event ecology, nor do

they extend outward from a single environmental event.

Rather, the environmental impacts described here—and I have consciously

switched between rangeland degradation, ruminant mortality, and the event of

the Gulf War itself—are nodes in a complex web of causation, one that has over-

determined the observable, environmental results of the present day (Althusser

1965).5 On the one hand, I have tried to show that if one adopts these environ-

mental effects as the problem to be explained (and thereby concedes to the a pri-

orism of event ecology), causation stems from a variety of sources of a different

order. These environmental impacts can be traced to processes of a global order,

including the machinations of the global political economy of the petroleum

industry as well as globalization of the grain and labor markets. One can also

trace the end results to processes at a national level: to the specificities of the

political-religious leadership structure of the kingdom and the tripartite class

structure described by our Saudi contacts. At the local level, one can see how

these global processes articulate in the Bedouin livelihood. The Bedouins

adapted to the introduction of the truck, the availability of barley, the break-

down of the traditional system of rangeland tenure, and countless other events

by making adjustments to their livelihood, incorporating new technologies,

practices, and strategies into their daily lives. Children leave for college, trucks

replace camels, and conversations move from the tent to the market.

On the other hand, the hub-and-spokes model promoted by some practi-

tioners of event ecology fails to fully explore the mechanics of causality. The

strands of causation forming this web interact with one another in time: there is

a diachronic and contingent aspect to causation that must be accounted for. In

the driest years of the 1970s, Bedouin nomads began to use barley supplements

to feed their herds. Market relations of a global scope were built over time but

were accelerated by the shift in herd typology from the rugged camel to the more

precarious sheep. The shift to sheep, however, was only achieved because of the

increasing availability and prevalence of the truck. Financing the purchase of the

truck, however, required increased herd size and a more developed local market.

Increased herd size in part resulted from the importation of an expatriate labor

force. And so on. The links among these events connect each with the others in a

conceptual morass, and only by ignoring the interconnections can one fit these

causal processes into the neat valences of progressive contextualization.

Here I argue with Fernand Braudel (1972) that events are “crests of foam that

the tides of history carry on their strong backs” (21). Analyses of process yield a
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diachronic tapestry to which singular events can be attached and contextual-

ized—a “time oriented perspective on continuity and change” (Moore 1987, 729)

and one attentive to the “order, antiorder, and nonorder” of the causal relations

(730). In the case of the Bedouin in northern Saudi Arabia, causal forces shaping

their lives only become sensible when contextualized amid the historical

processes that make up change.

In the end, I hope this case study demonstrates the need for an open-ended

ethnographic investigation that transcends a simple, problem-driven approach.

I argue that ethnography, whether under the banner of political ecology or not,

is by definition holistic and open-ended; the knowledge it derives pushes

beyond the confines of simple causal links. The result is a complex, intercon-

nected, and diachronic description of causality. The job of the political ecologist

becomes one of placing environmental results in this processual web—in essence,

contextualizing environmental events, policies, and decisions in the processes

uncovered through ethnographic research. Processual analysis, as a counterpart

to a holistic ethnographic approach, provides a framework for connecting these

local events to larger historical processes. At the same time, it provides a frame-

work for comparison, a set of templates by which the parallels or differences

revealed by ethnography can be compared.

No single event, nor any single chain of events, encapsulates the complexi-

ties of the forces driving environmental change in the lives of Saudi Bedouins.

The current condition of the rangelands was overdetermined by a complex web

of factors, all in interaction with one another, in which environmental factors

were just one component. Yet the forces at work at global, national, and local lev-

els, as well as the decisions and strategies through which the Bedouin have adapted

to these forces, become sensible under the rubrics of processes such as moderniza-

tion and globalization. Via processual analysis, we can see how Saudi Bedouin lives

become connected to lives in faraway places described by other anthropologists.

NOTES

1. The centerpiece of this corrective is Vayda and Walters (1999). I also, however, include
Vayda’s (1983) article on progressive contextualization as an early manifestation of
this debate, as well as Vayda et al. (1991). The meta-history of this debate in political
ecology has been further clarified in McCay (2000).

2. The United Nations Compensation Commission managed these claims.

3. The quotations in this chapter are from individuals interviewed in the course of the
project, often translated by interpreters during interviews. Typically, Timothy Finan or
I would ask a question from a topical outline constructed before our arrival. Many non-
Bedouin participants spoke English. When we were interviewing Bedouin men, how-
ever, the questions and responses were translated by our Saudi counterparts.

4. Champion (1999) has described this attitude as the mudir syndrome, using the Arabic
word for “director.” Despite government efforts to shift unemployed youth into a vari-
ety of semi-menial positions, he perceives a durable and historic attitude in which
nothing less than a position of authority is palatable to a Saudi national.
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5. Althusser’s notion of overdetermination has been described to me as the causal con-
dition in which, as a result of the multiplicity of causal factors, the removal or negation
of any single causal strand does not alter the final outcome (personal communication,
Thomas K. Park, October 29, 2002).
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Land Tenure and Biodiversity

An Exploration in the Political Ecology 
of Murang’a District, Kenya

A. FIONA D. MACKENZIE

Since the 1992 signing of the United Nations Convention on Biological Diver-

sity, biodiversity has become a salient component of international discourse

and, as such, a key means through which power relations at the global level are

redrawn (Escobar 1996). The struggle over intellectual property rights and plant

breeders’ patents is one dimension of this discourse and the focus of substantial

research (Mooney 1996). In the contest to establish whose knowledge counts and

the effort to promote the conservation of biodiversity globally, those people who

depend on the maintenance of biodiversity for their livelihoods are increasingly

recognized as central players. Yet despite global recognition of the need for local-

level research on biodiversity, study of the relationship between tenurial rights

to agricultural land and biodiversity has been neglected (Howard-Borgas and

Cuijpers 2002).1

In sub-Saharan Africa, land tenure has been debated particularly with

respect to the efficient use of land. Yet early studies frequently failed to recognize

the complex sets of rights and responsibilities of individuals and collectives

through which tenure issues were defined. Recently, research in sub-Saharan

Africa has recognized that small-scale farmers, who may often produce for sub-

sistence as well as exchange, are responsible for maintaining the genetic diversity

of their crops; but such studies have generally ignored the part played by prop-

erty rights. In particular, research has not considered how people who are differ-

entiated, for example, by class, gender, generation, marital status, race, and

ethnicity negotiate rights of access and control of resources and land use in

order to foster or undermine plant genetic diversity.

This chapter suggests ideas for conceptualizing the relationship between

land-based property rights and biodiversity, drawing primarily on fieldwork con-

ducted in Kenya in the mid-1980s and literature pertaining to sub-Saharan

Africa. I focus on relations between the political and the ecological at the local



level but argue that research into the relationship between tenurial practice and

land use, and thus biodiversity, must engage iteratively with the complex inter-

section of the local and the global. Local promotion (or otherwise) of genetic diver-

sity is entwined with social, economic, and political relations at far larger scales

of inquiry.

The theoretical ground for this proposal is informed by poststructural

political ecology. Recognizing both the advances and limitations of work such as

that of Piers Blaikie and Harold Brookfield (1987), more recent research, inspired

in part by postcolonial and feminist theorization of difference and discourse

theory, has extended previous work in political ecology by exploring relations of

power/knowledge as articulated through discourse in the relationship between

people and land/economy and by examining the construction of nature in social

struggle (Braun and Castree 1998, Escobar 1996, Neumann 1998, Peet and Watts

1996). In common with previous work, the approach recognizes in this chapter

that how people relate to each other and the environment affects and is affected

by their relationship to the means of production, including land, forests, and

livestock. It also recognizes that such relationships are historically constituted

and connected to other geographical scales of analysis. This approach suggests,

further, that the relationship between people and, for example, land may be

understood not only through the analysis of material relations of production but

also through the view that the materiality of such relations is bound up with the

symbolic resources or frameworks of meaning through which people define and

legitimate their rights to land and through which they resist others’ attempts to

appropriate it. The approach explores the ways in which “nature” is socially con-

structed as people negotiate rights to land collectively or as individuals. Method-

ologically, I draw on a case study carried out in Murang’a District, Kenya, and

other work that, in large measure, involves in-depth qualitative research. In many

cases, this research parallels Michael Burawoy et al.’s (2000) global ethnography,

which sees local cases as integrally interconnected with circuits of global capital.

In Murang’a, I carried out field research over a five-year period in the 1980s. My

work included participant observation and the collection of personal narratives

from elderly Kikuyu women and men. People who were interested in recalling

their agricultural histories were chosen from a range of socioeconomic strata.

They were identified through purposive sampling involving a network that

extended outward from the family of the interpreter with whom I worked. Given

the political sensitivity of the research, I was cautioned that there was no alter-

native to this procedure.

My research was supplemented at the local level by analyses of the land reg-

ister, coffee cooperative documents, and key interviews—for example, with local

government officials and members of women’s groups. To extend the research

historically and connect it with the “global,” I consulted archives in Nairobi,
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Edinburgh, Oxford, and London. Documents included colonial records, govern-

ment documents, records of the Church of Scotland Mission, and anthropologi-

cal treatises.

The methodology adopted was one of discourse analysis, juxtaposing differ-

ent accounts and sources of information, thereby teasing out the silences or

making visible the contradictions. By this means, I explored processes through

which the relationship between the political and the ecological can be created

and analyzed connections between power-resistance and power-knowledge.

People’s experiential ecological knowledge and land-use practices vary accord-

ing to political positionings, and this approach allowed for the investigation of

complex social relations in which people are differently positioned vis-à-vis the

land in terms (for example) of gender, class, age, or marital status.

This chapter examines, in turn, biodiversity, rights to land, and rights to

labor and its product to draw out conceptual issues germane to examining the

relationship between land tenure and biodiversity. The penultimate section of

the paper attempts to move research forward through a series of questions con-

cerning land to which individualized rights are claimed, land where common

property rights are held, and places where there are collective rights to land

under individual control.

Whose Biodiversity?

Recognizing that small-scale farmers have nurtured plant genetic resources for

millennia, I begin an exploration of the relationship between biodiversity and

land tenure by examining the concept of local ecological knowledge and then

consider how such knowledge relates to global discourses of biodiversity, conser-

vation, and sustainability. Variously accorded such names as metis (Scott 1998)

or “local traditional knowledge” (Ingold and Kurttila 1999), the concept is contrasted

with what is generally referred to as “scientific explanation” (Scott 1998, 323–28).

Common to these conceptualizations is the view that such knowledge is bet-

ter defined in terms of skills and experience than as a set of identifiable facts or

principles. James Scott (1998), for example, defines metis as “a wide array of prac-

tical skills and acquired intelligence in responding to a constantly changing nat-

ural and human environment” (313). Such skills are learnt through practice and

applied with subtlety in particular situations. For Tim Ingold and Tehri Kurttila

(1999), local traditional knowledge is “generated in the practices of locality”; it is

“inseparable from actual practices of inhabiting the land” (2, 6). Such knowledge

consists of skills “regrown in each generation through training and experience

in the performance of particular tasks” (Ingold 2000, 5) rather than being a stock

of knowledge or an unchanging cultural heritage passed down intact from one

generation to the next—an artifact that can be separated from the context of its

production.
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Ingold and Kurtilla (1999) distinguish this conception of local knowledge

from “modern traditional knowledge,” defined as knowledge that may claim to

be traditional but is “enframed in the discourse of modernity” (17). For Arturo

Escobar (1996, 56), it is through this second way of conceptualizing local knowl-

edge that nature is capitalized in its postmodern form. In contrast to the capital-

ization of nature in its modern form, where nature is “defined and treated as an

external, exploitable domain,” a process that proceeds through the use of

“expert,” “scientific” discourses of modernity, the postmodern form of ecological

capital has to do with “a new process of capitalization, effected primarily by a

shift in representation [whereby] previously uncapitalized aspects of nature and

society become internal to capital” (47). This second form of ecological capital pro-

ceeds not only through “the symbolic conquest of nature” (for example, through

the establishment of biodiversity reserves and recognition of local communities as

stewards of nature) but also through “the semiotic conquest of local knowledge”

(56). In other words, local knowledge is valued but only to the extent that it has

utilitarian value (57).

In this construction of local knowledge, people and communities are clearly

recognized as “the source and creators of value—not merely as labor or raw

material” (Escobar 1996, 57), a process achieved through discourses such as

those of sustainable development and biodiversity (63). In contrast to the modern

and exploitative form of ecological capital, the postmodern form is conservation-

ist. It recognizes that production of local knowledge is critical for ensuring the

sustainability of biodiversity, and local people in communities are seen as stew-

ards of the land and its biological diversity. But in this conceptualization, local

knowledge is extracted from the environ- ment in which it is created. It is not

conceived to be part of “a complex cultural construction, involving movements

and events profoundly historical and relational” (57). Nature becomes some-

thing “out there” that may be collected—in Escobar’s words, “reinvented as envi-

ronment so that capital, not nature and culture, may be sustained” (49).

Before considering tenurial conditions through which biodiversity is sup-

ported, it is necessary to consider what local means when local knowledge is

referred to and ideals of biodemocracy invoked. All too frequently, the notion

remains unproblematized. Where, as in sub-Saharan Africa, there is gender-

differentiated responsibility for agricultural production in smallholding systems,

it is vital to recognize women’s primary responsibility for supporting genetic

diversity (Leach and Fairhead 1995; Opole 1993; Rocheleau 1991, 1995; Worede and

Mekbib 1993). It is also essential to recognize that local agricultural systems and

communities are cross-cut by other axes of social differentiation—class, age, eth-

nicity—and that such differences, multiple and shifting, “fractured and fractur-

ing” (Laurie et al. 1999, 26) as they are, affect people’s experiential knowledge

and thus land-use practices, which in turn affect plant genetic diversity. Dianne

E. Rocheleau (1991, 1995), for example, has shown, not only the degree to which
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women and men in Kathama, Machakos District, Kenya, have distinct environ-

mental knowledge and the degree to which there has been “a feminization of

rural environmental science” (Rocheleau 1995, 13) with increased rates of male

migration to urban centers but also how, in times of drought, poor women rely

not just on their deep agricultural knowledge but also their political and social

skills in obtaining access to resources—private plots or public lands controlled

by men. Local knowledge of biodiversity, like global discourse, does not exist

beyond the purview of politics. It is parlayed into existence through the play of

social relations.

Struggles over Land: The Case of Murang’a District, Kenya

A key finding of Rocheleau’s research is that women’s rights of access and con-

trol of land frequently are not commensurate with their responsibilities for agri-

cultural production or ecological sustainability. In this context, a central concern

in under- standing the relationship between tenure regime and biodiversity is to

ask not simply what set of property rights promotes biodiversity but whose

rights are secure under which system of tenure and how this, in turn, influences

land-use practices that maintain plant genetic diversity.

Land tenure in sub-Saharan Africa is more usefully conceptualized in terms

of rights of access and control than of ownership. The notion of ownership, as

H.W.O. Okoth-Ogendo (1978) has demonstrated, reflects Eurocentric values and

practices and exists only where there is exclusive control of land and where land

has, basically, sole value as a commodity. Property rights in Africa, he suggests,

are more accurately understood as complex systems of interlocking rights, each

right reflecting the power allocated to individuals for a particular purpose. Each

person holds a “bundle of rights” related to specific functions such as cultiva-

tion, grazing, or the collection of firewood. Each function carries with it “varying

degrees of control exercised at different levels of social organization” (63).

Distinguishing between rights of access and control and recognizing the com-

plexity, elasticity, and overlapping nature of such rights leads to a more nuanced

understanding of the relationship to a land of people differently positioned with

respect (for example) to gender, age, wealth, or ethnicity. This distinction is also

vital in understanding how women’s proprietary right in many societies was rec-

ognized under customary land law. The separation between rights of access (use

rights) and the right to allocate (understood by the right of control), and the sub-

ordination of the latter right to the economic functions of the former, secured

women’s “proprietary position” (Okoth-Ogendo 1978, 508) in economies that

depend heavily on their labor.

The distinction is also critical in exploring questions of security of tenure

that, particularly where customary law prevails, rest on the resolution not only of

rights of access and control within the household but also of latent tension
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between interests of the collective and the individual. Tenurial rights frequently

concern both the rights of individuals to particular parcels of land and also

rights to land held in common—that is, land that falls within the territorial juris-

diction of the kin group. These categories of rights may change seasonally or over

time as agricultural land reverts to fallow or bush (Leach 1994). Rights to com-

mon land may also change through individual tenure-building practices. Thus,

for example, rights to gather nontimber forest products to which the collective

has use rights may be altered by bringing specific trees or wild food and medici-

nal plants under individual control (149–53). Further, in understanding tenure

relations, it may be necessary to recognize that farmers differentiate between

land and tree tenure and that there are frequently sanctions against women plant-

ing trees where those trees are considered to be territorial markers.

These rights may be customary, but that does not mean they are beyond the

realm of political struggle. Deep historical analyses of customary law in Africa

offer incontrovertible evidence of the degree to which custom provided the sym-

bolic resource, or the discursive means, through which people struggled for con-

trol of land under colonial rule. People differentiated by class and gender claimed

custom as a strategic and symbolic resource in the local struggle over land as this

contest interrelated with the colonial state’s efforts to legitimate its rule (Cha-

nock 1985). My research in Murang’a District, an area of smallholdings in Central

Province, Kenya (Mackenzie 1998), illustrates how customary law before and dur-

ing colonial rule was part and parcel of social change and political struggle.

Before colonialism, security of tenure in Murang’a depended on the resolu-

tion of two sets of tensions. The first was between individual and collective rights

to land of the (male) kinship group; the second was between women (as wives

and producers but nonmembers of the kin collective) and men (non-producers,

as far as basic crop production was concerned, yet members). Rights to land

were, in both situations, subject to negotiation. Under colonial rule, customary

law provided the means through which individuals or groups, differentiated by

race, class, and gender, negotiated access to and control of land. Contradictory

re-creations of customary law allowed, on the one hand, the state to alienate

African land for settler agriculture. Here, customary law became an “ideological

screen of continuity,” a “language of legitimation” (Chanock 1985, 59, 4). On the

other hand, it provided the political space through which Africans resisted 

colonial rule and reworked customary land law that privileged (male) rights to

allocate land and the individual interests of wealthier men. As use rights were

silenced in this dominant discourse of customary tenure, poorer men lost out, as

did women. Their use rights became increasingly invisible in the growing con-

flict defined by race and class. It was not a matter of women’s or poorer men’s

total exclusion from rights sanctioned by custom; but their tenurial security

decreased, and customary land law then provided the symbolic means through

which they constructed a discourse of resistance defined in terms of gender 
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and class. Customary law was and remains a means through which people dif-

ferentiated (among other things) by race, class, gender, or age assert, or attempt

to assert, rights to land. Rights to land under such law are malleable and can be

manipulated and are continuously re-created in the resolution of conflict

(Mackenzie 1998).

Customary land law does not simply disappear with the introduction of free-

hold tenure or the establishment of contract production regimes. Research in

Murang’a demonstrates that the new system of tenure—the consolidation of

land and then its registration in individual freehold title, imposed by a colonial

regime in the 1950s—does not preempt existing rights. Rather, what emerges is a

complex picture in which people contest rights to land by drawing, as exigency

demands or financial resources dictate, on whichever legal resource they can.

And while it may indeed be the case that women’s tenurial security is compro-

mised in situations of legal plurality, and that even where they hold a title deed,

they may not be able to exercise tenurial rights to land they own, women are

highly resourceful in securing their rights (Mackenzie 1990).

Two instances, drawn from personal narratives collected in Murang’a in the

1980s, indicate something of the complexity of the struggle. In the first, Wacheke

and her dying husband recognized her vulnerability in maintaining rights to the

land when only their three daughters and no son had survived childhood. Her

husband’s stepbrother, Bibia, had sold his inheritance soon after land reform

and wanted to acquire this land for his son. He was ready to claim it, on his step-

brother’s death, on the grounds of customary practice—that is, of ensuring that

the land remained in the patriliny. To prevent Bibia from snatching the land,

Wacheke and her husband decided that she should marry a woman with sons.

An elderly man explained the political import of this practice of becoming a

female husband: “If, for example, Kamande’s mother [my wife], doesn’t have a

son, but only you, a daughter, who will marry and go away, that will be the end of

our name. If we wish to retain our name, we can marry a girl and have her here

and she can bear children with whomever she wishes. After our death, she would

keep everything. Nobody could get this from her. Or a woman could marry a girl

after the death of her husband.”

Wacheke thus evoked a customary idiom, that of a female husband, to

counter the maneuvering of her brother-in-law to gain control of the land to

which, after her husband’s death, she held the title deed. She explained that, after

her husband had died, despite marrying a woman with sons and retaining the title

deed in her name, she faced a constant struggle. She had managed to retain rights

to the land but had been unable to give land to a married daughter, Nyambura,

who lives in Ukambani but lacks land. Such a gift was promised by Wacheke’s

husband, but Wacheke dared not give Bibia grounds for further claim to the land,

in this case because the gift would be construed as a loss of kin territory.
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In a second instance, Wanjiku, a woman then in her early forties and a

school principal, wanted to invest some of her savings in land registered in her

name. She and her husband had previously combined their earnings to purchase

4.45 hectares to add to the 3.6 hectares that had been allocated to her husband

by her parents on his marriage. Her husband had insisted that the land pur-

chased from their joint savings be registered in his name alone. With persistence

on her part, and after much dispute, he agreed that 0.1 hectares would be regis-

tered jointly in both names. Although she has (relatively) well-paid employment

and two sons as well as three daughters, Wanjiku is conscious of her insecurity;

with savings invested in land registered in her husband’s name, she would have

no recourse to this asset in the event of divorce. Thus, in 1982, she negotiated

with a (female) friend to purchase 1.2 hectares of land on her behalf at some dis-

tance from her home. It had been difficult to save for this purchase because her

husband insisted that she disclose all her finances to him, without reciproca-

tion. Unfortunately, her husband learnt of the proposed purchase and warned

her against engaging in such dealings again.

With respect to rights to land where contract farming has been introduced,

research again suggests that women’s security of tenure is threatened. In one

dramatic example of the extension of irrigation in Jahaly-Pacharr swamps, the

Gambia, women were unable to exercise their rights to the rice harvest even

when, after their protests, irrigated land was registered in their names. As Judith

Carney and Michael Watts (1990) show, men were able to turn customary rights

pertaining to the distinction between individual and household land and labor

to their advantage through their manipulation of specific customary idioms, thus

taking control of the products of women’s labor—rice. With respect to the sus-

tainability of production, at issue in these cases are not only secure rights to

land, although these are clearly central to the renegotiation of the conjugal con-

tract, but also rights to labor and control of the product of labor expended on

that land. I turn now to examine these issues in order to develop the argument

that questions of maintenance of plant genetic diversity are integrally bound up

in the complexity and diversity of social relationships.

Rights to Land, Labor, and the Product of Labor

Analysis of the politics of labor in the production of coffee in Murang’a District

reveals the degree to which the household has become a deeply contested site in

which rights to land, labor, and the product of labor are constantly subject to

negotiation. On the basis of evidence that documents the insecurity women face

with respect to these rights, particularly those women from poorer households,

which are in the majority, and evidence that this insecurity is played out in terms

of land use and management, I argue that it is essential to connect these issues
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to those of practices associated with the maintenance of biological diversity to

understand how the maintenance of biodiversity is implicated in these political

relationships.

Coffee was introduced in Murang’a as part of the 1954 Swynnerton Plan, and

colonial agricultural officers targeted its production toward men. Nevertheless,

officials noted that within a few years women formed the majority of coffee growers,

numbering 16,000 of the total 26,000 growers, a proportion that has increased

substantially in recent years, with rates of male outmigration reaching 75 per-

cent in some areas. A crisis in the early 1980s, caused by the continuing drop in

the quality of coffee exported from the district, made visible the fact that a lack

of secure remuneration for women had led them to decide against prioritizing

the harvesting of coffee on their own holdings.

The problem centered on the way in which coffee processing and marketing

are organized through sixteen coffee societies, each a member of the Murang’a

District Farmers’ Cooperative Union (MDFCU). Because membership in the

cooperative is based on title to the land, men are in the great majority of official

members, constituting 89.9 percent of members in the case of the Njora Coffee

Growers’ Cooperative Society (total membership 5,784 in 1984) and 83.2 percent

in the case of Irati (total membership 3,221 in 1984). It is they who received pay-

ments for coffee delivered to the societies; and as became clear, they frequently

did not pass on money to their wives, who had labored on the crop.

Women’s response to the lack of remuneration for their labor, in a situation

where they generally held sole responsibility for meeting daily household needs,

was to withdraw their labor. This withdrawal became more acute as the effects 

of structural adjustment programs (undertaken by the state after agreements

with the World Bank) were felt at the local level. With an increased emphasis on

export earnings from coffee, costs were shifted from the paid to the unpaid econ-

omy, and social relations became increasingly polarized (Elson 1994, Gladwin

1991). Women from resource-poor households who did not receive adequate

compensation for their labor on coffee were particularly vulnerable. Resistance

was both individual and collective. At the individual or family level, women and

children could be seen boarding trucks in great numbers during the picking sea-

son for the short journey to coffee estates in Kandara and Makuyu divisions of

Murang’a or to Kiambu District. By working for wages on the estates, rather than

tending coffee on their husbands’ land, they were able to secure remuneration

for their labor.

Women also renegotiated the conjugal contract by invoking the customary

idiom of ngwatio, a practice that in the past had centered on reciprocal labor

arrangements—for example, working as a group in turn on each others’ farms

during peak labor periods. But now the groups sold their labor power for a wage,

able to command a higher wage by picking coffee collectively than would other-

wise have been possible. In more formal mabati (literally, metal roof) groups,
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which had begun as rotating savings and loans societies in the late 1960s, women

in the 1980s also turned increasingly to activities designed to earn an income

that they, as individuals, could control (Mackenzie 1987).

The response of the MDFCU to the decline in coffee quality in the early 1980s

was to encourage members to change from individual (male) accounts to joint

(spousal) accounts at the four savings and credit sections (SCS) of the union. The

success of this initiative may be gauged from the fact that, between 1982 and

1984, 40.8 percent of the accounts at the one SCS where research was conducted,

Maragua SCS, had changed from individual (male) accounts to joint accounts.

The senior savings clerk explained the wide discrepancy in the percentage of

joint accounts among the six coffee societies belonging to this SCS (from 17.1per-

cent in the case of Njora to 55.4 percent and 79.2 percent, respectively, for Irati

and Thanga-ini) on the grounds of far higher rates of male outmigration in the

latter two areas. Although these figures do not in themselves guarantee that

women will be able to exercise the control they need over the proceeds of their

labor, they do suggest at least a degree of success in reconstituting gender rela-

tions in their favor by negotiating the politics of coffee production.

Together with research such as that of Judith Carney and Michael Watts

(1990) and Richard Schroeder (1999) in the Gambia, and Catherine S. Dolan (2001)

in Meru, Kenya, the Murang’a study demonstrates the complexity and negotia-

bility of rights and responsibilities when economic survival is at stake. Yet none

of this research explores the implications of intensified conflict over local

resources for issues concerning biodiversity. It is not difficult to draw out the

possible implications of intensified crop production for the market, a deepening

of intra-household struggle that accompanies this action, frequently accompa-

nied by the growing casualization of women’s labor, and the increased demands

on women’s labor time under structural adjustment programs, for issues of eco-

logical significance.

At the conceptual level, a brief discussion of the politics of soil management

practices suggests ways in which research that focuses on ecological issues,

specifically biodiversity, may be taken forward. Research carried out in Murang’a

(Mackenzie 1995) suggested that sustainable management of the soil was bound

up not only with the level of wealth or poverty of the household but also with how

successfully women (with primary, and often exclusive, responsibility for agri-

cultural production) were able to secure rights to land and labor. The research

suggested that the option value (Blaikie 1989) of maintaining the soil through

labor-intensive practices such as mulching or green manuring may decline with

lowered security and that women may compromise their knowledge as farmers in

the effort to meet immediate household responsibilities. Their deep and ecologi-

cally precise knowledge of particular places and practices that support genetic

diversity may be threatened as a result of such choices. It may also be threatened

as genetically uniform crops such as hybrid or composite maizes displace those
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crops that they have bred for ecological specificity, and as there is a decline in

“the spaces between” (Rocheleau 1995, 12): hedgerows, the edges of paths or

roads, or areas of woodland or grass found among the cultivated plots, where

women used to gather wild foods. Ritu Verma’s (2001) recent research supports

these observations, showing unequivocally how politically embedded are the

everyday practices of soil management. In the context of Maragoli, Western

Kenya, she deepens the analysis by demonstrating how people differentiated by

gender, class, age, marital status, and life-cycle position, negotiate rights to land,

labor (on the farm and off the farm), and the product of labor and how struggles

concerning these rights, caught up themselves in processes of macroeconomic

change, play out with respect to land use and management practices.

Toward a Framework for Research

The relationship between land tenure and biodiversity cannot be divorced from

the broader political economy.2 With reference to that relationship and the more

general issue of whose rights are secure under which tenurial regimes and how

this influences land-use practices associated with plant genetic diversity, I pro-

pose the following questions, both to move research forward and to concep-

tualize relationships among people, land rights, and biodiversity. For heuristic

purposes, I divide the questions into three sections: (1) land to which individu-

alized rights are claimed, (2) land to which rights are held in common, and (3)

land under individual control to which there are collective rights.

Land to Which Individual Rights Are Claimed

A key question emerges from research in Murang’a District, where tenure is

increasingly individualized: to what extent have people differentiated, among

other things, by gender, class, age, or marital status changed practices of land use

that may previously have ensured the maintenance of crop genetic diversity? A

second question follows: to what extent do new practices contribute to enhancing

crop biodiversity? Further questions follow: in attempts to exert individual rights

to land, what tenure building practices are employed? Who can employ them—

women? men? differentiated by age and stage of life cycle? migrants compared to

long-term residents or others? For example, to what extent is the planting of spe-

cific crops or trees part of a strategy of tenure building? On what symbolic resources

do people rely in trying to assert these rights? What are the implications of such

measures for increasing biodiversity in a particular area? In situations where the

state promotes the expansion of a crop such as coffee for export, or where the

production of a crop such as rice or maize is singled out as a priority for meeting

urban food requirements, what strategies do people (differentiated by class, gen-

der, age, or social position in terms of their tenurial rights) choose to minimize
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risks? Do these strategies affect practices that previously ensured the mainte-

nance of biodiversity?

Research by Robert McC. Netting and M. Priscilla Stone (1996) shows that by

producing for both subsistence and the market, Kofyar farmers in Nigeria “nec-

essarily discourage specialisation and propagate agro-diversity under circum-

stances of increasing resource scarcity and higher population pressure” because it

reduces risk, provides a measure of insurance, contributes to long-term resource

productivity, and allows for the optimal use of available labor (53). Jane Guyer

(1996) and H.B.S. Kandeh and Paul Richards (1996) also provide evidence of ben-

efits with respect to biodiversity under situations of social and economic change,

including intensification of production associated with commodification and an

increase in population.

Recent research in the cotton zone of southwest Burkina Faso, although not

explicitly addressing the issue of biodiversity, supports the view that intensifica-

tion of production, associated with an increase in population, leads to soil build-

ing (Gray and Kevane 2001). Leslie C. Gray and Michael Kevane also argue that

soil building is linked to tenure building although, interestingly, they claim that

tenurial status has little bearing on a farmer’s choice to invest in soil quality.

Their evidence suggests that farmers with less secure access to land invest in the

soil through practices such as manuring, crop rotation, and leaving trees in fields

to improve their tenurial rights. Research by Eve L. Crowley and Simon E. Carter

(2000) draws attention to the need for precise investigation into soil manage-

ment practices that vary in time and space and to relate changes in practice to

changes in people’s access to land, labor, and capital and to the ecological speci-

ficity of their knowledge, to crop preference, and to the market. Questions that

arise from this work and that of Gray and Kevane (2001) concern the complex

interrelationships among intensification of production, land tenure, social dif-

ferentiation, soil management, and plant genetic diversity. For example, is it

women or men from poorer households (who have previously had less reliance

on the market in terms of obtaining seeds) who have been the principal custo-

dians of genetic variety? If so, to what extent have recent changes in production,

soil management regime, and land tenure affected their practices associated

with ensuring the maintenance of biodiversity?

Where contract farming has been introduced, what effect does such pro-

duction have for the negotiation of intra-household rights to land, and what are

the implications for plant genetic diversity? Catherine S. Dolan’s (2001) study of

the production of French beans in Meru as part of a strategy promoted by the

World Bank to diversify agriculture in Kenya shows how horticulture, previously

a domain in which women could exercise control in the production of local veg-

etables for household use and for sale in local markets, has been “rapidly inten-

sified, commoditised and, in many cases, appropriated by men” (40). What are
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the implications for local biodiversity when local vegetables that were previously

more widely grown are increasingly displaced by beans of genetic uniformity for

export outside the country?

From the research identified here, it is clear that, given the specificity not

only of ecological issues but their deep embeddedness in matters of politics—of

household, community, state, and global trade regime—that future research

must engage in not only locally precise questions but also questions about how

very local matters are interconnected with those at wider scales of inquiry.

Land Subject to Common Property Regimes

A critical question concerning land where common property regimes are the

basis of production is how are rights to land managed as tenure becomes increas-

ingly individualized? Other questions follow: are collective regulatory procedures

under threat because of changes in the local or broader political economy (for

example, extension of hectarages for the production of crops for the market)?

What types of regulatory procedures stimulate conservation of biodiversity?

With reference to these questions, it is useful to refer to Margaret A. McKean’s

(2000) list of attributes or principles that are critical for the success of common

property regimes. They include the right of user groups to organize without

interference, distinct boundaries of the resource in question, clear and enforce-

able rules, a fair rather than egalitarian distribution of decision-making rights,

and a devolved authority structure that permits flexibility at the most local level

(43–48). Critical of this “bureaucratic model of common property resource man-

agement,” Frances Cleaver (2000) proposes a “moral ecological framework” in

which institutions are conceived as “embodiments of social process,” negotiated

through cultural meanings, symbols, and values in any particular context (365).

Drawing on research in Zimbabwe, she argues that institutions that manage

common property resources are “partial, intermittent and indeed often invisible,

being located in the daily interactions of ordinary lives.” Collective action “is as

often organized around reproductive as productive activities, is frequently ad

hoc, variable and not necessarily output-optimizing” (381). As I have mentioned,

such observations imply that deeply ethnographic research is needed to capture

the meanings and values attached to common property.

Such an approach is also needed to address other specific questions. Is land

held in common gaining in significance in terms of maintaining plant genetic

diversity in places where agricultural land is under individual control and there

is increased production for the market? What are the tenurial rights (for example,

of gathering) to extensive areas held in common and the places between culti-

vated fields or along the sides of streams or roads? Does the significance of 

in-between spaces increase as larger areas of common property (for example,

forests) decline? How are rights to common property, including gathering rights,

differentiated, for example, by gender, age, wealth, marital, or “insider” versus
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“outsider” status? How are such rights legitimized? How do these rights vary

according to the type of resource? In what ways have they changed with a decrease

of forest land or other land held in common? What are the implications of these

changes for biodiversity? Joann McGregor’s (1995) work in Shurugwi, one of Zim-

babwe’s most deforested communal areas, is useful in demonstrating the degree

of precision needed in research of these questions. She shows how tenurial rights

may vary, for example, with respect to indigenous fruit and rights to naturally

regenerating trees (which local people may view as common property even when

they are located on privatized land); rights to indigenous fruit on planted trees

(in which labor has clearly been invested), in contrast, are seen as individual.

Under what conditions do people engage actively in building rights to com-

mon property and by so doing increase biodiversity? In this context, Fairhead and

Leach (1996) provide dramatic evidence from the forest-savanna transition zone

of the Republic of Guinea of an increase in forest cover (taking the form of “for-

est islands”) associated with increases in population, contradicting the narra-

tives of “experts” from the days of colonial rule to the present. The authors

demonstrate the degree to which people here are actively engaged in supporting

biodiversity.

Finally, what is the role of the state in the management of common prop-

erty? If relations between a body such as a forestry commission and local people

are adversarial, what forms do acts of resistance take, and do they lead to misuse

of the forest so that genetic diversity is negatively affected? Frank M. Matose’s

(1994) research in the Mafungautsi Forest Area of northwest Zimbabwe, for

example, identifies several means through which, in a situation of political con-

flict, certain groups of people who had lost rights to land resisted the efforts of

the forestry commission to exert control by gathering prohibited forest and non-

forest products in defiance of regulations. Research is needed to assess the

impact of these actions on biodiversity.

Land under Individual Control to Which There Are Collective Rights

Research by Lisa Leimar Price (1997) suggests a need to examine the relationship

between land tenure and biodiversity not only in situations of individualized

tenure or common property regimes but also where collective rights may be

exercised over land under individual control. Her insightful study of wild plants

in Northeast Thailand focuses on the changing and socially intricate relation-

ship between rights to plants and land tenure in a matrilineal and matrilocal

society in which land under women’s control has become increasingly priva-

tized. Her research suggests that, in this context, an individual’s right to harvest

wild plant food is related to both local concepts of tenure (the negotiability of

collective gathering rights to privately held land) and how a plant species is

ranked with respect to taste, market value, and rarity (217). She sees social con-

sensus at the community level as critical for protecting collective gathering rights
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on privately owned agricultural land and, with state law, for restricting rights to

gather wild plants for the market and sometimes household consumption when

a wild plant is recognized as rare.

In this system, women own the agricultural land and, as gatherers, managers,

and marketers of wild food plants, possess knowledge of the status of particular

species and the authority gained over time, through practices of matrilocality, to

build consensus around restrictions to gathering as well as support usufruct

rights to land under private tenure. As Price (2001) notes, we do not know “how

such species level systems of increasing protection and privatization function in

contexts where women are lacking the authority over agricultural land, long

term social networks, and female kinship networks.” Nor do we know “the dif-

ferent valuations men versus women place on selected species and where con-

flict and cooperation may emerge” (19).

Her work suggests that research is needed into social processes that sanc-

tion collective rights to gather wild plant foods from agricultural land under

individual control. Are such institutions socially inclusive? How do collective

rights vary according to the type of resource gathered or whether the plant is to

be used for household consumption or the market? Finally, in what ways and

under what conditions does the exercise of such rights, and production for the

market as well as for consumption, support or undermine genetic diversity?

Conclusion

In this chapter, I make a case for research that explores the relationship between

land-based property rights and biodiversity, recognizing that this field has been

much neglected. I have viewed the relationship through the lens of poststruc-

tural political ecology and primarily in the context of sub-Saharan Africa, draw-

ing on my own research in Murang’a District, Kenya, and the related work of

other researchers concerning relationships between people and the land. A post-

structural political ecology approach demonstrates the political embeddedness

of the relationship between people and land and recognizes that this relation-

ship is bound up with not only material relations of production but also the

frameworks of meaning through which land rights are negotiated. Although the

chapter focuses principally on the local level, it also makes clear that the local

does not exist in isolation from the global but is co-produced with it.

This last point is clearest in my discussion of “whose biodiversity?” which

argues that notions of biodiversity and local knowledge must be problematized.

First, the discussion shows how local knowledge of genetic diversity may be

caught up in what Escobar (1996) has referred to as modern and postmodern forms

of ecological capital through discourses of development and sustainability. Sec-

ond, it indicates how local experiential knowledge must be contextualized within
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the complexity of political relations that inform rights to land, specifically axes 

of social differentiation such as gender, class, and age. These, in turn, are related,

among other things, to structural adjustment programs that may demand an

increase in genetically uniform crops for the export market.

The argument concerning the political embeddedness of the issue of biodi-

versity can be extended by drawing on poststructural political ecology to demon-

strate the complexity of people’s rights to land. Evidence from Murang’a shows

that this complexity centers on how people, differentiated by gender and class,

claim rights to land through different legal resources, whether these resources

are defined by custom or by the state. Legal resources are malleable and manip-

ulable and provide legitimizing frameworks through which control over land is

both exerted and resisted.

Recognizing that people’s relationship to the land is defined not only by ten-

urial rights, I consider how rights to labor and the product of that labor influence

land-use practices. Research conducted in Murang’a does not allow this argu-

ment to be extended as far as the question of maintaining biodiversity, but it

does show clearly how land-use practices associated with the soil are part of a

nexus of political relationships within the family and the broader political econ-

omy. Rocheleau’s (1995) work in Machakos District, Kenya, makes explicit this

connection with genetic diversity.

Near the end of the chapter, I posed a series of questions to move the

research agenda concerning the political embeddedness of biodiversity and its

relationship to land use and land tenure, distinguishing between land to which

individual rights are claimed, land to which rights are held in common, and land

under individual control to which collective rights are negotiated. 

Certain methodological implications follow directly from this discussion.

First, given the intricacy of the relationship between the political and the eco-

logical and the complexity of rights to land, locally precise work is needed. It

must focus on not only material processes associated with people’s rights to the

land but also the meanings and values through which people define themselves

in terms of the land, including the much neglected area of spiritual connection

to the land. In-depth ethnographic methods, including personal narratives and

participant observation, are thus called for. But although this argumentation

implies a case study approach, my previous discussion makes it clear that case

studies cannot exist in a vacuum. Poststructural political ecology theorizing has

shown how intricately connected the local is with the global. In this context,

Burawoy et al.’s (2000) concept of global ethnography is particularly insightful.

Here, the challenge for research into land and biodiversity is to explore the ways

through which the locally specific is interconnected with extralocal social,

political, and economic domains, often evidenced through discourses such as

those of sustainability and biodiversity.
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NOTES

1. I would like to thank the International Development Research Centre, Ottawa, which

gave me a sabbaticant award supporting research on which this chapter is based. My

particular thanks go to Kathleen Flynn Dapaah and Sheri Arnot for assistance in iden-

tifying key literature.

2. With respect to questions of security of tenure and long-term agricultural sustainabil-

ity, I have not addressed the issue of HIV/AIDS. Research is urgently needed into the

question of security of tenure in areas where death rates are high and acute loss of local

ecological knowledge may be occurring and into subsequent effects of this situation on

the maintenance of crop genetic diversity.
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The Political Ecology of Consumption

Beyond Greed and Guilt

JOSIAH MCC. HEYMAN

The Politics of Perspective

Students, scientists, and activists are increasingly concerned about how modern

consumption affects the environment.1 There are good reasons for this concern.

Mathis Wackernagel and William E. Rees’s (1996) ecological footprint method

shows how consumption of final goods (like food), services (like travel), and

supplies (like electricity) directly and indirectly use and degrade a significant

portion of the earth’s resources. Appropriately, concern about consumption is

growing among the prosperous people of the world—in both overdeveloped and

underdeveloped societies—as they anxiously contemplate their use of energy

and materials. Such worries are well expressed in the title and content of Alan

Durning’s (1992) activist book, How Much Is Enough? Two assumptions under-

gird the thinking of Durning and similar critics. One is that consumption is a

matter of desire and volition: I want this car. The other is that it is a matter of per-

sonal choice: I want this car. Over many years of teaching about wealth and poverty,

development, material goods, and the environment, I have found that students

alternate between greed and guilt about consumption precisely as a result of

thinking within those confining assumptions. These assumptions have other

effects also: they draw our attention to items about which we make conscious

choices, such as clothes or fast food; and they render invisible less individualis-

tic kinds of consumption such as houses, transportation, water, sewage, energy,

education, and so on. (See Carrier and Heyman 1997 for a more thorough discus-

sion of these issues.)

The working poor of Agua Prieta, Sonora, Mexico (a small city on the U.S.-

Mexico border) offer an illuminating contrast. They are just as concerned with

consumption but from an opposite perspective: they worry about not being able

to consume enough. Between 1982 and 1986, purchasing power in Mexico fell by

nearly one-half due to the nation’s massive debt to U.S. banks and the extreme

austerity measures imposed so that debt payments could be extracted from the



Mexican people. Purchasing power has risen and fallen since then, but the situ-

ation remains essentially the same as it was in 1984 to 1986, when I lived in Agua

Prieta. People there worried constantly about consumption, but not just because

they were deprived and wanted more stuff. It was because they relied on key pur-

chased goods, services, and inputs (a good example being electricity) as an

inescapable part of their way of life, and they faced difficulties in meeting those

needs. Another reason they were so aware of consumption is that many of them

worked in maquiladoras (factories) making goods (such as shirts and televi-

sions) for the visibly wealthier U.S. market just across the boundary. Comparisons

to the materialist colossus of the north were unavoidable. Precisely because

Aguapretense were preoccupied with survival as consumers, they talked about

consumption frequently and in heartfelt ways so that I follow their lead in study-

ing and writing about this subject.2

In this chapter, I discuss three politics of consumption: the politics of per-

spective and knowledge, political ecology, and immediate political struggles

over goods and services. The first topic is raised by comparing environmentalist

and Aguapretense viewpoints. In the former perspective, consumption can be

understood as personal but also troubling; in the latter perspective, it can be

seen as a largely external force but also good. This is not to say that there is no

objective ground to our discussion. Importantly, the tiny consumer actions of

working-class Mexicans do have significant ecological effects when added up by

the thousands and millions. A good example is beef consumption, which signif-

icantly increased when people migrated to the city from rural Sonoran villages

(where ironically they raise but rarely eat cattle) and which in turn is linked to

degradation of arid pasturelands (Sheridan 1988; Heyman 2001b, 148). These

processes cannot be erased by declaring them simply matters of meaning and

point of view. But inequalities in formulating knowledge and perspective are

crucial to how facts are recognized and connected together and how policy (col-

lective social action) is decided and implemented on ostensibly factual bases. In

particular, anxieties about environmental damage in overdeveloped nations—

indeed, I would say the projection of guilt from the self onto others—helps non-

governmental environmental organizations raise money and frame conserva-

tion policy in the underdeveloped world (Carrier in press).

The dominant politics of perspective on consumption favor two consump-

tion policies. One, moral suasion, plays on people’s environmental awareness

and guilt to bring about conscious efforts at ameliorating environmental dam-

age. Recycling is an excellent example because it is easy to make people aware of

what they personally discard and recycling fits the emotional, personal, and voli-

tional biases of our characteristic politics of ecological knowledge. The moral

values embedded in everyday consumption, however, are internally complex

and differ from setting to setting, specifically between working-class Mexicans

and middle-class U.S. residents. The other policy is price incentives. Important
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resources, such as fossil fuel energy, sometimes have artificially low prices that

encourage their excess use. Even were the full market price to be charged, it does

not take into account the full cost of environmental effects, such as global warm-

ing and smog. Under the “I want this car” assumption, changing the price structure

should motivate people to use resources more appropriately and conservatively.

But this assumes that prosperous consumers have a good deal of discretion and

flexibility and can respond to price incentives by changing consumption inten-

sities. As we shall see, raising resource prices amounts to a punitive tax for poor

working people whose historically sedimented, intricately organized way of life

does not permit them to cut back significantly on use of water, electricity, pro-

pane, and so on. Both moral suasion and price incentives have their place, but this

chapter proposes that we widen our vision of politics to include popular involve-

ment in making and learning environmental knowledge about consumption

and that we also consider how to increase the capabilities of poor consumers to

act on that knowledge.

Consumption As Human, Consumption As Capitalist

I learned about consumption in Agua Prieta from middle-aged to elderly women,

the veritable masters of this craft. Not only had they spent many years doing laun-

dry, cooking, cleaning, drawing water, and so on; but they actively monitored

relative prices in two nations (Mexico and the United States); transmitted and

received gossip about good deals on used furniture, appliances, and other con-

sumer durables; and managed the blended income from their daughters’ factory

jobs, their husbands’ day labors, their sons’ undocumented work in the United

States, and their own microscopic house-front stores. I also spent considerable

time hanging out in small mechanical and welding shops, where I witnessed the

equivalent male world centered on cars, trucks, and repairable appliance motors

and mechanisms. Encountering consumption from this grassroots, ethnographic

perspective, one is struck by the craft, intelligence, toil, meaning, and nurturing

love for family members and friends encapsulated in consumption (Miller 2001).

A good example of this at the border was Mexicans shopping in the United

States, especially before the severe peso devaluations of the 1980s made it more

expensive to buy things in dollars. Women’s skill in knowing which groceries

(chicken, fresh milk, diapers) were cheaper in the United States embodied both

their dedication to the well-being of their families and their intellectual mastery

of the complicated opportunities of border economics. And for housewives, get-

ting out of the house was sheer pleasure. Prosperous working men told similar

stories of shopping for used construction materials, welding supplies, car parts,

and tools.

Consumption is indeed a rich, rewarding, and deeply human activity.

Although cultures differ enormously in economic relations and material items,
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there is no situation devoid of activities we can conceive of as consumption.

Consumption is not just using up goods. Not only is there final consumption,

such as eating food (and, of course, even what is referred to as final consumption

produces waste products); but there are many activities of productive consump-

tion, such as the unpaid and often unrecognized labors of housewives cooking

food. At the same time, people conduct these life-renewing and life-affirming

activities within specific ecological and social relations. The politics of who

could get a local visa to shop in the United States (Heyman 2001a), the econom-

ics of purchasing mass-manufactured commodities, and the ecology of drawing

on resources (for example, agro-industrial chicken) transferred from signifi-

cantly different habitats all matter greatly. The different arrangements of this

human fundamental, then, constitute our second politics of consumption and

ecology, which we will approach through the prism of political ecology. An

example of this level of analysis is the conversion of natural flows and substances

into objects (commodities) that can be sold and consumed according to a met-

ric (money) that differs in crucial ways from the transfer of energy and nutrients

in nature (Greenberg 1998, Hornborg 2001). Another inquiry concerns the effects

of capitalist relations on the organization of time and space, especially within

the work of consumption. Important questions of perspective and policy on con-

sumption and environment, then, cannot be understood without intellectual

work at the level of political ecology.3

Political ecology of this sort, however, can be dauntingly abstract. It is hard

to envision how one would concretely recognize it or go about studying it. Allow

me, then, to digress briefly on how I studied consumption in Agua Prieta. I drew

on four methods: participant observation, inventories of household material

belongings, open-ended interviews focused on the histories of specific appli-

ances, and contextualizing of ethnographic material with historical documenta-

tion. As mentioned, through participant observation (visiting people’s houses,

small stores, workshops, and so on), I was immersed in the daily life of con-

sumption. With time, I applied more systematic methods to the subject. First, I

collected a set of information about the material items in a family’s house and

yard; I also included the house itself and its components.4 Questions included

when and how acquired (given, purchased, and so on), from what person or store,

for how much, whether or not the purchase involved credit or time payments,

whether it was new or used when purchased, who it was considered to belong to,

what it was used for (and if it worked), where in the house it was located, what

was its quality and status, and so forth. The volume of goods (such as clothes and

utensils) belonging even to a relatively poor border Mexican household is sur-

prisingly large, and asking a robust set of questions about each and every item

taxed the patience of my hosts and myself. I focused on items belonging to two

sets. One was to inventory all the major tools of productive consumption: house,

vehicles, major appliances, furniture, televisions, radios, and stereos. Then, to be
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sure I had captured personal and collective meanings (not just practical chores),

I selected ten items that were visibly decorative or that people volunteered to me

as personally significant.

A second method stemmed from the first one, illustrating directly how to

address political-ecological questions in an ethnographic way. This method con-

sisted of long, open-ended interviews in which I systematically traced the history

of houses, major appliances, and vehicles for eight households, going over some

of the questions just listed (how acquired, when, and so on) but this time locat-

ing them in the more ample context of extended family histories collected at 

the same time. And I did this not just for the immediate item at hand (say, a

propane stove) but for all previous items of the same kind or past technological

equivalents: cast-iron woodstoves and, before that, shaped clay ovens. Impor-

tantly, my informants enjoyed appliance histories; and they readily and effec-

tively made connections between key appliance dates and important events in

their lives, such as marriage or moving from a peasant farm to a mining town or

border city.

To contextualize these appliance histories, I drew on primary and secondary

historical sources on northern Mexico and the western United States. The histor-

ical material enabled me to trace dates and places in major patterns of political,

economic, and ecological change that had taken place in the region during the

previous century and connect those patterns to the specifics of appliance histories.

For example, one could identify times and places when typical Mexican goods that

had been made either by consumers-users themselves or purchased from regional

craftspeople were replaced by mass-manufactured commodities brought from

the United States, either by returning migrant workers or by North American–

owned mine company stores, and observe how this pattern had persisted to the

present day in the Mexican border city (although today more goods are made in

Mexico).

The analytic framework of this study brings together information and expe-

rience from multiple sources and analyzes dynamics at different scales, ranging

from contemporary household economics to regional history. The approach illu-

minates connections between the geographic penetration of capitalism into

Mexico, the commoditization of paid wage labor, the commoditization of unpaid

labor (productive consumption), and the technological-ecological connection of

consumers to fossil fuels and other commoditized natural inputs (water, electric-

ity, propane, gasoline, and so on). It also pays attention to the personal meaning

of these transformations. For example, Francisco, as a young man in the 1940s,

learned to drive and repair a truck for a high country sawmill. Mechanical work

became his lifelong occupation and fascination, which he passed along to his

son, as I discovered when I visited their small workshop. He had used a new com-

modity, for a period had become a commodity himself (a laborer), yet remained

a full human being alive with craft and intelligence.
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Findings from this research, as well as in-depth discussions of the inter-

pretation and analyses of the material, have been published elsewhere, forming

the basis for the analytical generalizations that follow (see especially Heyman

1994a, 1994b, 1990, 1991, 1997, 2001b; Carrier and Heyman 1997). A key pattern

that emerged was consumer proletarianization (Heyman 1994b, 180). Proletari-

anization is a social science term (originally from Karl Marx) that refers to the his-

torical process by which people lose control of the means of production—land,

tools, resources, and so on. Once people become proletarians, they have to work

for the capitalists who own those means of production, thus bringing wide-

spread wage labor into being. By imperfect analogy, consumer proletarianization

refers to householders and localities that lose the traditional devices, raw mate-

rials, skills, and social relations needed to produce their daily existence: to heat

their houses, cook their food, cover their roofs, and so on. In the consumer 

proletarianization case, the product (everyday goods and services) goes to indi-

viduals and families; but having lost the main means of self-provisioning, con-

sumers must purchase commodity inputs from the capitalist economy—

appliances, construction materials, grocery store food, manufactured clothing,

and so on.

Classic Marxist literature focused specifically on paid labor outside the

home and unconsciously embodied a male-gendered vision of proletarianization.

Consumption, especially the unpaid labor and technology of household work,

were slighted because of their association with women. Likewise, the separation

of industrial production from household production and consumption isolates

domestic labor from monetary market value and hence from the economy as

narrowly defined by economists. I take my cue instead from the feminist revision

of Marxist thought, especially Rayna Rapp’s (1983) important concept of prole-

tarianization from the household out. Studying this process answers the ques-

tion “how did people become consumers?” at least in the contemporary sense of

consumer. Fortunately, for northern Sonora, Mexico, I was able to trace almost

all the changes that were involved.

Among the items that mark this process, stoves are particularly illuminat-

ing. Before the importation of U.S. household technologies began in the 1880s,

Sonorans cooked on a variety of platforms using firewood. Hornillas, ovens made

of unfired clay, were made and maintained locally (although the technology

itself was Spanish in origin). Women made the ovens and replastered their sides

as walls cracked or shed patches. Women and children harvested firewood locally.

Cast-iron stoves replaced hornillas as early as 1900 in towns and by the 1950s and

1960s in the countryside. Such stoves also burned firewood but probably were

more fuel-efficient than the older technology was. During the past three

decades, gas ranges substantially replaced woodstoves, although many people

retained woodstoves for times when the forty-five-kilogram cylindrical tanks of

propane could not be refilled. Through this century-long sequence of technolog-
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ical change, both the cooking device and the fuel shifted from being locally

supplied to being externally purchased, industrially produced commodities;

local roles at most consisted of small mechanical workshops where ranges were

repaired.

Initially, I interpreted the causes of this change to be demographic and eco-

logical shifts involving the movement of people into cities, where firewood was

scarcer and more expensive, and denudation of timber by lumbermills, railroads

(for railroad ties), and mine companies (for mine posts and to fuel roasters and

smelters) (Heyman 1994b, 199–201). In other words, I hypothesized that con-

sumer change happened when people were constrained from using the old tech-

nology. Jason Antrosio (2002), building on my work, offers a more sophisticated

model for the adoption of stoves in Latin America, including their attractive

qualities and meanings such as being modern, clean, and efficient. Stoves in this

sense provide a means for women to provide supposedly better care for the fam-

ily. Likewise, family members who earn money can pool resources to buy stoves,

thereby showing dedication to the mutual family enterprise and especially the

women (mothers and wives) who conduct it. This accords with the Sonoran evi-

dence and suggests that consumer proletarianization occurs through attractions

as well as constraints. For either reason, it is truly proletarianization since pur-

chasers are no longer able to make the technologies themselves nor provide the

main inputs; they are forced to consume. Once key skills (making and maintain-

ing clay hornillas) disappear by not being transmitted to a younger generation,

they are effectively lost forever. Thus, the political ecological perspective reveals

that consumption practices are shaped by the technologies and practices avail-

able in particular historical and social contexts and that we cannot expect

people to disengage from their existing ecological practices (such as burning

propane or firewood) unless some other technology or mode of activity becomes

available to them. The practice of household and community-regional self-

sufficiency, while possible with a great deal of idealistic effort, becomes in prac-

tical terms increasingly unlikely, even unthinkable.

The political ecological perspective also encourages us to examine how cap-

italist consumption comes from and brings about changes in culturally organ-

ized time and space. A woman who grew up in a small farming community near

Agua Prieta had moved to the border city to work in a shirt factory. Once she had

woken with the dawn to collect water and wood and heat tortillas; now, as she bit-

terly recounted, her life was ruled by the alarm clock. The change was not a mat-

ter of sheer time; she probably arose earlier on the farm. Rather, it was the strict

rigidity of schedule and the transfer of control from self to external device to

conform to a factory work schedule. One could hardly find a better example 

to support the thesis of historian E. P. Thompson (1967), who argued that linked

transformations in “time, work-discipline, and industrial capitalism” drastically

changed the world view of proletarianized peoples. Were we to look further,
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however, we might find that scheduling and time-space conceptions are also

increasingly shaped by formal schooling. Not only do schoolchildren leave and

reappear at set times, but the increasingly isolated housewife is deprived of their

companionship and assistance in minding smaller children, lugging water, run-

ning errands, and so on. In conjunction with this increasingly rigid (and often

complex) set of schedules, the demand for clean clothes increases as well as

meals for hungry children and husbands returning to the home.

These time demands refract into the work routines and technologies of the

household. Women coped with changing patterns of time and volume of mate-

rial possessions by using blenders for chile sauces and refried beans, washing

machines for cleaning clothes, and faucets and pipes to deliver water. (Lest it be

thought that I impose an analysis on this material, women provided me with

exactly this interpretation of blenders and washing machines.)

Let us focus on one particular technology, electric lights, that clearly alters

the format of the day. As noted, the traditional rhythm of the day was set by dawn,

dusk, and the demands of farm animals. School and factory schedules deprive

the family of a significant block of time together in the middle of the day but cor-

respondingly emphasize collective time (often around the television) in the

evening. There is, furthermore, the prolongation of schoolwork into the evening.

But the construction of the evening as a time for doing things, as opposed to qui-

etly slipping into rest, demands interior lighting. This is reinforced by housing

forms and practices that increasingly emphasize time spent indoors rather than

in yards and under exterior, open-air roofed spaces. During my fieldwork in the

1980s, working-class Mexicans were just beginning this transition into lighted

interior spaces and evening-oriented activities, and their use of electric lighting

was still sparse to my North American eyes. But from a political ecology perspec-

tive, the lesson is clear: changes in the organization of time demand increasing

use of electric lighting, produced mostly by burning fossil fuels while emitting

greenhouse gases.

The political ecology of space is similar. While the largest user of fossil fuels,

in the United States at least, is electric generation, the next largest source is

internal-combustion engine vehicles for transportation (Barry Solomon, per-

sonal communication, 2001). The replacement of walking by motorized trans-

portation had begun in Agua Prieta but had not progressed very far. Only about

a quarter of working-class households I surveyed owned cars or trucks, and these

households tended to use their vehicles more for hauling than for errands or

commuting to work. But it was a quite small city, and people could walk or take

collective vans (which operated as small businesses) to most destinations. Cities

enlarge, however, as commerce moves from the small neighborhood store for-

mat to the large strip development store format, as industries locate in special-

ized areas, and as land prices dictate the separation of affordable housing from

places of work and schooling. Then sheer distance and time required for walking
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combine to force people to use cars or large-scale collective transportation to

commute.

Modern consumption does not arrive alone. It requires new sources of income

and credit and travels along novel paths of trade and commerce. In northern

Sonora, I identified what I call channels of consumption change that included

U.S.-owned mine company stores providing ample credit for North American

goods; migrant laborers in the United States bringing back money, appliances,

and tools for personal and family use; and peddlers (often smugglers) bringing

back U.S. consumer items for the Mexican market, a trade significant enough to

have a distinctive name, fayuca (Heyman 1994b, 183–91). Through these mecha-

nisms, some locations come to be modern in terms of shopping, available cash,

credit, and needed inputs (gasoline, electricity), and others are seen as appar-

ently backward and boring. The geographic pattern of consumption channels

thus reshape regional space—in the Sonoran case, orienting people in their

migratory moves and lifestyle decisions toward larger cities in general and the

U.S. border in particular (Heyman 1991, 15).

As the term channel suggests (as in television channel), we must consider

the mass media in the political ecology of consumption. Movies were the first

industrially produced mass entertainment to penetrate northern Sonora, enter-

ing via mine company towns and border cities, and commercially recorded music

followed soon afterward. Television came much later, but it is widespread; in

1986, 70 percent of working-class homes in Agua Prieta had televisions, a higher

rate than for many other appliances.5 Thinking about mass media raises the

important question of power relations between consumers and capitalist mar-

keters—to put it more plainly, of whether or not people’s desires are manipu-

lated by advertising and marketing. One school of thought emphasizes the

powerful manipulation of images and symbols to promote consumption (Gal-

braith 1985 [1967], 163–81). The other view is that successful marketers and

advertisers largely sell what the consuming public itself favors or are punished

by the market and at most promote fine distinctions among products. Another

version of the latter position is that people reinterpret the items and symbols

they do consume (Miller 1997).

A political ecology of consumption might help overcome this dichotomy by

drawing on Karl Marx’s (1977 [1867], 163–77) concept of commodity fetishism. A

fetish is an inanimate object to which people attribute lifelike powers; commod-

ity fetishism refers to understanding people and relationships among them

through the objects they exchange, including metaphorical objects such as tele-

vision images. Such “object standing in for person/relationship” thought

processes occur in a variety of cultural settings (Appadurai 1986), but capitalist

relations particularly heighten this phenomenon because people receive the

items and images as anonymous commodities purchased in impersonal markets

from large corporations rather than producing such items themselves or obtaining
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them from local and regional markets. This means that even when consumers

take an active stance, choosing goods from diversified marketers according to

their own meanings and self-concepts, they may well fetishize social contexts,

taking representative objects as the essence of groups and relationships.6 It is

rarely the case that commodities overtake all relationships; border Mexicans, for

example, obtain many of their durable goods (appliances, furniture, and so on)

from relatives and friends through gifts and sales, reinforcing rather than hiding

the connection among persons, at least at the intimate level. Still, vital social

phenomena come to be enacted as relationships among objects. In particular,

households and communities dissolve into market segments of consumers, each

designated by characteristic incomes and goods preferences, and each the target

of particular marketing and advertising strategies.

The rise of commodified youth culture—which shapes a formative period in

each person’s life—is particularly important in this regard. Adolescence and

young adulthood have long been marked by distinctive cultural practices in ten-

sion with adult-dominated society. But such phases end quickly, and young

people are reintegrated into society, ready to succeed the roles of their parents.

In border Mexico, as in many other places, the advent of migratory and local

wage labor (starting in the early twentieth century) broke the need and duty of

young people to defer to older generations; inheritance of resources like land

and established community standing were no longer absolutely necessary for

life. Instead, young people turned to new modes of relationship among people:

factory labor markets, money from work in the United States, and even (for some

youth) educationally based professional careers (Heyman 1990). These novel pat-

terns favor commodity fetishism, emphasizing the person as a free agent, a money

earner, a goods purchaser—that is, as a commodity her or himself—rather than

son, daughter, brother, sister, and so on. Buying, possessing, and consuming per-

sonal goods with one’s own money enacts this new sense of commodity-self. But

ironically this commodity-self can be shared among youthful peers and is thus

easily molded by mass-media entertainment and advertisers into a market segment

marked by cheap, discretionary consumer goods like clothes, drugs, and music.

Of course, capitalist relations are never total, and young people rarely iso-

late themselves from the household relationships needed for everyday provi-

sioning. This is especially the case for working-class Mexicans, who are so poor

that children rarely can afford to live on their own and parents do and must

claim part of their earnings for the family fund (unlike many U.S. youth, who

tend to retain all their earnings for spending money). Instead, young people

settle into a constant struggle with parents, as I will discuss, bringing some earn-

ings home and retaining some for their own consumption. In Agua Prieta, for

example, young women and men often bought with their factory wages knock-

off designer blue jeans, using time-installment arrangements of four to eight
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weeks of payments since they have so little discretionary money. They could

then own a stylish pair of denims just like the Americans and rich Mexicans they

saw in glossy variety shows and soap operas. Emotions of desire and fulfillment

poured into these purchases, constrained as these youths otherwise were—

working at mind-numbingly repetitive assembly plant jobs, fighting with par-

ents for money, saturated by the artificial paradise of television, and stimulated

at work and in the neighborhood by peers who were seeing the same images and

feeling the same emotions.

We thus return to the question of relative power between consumers and

marketers. Under conditions of strong but incomplete commodity fetishism,

marketers succeed precisely if they empower consumers to choose among the

objects that they sell. Insofar as marketing is well informed and technically 

capable, it recognizes and heightens finely differentiated social groups and their

specific motivating symbols and images (Fine and Leopold 1993). The selling of

consumption involves popular will, then, but in such a way that it strengthens

the message to buy commodities. These changes, for which I have used youth

culture as an example, cover a variety of novel social relations with significant

consequences, in which consumption is both a cause and a visible indicator.

Political ecology thus demonstrates consumption’s interrelationships with

other social, cultural, and geographic changes as well as changes in the biophys-

ical environment.7 As we consider the profundity of the changes in the sale of

labor, the organization of household work, the relationships of child to parent

and woman to man, the sense and expression of self, and so forth, simply urging

people to be less consumerist is ineffective, if not condescending. Some of the goods

just described are relatively discretionary (although usually imbued with com-

pelling commodity symbolism), but a great deal of it—stoves, washing machines,

electric lights, motorized transportation, and so on—are nondiscretionary since

people have few alternatives about how to solve fundamental problems of organ-

izing time, space, and the production of daily existence except to use the tech-

nologies available in the marketplace and the supplies organized by utilities. We

can thus understand better the perspective of working-class Aguapretense, who

wanted more consumption rather than less. Their desire was not a matter of

unrestrained greed or dreams of luxury amid poverty but the dream of surviving

and surpassing the endless challenges of balancing and sustaining a way of life

built around flows of money and credit, commodities, water, and energy.8 Taken

together, however, these small flows are important ecologically, including scarce

water in this desert region, fossil fuel energy sources used directly (gasoline,

propane) and indirectly (electricity), firewood, and materials consumed through

the whole life cycle from manufacture to solid waste. In this highly pressured

context we can understand the public conflicts swirling around consumption in

Agua Prieta.
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The Immediate Politics of Consumption in Border Mexico

By using the word immediate, as in “the immediate politics of consumption,” we

draw a useful contrast with long-term changes already described. The word focuses

us on aspects of consumption in which there was an actual or potential conflict,

whether among organized groups or between individuals falling into consistent

social categories (for example, parents and children, women and men). During

the 1980s in Agua Prieta, the ecological effects of consumption were not on the

immediate agenda, although there were glimmers of other kinds of environ-

mental politics (such as toxic waste produced by maquiladoras).9 Rather,

protests over price increases were the clearest instance of consumption politics

at that time. In early 1986, the Mexican governmental electric commission raised

electric rates by 50 percent. This took place at a time when the government ran

a significant deficit, faced intense international pressure to reduce subsidies and

expenditures, and operated an inefficient electric grid with widespread theft by

the poor and numerous hidden subsidies to the industries and farms of the rich.

Middle-aged women (primarily) and men affiliated with a radical Roman Catholic

parish in a working-class neighborhood organized a midday march to the local

offices of the electricity commission, voicing their grievances and obtaining the

commission’s promise to review a few bills that seemed to have increased by

especially high amounts. The electric rate protest grew out of the central role of

electricity in household technology, the measurable challenge that bimonthly

electric bills posed for households with limited income and savings, and the cru-

cial role that middle-aged women played as the managers of household interests,

especially in the consumption sphere (Heyman 1994b, 227).

This protest, although it was not associated with a political party or a broader

movement, raises the question of the wider role of consumption in politics. The

recent successful overturning of Mexico’s authoritarian one-party regime began

with student protests in Mexico City in 1968 but received significant impetus in

the 1980s when Mexico’s debt to foreign banks ballooned, resulting in extreme

currency devaluations and budget cuts to maintain the repayment schedule. On

the production side, this meant the closure or downsizing of many government

agencies and state industries. On the consumption side, it was manifested in

very high inflation and consequent loss of purchasing power and, for border

dwellers, a sudden reduction in ability to shop on the U.S. side because of the

sharply increased value of the dollar against the peso. One cannot single out the

consumer crisis as the prime mover of political change in Mexico; long-standing

resentment of imposed candidates, corruption, and other features of one-party

rule played crucial roles as well. Nevertheless, unhappiness about price inflation

was a significant subject of conversations in Agua Prieta and important motiva-

tion for people to switch allegiances from the governing party to the right-wing
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National Action Party (PAN in Spanish), which in 2000 finally obtained the presi-

dency and shattered Mexican one-party rule.

This case suggests that loss of purchasing power, especially through dramatic

price increases (such as those in electric bills), powerfully mobilizes popular

political movements and that such movements are perhaps most often associ-

ated with the right wing of the political spectrum, which largely blames activist

policies and governments for the problem rather than demands them as a solu-

tion. This is, of course, a bold hypothesis that I am by no means prepared to jus-

tify, but it is worth thinking about in terms of the immediate political ecology of

consumption. It suggests that the price increase route to resource conservation

will produce significant popular resistance and that such consumption politics

may feed right-wing movements that generally lack environmental agendas.

Protests and parties encompass our stereotypical view of politics, but there

were other domains of significant conflict and mobilization around consump-

tion in Agua Prieta. One domain appeared to the individuals concerned to be

personal and idiosyncratic; but when studied in multiple households, it turned

out to be quite extensive and important: conflicts over consumption between

parents and children and between husbands and wives—that is, involving the

politics of gender and generation. The main earners of wages in Agua Prieta

formed two groups: men from their twenties up, who worked at a variety of jobs,

such as truckers, construction laborers, broom factory workers, and warehouse-

men, and contributed (usually but not always) to the support of wives and chil-

dren; and young adult children of both sexes, but especially women, who worked

in maquiladoras and contributed to the support of parents and siblings. In con-

trast, the main users of wages (to buy groceries, pay bills, and so on) were

middle-aged people; in some households, men controlled family spending but in

most cases women (considered housewives) controlled collective expenditures

(Heyman 1994b, 229).

This scenario created constant struggles inside families over personal ver-

sus collective spending—over how much of the husband’s earnings were brought

home to the wife, how much of the daughter’s to her mother. It was generally

acknowledged that wage earners were entitled to some share of the money (a

rhetorical rule of thumb in Sonora was that working children living at home

could keep half their earnings and turn over half to their parents); but the real

exchange was negotiated, often with considerable conflict, family by family.

Behind this was the tug of war between the cost of the shared items and inputs

required to make households work (whose character we have discussed) and the

individualizing aspects of consumption, notably the making of self-conscious

style and peer group–oriented consumption among youth. This politics is repro-

duced inside each family as members face the inherently contradictory tenden-

cies of contemporary consumption. In turn, the differential understandings,
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practices, and power within households influence decision making and activi-

ties that use resources and affect the environment.

Another political phenomenon with interesting implications for ecology

was the struggle with the municipal government to get basic urban services,

including water, sewage, and electric lines and adequate filling of propane tanks.

This played into party politics in that local party operatives used these wide-

spread desires to recruit and reward followers. We have already seen why these

energy and material inputs and outputs are crucial for modern consumers

houses. (Although different in character, one might add public schools to this

category.) Such goods are most efficient when delivered through large-scale, col-

lective infrastructures—for example, water mains with feeder lines to individual

houses. For this reason, they can be termed collective consumption. Such collec-

tive activities significantly shape the urban form. The urban development pat-

tern of Mexico—indeed, of much of the world—consists largely of people placing

houses and streets and later agitating to obtain basic infrastructure (such as

water and sewer mains) (Ward 1999). In spite of their significant cost to quite

pinched households, people strongly desire these utilities and make consider-

able sacrifices in terms of both connection charges and contributed in-kind

labor in digging trenches, laying pipe, and so on. The rationales are twofold: the

time and physical energy savings in not having to haul water from delivery trucks

or standpipes (and some form of sewage disposal, either septic tanks or drainage

mains, is required once people have piped water), and the ability to access a

more modern (better illuminated, cleaner) lifestyle with electricity, water, and

so on. Clearly, then, there is a profound trend toward locking large numbers of

households and wide swaths of towns and cities into collective infrastructures

that favor the high-volume flow of basic resources and energy.

Through this analysis, then, we begin to recognize that the environmental

effects of consumption often occur in the production and supply systems that

serve consumers rather than being done by consumers themselves. That is, they

are linked to the decisions of consumers, but the proximate source of environ-

mental effects is the utility itself, usually a firm or a government agency. One

might compare this to the difference between the environmental effects of

throwing away a candy wrapper versus the greenhouse gases and particulates

emitted when the plastic is manufactured for that wrapper. The political impli-

cations are significant. They bring into view the often ignored politics of supply

organizations and collective or shared consumer technologies: how power is

generated, water supplied, household technologies designed. People in Agua Pri-

eta had little concept of these questions, but then most advocates and analysts of

consumption ignore them also or blur them into a generalized consideration of

consumerism. Yet they constitute a vital agenda for political ecology to con-

tribute to the politics of consumption.10
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Fusing Knowledge and Action

Recognizing that contemporary consumption has deep causes, rescuing these

causes from the oblivion of ordinary life and capitalist mystery, and perceiving

the immense scale and distant environmental effects of consumption acts: such

steps profoundly challenge our capacity for understanding and action. The chal-

lenge faces scholars, activists, and everyday consumers (such as the Aguapre-

tense) alike. Yet taking these steps seems to be the only way forward. We have

already seen flaws in two ways in which environmentalists commonly approach

consumption-price incentives and moralized rhetoric. Exhortation from the

outside seems unlikely to be effective in two regards: it focuses attention on envi-

ronmentally marginal consumption acts, not crucial ones (in terms of energy

and material flows); and it ignores the constructive and creative qualities of con-

sumption, especially how consumer goods help people cope with the challenges

of capitalist life. Rather, it seems that people (including the people of Agua Pri-

eta, this writer, and the readers of this chapter) need to investigate the social and

environmental chains extending outward from their own consumption acts

toward larger contexts. Their learning process will require dialogue between study

groups and experts, which will enable people to have a greater sense of owner-

ship of understandings and new ideas about practices.11

The production, delivery, and consumption of water, for example, are cru-

cial topics for the largely arid U.S.-Mexico border region and one for which the

knowledge and decisions of householders are as important as those of authori-

tative experts. Sarah Hill (2003) describes a water health promotion project in

Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico, and El Paso County, Texas, that contains ele-

ments of the learning process approach. Although the project encountered clas-

sic political ecological variation (caused by the local political history and urban

land tenure geography of the study communities), Hill documents significant

and enduring learning about water in even the most difficult situations. (On

water as a consumer good generally, see Chappells et al. 2001.)

But knowledge is not enough. Consumers need greater capabilities to act.

Capabilities combine material resources with opportunities to set goals and deter-

mine appropriate means of action (Sen 1999). Thinking of amplifying capabili-

ties broadens the concept of development from supplying more and better stuff

to include the process of increasing self-determination. It seems particularly

useful in the consumption sphere, where the debate has been trapped between

“more is better” and “more is worse” without consideration of what “more” does

for people. We need to give people capabilities to solve their challenges of time and

space and to build on their positive experience of and control over consumption.

Let us continue our water example, then. Access was sought by the Aguapre-

tense to address increasing demands for healthiness and cleanliness within rigid

time schedules, as described. Raising capabilities for women and children might
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well mean increasing access to and consumption of piped water. Given this con-

text, knowledge of limited renewable water resources and depletion of fossil

groundwater would be contradictory and perhaps ineffective if householders

also do not have access to grants and loans to obtain water-efficient technologies

for key domestic production processes (bathing, washing clothes and dishes,

watering small gardens, and so on). But a program that paternalistically hands

out water connections and technologies without popular goal setting and own-

ership of knowledge is likely to bog down in graft and false compliance. The con-

cept of capabilities synthesizes both dimensions needed in practice and seems

particularly well suited as a positive response to a political ecology critique of the

status quo. (See Heyman 2003 on the relationship between critique and coun-

terpart ideals.)

Ultimately, political ecology rests on understanding the importance of

unequal power in our social-natural lives. Greed as an aspect of consumption

assumes a certain level of power to command goods and resources, and guilt is

the situational regret over doing this. By isolating the volition of the individual

from its social context, these visions of consumption mystify the distribution of

power in consumption and focus inward rather than toward an empathetic

encounter with poorer and less empowered consumers’ lives. They furthermore

fail to capture the positive experience of consumption, its roles in satisfying our

needs and enriching our practical and creative lives. At the same time, greed (if

rhetorically exaggerated) captures some truth about the human relationship

with biophysical flows and stocks, as consumption seizes the productivity of

plants, animals, soils, aquifers, and so on for human use and returning most of the

energy and mate- rials in relatively degraded form (Robertson 2001). In a sense,

we produce our human selves by consuming and disposing of what surrounds us.

Political ecology’s critique, then, is not against consumption per se. Rather, it sug-

gests that the arrangements by which we produce daily life matter profoundly.

NOTES

1. The literature on consumption and its environmental effects is voluminous. Fortu-
nately, a few works identify and synthesize a great many sources. For consumption gen-
erally, consult Goodwin et al. (1997) and Miller (1995a, 1995b). Focusing specifically on
the consumption-environment nexus, I recommend Cohen and Murphy (2001) and
Stern et al. (1997), especially the chapter by Wilk. A valuable web site with both schol-
arly and lay articles on consumption is http://www.jrconsumers.com. Richard Wilk, an
anthropologist at Indiana University, maintains the Global Consumer web page
(http:// www.indiana.edu/~wanthro/consum.htm) and a page of graduate student reviews
of books about consumption (http://www.indiana.edu/~wanthro/reviews.htm). The
web page http://dizzy.library.arizona.edu/ej/jpe/consumpt.htm offers a short introduc-
tion to studying consumption in developing societies, also applicable to overdeveloped
societies. Other notable works in anthropology include Antrosio (2002), Carrier (1995),
Carrier and Heyman (1997), Chin (2001), Miller (1997, 2001), O’Dougherty (2002),
Orlove (1997), Rutz and Orlove (1989), and Hansen (2000).
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2. Aguapretense is the collective noun for the people of Agua Prieta, comparable to New
Yorkers or Californians.

3. Another line of analysis draws attention to broad phases of capitalism, in particular

the Fordist mass-production/mass-consumption nexus characteristic of the United

States and the U.S.-dominated world system of the twentieth century. A succinct intro-

duction is offered in Taylor’s (1999) book on modernities.

4. James B. Greenberg initially worked on this method with me; the pioneering study is

Lewis (1969). Another useful reference is Menzel (1995), a photographic compendium

of homes and possessions around the world.

5. The introduction of television to Agua Prieta is an interesting case study in the politi-

cal economy of consumption. Initially, televisions were brought back from shopping

and migratory labor in the United States and were tuned to grainy American channels.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the Mexican government installed transmitters in

remote corners of the republic (notably along the northern frontier where the state

feared losing political and cultural control), and households tuned into Spanish-lan-

guage, mostly Mexican-origin programming from the multibillion-dollar, private but

pro-government media conglomerate Televisa. A comparable anthropological study of

television in Brazil is Kottak (1990).

6. Another effect of commodity fetishism involves the mystification of environmental

and other forms of political action. The centralization of media production means that

messages, even environmentalist ones, put recipients into a passive recipient role rather

than a responsible one and come from outside rather than engage the local setting.

7. Status imitation is a widespread explanation of increased consumption: first the rich

possess something, and then other classes imitate it. Such imitation has some

explanatory force but needs to be viewed within a wider historical context of social

change. In tributary relations of production, elites gain and express political domina-

tion through sponsorship of large parties and festivals, meaning that goods are collec-

tively consumed. Under conditions of capital accumulation, elites cut back on costly

redistribution in favor of personal and familial possession, some flaunted publicly

(but not shared), some kept quite private (see, for example, Roseberry 1989, 1–2). In

addition, cash incomes (perhaps from transnational migration, wage labor, and so on)

become a novel means for subordinate classes to change their public status, escaping

from a previously rigid class (or class-race) structure (Heyman 1994a, 139; Antrosio

2002, 112–13). On consumption and social inequality broadly, see Carrier and Heyman

(1997).

8. In an article focusing on household economics (Heyman 1994b, especially 179–83), I
suggested that we study the change from flow-conserving peasant households, which
use cash, credit, and natural resources on annual and even longer cycles, to flow-
through households, which gain income over short periods (weekly paychecks, for
example) and pay monthly or bimonthly bills (such as utility charges) and consumer
debts. Although both household economies use resource inputs and produce waste
products, I suggest that the flow-conserving household economy probably has fewer
extended environmental impacts than does the flow-through household.

9. More recently, a binational governmental environmental initiative—the Border Envi-

ronmental Cooperation Commission (BECC, known as COCEF in Spanish)—has pro-

moted a certain kind of collective environmental politics on the border, focusing on

public works and remediation activities such as clean water, sewage treatment, and

solid waste projects.
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10. Taking these large-scale supply systems into consideration also gives us a better han-
dle on the role of wealth inequality in the environmental effects of consumption. By
demanding very different amounts of energy and goods from these systems, con-
sumers with very different degrees of purchasing power share their environmental
effects to considerably different degrees. It is estimated, for example, that each U.S.
consumer uses eleven times the resources of each Indian consumer and that, in India,
the national upper and middle classes account for most of that nation’s output of
greenhouse gases (Parikh et al. 1997).

11. My suggestion here owes much to an unpublished book manuscript by Marianne
Schmink, Susan Paulson, and Elena Bastidas describing the project known as Manag-
ing Ecosystems and Resources with a Gender Emphasis (MERGE). A description of this
project is available at http://www.tcd.ufl.edu/merge/Case1Eng.html.
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Finding the Global in the Local

Environmental Struggles in Northern Madagascar

LISA L.  GEZON

Political and economic control is a process, never complete and always shifting.

Whether in the context of ideologies or the daily practices of power and enforce-

ment, domination is constantly threatened by the varied and multiform resist-

ance of those whose consent it relies upon as well as by changes in the political

and economic frameworks in which power operates. Early theorists of globaliza-

tion supposed that technological advances in the domains of transportation and

communication would contribute to cultural homogenization and unilateral

domination from centers of technological invention, dissemination, and control

(see Friedman 2000, Jameson 1992). Anthropologists have pointed out, however,

that despite the often overwhelming force of international finance institutions

and capital investment schemes, predictions of global domination have not

resulted in expected forms of political and economic control and culture change.

Anna Tsing (2000b), for example, encourages scholars to free “critical imagina-

tions from the specter of neoliberal conquest—singular, universal, global” and

instead analyze capitalism as heterogeneous and shifting (144).1

Whatever one’s take on globalization, conceiving the world as intercon-

nected raises issues of scale and method. What connects people and places? How

do we recognize articulations of power within and between places? How do land-

scapes themselves manifest global relationships? Finally, what kinds of research

methods are necessary for answering those questions? This chapter explores

possible ethnographic approaches in a world characterized by interconnections

and sources of power external to the site of research. In two cases of shifting politi-

cal affiliations in the Ankarana region of northern Madagascar, conflicts among

multiple actors interacting in a single locale provide an informative arena for

analyzing a conjuncture of interests, including those based locally, nationally,

and internationally. 

Scalar relationships between the local and the global do not exist in an a priori



way. The global domain and local places are historically situated cultural con-

structions. In recent decades, concepts of global and globalization have provided

a framework in which to discuss how places and people are connected. This study

demonstrates that connections between what we may refer to as local (geographic

spaces and resident people) and processes that we define as extralocal are often

performed within and are inseparable from specific locales. As Tsing (2000b)

points out, the “globe comes into being both as a culturally specific set of com-

mitments and as a set of practices” (143). This view encourages a rethinking of

the dichotomy between local and global as separate domains because the global

is embedded within the local (Tsing 2000a). I focus in this chapter on analyzing

how scale, or relationships between what is local and what is not, comes about

in the context of specific actions and as the result of specific decisions.

International conservation movements and donor- or lender-initiated

neoliberal economic policies provide a point of departure for understanding the

globally connected local of the Ankarana Special Reserve in northern Madagas-

car. Observable actors in the local setting are (1) conservation personnel, repre-

sented by local nongovernmental organization (NGO) employees; (2) the indigenous

political-religious leader of the Antankarana people (called the Ampanjaka); (3)

Antankarana members of the Ampanjaka’s patrilineage; and (4) Antankarana of

commoner descent living in and near the Antankarana ritual village center of

Ambatobe, which is located adjacent to the protected area. Not visibly present

but nevertheless an active part of local political interactions are national strate-

gies, policies, and judicial processes and international donor and conservation

ideologies and practices. 

Conflicts among these actors and groups expose tensions among identities,

cultural logics, and discourses of rights and responsibilities between people and

nonhuman environments. As Terre Satterfield (2002) points out in her analysis

of clashes between loggers and environmentalists in the U.S. Pacific northwest,

identities are marked by larger cultural forms and at the same time are “flexible

vehicles through which to challenge those forms” (8). The Ankarana cases sug-

gest that identities are multiple, shift in meaning, and are situationally negoti-

ated (Kottak 2003, 370). 

Concerns about Method

The analysis in this chapter is based on research conducted over the past thirteen

years in the Ankarana region of Madagascar. Research methods have involved

satellite image analysis, surveys, structured formal interviews, ethnographic

mapping, and long-term participant observation, including sixteen months

spent living at the research site. Each method has contributed a valuable facet to

an investigation of the global within the local. Satellite image analysis has pro-
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vided visible information about changing characteristics of human settlements,

productive practices, and environment in time and space (also see Harwell 2000,

Moran and Brondizio 1998, Nyerges and Green 2000). Face-to-face surveys and

interviews have given me an opportunity to hear many people speak about spe-

cific topics of interest. A cornerstone of this research has been the long-term

ethnographic practice of participant observation, which has contextualized sur-

vey and interview results. 

The use of ethnography as a method again raises the critical issue of scale:

how can such a localized research strategy be useful in studying regional dynam-

ics or even global connectedness? In response to the analytical challenges of

envisioning a globally connected world, Michael Burawoy (2000) has proposed

the concept of global ethnography, recounting that global ethnographers have

“had to rethink the meaning of fieldwork, releasing it from solitary confinement,

from being bound to a single place and time” (4). George E. Marcus (1995) has

argued in favor of carrying out ethnography in a mobile and multiply sited way

so that comparison and juxtaposition become integral to a study. Nevertheless,

he recognizes that the global is not “out there” to be discovered but “is an emer-

gent dimension of arguing about the connection among sites” (99). In arguing

for a “strategically situated (single-site) ethnography,” Marcus suggests that

“some ethnography may not move around literally but may nonetheless embed

itself in a multi-sited context” (110). Indeed, ethnographic methods and an inter-

est in case studies helped me to identify global connections in local sites through

the examination of micro-interactions among actors who derive their authority

from both local and extralocal sources.

Physical landscapes result in part from individual contests over social posi-

tion and the rights those positions entail. Explanations of the biophysical environ-

ment are the purview of many disciplines, including biology, geology, forestry,

agronomy, and, importantly, social sciences such as anthropology that explore

human action in the contexts of meaning and social standing. Environmental

understanding involves not only the measurement of soil fertility and the map-

ping of forest cover but also an awareness of what motivates people to cut down

trees and make productive decisions that contribute to the leaching of soils. As

such, ethnography remains a critical methodology in the hands of social scien-

tists who are interpreting and explaining landscapes. 

The cases analyzed in this chapter demonstrate the usefulness of under-

standing politics broadly to refer to both intentional and unintentional dynam-

ics of power that occur in the context of everyday interactions, not just in the

realm of formal decision making. Sherry B. Ortner (1989) argues that we consider

as political “all relations in which the relative power, authority, agency, legiti-

macy, and so forth of actors is negotiated and defined” (194). Such a practice

approach to power and politics informs an empirical study of how landscapes
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result from interactions among specific people in specific places, considering

the processes through which decisions are made and contested and the nature

of the articulations between local and nonlocal sites of influence.

The chapter begins by presenting an ethnographic setting and describing the

recent historical context of conservation efforts internationally and within Mada-

gascar. It continues with analysis of two case studies. In the first case, people living

in a commoner village on the edge of the Ankarana protected area protested the

prohibition against cutting wood for home construction. What made this case 

particularly interesting was that the Antankarana indigenous leader (the Ampan-

jaka), who was generally an advocate for the local people, supported the prohi-

bition. The result was a tense standoff between the commoner village leaders,

the conservation project staff, and the Ampanjaka. In the second case study,

which examines a land privatization campaign as a component of western-led,

neoliberal conservation strategies, the Ampanjaka again jeopardized his legiti-

macy when he appropriated land that was being farmed by members of both

royal and commoner families. 

This ethnographically rich presentation of case studies provides a frame-

work for analyzing conflict in a way advocated by A. L. Epstein (1967) in his argument

for a case method in studying law. He wrote: “Disputes are a universal feature of

human social life. The central question thus becomes not do the Nuer have law,

but, in any given society, in what ranges of social relationships do quarrels arise,

what forms do they take, and by what means are they are handled” (206). Even in

a study of global connections, the case study approach remains an important com-

ponent for understanding the conjunctures of power and resistance in given sites.

Ethnographic Setting

Antankarana-identifying people locate their geographic home at the far northern

reach of the Sakalava dynasty, which expanded along the west coast of Madagas-

car in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. As internal disputes threat-

ened political cohesion, some branches of the Sakalava royal family moved north

to establish their own political domains. In the far north, they called themselves

Antankarana, or “people of the rocks,” referring to the Ankarana limestone mas-

sif that is now a national protected area.

During the colonial era, the French officially recognized the Antankarana

royal line and administered the local territories through the Antankarana

leader, called the Ampanjaka, until the 1950s, when civil servants assumed these

responsibilities. After independence in 1960, the royal network has continued to

have political and religious authority in the lives of the local people. The Ampan-

jaka is influential in setting a ritual agenda, communicating with royal ances-

tors, extracting tribute in the form of rice and cattle, mediating certain conflicts,

and serving as a liaison between local people and outside governing bodies.
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Although the state does not officially incorporate the Ampanjaka or any other

indigenous leaders into its governing structure, national leaders have often

solicited the support of these local leaders because of their connection to the

people.

The Antankarana people living around the Ankarana limestone massif

mostly herd zebu cattle and grow rice. On the southern end of the massif, as in

the village of Amalo (discussed later in the chapter), many people also grow a

variety of cash crops, including sugarcane, tobacco, and cotton.2 People through-

out the region consult the Ampanjaka on religious matters, but he serves as a

mediator only in land disputes within an area close to the Antankarana royal cen-

ter, the village of Ambatoaranana, which is adjacent to the Ankarana Special

Reserve. In other places where there are Antankarana-identifying people, local

leaders take the lead in managing village-level political and economic affairs as

either patrilineal leaders in family meetings or leaders in the state-sanctioned

Fokonolona (village council). 

Conservation

Post–World War II conceptions of conservation-oriented land management in

Madagascar emerged from Truman-era western visions of economic moderniza-

tion (Rostow 1960). As schemes for ensuring conservation of natural resources,

protected areas fit into an overall strategy for developing industrialization and

international trade. The logic of setting aside parcels for protection involves the

assumption that local people will be able to meet their resource needs (for

example, fuelwood, fruits, and game) in other ways. Conservation efforts have

not been implemented in a uniform manner or without internal disagreements.

Disputes among proponents of conservation have revolved around ways of

bounding areas that need protection and the extent to which people living on

the periphery of the protected areas are to be included in executing conservation

strategies. Through the past several decades, conservation efforts and philoso-

phies have swung from a colonial “fences” approach, emphasizing a national

park model and boundary maintenance (Brandon et al. 1998, Kramer and van

Schaik 1997), to an emphasis on the involvement of local people through inte-

grated conservation and development projects (ICDPs) (Agrawal and Gibson

1999; Brechin et al. 2002, 2003; Furze et al. 1996; Western et al. 1994; Wilshusen

et al. 2002; Wood 1995), and back again (Oates 1999, Redford and Richter 1999,

Terborgh 1999, Terborgh et al. 2002).3

In 1984, Madagascar was one of the first African nations to develop, in col-

laboration with international conservation professionals, a national strategy for

conservation and development. In the late 1980s, with funding and administrative

support from the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), the World

Bank, and other international donors and NGOs (such as World Wide Fund for
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Nature), the Malagasy government instituted a number of ICDPs, which sought

to address conservation through economic development. This included the

Montagne d’Ambre ICDP in the far north, which includes the Ankarana Special

Reserve. The ICDP model became a cornerstone of the first phase (1991–97) of

Madagascar’s fifteen-year, donor-led and -funded National Environmental

Action Plan (NEAP) (Durbin and Ralambo 1994; Kull 1996; Gezon 1997a, 2000).

The second phase of environmental funding in Madagascar then de-emphasized

the ICDP and replaced it with a regional, or landscape, approach to conservation

(Gezon 2000). Several factors led to the demise of ICDPs in Madagascar and else-

where in the world, including their cost (USAID 1997); the need to target a popu-

lation base broader than those people living immediately around protected

areas; the biological need for habitats larger than those provided by official pro-

tected areas (Hannah et al. 1998); and their overall ineffectiveness, which has

often been related to the difficulties of incorporating local people into interna-

tionally funded projects (Brandon and Wells 1992).

It is worth noting that the NEAP corresponded, was conditionally linked,

and was ideologically compatible with structural adjustment programs that were

designed to make Madagascar competitive in a global capitalist market econ-

omy. Adrian Hewitt (1992) has argued that despite Madagascar’s apparent will-

ingness to participate in a national conservation plan, the government had little

choice but to adopt conservation measures. Faced with increasing dependence

on the international community for loans just to keep its population fed, the

country had complex reasons for wanting to gain international favor. Christopher

B. Barrett (1994) has taken a slightly different perspective, suggesting that the

president at the time, Didier Ratsiraka, used the west’s interest in the environment

as a lever in his negotiations about general economic restructuring. 

From a political ecology perspective, conservation in Madagascar since the

1980s must be understood in the context of its embeddedness within goals and

projects of World Bank–style economic development and corresponding

national and international ambitions for increasing the country’s formal inte-

gration into a global capitalist economy. The potential for this kind of economic

growth is often used to justify environmental protection (Ferraro 2002) and has

guided conservation practices in Madagascar, from the ICDP (see Gezon 1997a)

to the land titling campaigns analyzed in the second case in this chapter.4 The

cases analyzed here reveal how the framework in which people make decisions

has been significantly molded by discourses and practices at nonlocal levels—in

particular, by the political and economic tides of late-twentieth-century struc-

tural adjustment. 

Around the world, people living on the edges of protected areas have felt the

consequences of these types of conservation strategies, whose effects have been

neither uniform nor predictable. The following analysis takes a case involving

multiple parties, acting within a single geographic site, as a point of departure
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for understanding how existing cultural frameworks negotiate the hegemonic

impact of outside forces and complicate the production of landscapes as envi-

sioned by those from the outside who hold positions of power. 

Case 1: Protected Area Boundaries and the Need for Construction Wood

A conflict emerged when people from the commoner village of Amalo broke

ranks with the Ampanjaka over a question of access to the protected forest. The

Ampanjaka, whose favor had been heavily courted by the leaders of the NGO

charged with executing the ICDP project, had forbidden the villagers to cut trees

for construction in the portion of the forest closest to their village. During the con-

servation project’s initial phase (1989–91), before formal implementation of the

NEAP, the project staff, especially the expatriate project director, strategized that

the best way to get local people to cooperate was to enlist the good will of their

political and religious leader, the Ampanjaka. He was thus named a président

d’honneur (honorary president) of the conservation NGO early in that phase, and

project staff called on him to participate in conceptualizing sustainable conser-

vation. They sent him to a conference on conservation and development in

Uganda, a gesture that greatly honored the Ampanjaka. In keeping with the logic

of indirect rule, the project directors were hoping that if they had his favor, the

people’s cooperation would follow. 

I became familiar with this situation in July 1991, when the interdisciplinary

research team in which I participated visited several villages in a project to com-

pare satellite images and aerial photos with what we saw on the ground and 

to gather general socioeconomic information on land-use patterns.5 Since two

previous visits in other villages had gone smoothly, our team was surprised to

encounter resistance at our first village meeting in Amalo, situated on the south-

ern end of the Ankarana limestone outcropping. The people of Amalo angrily

insisted that we grant them permission to cut down trees to repair their houses.

The villagers explained that the Ampanjaka had forbidden them to cut trees,

threatening them with the condemnation of the royal ancestors. In response,

they had selected a delegation of rey amin’dreny (elders) to visit the Ampanjaka

to ask for permission to cut a limited number of trees just for local home con-

struction. The Ampanjaka, to their surprise and dismay, announced that he sup-

ported the project’s conservation initiatives and ordered them to stay entirely

out of the protected forest. 

After this refusal, the village elders openly warned the Ampanjaka and project

representatives that they would soon be obliged to cut the trees anyway because

their homes needed replacement or repair. In a cultural context in which indi-

rection dominates in communication (Keenan and Ochs 1979), such a warning

effectively threatened the legitimacy of the Ampanjaka and jeopardized his abil-

ity to interpret sacred ancestral prohibitions. We soon noticed that while the
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people had not yet openly defied the prohibition, they had indeed been cutting

wood in the forest (as evidenced by recent ox-cart trails going into the forest and

signs of cutting within it). There was no effective enforcement of the protected

area boundary—I suspect because the park guard living in Amalo and hired by

the project did not dare to report these infractions. Although there was no active

enforcement of the protected area’s boundaries, the people sought a legal solu-

tion to their lack of access so that they would not have to risk fines and impris-

onment from the state and spiritual sanction from the ancestors via the

Ampanjaka. 

By the time I returned to the area in 1992–93, the conservation project lead-

ers who were in place in 1991 (and who had originally garnered the Ampanjaka’s

support) had left; and his communication with the project had broken down.

Preoccupied with recruiting new local and expatriate leaders and beginning new

phases of funding, the project staff had become less active in both enforcing

their policies and cultivating positive relations with the local people. Contrary to

the advice of scholarship on effective protected-area management (West and

Brechin 1991, Hough and Sherpa 1989), they had not actively engaged the Ampan-

jaka and the local people as participants in the project. As a result, the Ampan-

jaka began to feel less invested in the project and stopped enforcing the ban on

cutting trees from the protected area. No one with whom I came into contact a

year later—neither those close to the Ampanjaka nor people from Amalo—men-

tioned the conflict as a continued concern. In fact, the people of Amalo showed

strong support for the Ampanjaka in the fall of 1992 during an Antankarana cer-

emony that was held in the protected area (Gezon 1997b).

In the early part of this conflict in Amalo, the interests of the local people

(all commoners) opposed those of the Ampanjaka and the conservation project.

Alliances then shifted when the project’s connection with the Ampanjaka weak-

ened. The conflict had erupted into an overt dispute that was not resolved through

mediation or antagonistic confrontation. Rather, it subsided, perhaps temporar-

ily, when both the project and the Ampanjaka backed off from asserting their

authority. The local people were able successfully to assert their will to cut trees

in the face of royal, state, and international prohibitions. This resonates with

findings that grassroots movements often achieve success in the face of seemingly

insurmountable odds, frequently by sheer persistence (Rocheleau et al. 1996). The

potential strength of grassroots movements is indeed one reason explaining why

processes of globalization cannot be taken as unilateral, inevitable, or predictable. 

Case 2: The Ampanjaka and Agricultural Land

Two years later, in 1993, struggles over rights to land erupted in a conflict that

only indirectly involved the conservation project yet reveals the deep and indirect
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scope of international regulatory forces that emerge through conservationist

agendas via capitalist principles of free trade and private property. Specifically,

it shows how tensions between local and state-level land tenure systems and 

patterns of use emerge in the context of internationally mandated and financed

land privatization and titling schemes that have accompanied neoliberal-influenced

ideologies of conservation.

Sponsored by a group of donors led by the World Bank, the NEAP mandated

the Malagasy Service des Domaines to establish titles to the land around protected

areas, based on the logic that if farmers had clear rights to land, they would have

less need to cut more land from the forest. Although this case slightly predates

official land titling campaigns, which were being fully implemented by 1995

(Leisz et al. 1995), it illustrates how competing claims to land may become far less

negotiable once private titles exist. It also foreshadows the types of problems that

a titling campaign would face in this region. The case illustrates the performative

nature of scale making in the region, revealing how actors strategically draw on a

variety of perspectives in shaping, contesting, and negotiating ownership and

use.

The argument for encouraging private land ownership through campaigns to

establish land titles is based on the logic that private landholders will be moti-

vated to avoid land management schemes and practices that lead to the perma-

nent degradation of their land or other material means of subsistence and will

thus be more likely to avoid a “tragedy of the commons” (Hardin 1968) scenario. As

one report on the Malagasy situation stated, “[a] lack of confidence [over rights]

leads to a situation where the user believes he or she must use the resource today

for fear that either it will not be there in the future, or that future access to it will

be cut off” (Leisz et al. 1995, 60–61). In response, conservationist planners have

emphasized individual rights, and international funding has contributed to state

efforts to assign individual titles to the users of land around protected areas.

The “tragedy of the commons” argument has been challenged by evidence of

numerous effective communal management schemes (McCay and Acheson 1987,

Okoth-Ogendo 1987, Ostrom 1991, Peters 1994). The purported environmental

advantage of private property has also been challenged by the argument that, in

a capitalist economic system, private or legal corporate ownership leads to degra-

dation through the tendency to extract as much profit as possible from given

resources, externalize costs, and move on to new frontiers. This case presents

another critique of moves toward privatization of land tenure. Land becomes

concentrated in the hands of fewer people as land that was once held in common

becomes titled to single individuals, often excluding others who held customary

rights to it. In addition to lowering some people’s quality of life, increased strat-

ification can result in increased pressure on the land if landless people who once

formed part of corporate landholding groups clear new productive land. 
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The Conflict

This case focuses on a dispute that surfaced just after the Antankarana flag-raising

ceremony (see also Gezon 1995, Walsh 1998), which occurs approximately every

five years and culminates in the ritual center of Ambatobe. As people were pack-

ing up the day after the ceremony, the Ampanjaka called a meeting of elder men

from the royal family to announce that he was reclaiming some of the land sur-

rounding the royal capital village—land that local people (both members of the

royal family and commoners) had been farming for years. For the Ampanjaka, this

was a simple assertion of his existing right as ultimate owner of all the land sur-

rounding the royal village, which had been passed down to him from the royal

ancestors. For the soon-to-be displaced land users, this was a violation of their

customary ownership rights. A previous Ampanjaka had indeed granted rights

to use the land to the ancestors of the current users; but in the minds of current

users, the land had become their own.

The Ampanjaka decided to reclaim this land because he had a plan to con-

vert its fields into cashew orchards and sugarcane plantations, whose profits

would go toward amenities for the royal capital village, such as a large mosque

and generators for electricity. He publicly justified taking the land with the argu-

ment that the people on the land in question were abusing their rights by selling

and renting land instead of farming it themselves or returning it to him. He main-

tained that he had a title to all of the land he claimed, although this was never

verified or directly questioned in the course of the proceedings to follow. Given

the Ampanjaka’s statements, people who had bought their land without getting

permission from him were in danger of losing it. Anyone who was in the process

of selling their land or of taking on paying tenant farmers could also lose it.

To most of the royal men, the Ampanjaka’s plan sounded like a good, if per-

haps overambitious, idea. For some, however, the prospect for development was

tainted by the fact that part of the land being appropriated was their own. One

high-ranking royal elder, Anjona, had recently completed a deal to sell his land

for a large sum by Malagasy standards. The Ampanjaka ordered him to return

payment to the new owner and give up the land. At the meeting, Anjona was 

visibly angered by the Ampanjaka’s forcible revocation of his sale and appropri-

ation of his land and at one point openly walked out. Nevertheless, the Ampan-

jaka did not seem annoyed by this dissension; Anjona was the only one who

dared to show disapproval, and his expression of anger made him appear child-

ish to the other royal men. 

Overall, few royal families lost their land compared to the number of com-

moners from the nearby village of Amboly who lost theirs. The latter were less

restrained than Anjona in showing their disapproval. By the time I left the region,

at the end of November 1993, they had not yet reacted; but I learned from fellow

researcher Andrew Walsh that they had threatened the life of the Ampanjaka’s

principal liaison with the village, Henri. They had also burned a pile of sugarcane
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cuttings that were going to be planted in one of the newly reclaimed fields. There

seemed to be a general sense of discontent, with a real possibility of retributive

action.

When I returned in 1995, I learned that only one man from Amboly had been

held responsible for burning the cane cuttings and, more generally, for the discon-

tent. People said that the state authorities in Ambilobe had handled his case and

that he had received some punishment. (People were not too sure what the pun-

ishment was.) People had reinterpreted the dissent against the Ampanjaka as an

unreasonable affront by one jealous and possibly crazy man; no longer did they

refer to the burning as an indication of general discontent. People from the royal

families in Ambatoaranana told me that everyone, even the royal elder Anjona,

had come to recognize the Ampanjaka as the rightful owner of the land. Despite

this later interpretation, accounts suggest that, at the time of the incident, dis-

satisfaction with the Ampanjaka’s moves had been general throughout the com-

munity of Amboly, not particular to one man. 

Pluralist Land Rights

The players in this case were the Ampanjaka, the royal family in Ambatoaranana,

the commoners in the area, and the state as an implicit actor, conceived of as 

a potential mediator. Three land tenure and management systems came most

obviously into play: traditional divine right, customary usage rights, and state-

sanctioned legal rights. A fourth was not immediately apparent but was never-

theless important in shaping trends in land tenure and use: private property as

a component of neoliberal reforms and encouraged in international conserva-

tion circles. First, the Ampanjaka’s claims to authority were based on divine,

ancestral, and historical right. According to this logic, all the land around the

royal village belongs to the Ampanjaka and the royal ancestors. Anyone who

farms it does so by their gracious permission. Local histories assert that a previ-

ous Ampanjaka, Tsialana I, claimed the land when he first moved to Ambat-

oaranana. Since then, people have come into the area and requested permission

from the Ampanjaka to farm individual plots of land. By this reasoning, the

Ampanjaka explained that, since the land is still his, he may decide how it is to

be used and furthermore may reclaim it when he desires.

An overlapping system is that of local customary land tenure, which applies

to commoners as well as to members of the royal family. In the local system of

land ownership and management, individuals and corporate patrilineal groups

have exclusive rights to use, buy, and sell land, with the understanding that roy-

alty has no inherent right to this land. Under the system, individuals or groups

obtain the land by either buying it, being the first to claim an unused portion of

it, or asking permission from elders to claim ownership of it—not merely use

rights. 

When land is obtained in these ways, the users are assumed to have full and
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inalienable rights to it. Some farmers do not own the land they work on but are

tenant farmers or renters, and they compensate the owners for the right to use

the land. After the contract period, rights to the land return to the owner. Con-

flicts over use of land may be handled either by family or village councils. If they

cannot be resolved by consensus at this level, state officials may be called in to

mediate (Gezon 1995). In Ambatoaranana and the villages around it, people recog-

nize that the Ampanjaka’s ancestors claimed the land surrounding the villages

as part of Antankarana territory; therefore, they are likely to take conflicts

directly to the Ampanjaka for mediation. Yet there is no precedent in recent his-

tory for the Ampanjaka to behave like the owner of that land or reclaim access to

land around the villages that he had previously granted to others.

The third land-use system is the state’s. During the colonial period, the

French systematized private ownership of land by granting titles to individuals.

They gave large tracts of land to colonial companies for industry and extraction.

They also provided local people with the opportunity to register their landhold-

ings, although few local people did this. At independence in 1960, and until the

present, the system of private ownership of smallholder agricultural lands has

been maintained, despite the socialist revolution in the mid-1970s. While the

socialist government nationalized large industry, it did not abolish the private

property of small farmers. Many have recognized that having one’s land registered

with the state is the only way of ensuring state protection from encroachment.

Nevertheless, most smallholdings were not officially registered with the state

when the titling campaign began in 1995. The reason that titling was once again

promoted in the 1990s can be tied to a fourth land-use system or ideology: con-

servation and neoliberal economic reform communities both identified private

property as a mechanism for obtaining greater economic productivity as well as

higher rates of conservation. 

Confrontation of Tenure Systems: Local-Royal Contests

How and under what circumstances did specific actors, deriving their authority

from different sources, come together to contest access rights? How did people

creatively draw on multiple, often contradictory, systems of land management?

The four land tenure systems intersected at a point in time, revealing contradic-

tions that may have gone unnoticed without this conjunction. The Ampanjaka

and the farmers cannot each hold inalienable rights to the land, for example,

and this creates conflict that provides fertile ground for analysis. As Ortner notes

(1999), in the “zones of friction (or worse) between ‘cultures’ . . . the clash of

power and meaning and identity is the stuff of change and transformation” (8).

In the cases analyzed here, conflicts and cultural clashes have resulted in negoti-

ated and shifting patterns of resource access and use that can significantly affect

the biophysical environment.

It was uncharacteristic for the royal elder Anjona to show such open defi-
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ance to the Ampanjaka. Even though Anjona is older than the Ampanjaka and a

royal male, he remains a status subordinate. By burning the cuttings, the com-

moners from Amboly also reacted unusually harshly. At the same time, the

Ampanjaka’s decision to take peoples’ land strongly clashed with local standards

of fair land management. It was not clear that the Ampanjaka was the owner of

the land in any practical sense since his predecessor had given the villagers the

right to farm there without exacting any regular form of remuneration, such as a

landlord would exact from tenants. In the people’s opinion, then, the Ampanjaka

did not have the right to take their land. His moves signaled an attempt to

strengthen a regional base of indigenous authority in light of both state-sanctioned

and locally exercised resource management practices and ideologies.

When the national cadastral project team arrived in the region in 1995 to

issue titles, they did not go immediately to Ambatoaranana, the royal ritual cen-

ter, around which the Ampanjaka makes the strongest claim to the land. Many

felt that state officials remained wary of challenging his claims because state

leaders had relied so heavily on the coastal kings for political support and for

obtaining governability of the commoners and their resources. When the team

did arrive in Ambatoaranana in the late 1990s, the Ampanjaka had organized a

popular resistance to the titling campaign based on the argument that the state

might then try to take some of the land that was not actively being farmed,

thereby threatening the people’s cultural patrimony. His actions had the effect

of preserving intact his claim to all of the land, including agricultural land, based

on customary rights. As of the summer 2003, for reasons unrelated to the land

dispute, many people, both commoners and members of the extended royal fam-

ily, had become disenchanted with the Ampanjaka; and some had even begun

the process of obtaining titles for the land they farmed, despite his disapproval.

The son of the anonymous commoner who had burned the cuttings was also

reported to have returned to farming on the land that the Ampanjaka had taken

away since the sugarcane and cashew plantations had never materialized. 

In each of these cases, the Ampanjaka tried to extend his decision-making

power over an increased number of people and material resources. His success

in defining the terms of resource access corroborates Tsing’s (2000b, 143) asser-

tion that the global exists through contingent articulations among globalist,

nationalist, regionalist, and local projects. Hegemony of any given project is only

ever partial, although it often has significant consequences for people and phys-

ical landscapes.

Scale As Process: Agency and Identity in Claims Making

While the concept of globalization assumes the importance of global, or nonlocal,

sources of authority in defining relationships of influence, the term scale recog-

nizes that there are multiple levels of analysis but appropriately leaves open the
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character of the connections among people and places (if, indeed, there are any

connections) and invites investigations into who influences whom. Many dic-

tionary definitions of scale refer to relationships, in terms of distance or degree,

between phenomena. Used in this sense, scale implies comparison and invokes

a gradient. In the analysis of global connections, scale has two interrelated com-

ponents: geographic scale and breadth of political legitimacy. In terms of the  lat-

ter, the multiple forms of political power—those that derive from family or

village leaders, from divine authority, from the state, and from international-

globalist conservation agendas—do not interact as equal players. A concept of

scale helps to place them analytically in a relationship based on the nature and

extent (in terms of both geography and the number of people concerned) of

their power in political discussions. The extent of influence ranges from very

limited in the case of family leaders to very extensive in the case of international

regulation of conservation. In terms of geography, scale also refers to the size and

distance of the material implications of decisions made—with multinational

corporations, for example, effecting ecological consequences far from the corpo-

ration’s headquarters. Projects of scale making occur as people negotiate the

extent of their political influence and the material impact of the decisions they

make. 

In a study of conflict, the subject of analysis is not merely contestations

among individuals but the situated negotiation of connections, commitments,

and subjectivities. Laura M. Ahearn (2001) argues that agency, or the ability of an

individual to act, emerges within specific contexts and cannot be considered as

ontologically prior to action itself. In these cases in Madagascar, culturally and

socially situated individuals generate and enact agency as they negotiate over-

lapping norms for land use. Arturo Escobar (1998) points out that culture, or the

processes of meaning making, and the politics of conflict are fully integrated:

“Cultural politics is the process enacted when sets of social actors shaped by, and

embodying, different cultural meanings and practices come into conflict with each

other. . . . Culture is political because meanings are constitutive of processes

that, implicitly or explicitly, seek to redefine social power” (64). Alf Hornborg

(2001) points out the importance of remembering that the “asymmetrical distri-

bution of resources and risks” that characterizes power relations does not reside

in a static way within individuals but within situated interactions in which

people negotiate their possibilities for effective action (1). 

In conflicts, people negotiate cultural and social identities—in this case,

according to their historical relationship to the land, their status as citizens ver-

sus royal subjects, and their competence to act as responsible adults. On learn-

ing that the Ampanjaka was taking his land, Anjona, the royal elder, acted like an

adult Antankarana landowner who is both subject to and empowered by the

norms of customary land tenure rights. Later, he acted like an elderly royal male,

expressing a shifting evaluation of the conflict. He came to agree (at least pub-
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licly) that the Ampanjaka held ultimate rights to the land and that the Ampan-

jaka did this for the good of the Antankarana people. During the unraveling of

the conflict, Anjona shifted his identity. While he had rights as a landowner in

the system of customary law, he was not able, or perhaps willing, to articulate

them effectively in challenging the more powerful claims of the Ampanjaka. 

As for the anonymous commoner man who burned the sugarcane plants,

the change in his agency apparently came not from shifts in the way he managed

his own identity (for he was reported to be as angry in 1995 as in 1993) but from

a change in the identity imposed from the outside. What changed was the extent

to which he was perceived as being able to act in a socially meaningful way and,

by extension, in a materially acceptable way. He was at first perceived to be a

bold representative of public unrest in the face of a serious violation of custom-

ary land management practices. He positioned himself as a potential leader of a

just rebellion against the king’s appropriation of land. In the later scenario, he

lost his public identity as a wronged landowner and became perceived as a con-

temptible and crazy (but ultimately harmless) man, whose unjustified actions

would stand as a random act of vandalism. He arguably ceased to be an effective

agent in that he was no longer able to make a difference through the exercise of

power (Giddens 1984). People are also constrained in their ability to negotiate

their identities and advocate for their interests. 

Finally, the Ampanjaka negotiated his own agency. He acted in the first

instance as an individual asserting rights to land: he held the meeting in which

he announced his own personal vision. When challenged publicly, he did not pro-

vide a defense. Through his silence, he left the people to contemplate his legiti-

macy. In the eyes of many local people, especially the royal family, the Ampanjaka’s

agency and the rights associated with it merged with that of the royal ancestors.

As a sort of living ancestor (Walsh 1998), he seemed to have inherited his land

rights from those who had preceded him. The will of the ancestors proved to be

a powerful resource that delegitimized Anjona and the commoner adherents to

customary land tenure procedures while granting authority to the Ampanjaka. 

This case suggests that agency is closely bound with a situational negotia-

tion of identity—one that is negotiated both by and for oneself in a context of

power relations. As Sara S. Berry (2001) has stated, “People act, . . . but the social

effectivity of their actions depends not only on their own capacities but also on

their access to sources of power that lie outside the individual and beyond his or

her control” (xxv). While identities shift, none are free of constraint and oppor-

tunity. Scale making occurs through the movements of actors who are situated

within, yet not determined by, their sociocultural milieu.

NOTES

1. I would like to thank the many people in Madagascar who have made this research pos-

sible. Funding for research in 2003 came from the National Geographic Society and a
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Fulbright-Hays Faculty Research Abroad Fellowship. Earlier research was funded by a

State University of West Georgia Faculty Enhancement Grant, the National Science

Foundation, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Wenner-Gren

Foundation, Consortium for an International Earth Science Information Network

(CIESIN), and the Population/Environment Dynamics Project of the University of Michi-

gan. Thanks to Susan Paulson for carefully reading multiple drafts of this chapter. 

2. All village names except for the royal center, Ambatoaranana, are fictional, as are the
names of all individuals.

3. For an overview of the history of protected-area management discourse and practice
as well as a strong argument in favor of including local people in project designs, see
Brechin et al. 2002 and 2003 and Wilshusen et al. 2002. 

4. Note that concern for sustainability has not been a consistent part of structural adjust-
ment or other economic development approaches. Sachs et al. (1993) provides an
important critique of the first world summit in Rio in 1990 and the Brundtland Report
on sustainability that emerged from it. As has been evident in world economic and
environmental summits, many northern nations, especially the United States, have
been unwilling to take economic steps that embrace the need for long-term sustain-
ability. 

5. The project, “An Integrated Approach to Deforestation, Conservation, and Develop-
ment in Madagascar,” was funded by CIESIN. Conrad Kottak was the principal investi-
gator, and John Colwell helped process satellite images. The field team consisted of
myself, Glen Green, Kim Lindblade, and Phillip Block.
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Symbolic Action and Soil Fertility

Political Ecology and the Transformation of Space and
Place in Tonga

CHARLES J .  STEVENS

Anthropologists studying human-environment relations confront two related

challenges: first, how to tease out the multitude of ecological, social, cultural,

political, and historical influences through and in which knowledgeable actors

live; second, how to convey to one’s peers and students the illustrative qualities

of ethnographic events that help us to understand the interplay of these diverse

influences. Clifford Geertz (1973), of course, is widely recognized for just such an

eloquent portrayal of ethnographic events in his thick description of the Bali-

nese cockfight. William Roseberry’s (1989) commentary on Geertz’s work has

provided a political-economic contextualization of the publicly displayed mean-

ing of the cockfight, adding a rich and necessary aspect to the process of doing

ethnography in a globalized world. Roseberry noted that the political-economic

contexts of Indonesian colonial domination were necessary elements for com-

prehending the significance of cockfighting among Balinese villagers. Such con-

textualizations strike me as fundamental to understanding and explaining the

political in political ecology, particularly in rethinking situations formerly 

constructed in the colonial imagination as discretely bounded cultures and

landscapes.

When I was in the south Pacific Kingdom of Tonga carrying out dissertation

research, my conception of political ecology as the merging of political econom-

ics and cultural ecology was expressed in my project goals and methods as a

blend of the “rather pedestrian neo-functionalism” of my mentor, Robert McC.

Netting (1993, ix), and the historical approach of Eric Wolf (1982). My research

goals included understanding the ongoing transformation of Tongan agriculture

from a 2,500-year-old agroforestry system to an increasingly capital-intensive

system oriented toward both market and subsistence activities in the context of

rapid population growth. In keeping with Wolf, I could no longer conceive of



Tongan agriculture or society as an isolated and bound system, so I worked to

locate Tongan farming families in a global system in which family economies

were linked through relatives to the economies of Los Angeles, Salt Lake City,

Sydney, and Auckland. I spent sixteen months in Tonga, mapping agricultural

fields and town lots, collecting detailed household budgets, estimating agricul-

tural yields per unit of land and unit of labor, and learning the history of land

and agricultural management from as many farmers as would tolerate my ques-

tions. In short, I was “counting all the potatoes.” Since I was interested in the

issue of sustainability (and in keeping with my scientific roots), I settled on soil

fertility as a measurable indicator of the comparative sustainability of farmers’

management strategies and collected soil samples from different agricultural

fields for this purpose. For all of my so-called objective documentation of the

contemporary Tongan political ecology, I received some of my deepest insights

about contemporary Tongan life from events and issues that fell outside the

realm of quantitative methodology. 

In Tonga, allegiances, cultivars, and families are distributed on a historically

and culturally constructed ecoscape devoted to the stable production of farina-

ceous crops.1 Informed by archaeological, historical, and ethnographic evidence,

I see the transformation of Tongan productive inequalities and Tongan agro-

forestry as deeply interconnected.2 These transformations occur simultaneously

in a world in which the unintended consequences of decisions made in the Ton-

gan past now manifest themselves both ecologically and politically.3

In addition to gathering objective measures of household economics and

soil fertility, I attempted to contextualize contemporary Tongan political economy

and ecology by interpreting a specific event: a feast celebrating the birthday of a

chief, today called a nopeli (noble). Here, I witnessed a demonstration of politi-

cal symbolic action that had significant historical, political, and cultural relevance

to the authentication of a modern and transformed Tongan commoner identity.

Once depicted in the ethnographic and historical literature as profoundly sub-

servient to chiefs and royalty, commoners are now asserting democratic rights

and have in other ways transformed relationships with people in positions of

genealogical superiority. The transformation of relations between commoners

and chiefs in Tonga began when commoners were granted inalienable rights to

agricultural lands in the late nineteenth century. In this constitutional act, the

authority of chiefs over the resources and labor of commoner smallholders dimin-

ished, a diminution that was constantly exacerbated by Tonga’s integration into

wider political-economic spheres. The events at the feast seemed to assert com-

moner economic independence as well as commoner expectations that chiefly

appropriation of their resources be met with administrative competence not

delivered by the reigning noble. 
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The Feast

Traditionally in Tonga, both production and the hierarchical relations of pro-

duction were celebrated by presentations of produce to chiefly and royal lineages

during the annual ‘inasi festival, the main event in a series of feasts held at the

ta’u lahi harvest season that ran from March to September (Helu 1994, 41).Com-

moners presented ceremonial yams to the upper classes, pantomiming the bounty

of their harvest by feigning struggle under the weight of a single yam and praising

various gods, including ‘Alo ‘Alo, a god of weather, vegetation, and soil (Ferdon 1987,

87; Martin 1981 [1817], 303). ‘Inasi means “sharing out or apportioning” (Martin

1981 [1817], cited in Ferdon 1987), and ‘inasi was timed by the planting and the

maturation of the prized Kahokaho yam variety, events that coincided with the

spring and fall equinoxes (Ferdon 1987, 84). Ceremonies smaller than the spring

and fall feasts were also held (82); and they, too, involved the redistribution of

food and koloa (goods) according to the differential status among participants.

The redistribution of agricultural yields at the ‘inasi festival and other feasts

legitimized and reproduced an intricate social system of extended and complex

family and hierarchical relations. Power and status were manifested in redistrib-

ution.

The constitutional changes brought about in the nineteenth century by the

unification of the kingdom by Taufa’ahau Tupou I, first king of Tonga, as well as

the influence of British political organization and the Methodist church, changed

the organization of the feasting rituals. The contemporary manifestation of the

‘inasi festival is a series of feasting and religious celebrations beginning in the

first week of December and ending with uike lotu (prayer week) in the first week

of January. Commoner households purchase, produce, and present all of the

food at the feasts; and during prayer week, families own certain feasting times. A

second series of feasting events in May is associated with the annual church con-

vention in the capital Nuku’alofa, where, again, the commoners supply all of the

food for convention participants. Additionally, there are feasts for marriages,

smaller faka’afe (feasts) given for girls’ first and twenty-first birthdays, and occa-

sional impromptu feasts to mark visits by expatriate family members or guests.

There is also substantial exchange of resources between related households at funer-

als. It is not common for households, drawing on an extensive set of reciprocal

obligations among kin, to be obliged to host four or five feasts per year. With

each feast involving the presentation of perhaps 2,000 dollars (1,300 U.S. dollars)

in food, these ceremonialized obligations are significant impositions on house-

hold resources.

Feasting obligations require long-range planning by farmers, and an unex-

pected feast demanded by a chief or noble may upset otherwise carefully man-

aged smallholder resources. Such was the case in the second week of January of

my second year in Tonga, when demands for four pola (large trays to carry food



for a feast) were delivered to leaders of the village where I was staying. The feast was

called to celebrate both the noble’s birthday and his return after a long absence.

After the Christmas feasting season and with farming households anticipating the

feasts in May, this sudden demand for resources caught many families off guard.

When I asked high-ranking villagers about where the demand for the feast

had originated, I received only rhetorical responses meant to stifle further ques-

tioning. I concluded that the demand had originated from the noble himself and

that his request had passed through the matapule (talking chiefs) to the village

leaders. My invitation to the feast came as one of the serendipitous events that

occur in the field; I was, at the time, also involved in a traditional wedding cere-

mony. I rushed out of the house vaguely irritated at having my involvement in the

wedding interrupted and found myself in a feasting venue that was to include a

dramatic display of commoner displeasure.

The feast demand occurred when commoner parliament members were spear-

heading a movement for democratization of a monarchial government charac-

terized by unequal representation in parliament (Hau’ofa 1994b, Hills 1993). The

democratization movement subsequently lost its momentum (James 1995, 2001,

260) but has resurged recently after parliamentary action outlawed media criti-

cisms of the monarchy (Australian Broadcasting Corporation 2003). At the time

of my stay in the kingdom, the democratization movement was flourishing,

empowered not only by the inequalities evident in the parliamentary system but

also by a belief among farmers that a member of the royal family had attempted

to corner a lucrative market in agricultural export. Coincidentally, in another

village close to where I worked, commoners had recently refused to use their own

resources to provide their noble with a demanded feast. Instead, the commoners

negotiated with their noble: they agreed to provide the labor for the feast but

refused to use their own stocks without compensation. I was told that such insub-

ordination was unprecedented, but in the end the noble agreed to compensate

the farmers for the resources they had invested in the pola.

The Tongan term pola refers literally to materials made by plaiting or weav-

ing coconut leaves or fibers as well as to those activities done with pola. Hence,

pola can refer to both the tables on which food for feasts is placed and to the

feast itself. A table-of-food pola is expensive; and since many families have mul-

tiple feasting demands during the course of a year, they must carefully plan their

allocation of resources for feasts and family obligations as well as resources

required for subsistence. To contribute a pola, a family might garner from its

own stocks six piglets, the quarter sections of one large pig, one roasted goat, two

large baked fish, eighty kilograms of yams, about fifty kilograms of sweet pota-

toes, and three twenty-kilogram giant taro. Preparation could take the better

part of two days, including collection of firewood and purchasing of goods the

family could neither produce themselves nor store in sufficient quantities. Pola
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often include food not usually affordable to smallholders, such as lobster, octo-

pus, and large pelagic fish. 

Women preparing their portion of the pola may spend a morning collecting

shellfish in the tidal flats and catching crabs in the mangroves. Much of the food

and most of the decorations, however, have to be purchased. Chicken legs from

Alabama; aluminum foil, wheat flour, and canned meat from Australia; decora-

tive papers, balloons, and Chinese noodles for sopo sui (chop suey) from Taiwan;

soft drinks from the Coca-Cola and Pepsi plants in Honolulu; curry powder, corn-

starch, and sugar from Fiji; pudding mix, canned fruit and vegetables, and ice

cream from New Zealand are purchased from Morris Hedstrom, Burns Philip,

and Adiloa’s falekoloa (store) in Nuku’alofa. Onions for the ‘ota ika (marinated

fish), bell peppers, carrots, and tomatoes for the sweet and sour chicken, and an

extra basket of large sweet potatoes are purchased at Talamahu market. An addi-

tional basket of ‘ufi (yams), if needed to complete a pola, cost sixty dollars (Tonga)

at the time of the feast, amounting to half a week’s income for salaried workers.

Pola themselves now reflect the local and global interconnectedness of Tongan

smallholders.

The feast for the noble’s birthday involved forty such pola from the eight vil-

lages in this noble’s Tofia (estate): in pure scale of presented food products, it

was not the biggest feast I witnessed, but it was the grandest and most involved.

In addition to the pola, there were three hours of traditional dances, in which

each village’s troupe presented ma’ulu’ulu, ta’olunga, soke, and other Tongan

dances. The organizers touted the celebration as a distinctly Tongan affair; and

in this context, the dances were “symbolic anchors of community” (Gupta and

Ferguson 2002, 69). Distinguishing the feast from less ambitious presentations

were amplified music, an emcee, the presence of members of the royal family

and ministers of the realm, high-ranking church members, and an assortment of

dignitaries, some of whom presented what seemed, even to the Tongan common-

ers who attended, interminable oratories. The scene progressed for so long that

food rotted in the tropical sun, and family members waiting in the parking area

honked horns voicing their displeasure at the extended course of events. Young

men who were told to stop dancing because their time was over (an announcement

that conveyed an un-Tongan concept of time) continued their dance through to its

conclusion, cheered by the crowd. An obviously intoxicated noble from a neigh-

boring estate delivered an endless speech; and when he finally uttered the Tongan

equivalent of “in conclusion,” the crowd erupted in applause, horns honked, and

audible sighs could be heard emanating from those sitting very close to the

noble’s own dais. I had never witnessed such public display of impertinence or

such clear disrespect. 

At last, the noble for whom the feast was being held came around to make

his speech and to accept a gift of tapa cloth and fine mats from the villagers. He had

been sitting with King Taufa’ahau Tupou IV’s daughter at the head of the horse-
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shoe that formed the feasting area. His last gesture was to cut a birthday cake. As

soon as he had done so, the crowd spontaneously began singing, in English,

“Happy Birthday to You.”

“Stop singing this pa |langi [European] thing,” the emcee admonished. “This

is a Tongan event!” But they didn’t stop. The song was sung to its conclusion, fol-

lowed by long and enthusiastic period of laughing and clapping. The feast ended

in prayer. 

Something important had happened. I asked a number of people of various

social rankings if what I had seen was a demonstration of the commoners’ dis-

pleasure with the nopeli. Those of higher rank in the village shrugged off the

event as tu’a childishness. Those of the tu’a class were heard days later still singing

“Happy Birthday” and laughing out loud as they walked through the village.

“Was the singing of ‘Happy Birthday’ a commoner way of sending a message

to the noble?” I asked a teacher colleague of mine at the local high school.

“You’re a very smart guy,” was the reply.

“How could I miss it?” I answered.

The symbolic action that I had witnessed conjured up thoughts about forms

of resistance, about the negotiation of tradition, and of continuously and histor-

ically constructed identity. In the particular estate where I did my fieldwork, the tu’a

had sided in the nineteenth-century civil war with the heathen and anti-Christian

faction against their chief’s alignment with the recently converted Christian and

soon-to-become-first-monarch of a united Tonga, Taufa’ahau Tupou I. In fact, the

commoners had essentially revolted against their chief, who returned to enact his

revenge against the renegades at the fort of Hule, where the last of the Hihifo

heathens were defeated. These historical events are played out in contemporary

political arrangements in which chiefs use the first person when discussing the

actions of their chiefly ancestors: the past is embodied in the contemporary

office holder. In meetings where nobles present instructions for commoners’

obligations, direct reference to the rebellion chides the commoners into obedi-

ence. Commoners, on the other hand, both pride themselves on their rebel image

and are embarrassed that their rebellion was anti-Christian. Hule, the fortifica-

tion where the last of the heathen commoners were defeated, is still obvious on

the landscape and is approached with some reverence by local visitors. When I

heard the tu’a singing “Happy Birthday,” I thought the past was not so far behind. 

But there were more immediate concerns about this noble and his public

presentation. Some people in the village, a community that demonstrated pride

in being traditional, had voiced displeasure about their noble’s behavior. Not

only was his demand for resources in the feast presented at an unreasonable

time, just after the feasting season, when commoner stocks were depleted; but there

were also rumors that the chief and his wife (who was not from the main island,

Tongatapu) were less demonstrative of chiefly status than many of the older 

villagers cared to accept. Rumors of the noble’s behavior had entered a gossip 
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network that makes the Internet look slow and puritanical by comparison. Gos-

sip that the noble’s children spoke no Tongan and attended English-speaking

private schools passed quickly through the villages. A noble whose family was

observed only irregularly at church but who was rumored to attend the liquor-

serving Nuku’alofa Club added insult to perceived injury. Some commoners

regarded the chief’s demand for a celebration to honor an uneventful birthday

and an unremarkable trip as unjustified posturing. In the context of a democra-

tization movement and the increased economic independence of commoners, a

chief behaving in an un-Tongan manner deserved at least symbolic retribution.

Historical Context

The drama enacted in this feast discloses the emergent transformations of social

structure in a highly negotiated and contested network of reciprocal relation-

ships that are deep and wide, temporal and spatial, material and semiotic. The

same global interconnections and historical contexts inform not only the trans-

formation of Tongan smallholder and commoner agency and intentionality but

also the alteration of Tongan agro-ecology. In a Tongan world characterized by a

recent history of labor outmigration by a people whose very soul lies in move-

ment and network building across an oceanic seascape (Hau’ofa 1994a), the pros-

pect of locating ecological transformations in simple proximate causes seems

unpromising.

James Gifford (1929) and Marshall Sahlins (1958) present classic descrip-

tions of timeless genealogical relations between Tu’i (royalty), ho’eiki (chiefs),

and tu’a in Tongan and, more generally, Polynesian social structure. In these

accounts, the royal lineage is deified, chiefs occupy an elevated and administrative

position, and commoners work the land and are subservient to chiefs. Past depic-

tions of the relations among the classes (see Mariner’s account written by Mar-

tin in 1817) depict chiefs as having rather despotic domination over commoners.

Sione Latukefu (1974) describes a social organization that is characterized more

by interdependency among the classes than by chiefly despotism. In contempo-

rary Tongan social organization, however, the relations among classes are not

characterized by an absence of commoner political power as some official histo-

ries indicate (Bott 1981, 1982; also see Gifford 1929, Kaeppler 1971, Wood 1978

[1932]). 

In the past, social relations among commoner families and between com-

moners and chiefs were mediated by a host of status differentials and rankings of

occupational groups. This resulted in a complex social organization that gov-

erned the production and distribution of agricultural goods and koloa (valu-

ables) prominently displayed during the ‘inasi festival. Interdependencies among

social ranks, occupational groups, and farming families were a vital dimension

of a highly productive agroforestry system long maintained on attenuated island
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environments. The Tongan agroforestry system managed by commoners and

administered by chiefs provided society’s subsistence, and it was characterized

by genetically diverse cultivars and complex production cycles that guarded

against overexploitation of the resource base. 

Taufa’ahau Tupou I initiated changes in agriculture in the late 1800s by

mandating that commoners sell copra (dried coconut) to make contributions to

the church (Campbell 1992, Latukefu 1974). This had the initial affect of inte-

grating Tonga into an external political economic community. Moreover, the

political organization adopted by the new kingdom of Tonga was greatly influ-

enced by British missionaries, who, although unsure of their proper role in the

formation of the Tongan state, were enthusiastic in their efforts to institute

Methodist guidelines into Tongan constitutional statehood. The formation of

judicial and governmental standards required for Tonga’s recognition as an

independent nation followed intervention, but not colonization, by Great Britain.

Constrained by the costs of imperialism, Great Britain grudgingly imposed its

control only after Germany displayed imperial ambitions in the South Pacific.

A process of increased economic and ideological independence of com-

moners was initiated in the 1830s with the drafting of the Code of Vava’u, the

legal and political forerunner of the Tongan constitution drafted in 1875. The

structure of the constitutional monarchy effectively decreased both the numbers

and the power of paramount chiefs. Moreover, the constitution granted com-

moners inalienable use rights to land heritable through the patrilineage, thus

creating the preconditions for commoner economic independence from the

chiefs. The alienation of chiefs from control over the means of production con-

tinued with the introduction of Christianity, which granted even commoners a

direct relationship with God. As well, government financing of universal educa-

tion that included teaching English as a second language provided commoners

with valuable tools for engaging with the world without chiefly mediation. 

Avoidance of direct colonization spared Tonga’s land from permanent

appropriation by foreign interests, but it did not spare Tonga from the imposi-

tion of British notions of political organization. A centralized monarchy under

Taufa’ahau Tupou I and the consolidation of power in Tonga legally delimited the

number of chiefly titles and removed much of the power from many chiefs who

had administered production among their kainga (extended kin). The power of

chiefs to accumulate surplus production from commoners and control the dis-

tribution of land was substantially diminished in the civil wars of the nineteenth

century and replaced by the power of the monarchy and the church. 

The nineteenth century also brought the introduction of a number of crop

plants, some of which were easily integrated into Tongan agroforestry, and the

sum of which contributed to the declining health of what had been a largely sus-

tainable system. Unknown traders introduced cassava to Tonga in 1830, greatly

enhancing the productive capacities of Tongan farmers and allowing them to
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extend the agricultural cycle several years before returning the land to regener-

ative fallow. Cassava, now the staple of Tongan households, and the cocoyam,

drought-tolerant and more productive than Calocassia taro, relegated yams to

ceremonial significance and eliminated households’ need for storage techniques

and facilities. The traditional agroforestry system easily incorporated cassava

and cocoyams, and village households maintained traditional land-management

techniques and forms of communal distribution of labor and resources well into

the mid-twentieth century. The wide sharing of perishable resources, such as

seasonal fruit and large catches of fish in pola (here pola refers to communal

fishing activities involving coconut-fiber nets), are examples of the long tradi-

tion of productive agroforestry and nonmarket distribution networks.

During World War II, allied troops—first New Zealanders and then Ameri-

cans—came to Tonga and precipitated changes in Tongans’ relationships with

each other and their land. Many Tongans had the opportunity to provide labor

and food items to the American troops, exposing commoners to a level of mate-

rial wealth never before experienced. After the war, a small number of Tongans

were allowed to migrate to the United States, initiating an export of labor that

lasted into the 1980s. The involvement of Tongans in the global economy of the

modern era also took commoners to New Zealand and Australia, further provid-

ing smallholders with economic alternatives beyond market and subsistence

agriculture. 

Agricultural production of a small number of cultivars for the market was

advocated by both Tongan and New Zealand government representatives after

World War II in production schemes meant to mark Tonga’s formal integration

into the global market. While these schemes contributed to the economic inde-

pendence of commoner households, they presented a qualitatively different

form of agriculture than did the premarket system. The introduction of market

monocropping of watermelon and bananas in the 1960s and squash in the 1980s

had a far more dramatic effect on human-land relations in Tonga than did the

introduction of cassava and cocoyams. Bananas, watermelon, and squash all

require significant departures from traditional land-management practices,

including the use of tractor tillage, pesticides, and fertilizers. The ecological con-

sequences of introducing industrialized agriculture would not be recognized

until the early 1970s.

After perhaps thirty years of banana and watermelon production and signif-

icant population in-migration to the main island of Tongatapu, Tongan farmers

began to notice a decline in soil fertility and decreasing crop yields. The presence

of non-agriculturally productive civil servants and entrepreneurs in the eco-

nomic center of the kingdom in Nuku’alofa prompted the production of surplus

for the urban market beyond production required by families. Export production

of bananas and squash intensified the overexploitation of soil reserves by

decreasing fallow cycles and diminishing plant diversity. The transformation of
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a complex agriculture system with a wide diversity of subsistence crops into a

simplified system of monocropping small numbers of market cultivars occurred

over a full century. The modern Tongan agroforestry system was at its peak of

change during my field research in 1991–93, and production was characterized

by a host of both industrial and indigenous land-management activities. 

The combination of labor outmigration with privatized agricultural produc-

tion brought newfound wealth and new forms of status in education and employ-

ment that were not previously granted to commoners. Status distinctions in the

past had been marked by chiefs’ economic and social superiority. As Wendy Cow-

ling (1990) has noted, and as my research among Tongan-Americans confirms,

outmigration has enhanced commoner status as it has diminished chiefly sta-

tus.4 These changes were presaged by the increased privatization of landhold-

ings in Tonga granted through the constitution that marked the formation of the

Tongan nation-state and fostered independent economic strategizing by small-

holders previously dependent on subsistence agriculture and the largess of land-

owning chiefs.

Structural descriptions of Tongan social organization in anthropology tend

to overlook both the interdependency among the classes and the political agency

of commoners.5 Today, while formal recognition is afforded to chiefs at feasts

and fonos (community meetings), the increasing economic independence of

smallholders has diminished commoner loyalties in many parts of Tonga. In the

village where I stayed, lack of traditional respect took the form of vicious rumors

about higher-ranking village families and what commoners thought of as the un-

Tongan behavior of some nobles. Along with increased demands for the democrati-

zation of the Tongan parliamentary government, an increasingly vocal oppositional

press, and political-ideological influences from Tongans in New Zealand, Australia,

and the United States, loyalty to higher-ranked peoples was diminishing, particu-

larly among younger Tongans. Suspicion that the noble had not presented a

proper role model for anga fakaTonga (the Tongan way) fueled disgruntlement

among village commoners over the chief’s unexpected demands for resources.

The commoners were now largely independent of the noble’s control but remained

invested in the cultural significance of commoner-chiefly relations. The public and

symbolic display of displeasure performed at the feast allowed commoners to

simultaneously exhibit their contemporary economic independence and their

deep cultural heritage. 

While Tongan commoner households are still substantially dependent on

agricultural production for subsistence (Stevens 1997), they are incorporated

into a globalized political economy through the operation of a migration, remit-

tances, aid, and bureaucracy (MIRAB) economy (Bertram and Watters 1985).

While many scholarly works locate Tongan commoners in a global network (Ben-

guigui 1989; Connell and Lea 2002; Connell 1986, 1988, 1991; Helu 1985), few

works other than Cathy A. Small’s (1999) or Mike Evans’s (2001) focus on the
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transformations of commoner material and social life brought by these new

political-economic relations. Tongan commoner households now manage a vari-

ety of economic alternatives (wage labor, civil service, subsistence and market

agriculture, remittances) used to meet social obligations as well as enhance

standards of living along westernized concepts. These new relations of produc-

tion have had a number of contemporary consequences, including alterations in

household production and consumption practices (Stevens 1997), disruption of

local demographic patterns brought by labor migration, rapid degradation of the

agricultural resource base (Evans 1999, James 1993, Stevens 1999), demands for

democratization of the constitutional monarchy (Hau’ofa 1994b, Hills 1991; also

see James 1995), and greater economic investment in technology and telecom-

munications (van Fossen 1999). 

Creative reworking of household production and consumption patterns are

expected outcomes of changing political-economic contexts (Greenberg and

Park 1994). In Tonga, however, predictions that an economic middle class sepa-

rate from genealogical status would develop (Benguigui 1989, Helu n.d., Needs

1988) have not been played out because households with higher genealogical

rankings have also tended to gain preferred access to higher-paying civil service

jobs and greater economic well-being (Stevens 1997, 291). Nevertheless, produc-

tion and consumption patterns have changed in all but the most impoverished

households in the village in which I stayed in Tonga, and only those impover-

ished households remained completely dependent on subsistence agriculture.

Some of these changes are due to the demographic imbalances brought by labor

migration, resulting in a loss of people in the working and reproductive age

groups between thirty and forty-five years old. 

The effect of population change on the landscape varies from island chain

to island chain. In Ha’apai, the villages are generally composed of the elderly and

children. Those of working age have migrated to Nuku’alofa (Evans 2001), and

much agricultural land lies fallow and unproductive. In Tongatapu, an influx of

migrants, population pressure, and subsequent conversion of land to market

production have contributed to soil degradation and loss of botanical diversity,

as I will discuss. There, farmers are converting to industrialized forms of agricul-

ture to produce squash and sugar beets for international export. On ‘Eua, farmers

are growing traditional crops for sale to agriculturally nonproductive house-

holds in Nuku’alofa. But the effects of labor outmigration on Tongatapu are more

insidious with regard to landscape alteration. Many young men without access

to their own agricultural allotments gain the use of allotments owned by rela-

tives overseas. In many instances these allotments are extensively ploughed and

used for market crop production since nonowners, concerned only with imme-

diate returns on their labor, are not particularly interested in the possible long-

term consequences of their short-term uses of the land.6

The major market crop in 1987–93 was either squash for the Japanese mar-
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ket, which afforded households a rapid return on labor and capital expenses, or

cassava, which served as a source of ad hoc household cash. This allowed the ad-

dition of imported lamb “flaps” (sheep ribs) or tinned meats to the traditional

haka (stew of cassava in coconut milk) that typifies the daily fare. These processes

influenced the landscape because farmers were required to alter their tradi-

tional system of swidden agriculture by using tractor tillage, adjusting fallow

periods, and applying fertilizers. The farmers with whom I studied practiced

twelve different fallow cycling systems, many of which dramatically shortened a

traditional system of three productive years followed by five fallow years, organized

in a counterclockwise rotation of one-acre plots in a three-hectare allotment. I

frequently found systems of semiproductive fallow fields growing pineapples or

remnants of taro used to supplement market or household subsistence needs.

Some farmers had abandoned fallow cycles entirely and engaged in large-scale

market production, in part necessitated by their dependency on the chemical

fertilizers needed to replenish soil fertility (Clarke 1994, Clarke and Thaman

1993, Thaman 1990).

While tractor tillage greatly eases agricultural labor requirements, tractors

damage or kill deciduous tree saplings, damage coconut tree roots, and encour-

age the spread of Guinea grass. These effects diminish soil fertility and decrease

the soil’s capacity to hold water (Halavatau 1991, Stevens 1996, Trangmar 1992).

While the relationship between tillage techniques, chemical fertilizers, and soil

structural and chemical fertility are complex, decreasing fallow periods, infiltra-

tion of Guinea grass, and increasing use of tractors and chemical fertilizers seem

to contribute to the net result of decreased soil structural fertility, decreased

botanical diversity (James 1993, Stevens 1996), increased soil acidification, and

increased rates of nutritional leaching from soils. Siua Halavatau (1991, 1992) and

his colleagues (Halavatau et al. 1992) provide data on the consequences of

changed agricultural production on the soils in Tongatapu. Halavatau’s greatest

concern is with the loss of organic matter in the soil and the decrease of water-

stable aggregates in the soil: “The major threat to the Tongan agricultural sys-

tems [sic] is the breaking of the nutrient cycling system by cutting of forests and

loss of nutrients as a result of logging, increased frequencies of shortened fallow

period, or permanent cultivation” (Halavatau et al. 1992, 108).

The New Zealand Soil Bureau’s analyses of soils in Tonga show there are two

variations of one soil type, an udic mollisol, in the estate where I worked (Cowie

et al. 1991, Gibbs 1976). Fahefa soils are found in the southern portion of the

estate, and Fatai soils comprise the larger soil type in the northern three-quarters

of the estate. Fatai and Fahefa soils are not distinguished by differences in chem-

ical profiles; rather, Fahefa soils are well drained and Fatai soils less well drained.

J. P. Widdowson (1992, 18) has argued that variations in soil chemical or physical

properties on different agricultural plots in this area of Tongatapu must be due

to differences in land-management techniques since the inherent soil type is the
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same throughout. The consequences of agricultural transformation from a tra-

ditional system of farinaceous agriculture to industrial market crop production

can be seen in changes in soil fertility and, specifically, as chemical fertility is

replaced by fertilizers, in soil structure and the soil’s capacity to hold water. 

Realizing the complex historical, social, and political processes that have

induced farmers to change production activities, I sought to test the conse-

quences of certain land-management activities on soil structure. I collected soil

samples from fifty-nine different sites that had production histories ranging

from long-term fallow to continuous monocropped production for the market.

The sampling procedure was to collect soil samples from plots that could be

placed along a continuum of production from long-term fallow to five years of

continuous production. Samples were collected from long-term fallows of up to

forty-five years, short-term fallows of both mixed brush and grass types, and a

range of productive histories from the first year of production to the fifth year of

production in a number of different management regimes. I categorized these

different land-management regimes into four basic types:

1. Monocropped production of squash for export, characterized by extensive

plowing and use of fertilizers and chemicals

2. Very intensive subsistence and market production characterized by occa-

sional plowing and application of external inputs; usually involving mul-

tiple years of mixed production and shortened fallow periods

3. Subsistence production characterized by farinaceous crops with limited

plowing and fallow-production ratios equal to or greater than 1 to 0 (for

example, five years’ fallow to five years’ production)

4. Land area fallow and out of production for more than three years

L. M. Potter (1986) attempted this approach to testing the consequences of

land management on soil fertility, but he was not able to reach any firm conclu-

sions regarding declines in soil fertility or the repercussions of declining soil fertil-

ity for continued agricultural production in Tonga. The soil’s physical condition

and ability to hold water are reflected in the soil fertility parameter called water-

stable aggregates. Extensive plowing and insufficient addition of raw organic mat-

ter to the soil diminish soil’s water-holding abilities. Green manuring, grazing on

fallow, carrying manure to fields, or regular and lengthy fallow regimes restore

organic matter to the soil. Soil organic matter facilitates the availability of soil nutri-

ents to plants, enhances the soil’s water-holding ability, and reduces soil erosion.

Moreover, evidence suggests that grass fallows return less organic matter to the soil

than fallows with a high diversity of deciduous plants (Van Wambeke 1992, 76).

The soil chemical and structural fertility measures I used in the study

included pH; total nitrogen; water-stable aggregates; organic carbon; exchange-

able calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium; Olsen phosphorous; cation

exchange capacity; percentage of base saturation; and carbon-nitrogen ratio.
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The New Zealand Soil Bureau has established ranges for some of these measures

for Tongan soils. The figures provide a basis for the interpretation of the findings

of soil fertility in my study (see table 9.1).7

Soil organic matter is important for stable agricultural systems, and its pres-

ence is expressed in soil analyses as total organic carbon and/or total nitrogen.

The primary sources of these compounds are living organisms that decompose

organic matter and return nutrients to the soil in a form available to plants. The

amount of the organic matter itself is based on how much biomass remains in

the system, which in turn depends on the availability of nutrients, the amount of

rainfall and solar radiation, and the age of the vegetation. Traditional agricul-

tural management with long-term success protects and enhances soil organic

matter for the health of the system.8 Adding chemical fertilizers replaces the

nutrients necessary for plant growth but does not replace the organic matter on

which soil biology, structure, and water-holding abilities are based. Since the

sample size was small (fifty-nine), a nonparametric method of quantitative analy-

sis was used to determine if difference in soil fertility measures were statistically

significant. According to these calculations, the differences in soil fertility between

the four land-management types were statistically significant at the 0.05 level for

five of the eleven parameters: total nitrogen, water-stable aggregates, organic

carbon, Olsen phosphorous, and pH. Decreases in total nitrogen, water-stable

aggregates, organic carbon, and pH can all be attributed to frequent plowing and

overexploitation of soil resources. These indices of soil fertility reflect changes in

the structure of the soil but not its chemical fertility. The differences in the other

six measures reflect soil chemical fertility, and these were not expected to be reveal-

ing because of fertilizer application on plowed fields. The significant differences in

the five measures, four of which are relevant to preservation of soil organic mat-

ter and the soil’s ability to hold water, illuminate the possible consequences of a

transformed agriculture.

TABLE 9.1

New Zealand Soil Bureau: Ranges of Soil Fertility Indices

Carbon- Cation

Organic Total Nitrogen Olsen Exchange

Level pH Carbon Nitrogen Ratio Phosphous Capacity

Very high 7.6+ >20 >1.0 >24 >50 >25

High 7.5–6.6 10–20 0.6–1.0 16–24 30–50 25–40

Medium 6.5–5.3 4–10 0.3–0.6 12–16 20–30 12–25

Low 5.2–4.5 2–4 0.1–0.3 10–12 10–20 6–12

Very low < 4.5 < 2 < 0.1 < 10 <10 < 6
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The findings of the soils analysis of the Nukunuku farmlands are summa-

rized in table 9.2, showing the median scores in each of the soil fertility meas-

urements for the four management regimes described in the text. 

Conclusion

Place and space, together with the structured relations of production that char-

acterize Tongan social organization, have been significantly transformed in a

process of globalization, as have the structured relations of production that char-

acterize Tongan social organization. The data suggest that the alteration of Ton-

TABLE 9.2

Soil Fertility Measurements

Subsistence

Monocropped and Market Subsistence Land 

Measure Production Production Production Fallow

% of base 96.08 96.92 96.33 96.82
saturation

Cation  39.80 44.20 39.40 46.90
exchange
capacity

Carbon- 19.23 19.09 20.00 17.94
nitrogen
ratio

Exchangeable 32.20 33.20 30.00 36.80
calcium

Exchangeable 1.30 1.88 1.80 2.01
potassium

Exchangeable 4.50 6.00 5.70 5.90
magnesium

Exchangeable 1.07 1.16 1.17 1.16
sodium

Olsen 29.00 24.30 17.70 11.10
phosphorus

Organic 5.00 4.70 5.10 5.70
carbon

pH 6.08 6.38 6.40 6.36

Total nitrogen 0.26 0.25 0.28 0.31

Water-stable 48.90 46.00 55.70 62.00
aggregates



gan means of production, ownership and control over land, and the integration

of foreign cultivars and ideologies are all related to changes in soil fertility. The

immediate precipitating factor in the degradation of soil fertility and botanical

diversity can be located with equal facility in population change, changes in

market-based demands, or tractor tillage. Indeed, no simple precipitating factor

seems singularly persuasive. The historical political ecology approach of this

study reveals that these processes of agricultural change, while accelerated since

the 1960s, began in 1865 and have involved a host of interceding and interrelated

variables. 

Tongan commoner households strategically intensify their economic activ-

ities in and out of agriculture to adjust to changing political-economic contexts.

Their ability to act on economic alternatives originated with the granting of

inalienable rights to land. There has been increased individuation of productive

ownership since the constitution of 1865; and more recent migrations of rela-

tives to the United States, New Zealand, and Australia has allowed for a freer flow

of pa|langi ideas. The past decade in Tonga has been characterized by demands

for government democratization and commoners’ expression of new views

about the rank and status of their nobles. Indeed, the process of labor migration

has altered the relative statuses of Tongan actors so that genealogical rank no

longer automatically grants respect and economic prestige. 

Evidence of emergent transformations in the balance of power in produc-

tive and social relations in Tonga can be illuminated by ethnographic events that

are not merely anecdotal but deeply disclosing and significant. The birthday

feast, for example, demonstrated transformations in the political and economic

relations among actors on the Tongan stage. Understanding transformations in

the environment requires greater understanding of the social relations of the

actors who are responsible for those environmental transformations. The mainte-

nance of ritual structures has political relevance; these structures index relations

of production and mark emergent changes in socially structured, productive rela-

tions of power. The ritual event is significant in both its historical antecedence

and as a contemporary context for negotiation of the social transformations of a

globalized Tongan polity. Part and parcel of the context in which this symbolic

action occurred are changing agricultural management practices, changing com-

moner access to wealth, and transformations of the environment. The birthday

celebration reflects a changing political-ecology economy, as do changing botan-

ical features and lowered soil fertility. Contemporary political ecology is well

served by both quantitative and qualitative data and by the various methodolo-

gies required to obtain these forms of information to explain and contextualize

the complexities of human-environment relations.

NOTES

1. Farinaceous refers to starchy root and tree crops that characterize Pacific and some of
Central and South American agroforestry. These crops include true yams from the
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genus Dioscorea, sweet potatoes (Ipomoea batatas), taro (Colocasia esculenta), and
breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis). 

2. Patrick Kirch, David Steadman, and Michael Spriggs have conducted archaeological
research in the Pacific. Historical references include Martin (1981 [1817]), Campbell
(1992), Wood (1978 [1932]), and Latukefu (1974). Documentation of Pacific agro-
forestry has been done by Clark (1994), Clark and Thaman (1993), Thaman (1994), and
Stevens (1996, 1999). Political-economic analyses have been most notably provided by
Connell and Lea (2002). The ethnographic literature on Tonga and the South Pacific is
extensive. 

3. Research on agroforestry in Tonga was funded by the Wenner-Gren Foundation for
Anthropological Research (grant number 5391). Some portions of this chapter were
included in a paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Ethnological
Society in 2001. I want to thank Susan Paulson, Lisa L. Gezon, Lynn Stevens, and Mark
Peterson for reviewing early drafts of the chapter.

4. The Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research funded research on
demographic change in Tonga (grant number 6503). 

5. See Evans (2001) for a persuasive and nuanced discussion of the contemporary social
organization of Tongan village commoners.

6. The most important market crop in Tonga has been squash produced for the Japanese
market. With its three-month growing season, squash gives smallholders a rapid
return on their investment of labor and external inputs. Sugar beets were introduced
in 1991 and have not yet gained wide popularity. Tonga produces high-quality vanilla.
Vanilla production is labor-intensive but requires little external inputs and does not
seem to have a negative effect on soil fertility.

7. pH: testing the relative acidity or alkalinity of the soils. A pH between 6.5 (slightly acid)
to 5.3 (moderately acid) is considered optimal.

Total nitrogen: a major nutrient in soils that indicates, with organic carbon, the
amount of organic matter in the soil. Ideal levels of total nitrogen for the tropical
soils in Tonga lie between 0.6 and 1.0; 0.3 to 0.6 is in the medium range for this
parameter.

Water-stable aggregates: a measure of the structural fertility of the soil. It decreases
with increased extensive tillage and indicates the soil’s susceptibility to leaching
of nutrients.

Organic carbon: a measure of the amount of organic matter in the soil. High levels
indicate high nutrient levels and the soil’s capacity to avoid leaching of nutrients.
Nutrients are released from the reserve of organic carbon.

Exchangeable calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium: measures of these
micronutrients in the soil demonstrate their availability to plants and show their
relative availability in soluble form as anions or cations. High ratings would be
10–20 for calcium, 3–7 for magnesium, 0.8–1.2 for potassium, and 0.7–2.0 for
sodium.

Olsen phosphorous: measures the amount of available phosphorous in the soil for rea-
sons similar to the exchange capacities just described. A range of 30–50 is high.

Cation exchange capacity: nutrients in soil must be in a form readily absorbed by plant
roots; that is, calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium must be in simple sol-
uble forms, not locked up in complex chemical structures where they cannot be
absorbed. A high cation exchange capacity along with high organic matter indi-
cates a high level of available nutrients in the soil. Optimal ranges are 25–40. The
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measure tells about the relative replaceability of cation (positively charged ions)
on the surface of clay or humus particles, those easily available to plants, and
measures the state of soil leaching.

Percentage of base saturation: expressed as a percentage of cation exchange capacity. It
measures the extent to which the surface of soil particles is occupied by exchange-
able basic cations. A range of 60–80 percent is high; a moderate range is 40–60 per-
cent.

Carbon-nitrogen ratio: an indicator of the state of decomposition of organic matter in
the soil. A carbon-nitrogen ratio greater than 15 indicates high amounts of raw or
poorly decomposed organic matter in the soil.

8. See Netting’s (1968) classic Hill Farmers of Nigeria for an ethnographic account and
Altieri (1995) and Gleissman (1998) for agro-ecological accounts of the significance of
soil organic matter in regenerative and stable agriculture.
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Gendered Practices and Landscapes
in the Andes

The Shape of Asymmetrical Exchanges

SUSAN PAULSON

The Andean region is characterized by extraordinary geographic and ecological

diversity and a great complexity of cultural practices and patterns. Across the

Andes, rural families manage dissimilar and often distant geographic and eco-

logical spaces; numerous species and varieties of plants and animals; multiple

economic systems and relations; and a wide gamut of knowledge, techniques,

and organizational strategies. Relations among these elements have been orches-

trated through politics of resource allocation and management in which social

differentiation and interdependence—expressed in gender, generational, ethnic,

and spatial terms—are key factors. Andean forms of social organization (notably,

ethnic-based polities called ayllus) have been widely interpreted as sophisti-

cated technologies for environmental management (Alberti and Mayer 1974,

Izko 1992, Healy 2001, Masuda et al. 1985, Molina Rivero 1987; Murra 1956). Anthro-

pologists have also analyzed gender meaning and practice and the symbolic 

gendering of Andean space (Arnold and Yapita 1996, Harris 1980, Isbell 1997, Rös-

ing 1997, Sikkink 1997). In this chapter, I draw on both traditions to explore the

processes through which gendered environmental practices shape and give

meaning to landscapes and the processes through which changes in biophysical

environments influence gender identities and relations.1

This chapter describes practices and relations of farming, herding, and

cooking in one region of the central Andes that produce and reproduce people

and places in culture-specific ways. It also explores how these practices and land-

scapes have been changing in relation to regional and global processes of agri-

cultural modernization. The case study begins with the startling erosion and

degradation of mid-watershed slopes registered in the 1980s and 1990s in Bolivia

and the reduced productivity and social value described by many of the women

who manage these slopes for grazing livestock, collecting fuelwood, and other

purposes. Although both problems have been documented in many parts of the



developing world, this study explores new conceptual and methodological

approaches to understanding links between them. First, it uses participatory

research methods that facilitate the examination of social and ecological dimen-

sions of local productive practices. Second, it establishes a multiscale frame of

reference to consider relations among rural farms and farmers, near and distant

landscapes, urban produce and labor markets, and national-international inter-

ests and processes. Finally, an analytic focus on gender and socioeconomic dif-

ferences, together with the asymmetrical exchanges that shape and express

those differences, helps to identify power dynamics in these diverse sites and

processes. Gender is understood here as a social and cultural system that organ-

izes and gives meaning to our bodies, practices, relationships, and the world

around us with symbolic reference to sex and sexuality. Like systems of produc-

tion and kinship with which they interact, gender systems function in all human

societies, and their manifestations vary widely across time and space.

In the tradition of Piers Blaikie’s (1985) early assessment of land degrada-

tion, this study does not interpret increasing erosion and reduced productivity

as local problems to be addressed through technical solutions. Instead, it scales

up to consider wider relations of power and difference that facilitate the flow of

energy away from mountain communities—specifically, away from spaces and

resources used mainly by women. Drawing on Alf Hornborg’s (2001, 1) definition

of power as “a social relation built on an asymmetrical distribution of resources

and risks,” the analysis developed here locates power and politics in the material

and meaningful relations of difference surrounding the distribution and ex-

change of resources as well as in the national and international policies and ide-

ologies that influence the productive processes and markets through which such

exchanges take place.

This study is part of an ongoing effort to better understand relationships

between two disturbing phenomena manifest in many parts of Latin America:

environmental degradation and social inequality (Painter and Durham 1995,

Paulson 1998). Both phenomena have been consistently identified as causes or

results of impoverishment, deforestation, loss of soil fertility, migration, poor

health and nutrition, breakdown of families and communities, and other prob-

lems. Yet they are often treated separately in research and action that focus on

either ecological or social issues. This chapter uses political ecology concepts

and analyses to consider how environmental degradation and social inequality

interact to produce these symptoms. (See also studies collected by Guha and

Martínez-Alier 1997, Peet and Watts 1996, and Rocheleau et al. 1996.)

A Study of Gendered Practices and Landscapes

Highland Carrasco is an arid mountainous region in Cochabamba, Bolivia, with

an average altitude of 2,800 meters and annual rainfall of 60 centimeters. The
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area has suffered increasingly severe erosion over the past two decades, creating

deep gullies, contributing to flash floods, and reducing the viability of present

farming strategies (Calvert and Alandia 1993, Paulson and Schultz 1995). The rel-

atively low biodiversity of this high, dry region, together with its long history of

human presence and people’s visible impact on the landscape, make it ineligi-

ble for the wilderness-style conservation models currently applied in parts of the

Bolivian lowlands (see fig. 10.1).

Instead, a number of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) working in

the region developed programs to study and address ecological degradation by

collaborating with local farmers. I reviewed field records of several organizations

to gather information on crops and animals raised in the communities, diseases

and other problems that affected them, biodiversity and biomass in grazing

areas, and measures of soil depth and analyses of soil constitution.2 One organi-

zation collaborated with farmers to document soil erosion by planting metered

stakes deeply in the ground at different locations and marking the soil levels at

regular intervals. Another fenced off sectors of hillside to measure regeneration

of biomass and plant diversity in relation to areas used for pasture and collection.

All of these organizations supported local responses to environmental problems

via land-management techniques designed to reduce erosion (such as contour

plowing and soil retention walls); the use of improved stoves, bio-energy con-

verters, and other technologies to reduce fuelwood consumption; and the plant-

ing of trees. Parallel to these conservation efforts, the projects addressed “social
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problems” that had been identified, including poverty and migration, through

development interventions designed to increase residents’ income, such as the

agricultural improvement project described later in this chapter.

The ongoing struggles of conservation and development efforts to mitigate

the ecological and social problems identified in the region suggest that we need

new ways to look at how ecosystems and social systems interact. Analytic frames

that encompass multiple aspects of systems stretching across dissimilar and non-

contiguous places, such as those developed by political ecologist Karl Zimmerer

(1999, 2000), are useful in Carrasco Province, which extends over an arid high-

land region, a tropical lowland region, and the steep lush cascades in between

(see fig. 10.2). Many residents of highland Carrasco, especially men, travel regu-

larly to the tropical lowland region where they tend farms or work as laborers,

often in the production and processing of coca and cocaine. Although ancient

foot trails link highland and lowland Carrasco, the shortest vehicle road between

them takes travelers a hundred miles east to Cochabamba City, then another

hundred miles northwest to Chimoré. Other residents, mostly young men, travel

to eastern Bolivia or Argentina to seek work in commercial agriculture or con-

struction. Trucks and buses that make the day-long journey from highland Car-

rasco to Cochabamba City or Santa Cruz carry out migrant workers (mostly men)

and marketers (mostly women) with their produce and then transport back to

the rural mountain communities manufactured goods and agricultural inputs,

along with (new) ideas and values. What goes on in these distant places, and the

movements and exchanges among them, influences the people and landscapes

of highland Carrasco.

Methodologies for Studying Gendered Practices and Landscapes

Tools for studying resource management with attention to gender were developed

and disseminated in the 1990s, provoking much new research as well as ongoing

methodological and conceptual revisions (Balarezu 1994, CARE Perú 1994, Feld-

stein and Poats 1989, GENESYS 1994). In 1994 and 1995, I worked with a number of

Bolivian researchers, including Teresa Blanco, Javier Fuentes, Rosario León, and

Rosario Valenzuela, to apply some of these tools in highland Carrasco.3 Our efforts

to implement the new methodologies generated a considerable amount of infor-

mation and also led to numerous confusions and debates, well worth considering

for the extent to which they illuminated political dimensions of environmental

practice and research.

After spending time observing and participating in farm labor, we organized

focus groups to catalog men’s and women’s activities on daily hour sheets and

annual calendars. While early research on gender and labor had established lists

of men’s-versus-women’s activities, adding temporal dimensions to these exercises

complicated such schemata. It turns out that at vital moments in the agricultural
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cycle, such as planting and harvesting seasons, women spend a great deal of time

and energy on what is often considered the male domain of commercial crops. At

different times of the year, when animals are sheared, treated for parasites, or

butchered, men spend significant time and energy with animals, which are often

considered a female domain. Calendars show that while men’s migrational pat-

terns complemented the agricultural cycle to some degree, outside demand for

seasonal labor (notably during commercial rice and sugarcane harvests in

Bolivia’s eastern lowlands) competed with on-farm demands in ways that some-

times overburdened those left at home—mainly women, children, and older

people. Uneven access to financial resources shaped women’s experience during

these periods of male migration: some women characterized these times as long
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hours of heavy labor, while for others the hours were spent supervising and

cooking for hired male laborers.

The next steps of our research—participatory mapping and transect walks—

were designed to develop spatial and ecological dimensions of the activity cal-

endars by allowing us to observe, and ask about, where diverse activities took

place, what resources they involved, and how various actors accessed and con-

trolled those places and resources. We asked groups of men and women to draw

maps illustrating the plants, animals, water, and other resources that they use

during the year. While each group portrayed a unique set of resources and spaces,

including distant locations, the maps drawn by women shared certain perspec-

tives vis-à-vis men’s maps. While men prioritized cultivars, for example, women

drew and named more wild plants. In a series of day-long transect walks, a local

man or woman led one or more researchers on a narrated hike that started from

a high point of interest (such as the intake of an irrigation system or a high pas-

ture) and continued to a point below the community (perhaps a choice fishing

spot or a neighboring hamlet).

Narratives generated during these walks touched on men’s ability to culti-

vate food plants and women’s contribution to the fertility of animals and soil

through livestock management. A widower described his difficulties in securing

the manure necessary for maintaining agricultural soils; he depended on bags of

manure from a married daughter. The way in which these roles relate to gen-

dered landscapes was expressed by an elderly Carrasco man: “I’m at my field all

day. Here, nowhere else. This is my place, where I feel good. The house, that’s for

women. I even eat my lunch here, and take my siesta right here, under the tree.”

A woman in the same community sighed that her teenage son had complained

about pasturing the sheep; he felt that only women and children, not men,

should be in the hills with the herds.

During mapping and transect exercises, we asked questions about relation-

ships between individuals and their resources. While the terms of tenure and

ownership reflected in our questions elicited valuable discussion, their limita-

tions were made evident by responses such as that of a woman who remarked,

“What do you mean, do I own or use these sheep? My duty is to make sure that

the herd is healthy and reproduces.” Our applications also revealed that research

tools were limited by the static assumption that gender identities exist as two

discrete categories: men and women. When Carrasco residents were asked to

describe women’s resources and responsibilities, several asked, “What woman?

A young woman [sipas]? Or a mature woman with family [warmi]?” Others differ-

entiated the rights and responsibilities of widows from those of married women,

suggesting that the essentialist category woman does not coincide with the mul-

tiple gender identities and resource-management roles at play in the community.

Thus, we became aware of how women’s sexual status, and the politics involved

therein, is fundamental to the organization of resource management. While our
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field research was guided by tools based on the admittedly problematic assump-

tion of two static gender categories, the analysis strives to take into account

some of the variables, such as socioeconomic status and age, that intersect with

gender and to recognize that historical changes give rise to contradictions

between the symbolic organization of gender systems and everyday practice.

Organization of Labor and Space

When asked whether certain tasks were carried out by men or women, many com-

munity members insisted that “everyone is involved with everything.” Our

research team came to understand the gendered organization of labor as a series of

nested complementarities in which certain tasks or responsibilities are consid-

ered feminine or masculine, while subactivities below each rubric involve differ-

entiated collaboration between men and women. Indeed, everyone was involved

but not in an undifferentiated way.

In the communities studied, agriculture is generally considered to be a male

domain and is, in practice, the principal focus of most men’s labor when they are

not migrating. Women, for their part, are more closely associated, both practi-

cally and symbolically, with the care of livestock (medium-sized herds of sheep

and goats, a few cows) and collecting fuelwood, forage, fruits, and herbs. At the

same time, each of these sectors encompasses multiple levels of participation.

Within the agricultural sector, for example, men in the region take greater

responsibility for main crops (primarily wheat, potatoes, and some corn), which

are cultivated in the larger, flatter fields, whereas women have greater responsi-

bility for and participation in secondary crops (broad beans, peas, quinoa, ama-

ranth, squash, and others), which are planted in scattered hillside patches and

garden plots or intercropped with corn or around wheat. A larger portion of the

main crop is destined for sale, whereas secondary crops, which women adminis-

ter according to culinary and ritual customs, are mostly consumed or traded.

Both spatial and social organization of crops can vary significantly across regions;

in higher altitudes, for example, quinoa or tarwi are often cultivated in larger

fields by men. In spite of variations in specific practices, anthropologists work-

ing throughout the Andes have noted gendered practice and meaning in crop-

ping patterns (Rösing 1997, Weismantel 1988).

Within the main crops, there are internal differences. For commercial pro-

duction, led by men, most families use improved seed that provides higher yields

and depends heavily on modern training, technology, and inputs that men often

obtain from agricultural extension programs. Women tend to play larger roles in

the cultivation of local varieties of wheat and potatoes, which are variously resist-

ant to droughts, floods, frost, and plagues. Even within each crop and each field,

gendered actors apply different knowledge, skills, and strategies. Family mem-

bers work side by side in some activities and take different roles in others. With
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wheat, for example, men tend to prepare the earth and sow the seed, while

women and children do much of the weeding. With potatoes, men plow the field

with oxen, while women plant the potatoes in the soil.

In sum, different activities, spaces, and knowledges are nominally feminine

or masculine, while in practice men and women collaborate at specific points

within these domains. This practical organization is meaningful as well. Women’s

selection, storage, and planting of seed potatoes, for example, are symbolically

charged through their identification with Pachamama, the female force behind

soil fertility, who is said to “nourish the potatoes at her breast.”

Geographies of Interdependence

The next analytic step is to move beyond lists of men’s and women’s activities to

explore relations between different activities and spaces—relations that are

practical and meaningful in economic, ritual, cosmological, erotic, and ecological

terms. Attention to these relationships helps us to see how ecological dynamics

among diverse flora, fauna, and spaces are mediated by gendered social relations.

In the Andes, the interdependence of agriculture and livestock is widely rec-

ognized as a basic land-management strategy, and universities and institutions

locate farm research and extension in the integral field of ciencias agropecuar-

ias (agro-husbandry sciences). Yet in contrast to agriculture and livestock rais-

ing, remarkably little research or technical support has focused on the management

of hillsides and other noncultivated areas. Besides agricultural parcels and pasture

lands, the Carrasco landscape is characterized by networks of paths and canals

lined with grasses, shrubs, and trees; corridors of trees and bushes; fallow fields

and irregular, rocky, or inclined slopes covered with greenery; and forested ravines

in steeper parts of the watershed. Men and women residents explained that

these areas serve as physical barriers against wind and water erosion; shade for

humans, animals, and crops; biological barriers against crop-specific pests and

diseases; and nesting places for birds and animals. They also produce forage,

fuelwood, green fertilizer, fruits, roots, and medicinal and culinary herbs. Land-

management research and extension projects have often neglected these uses

because they do not have market value (and thus are not labeled productive)

and because women and children (not men) invest large amounts of time and

energy in them. Over time, the tendency of scientific and policy initiatives to pri-

oritize commercial products and men’s productive activities has contributed to

uneven development of mountain landscapes.

Gender organization and meaning influence local topographies in countless

other ways. In many families, when a man plants a parcel of wheat on a slope, his

wife or daughters plant around it a living fence of tarwi, amaranth, or other

robust native plants that protect against erosion and repel pests. Adolescent girls

often plant and tend beans between the rows of corn, referring to them as “my
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beans.” Men and women affect the landscape through different purposes and

practices of germplasm management. In this region it has been mostly men who

obtain improved seed through agricultural extension institutions, while in situ

selection and intercommunity exchange are carried out by men and women who

manage different species and varieties of seed and select for different character-

istics within varieties (Watson and Almanza 1994). Women describe seed selec-

tion as a strategy to assure family nourishment within changing ecological and

socioeconomic contexts. Women and men also affect semi-domesticated and

wild grasses, shrubs, and trees by fostering, discouraging, or otherwise affecting

their growth through collection, pasturing, and other practices.

If we look at the landscape in nutritional terms, we see large fields of main

crops (significant providers of carbohydrates, calories, and energy) and many

smaller swatches of diverse crops that contribute specific proteins, vitamins,

and minerals. These species and proportions are reflected in the daily soups

cooked and eaten in the communities and in the seasonal foods that mark the

annual calendar: bread from a certain wheat baked for All Saints Day, fresh corn

soup at Christmas, cabbage and lamb at Carnival (Paulson 2003). Culinary prac-

tices and preferences not only reflect but also influence the spatial organization

of the landscape as gender-specific knowledge and technique in relation to seed

selection, food production, menu planning, and meal preparation play a signifi-

cant role in environmental change or sustainability (Weismantel 1988).

In sum, gender influences the organization of diverse sectors, spaces, species,

knowledge, and responsibilities: it saturates the landscape. At the same time, it is

increasingly apparent that neither social relations nor ecological conditions nec-

essarily tend toward equilibrium and that neither exists in isolation from forces

outside community territory (Zimmerer 2000, Zoomers 1998). So in addition to

exploring the multiple relations among roles, practices, and resources within

these mountain farming communities, we also need to explore their dynamic

evolution in larger spatial and historical contexts.

A National and Global Push toward Agricultural Modernization

A central question for political ecology is how the social and ecological character-

istics of local communities are connected to, and influenced by, forces and events

that extend beyond them. Relations between Andean men and women and their

resources have changed throughout history in response to many kinds of factors,

proximate and distant. Irene Silverblatt (1987) argues that during the fifteenth

century, specific political and religious hierarchies that developed with the

expansion of the Inca Empire contributed to a significant growth of male control

over human and environmental resources. In the following century, the European

conquest provoked dramatic shifts in gender order and resource use. In response
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to Europe’s insatiable desire for silver, Spanish viceroy Francisco de Toledo (who

governed from 1569 to 1581), mounted a massive program of rotating obligatory

mining labor (mita) that was designed to draft one-seventh of all adult males in

indigenous communities and managed to secure some 12,600 draftees (mitayos)

annually (Larson 1988, 60). Each year, countless women took over the responsi-

bilities of absent men in their home communities, while thousands of women

left their animals and children in the care of others and accompanied men to

mining cities to earn what was necessary to feed and clothe them both (Zulawski

1990).

By the time of independence (1825), much of highland Bolivia was organized

into a feudal-like mode of production in which elite families (called hacendados)

owned large tracts of land, while indigenous farmers (colonos) paid tribute in

exchange for access to small bits of land and water. Although arrangements varied

by region and through time, the greatest part of the tribute was usually extended

via male labor on hacienda fields and through shares of harvest from colono

crops. In these contexts, colono women often sought and managed a variety of

peripheral resources, which they used to provide food and clothing for their fam-

ilies (Larson 1988).

Bolivia’s 1953 agrarian reform led to the redistribution of much of the land-

based resources formerly controlled by hacendado families in Cochabamba. In

the following decades, the Bolivian government (motivated by political goals that

included a drive for national food self-sufficiency), in collaboration with inter-

national funding agencies (motivated by political goals that included a push for

economic growth that would facilitate debt payment), promoted a series of mod-

ernization policies and programs directed toward intensifying small farm pro-

duction and increasing the quantity of Bolivian produce sold in national markets.

These programs generally promoted land privatization, expansion of area culti-

vated with commercial crops, and increased yields per unit of land (Urioste 1987,

11); and all extended services directly to male farmers. For decades, little or no

effort was invested in studying, supporting, or improving systems for managing

grazing lands, wooded ravines, fallow cycles, and other practices that interact

and overlap with individual management of commercial agricultural plots. And

most agricultural and land-management projects did not take women and their

activities and resources into account until the 1990s. Thus, for the past few gen-

erations, the decisions and actions of farmers and institutions in Carrasco have

been situated in a field of national and international actions and programs that

have promoted modernizing political visions and have reconfigured gender rela-

tions by allocating modern knowledge and power directly to men. Resulting

changes have contributed to new opportunities and new roles, as well as new

kinds of exploitation, for farmers in rural Cochabamba (Lagos 1994).
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An Agricultural Modernization Project in Carrasco

Specific processes of agricultural modernization have been widely analyzed, criti-

cized, and debated in terms of ecological impacts, on the one hand, and gender

impacts, on the other (Carney and Watts 1990; Finan 1997, 82; Kabeer 1994; León de

Leal and Deere 1980; Mackenzie 1998; Murray 1994). The following example

explores connections between some social and environmental impacts of agricul-

tural modernization.

Through the 1980s, and until its program was changed significantly in the

mid–1990s, an internationally funded NGO implemented a relatively typical

agricultural modernization project whose major activities included technical

training and institutional support to farmer syndicates and wheat producer asso-

ciations (whose members were virtually all male) for the production of improved

wheat that could be certified as high-quality seed; provision on credit of wheat

seed and chemical inputs (to those men who had sufficient land and were willing

and able to take the risk); and sale on credit of tractors and threshing machines

(to a few men who had land titles to use for collateral). The stated general goal of

the program was to improve the quality of life of local farm families.

Technically, the project was a tremendous success and squarely fulfilled its

operational goals of increasing the area of land cultivated in improved wheat,

yield per hectare, net output of certified wheat seed, and cash income of partic-

ipants. But how did these achievements affect the quality of life of local families?

If quality of life is measured by net income, the condition of some families cer-

tainly improved. If we define quality of life to include ecological and cultural

well-being, however, or a degree of sovereignty over one’s labor and resources,

answers to the question lie beyond the NGO project indicators.

In light of our previous characterization of labor organization, it is clear that

this project, like many others carried out in the region, was directed to selected

sectors, spaces, and social groups. Agricultural production was strengthened, but

not silviculture or livestock management; commercial production was improved,

but not production for family consumption or exchange; monoculture of im-

proved varieties was expanded, but not the cultivation of diverse local species

and varieties. Individual production on private plots was supported, while coop-

erative management of communal spaces was ignored. Men’s activities and

efforts were strengthened, but not women’s. In sum, commercial production was

expanded in ways that would compromise certain aspects of the social and envi-

ronmental context.

In terms of the spatial organization of the landscape, this project (and, more

importantly, the regional historical process of which it is but a minor part) moti-

vated and facilitated expansion of the agricultural frontier, impelling farmers to

open larger fields on increasingly steep slopes, which displaced and degraded

the communal spaces that women and poorer families had been using for mul-

tiple purposes. Consequent overgrazing and intensified fuelwood collection in
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reduced green areas has contributed to deforestation and erosion, leading some

observers to conclude that women and land-poor peasants are the main perpe-

trators of ecological destruction (see discussion in Zimmerer 1993b).

As green areas are degraded and eroded with the expansion of commercial

agriculture, women have to take their herds longer distances to find forage,

which takes a toll on the health and vitality of both women and livestock.

Increasingly, families are forced to sell livestock or arrange for it to be pastured

in other communities. Reduced access to manure limits women’s capacity to

reproduce the fertility of the soil, while reduced access to milk and meat hamper

their efforts to sustain family labor through nourishing food. For many families,

reallocation of land, labor, and water to commercial fields has coincided with

reduced quantity and variety of complementary crops, contributing to increased

dependence on purchased foodstuffs and consequent changes in menus and

recipes. Even within main crops, diversity has been reduced in the region.

Women explained that they used to plant multiple varieties of wheat to guaran-

tee a minimal family diet in the face of climate risks; fulfill specific nutritional,

cooking, and storage characteristics; and serve as key ingredients in traditional

meals prepared throughout the ritual cycle. Since improved wheat that suffers

wind-induced cross-pollination cannot be certified, farmers were advised to cur-

tail their traditional cultivation of diverse varieties. Finally, although the trac-

tors and threshing machines provided by the program easily reduced aspects of

men’s labor in commercial wheat fields, women’s and children’s tasks (notably

weeding) were increased by the greater area and density of improved wheat and

stringent certification standards.

As women lose access to key resources, and as the resources that they do

control become degraded, their work becomes less efficient and productive; and

many respond to this loss by increasing the time and energy invested in their

work. Even so, some of the women interviewed expressed concern that they were

failing to provide good food for their families and livestock and failing to assure

the health and fertility of soils, animals, and people. These changes in biophysi-

cal conditions and social practices affect gender meanings and values. One man

complained, “The cost of buying fertilizers and food for the family is constantly

increasing, and we men have to earn more and more money to buy these things

that everyone used to make at home.” Women testified: “My husband hits me

because I don’t cook well, like they used to.” “My mother-in-law criticizes me

because I don’t make my herd multiply like she did.” “My child got sick because I

was off herding on a distant mountainside.”

Seeking Equality or Equilibrium?

The institutional trajectory took an interesting turn in the early 1990s, when 

representatives of the major funding agency, OXFAM Netherlands, evaluated the
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project using indicators disaggregated by sex to discover that virtually all partic-

ipants and direct beneficiaries were men and that men accrued disproportion-

ate social value from training and support provided by the project. The gender

evaluation was carried out by social scientists and not linked to an environmen-

tal impact study.

Consequent demand for a gender focus evoked an initial response typical of

the times: incorporate women into productive activities. The NGO helped form

an association of women wheat producers, began to distribute improved seed

and chemical input packets to women, and provided technical training to female

members. This resolutely liberal response exemplifies a widespread reformist

approach aimed at ensuring the integration of women into development. Kay

Warren and Susan Bourque (1991) describe the theory behind this kind of effort:

“To the extent that feminists and development critics defined access [to tech-

nology and resources] as the crucial issue, the logical solution was to equalize it”

(28).

In the Carrasco case, women in wealthier families, in which both husband

and wife gained access to improved seed packages, did enjoy benefits of their

integration into development. They valued the opportunity to participate in a

formal organization and converse with extension workers. The sale of certified

seed provided income that allowed them to buy more foodstuffs and farm inputs

and to hire other women to assist them. Thus, certain better-off women were lib-

erated from increasingly burdensome “female chores” and could pursue other

activities allowing them to obtain greater status and income. In the words of one

woman participant, “with the proceeds from the wheat, I’ve begun selling chicha

(corn beer); now I have cash all the time and can do what I want to.”

While improved conditions enjoyed by the new women producers looked

good on gender evaluations, they were tied to increasingly inequitable distribu-

tion of natural, financial, and technical resources within the community. The

access of certain families to a double quota of seed, credit, and technical support

allowed those families to consolidate private control over greater extensions of

cultivated land. This affected poorer families, who had earned a livelihood by

pasturing other people’s livestock, gathering and selling fuelwood, and doing

other activities that depend on watershed resources outside of private agricul-

tural plots. Thus, the expansion and intensification of private agricultural plots

at the expense of communally managed areas and resources affects land-poor

families in a disproportionate way, often pushing them to further degrade the

surrounding resources. A single mother of five explained, “It’s not worthwhile to

work on the hillsides anymore. There is no fuelwood left, not even grass for the

little animals. Now mostly I wash clothes; there are three or four women who pay

me by the dozen to wash. And I had to send my daughter, the second one, to

Cochabamba City to work as a maid.”

Voices such as hers suggest that the difficult situation of rural women is
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inextricably tied to the degradation of the hillsides that they manage. Starting in

the mid–1990s, the NGO in question began to respond to these local voices and

visions with programs for improving small livestock management, conserving

soils and pastures, and harvesting runoff waters. The NGO also advanced a cam-

paign to raise gender consciousness within the institution (Zambrana and Wade

1997).

Scaling Up: Wider Webs of Interdependency and Power

The asymmetrical exchanges that develop in relations among diverse humans,

natural resources, and geographic spaces have long been of central concern in

Marxist theory and have been explored on a global scale by dependency and

world system theorists (Frank 1967, Wallerstein 1984). Hornborg (2001, 35–48)

endeavors to generate a more comprehensive theoretical framework by bringing

these social science notions of value and exchange together with thermodynamic

analyses of energy to analyze the kinds of social-environmental issues and situa-

tions discussed in this book. Without pretending to breach gaps of understand-

ing between current notions of economic value and biophysical energy, I find that

the move to consider both types of phenomena within one frame of analysis

allows me to explore new models for understanding the dynamics of diverse and

interconnected exchange relations.

In Carrasco watersheds, energy from organic matter, forage, moisture, and

soil on slopes, combined with women’s collecting and herd-management efforts,

subsidizes the productivity of agricultural plots located on flatter stretches. With

the expansion of commercial agriculture and increasing seasonal migration, less

time and energy are being invested in practices that work to maintain the vitality,

biomass, and biodiversity of the slopes. An increasing asymmetry between efforts

invested in production versus those invested in the regeneration of conditions of

production has been documented in other communities in the Cochabamba

Department (see Cortes 2001). Karl Zimmerer (1993a), for example, “demon-

strates that soil erosion in the Bolivian Andes worsened during recent decades

(1953–91) due to changes in production as peasants shifted labor from conser-

vation techniques to nonfarm employment” (1659).4

In regional markets, agricultural products obtain market values too low to

maintain the social and ecological resources necessary to continue producing

them, let alone fuel the development and socialization of new generations of

farmers (Lagos 1994, Urioste 1987). When men migrate to sell their labor, their

work is similarly valued with wages too low to reproduce new workers. Those left

at home scramble to make up the deficit, often overexploiting their ecological

resources and their own labor in the process.

In Bolivia, this constant drain of human, economic, and ecological energy

has contributed to degradation and abandonment of farming regions and an
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exodus from highland communities, resulting in the rampant growth of tropical

colonies and new urban satellites, many of whose inhabitants are refugees from

failed farms (Dandler 1987, Ledo 2002). While remarkably low prices of domestic

food crops in Bolivian markets drain small farms and farmers, they also help

allow employers to maintain shockingly low wages. Displaced farmers join the

masses who exchange their labor for these low wages, contributing to competi-

tive production and export in areas of agrobusiness, commercial forestry, and

mining, as well as coca and cocaine, to the benefit of international investors,

businesses and consumers. In the 1990s, conditions of wage labor were so unfa-

vorable in Bolivia that dozens of men from the Carrasco highlands traveled to

Argentina to find work. Today, after the traumatic crash of the Argentine econ-

omy, many are returning home empty-handed, some on foot.5

In this chain of asymmetrical exchanges, we can identify a net flow of energy

and economic value away from women, sheep, and mountainsides toward urban

centers and, ultimately, international poles of wealth. Numerous analysts have

brought attention to the fact that rural hinterlands and indigenous women suffer

the most immediate symptoms of degradation in processes of global develop-

ment (Kabeer 1994, Braidotti et al. 1994). Among others, Maria Mies and Vandana

Shiva (1993, 50) argue that both nature and women have been colonized and

exploited for the short-term profit motives of affluent societies and classes and

that the discursive marginalization of their energy as an externality has enabled

dominant groups to continue expanding economic production.

Yet if women and nature are the losers of global economic development, our

case certainly does not suggest that men and culture are winners. Men farmers

in Carrasco, even ones with successful participation in the kind of moderniza-

tion project profiled here, are also exploited by the low market value of their pro-

duce and labor in a system of multiple inequalities. Moreover, the very success

of their development initiatives makes them vulnerable to increased dependency

on volatile markets, reduced nutritional security, environmental degradation,

weakening of community solidarity, and new kinds of family tensions.

Political and economic decisions that favor the development of certain nat-

ural resources and certain social groups can dangerously overexploit and under-

mine other aspects of the shared environment—often unwittingly, sometimes

consciously. Although some critics speak of rural women and hinterlands as

being marginalized or excluded from modernization processes, this case suggests

that they are very much involved in asymmetrical relations of development. Rural

women are vital actors in complex networks of inequitable exchanges built on

gender, space, and socioeconomic differences. Neither the construction of these

differences nor the exchanges that develop among differentiated groups are free

from influence of international political and economic interests. And these social

relations of exchange are deeply embedded in and expressed through the mate-
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rial resources and places in which people move and which they continually

shape and re-create.

Implications for Research, Development, and Conservation

This chapter explores multiple levels of action and analysis in a study of chang-

ing relationships between labor practices and environments in the Bolivian

Andes. In the context of recent historical processes promoting the expansion and

intensification of commercial agriculture, environmental spaces and resources

controlled and managed by men from wealthier families are taking on greater

prominence, while those managed primarily by women and poorer families are

reduced and degraded in greater proportion. Although social roles and ecologi-

cal systems vary through space and time, the general processes manifested in

this case resonate widely. In all known human groups, practices, knowledge, and

resources take on gender meanings and are organized by gender in ways that

influence the biophysical environment. In the process, differentiated actors

become associated with different resources and dimensions of the landscape in

ways that influence their identities, their social value, and their power. Through-

out the world, these associations and meanings are changing in response to

widely varied modernizing processes.

Another broad implication of this study is that local gender-social systems

and landscapes are influenced in both material and meaningful ways by forces

and processes that extend far beyond community territory. Some of the con-

cepts, values, and mechanisms of agricultural modernization illustrated in this

case were developed in North Atlantic countries and disseminated via global

markets, international development policies and programs, and other means.

Many have been widely questioned in the past two decades; and government

agencies and NGOs, including the NGO described here, have begun to experi-

ment with more integral, participatory, and ecologically balanced approaches

(Healy 2001). This chapter throws critical light on key assumptions and forces

that continue to influence processes of modernization and define their putative

goals: development and quality of life. Since the United Nations Statistical Com-

mission adopted the first system of national accounts in 1953, calculations of

economic production, consumption, income, investment, and savings have been

used to measure and compare the health and development of nations, while sim-

ilar indicators have been applied to measure the quality of life of development-

project beneficiaries. Ideas of sustainable development, introduced into global dis-

course via the 1987 Brundtland Report, have promoted greater equity for future

generations by calling for progress toward economic development that could be

sustained without depleting natural resources or harming the environment. In

the 1990s, the United Nations and others expanded the scope of development by
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including indicators of life expectancy, adult literacy, and school enrollment,

together with gross domestic product, in its human development index (UNDP

2001). Yet power, a factor that emerges so prominently in this case study, is still

remarkably absent from dominant measures of development and quality of life.

How can we redefine human and sustainable development to encompass ques-

tions of power over one’s body and one’s labor; power to control one’s resources

and territory; and the relative balance of power necessary to engage in equitable

and just exchanges of labor, produce, resources, and money?

One lesson learned from this study is that approaches to development and

conservation questions that recognize relations among social, ecological, and

political dimensions of the environment come up with analyses and responses

different from those of sector-specific approaches. This requires moving beyond

analytic frameworks and program strategies that treat phenomena such as hill-

side degradation, women’s marginalization, and men’s market exploitation as

separate problems. Programs throughout Latin America have responded to per-

ceived gender asymmetries with attempts to empower women by incorporating

them into productive economic projects that do little to address (and sometimes

exacerbate) the environmental degradation and resource loss that is often a criti-

cal factor in women’s disempowerment.6 In response to deforestation and erosion,

projects have attempted to protect hillsides through retention walls, terraces, fenced-

off areas for regeneration, and other approaches that do not address the social and

gender situations that led to the overuse and abuse of those hillsides in the first

place and sometimes increase demands on women’s labor or reduce their access

to resources. Benjamin S. Orlove and Stephen Brush (1996) argue that anthropo-

logical approaches have had important effects and have great potential for moving

conservation projects away from narrowly defined efforts to preserve single

species toward more integral programs involving local people and their knowl-

edges, biological resources, and policy concerns. The political ecology methods

and analyses demonstrated here might help to realize that potential.

Another lesson from this study is that responding to social-environmental

problems in the immediate place of degradation is often not sufficient; we must

look beyond proximate causes to discover links with multiple ecological zones,

markets, and social and political processes. This requires the use of broader spatial-

temporal lenses as well as collaboration among ideas, tools, and people from

multiple disciplines. In the case discussed here, that means considering demo-

graphic studies of migration practices; economic analyses of agricultural com-

modification, produce and labor markets; and agro-economic and legislative studies

of land reform in Bolivia. It also means looking at the generation and exchange

of social capital in the form of knowledge and information (Bebbington 1998).

Further work will require investigating the impact on these social and ecological

processes of significant changes in governance resulting from the implementa-

tion of Bolivia’s Law of Popular Participation, passed in 1994 with a mandate to
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enlarge the powers and autonomy of municipal governments and legitimize 

the participation of community members and groups in local government

(Medeiros 2001).

Finally, this case underscores the need to examine asymmetrical relation-

ships between regimes of knowledge and value in a world where the resources

for inventing natures and cultures are unevenly distributed (Escobar 1999). Even

in isolated Carrasco, highly political western ideas and methods circulate in the

powerful guise of objective reality and technical necessity. Dominant ideas of

agricultural modernization and indicators of development progress have isolated

commercial production and prioritized it over the rest of life. In the region stud-

ied, men have for decades been labeled producers and received public esteem

and technical and financial support in their work with cash crops. At the same

time, women have been associated with reproduction, a category conspicuously

absent from agricultural improvement and resource-management projects and

spuriously associated with the modern housewife. These ideas, values, and indi-

cators influence farmers’ decisions to invest in commercial agricultural fields to

maximize and sustain cash crops and to neglect steep hillsides, rocky uneven

areas, and pasturelands. So in addition to analyzing social, ecological, and politi-

cal dimensions of productive practice and exchange, we need to examine the

forms of knowledge and value that motivate and inform them.

NOTES

1. Research and analysis contributing to this chapter were supported by the United
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, Forests, Trees, and People Project; OXFAM
Netherlands; and Catholic Relief Services. I would like to thank the many Bolivian farm-
ers and researchers who engaged in conversations contributing to my understanding of
this case. Sincere thanks also go to the colleagues who invited me to present papers on
this study, and provided fruitful feedback, at the Latin American Studies Program, Cor-
nell University (2001); the Center for Tropical Research and Development, University
of Florida (2001); and the Environment and Development Advanced Research Circle,
University of Wisconsin (2002), where Karl S. Zimmerer was especially helpful. Some
aspects of this study were addressed in a chapter on multiple tenure arrangements
(Paulson 2001) and an article about agroforestry practices (Paulson 2000).

2. The organizations were Centro de Servicios a la Producción de Trigo, Centro Interna-
cional de la Papa, Instituto Boliviano de Tecnología Agropecuaria, and Programa de
Asistencia Agrobioenergética al Campesino.

3. During the decade that I lived and worked in the Department of Cochabamba, my
understanding of this part of Carrasco also developed through collaborative research
with Centro de Servicios a la Producción de Trigo, as member of an environmental
impact assessment team with the Cochabamba Regional Development Project, and
through an evaluation of gender and participation in an integrated agro-ecology proj-
ect called Programa de Asistencia Agrobioenergética al Campesino (Paulson and
Schultz 1995).

4. Similar processes have been documented in other Andean regions and in Peru were
insightfully analyzed by Collins (1988).
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5. Personal communication from Stuart Rockefeller, whose ethnographic research spans
communities in Potosí, Bolivia, as well as the Buenos Aires barrios where community
members live as migrant laborers.

6. According to Kabeer (1994), “The WID [Women in Development] neglect of the inter-
connections between production and reproduction in women’s lives is echoed, for
instance, in USAID [U.S. Agency for International Development] policy, which in 1979
officially defined WID projects as those which increased women’s participation, oppor-
tunity and income-earning capacities. Explicitly excluded from the WID definitions are
those projects in which women are recipients of goods (such as contraception or
health projects) or of food and services for themselves or their children” (30).
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Undermining Modernity

Protecting Landscapes and Meanings among the Mi’kmaq
of Nova Scotia

ALF HORNBORG

This chapter focuses on the involvement of Mi’kmaq Indians in preventing a

mountain on Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia, from being turned into a granite

quarry.1 The struggle illustrates how the cultural, existential, and political dimen-

sions of environmental engagement are enmeshed. I identify a fundamental polar-

ity between local and nonlocal interests, incentives, and perspectives, in which

the nonlocal tends to be represented by abstract discourse far removed from the

experiential realities of local meanings and life worlds. As local meanings are

threatened by development projects, social movements mobilized to protect them

tend paradoxically to be drawn into the abstract, discursive practices of their

opponents, generating ambiguities and rifts in the movements themselves. By

evoking the mountain’s sanctity and threats of violent resistance, however, the

Mi’kmaq activists managed to transform the terms of environmental negotiation

while projecting an image of ethnic revival and unity that publicly transcended

internal divisions. Rather than interpret this strategy simply in terms of political

opportunism, anthropologists might understand the evocation of spirituality as

an attempt to represent in public discourse those local meanings that are sys-

tematically excluded from the abstract mind frame of modernity.

In recent years, throughout the world, environmental and indigenous move-

ments have been developing a kind of conceptual symbiosis. In the media and

several popular books (such as Suzuki and Knudtson 1992), environmentalists

have used the image of the ecological native to sharpen their critique of industri-

alism. Conversely, indigenous activists increasingly have employed environmen-

tal arguments in their struggles for the rights of native minorities. In this chapter,

I reflect on the convergence of environmental and indigenous activisms in rela-

tion to issues of modern identity construction, social differentiation, and local-

global connections. My empirical point of departure is a movement to stop a

proposed granite quarry on Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia, in the early 1990s;



and my theoretical aim is to situate this movement in a larger field of discourse

on development and environment. Investigation of this case can be seen as part

of a larger project analyzing the ways in which technology is based on unequal

exchange in the world system, which increasingly generates a global polarization

of wealth and impoverishment. In a recent book resulting from this project (Horn-

borg 2001), I argue that we are caught in a collective illusion about the nature of

modern technology, preventing us from recognizing that our machines are ulti-

mately a social mode of redistributing resources and risks.

While this chapter focuses on conditions and dynamics of political activism

in Nova Scotia, the quarry conflict simultaneously illustrates issues of environ-

mental justice and the distribution of risk among social groups. The controversy

highlights how technology and spirituality represent two alternative sources of

ontological security. The modern, secular culture of risk reduction (Beck 1992

[1986]) in the economic centers of the world system aims to generate ontological

security through, for instance, improved roads, while the disempowered in the

periphery resort to spirituality. The quarry controversy illuminates how the mod-

ern project of development pursues its utopian vision of security through local,

technological risk reduction, while generating and exporting other kinds of risk

such as deterioration of both the natural environment and sources of identity.

Like people elsewhere in North America, the indigenous people of Nova Sco-

tia have spent recent decades reevaluating their cultural identity. Fourth World

consciousness is gaining momentum as the self-confidence of western civiliza-

tion is challenged by the environmental movement and other forms of internal

critique. The growth of a “red consciousness” has also been inadvertently encour-

aged by Canadian Indian policy (Lithman 1978). This was dramatically highlighted

in the summer of 1990 at Quebec’s Kahnesatake reserve, where militant Mohawk

warriors mobilized to prevent a Mohawk burial ground from being converted

into a golf course, an incident that prompted demonstrations of sympathy among

indigenous nations throughout Canada, including the Nova Scotia Mi’kmaq.

I begin here with a historical contextualization of Mi’kmaq land and resource

use. After presenting the case of the quarry conflict, I discuss the negotiation of

identity that occurs in the midst of competing claims about environmental con-

trol and management. Specifically, I problematize the discourse of indigenous

spirituality and environmental sensitivity, analyzing how it has become increas-

ingly legitimate in such confrontations to call upon images of sacredness. Several

themes weave through the sections that follow, including the relationship

between the local and the global, the circumstances of socially differentiated move-

ments, and the changing role of anthropologists in studying and speaking on

these issues.

My analysis of local-global articulations rests on a concept of modernity as a

process that abstracts, encompasses, and disempowers the local. I argue that the

global is not a place, nor is the modern a time in history or a generalized state of
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technological development. Rather, any reference to the global or modernity

must identify systems of power where access to resources and risks is unequally

distributed. As for social movements, I point out the processes by which local-

interest groups appropriate the very discourse that subsumes them, thereby legit-

imizing claims to local sacred sites by referring to abstract concepts of indigenous

rights and spirituality. Yet I reject a simplistic analysis that native claims to spiri-

tuality are purely instrumental and politically goal-oriented and argue for the

need to recognize the spiritual underpinnings of social movements as experien-

tially real.

My study of a grassroots environmental movement required methods that

went beyond, but included, participant observation in a given locale. I combined

casual on-site interviews with a reading of historical documentation on subsis-

tence and land use, newspaper reports on the case, unpublished reports by advo-

cacy groups and industry, and correspondence found in organizations’ files. I

attended public meetings to observe the sites of contestation of identities and

rights. This multipronged approach allowed me to understand the complexity of

local interests and also to link local happenings and perspectives with the non-

local. At the most general level, my investigation was informed by the conviction

that there are fundamental connections between the objective and the subjec-

tive dimensions of environmental crisis: that the physical threats to ecosystems

and the existential threats to identities and meanings are expressions of the

same, underlying logic of modernity.

The Mi’kmaq: A Brief Environmental History

Five hundred years ago, Cape Breton (called Unama’kik by the Mi’kmaq) was one

of the seven districts of the Mi’kmaq nation (Mi’kma’kik), which embraced the

modern Canadian provinces of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island and adjoin-

ing parts of New Brunswick, Quebec, and Newfoundland. The Mi’kmaq are an

Algonquian-speaking people who have inhabited the area for at least 3,000 years.

Before the arrival of Europeans, they were primarily fishermen, hunters, and

gatherers, spending the warmer half of the year fishing along coasts and rivers

and moving inland to hunt moose, beaver, and other game in the winter. Despite

reports of taboos and other signs of respect for the game animals and their super-

natural masters (Denys 1908 [1672]), this delicate relationship between people

and their subsistence resources seems to have been undermined by the fur

trade. Spurred by this trade, natives have been important agents in the depletion

of game stocks in much of eastern Canada.

The European colonization of coasts and rivers in the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries pushed much of the Mi’kmaq population permanently inland

to hunt. Many retreated to the district of Unama’kik, now known as Cape Breton

Island, which long remained a wilderness with few European settlers. As game
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was depleted and the fur trade moved west, the Mi’kmaq resorted to craft pro-

duction for the European settlements. Now that neither hunting nor fishing was

a viable mode of subsistence, history turned the Mi’kmaq into a nation of bas-

ketmakers. Baskets, produced mainly for tourists, are still emblems of their eth-

nic identity.

During World War II, the Department of Indian Affairs attempted to concen-

trate the native population of Nova Scotia into two large reserves, Eskasoni on

Cape Breton and Shubenacadie on the mainland. In 1958, it divided the Nova

Scotia Mi’kmaq into twelve bands, five of them on Cape Breton. The Mi’kmaq

population of Cape Breton now numbers about 5,000 people. Except for formal

contact (for example, with storekeepers, teachers, doctors, and police), their five

reserves are socially isolated from the rest of the population of the island. They

are ethnically marginalized pockets of Gemeinschaft in an economically margin-

alized part of Canada.

Actors and Arguments in the Public Process

In 1989, a local corporation called Kelly Rock announced its plans to open a so-

called superquarry—one of the three largest in the world—on Kelly’s Mountain,

located on a peninsula between St. Ann’s Bay and the Great Bras d’Or inlet to the

Bras d’Or Lakes, on Cape Breton Island. Kelly Rock planned to ship 5.4 million

tons of crushed granite gravel annually (for use as concrete aggregate, asphalt

topping, and so on) to the eastern United States. The quarry would start as a strip

mine 2,300 feet across and 200 feet deep, and the granite would be transported

to a shipping wharf by means of a 600-foot shaft. This so-called “glory hole”

method would minimize the visibility of the operations. Almost invisibly, the

company maintained, the mountain could yield 2,500 tons of rock every working

hour for the next twenty to forty years and provide an estimated total of 103 jobs.

Once a month, about half a million tons would be blasted loose. The seven shore-

line crushers would be at work twenty-four hours a day. The crushed gravel

would then be washed in sizable settling ponds. The shipping wharf would be

equipped to receive 60,000-ton ships about twice weekly and to stockpile per-

haps a half million ton of gravel (equivalent to almost five football fields piled

thirty feet high). Space would also be required for a number of thirty-ton trucks,

conveyor belts, and administrative buildings. Kelly Rock estimated that the proj-

ect would require about forty acres but negotiated an agreement in principle to

obtain almost 4,000 acres of Crown land on the mountain from the provincial

government.

Opposition to the quarry was immediately evident, primarily from some

local residents organized as the Save Kelly’s Mountain Society (SKMS) and from

Mi’kmaq traditionalists affiliated with the Grand Council of the Mi’kmaq. The

SKMS was organized within weeks of Kelly Rock’s announcement, which was
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made on September 5, 1989, at a public meeting for the residents of the St. Ann’s

Bay area. Also in September 1989, Mi’kmaq traditionalists organized a demon-

stration in Englishtown, the community closest to the proposed quarry site. The

protesters told the press that they represented the grand chief of the Mi’kmaq

Grand Council (Cape Breton Post, September 26, 1989). They arranged a cere-

mony with drumming and chanting and requested a major historical and

archaeological study of the mountain, emphasizing that it is the sacred abode of

the Mi’kmaq god Kluskap and the point of his prophesied return.

In response to the debate on the status of the mountain, staff from the Nova

Scotia Museum laid out the facts in October 1989:

Traditionally, Cape Breton is the site of three “doors” into the World

Beneath The Earth, the place where the Mi’kmaq spirit-helper and culture-

hero Kluskap went when he left the Earth World behind. . . . The third

door, which is considered quite an important site due to the presence of

the rock called “Kluskap’s Table,” and the rock called “The Mother-in-

law” or “The Grandmother,” is a cave in a cliff washed by the sea, on Kelly’s

Mountain at Cape Dauphin. Traditionally, it is called Kluskap’s Cave, Klus-

kap’s Door, or Kluskap’s Wigwam. Although known to the Mi’kmaq for gen-

erations, this cave was first recorded in anthropological literature only in

1923. (Whitehead 1989)

The museum staff continued by quoting one of Elsie Clews Parsons’s (1925)

informants almost seven decades earlier: “At Cape Dolphin (Dauphin), Big Bras

d’Or, there is a door through the cliff, Gluskap’s door. Outside, there is a stone

like a table. Indians going hunting will leave on it tobacco and eels, to give them

good luck. They do this today” (87). Finally, the museum report concluded: “Offer-

ings are said to have been made at this cave for generations, up into the twenti-

eth century, and it is a tradition still being carried out today. Traces of gifts made

to Kluskap have been noted in the presence of deposits of fish bones on the rock

in front of the cave entrance ‘Kluskap’s Table’. On a recent visit to the site,

Museum staff noted offerings of tobacco and sweet fern inside the cave itself,

and in holes in the rock of the Table” (Whitehead 1989).

A year later, in October 1990—only weeks after dramatic confrontations

between soldiers and natives at Oka, Quebec—a more militant demonstration

made the headlines. At an information meeting called by the Victoria County

Committee for Development and attended by the Kelly Rock president, members

of three separate Mi’kmaq bands turned up, all wearing army camouflage dress.

“At all costs,” they said, “we will blockade the road to the quarry. We are prepar-

ing for war” (Harrowsmith, January–February 1991). This group of militant Mi’k-

maq activists, some of whom had assisted the Mohawk warriors at Oka, became

known as the Mi’kmaq Warrior Society. The Warrior Society later also operated

under the name Sacred Mountain Society (SMS). The SMS presents itself as “the
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only First Nations environmental organization in Atlantic Canada,” declaring

that “funds will be utilized to support environmental struggles affecting all

peoples within the Mi’kmaq territory” (Nova Scotia Environmental Network

News, April–May 1993).

Opponents to the quarry have pointed to at least seventeen different ways in

which it might harm the environment, including the nearby Bird Islands seabird

sanctuary, the Bras d’Or Lakes spawning grounds, local lobster stocks, and the

bald eagles on the mountain itself. Critics argue that the project was proposed in

Nova Scotia only because U.S. environmental laws would never allow it to be

built in New England. According to the national magazine Earthkeeper, “the

province is reported to have the most relaxed environmental legislation and

lowest prosecution rates for environmental crimes in the country, and word is

spreading” (3:91). The issue thus immediately emerged as a problem of environ-

mental justice as well.

Whereas SKMS immediately began listing a number of separate concerns

about the impact of the proposed quarry, the Mi’kmaq organizations initially

focused on the threats to Kluskap’s Cave. As discussions continued, however, the

SKMS and the SMS increasingly pooled their arguments. The chairman of the

SKMS realized that “the challenge by the Cape Breton Micmacs may pose an even

tougher hurdle for the company to cross” than purely environmental arguments

might be (Inverness Oran, February 1991). He emphasized that “more study is

needed to look at Mi’kmaq concerns” (Micmac News, April 19, 1991). In an article

in Earthkeeper (January–February 1991), he makes the Mi’kmaq argument his

own: “This mountain is Sacred. It contains a Sacred Cave. Even the absurdities of

the proposal pale in comparison with this reality: what is threatened for the

People of the Dawn is not Kelly’s Mountain, but Glooscap’s Mountain.” Con-

versely, the SMS’s information package lists many of the arguments advanced by

SKMS. It even concludes with the observation that “the super quarry is contrary

to the concept of sustainable development.” According to a survey conducted by

members of the Victoria County Committee for Development early in 1990, how-

ever, only 34 out of 404 residents in the Englishtown area were opposed to the

quarry. Many local people saw the 103 jobs that Kelly Rock hoped to create as a

dying community’s chance to survive.

When Kelly Rock submitted its own environmental impact assessment to

the provincial Department of the Environment in November 1989, the SKMS suc-

cessfully challenged its validity and requested a federal environmental review.

The decision to conduct such a review took some time, but in early March 1991the

federal and provincial governments agreed to establish a joint federal-provincial

environmental assessment review (EAR) panel to review the quarry project.

Later that month, the names of the five members of the panel were announced;

and final guidelines for the preparation of terms of reference for their report

were completed on May 8, 1991.
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The Union of Nova Scotia Indians (UNSI), based in Sydney, Cape Breton,

actively participated in the review process from the start. In an April 1991 sub-

mission, the union suggested a number of changes to the EAR guidelines, many

of which were incorporated into the final version. In early May, the UNSI also

requested that an aboriginal person be added to the panel. The UNSI president

wrote: “The mountain is of cultural and spiritual significance to the Mi’kmaq of

Nova Scotia as the site to which Glooscap will return and the location of his cave.

We are concerned about the impact that the quarry would have on this interest,

as well as its impact on fish and wildlife.”

The provincial and federal environment ministers immediately agreed, and

in December 1991they appointed a captain of the Mi’kmaq Grand Council as the

sixth member of the panel. Moreover, a few weeks previously, the EAR panel had

announced the hiring of a Mi’kmaq linguist as a “technical specialist [to] provide

the Panel with expertise in Micmac communication and interpretation [and to]

advise on issues related to Micmac culture.”

In late January 1992, Kelly Rock submitted its draft terms of reference for the

EAR, but they were immediately returned because they did not satisfy the final

guidelines. In October 1992, the revised terms of reference were finally approved

by the provincial minister of the environment. The proponent had “turned itself

inside out” to demonstrate that it would consider all possible impacts of the

quarry (Inverness Oran 1991).

A few months later, however, Kelly Rock announced that, for economic rea-

sons, it would not be proceeding with the EAR at this time. It now seems highly

unlikely that the granite quarry on Kelly’s Mountain will ever materialize. It is

difficult to assess the importance of environmentalist protests in determining

Kelly Rock’s decision; but it is probably safe to assume that if the SKMS and the

Mi’kmaq traditionalists had not raised their voices in September 1989, construc-

tion would have begun as planned in May 1990. Opponents of the quarry may

have achieved their immediate aim as portrayed in the media, but there is defi-

nitely more to it than this. By reading between the lines, we can provide valuable

insights into the cultural fabric and the structural tensions of modern civiliza-

tion itself.

Environmental Discourse As Negotiation of Identity and Credibility

To the Mi’kmaq traditionalists, the struggle against the quarry was not only a mat-

ter of keeping the mountain undisturbed but also an opportunity to redefine

their identity as native people in ways to which most Cape Bretoners were unac-

customed. Journalists readily cooperated with the traditionalists in projecting

the new image of Mi’kmaq culture, but the message was received with skepticism

in many quarters. The president of Kelly Rock responded that radical natives were

simply using the occasion to further their land-claims issue (Inverness Oran, Feb-
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ruary 1991). He was not alone in brushing aside the Mi’kmaq protests as part of a

larger strategy. In a sense, of course, any behavior is strategic inasmuch as it aims

to communicate something. But the little group of drummers who so effectively

helped to turn public processes against the quarry had much more profound

objectives in mind than land claims.

Two questions come to mind if we focus on this meta-communicative dimen-

sion of Mi’kmaq environmentalism: what are the different levels of their message?

And why is it so potent today? A discourse constantly remolds its own framework

of rules. By testing various messages on one another, the participants negotiate

a shifting field of credibility. But the limits of credible discourse have a tenuous

relationship to real motives and objectives. These two levels must be investigated

separately. For instance, we can safely assume that the primary motive of Kelly Rock

was not to generate local opportunities for employment, yet this is the message

that was continually presented in the media (Toronto Star, June 20, 1991). The

president of Kelly Rock is thus an unlikely person to question the motives pro-

fessed by the Mi’kmaq traditionalists. The issue is not whether all the motives of

the participants have been exposed or truthfully presented but whether those

offered are accepted by the public (media, authorities, and so on) as legitimate.

Suffice it to say that the struggle to stop the quarry on Kelly’s Mountain suggests

a shift in the range of credible public discourse when compared to the environ-

mental debate on Cape Breton a mere decade previously. The framework is no

longer restricted to “jobs-versus-the-environment” or “jobs- versus-health.” Nor

is it even constrained by the rational-scientific environmental assessment

approach. The pivotal contribution of indigenous activists to environmental dis-

course is to redefine its framework so that it is now increasingly legitimate to

evoke concepts of sanctity.

Initially, there were attempts to define the spiritual approach as incompre-

hensible. According to an article in the Micmac News (March 15, 1991) covering

a March 1991 meeting between Kelly Rock and Mi’kmaq representatives (UNSI

and the Micmac Association of Cultural Studies), the “Micmac leaders view the

proposed rock development as a cruel and disrespectful way to treat Mother

Nature and the Great Spirit.” The president of Kelly Rock is quoted as responding,

“We don’t fully understand each other’s concerns at this time and we wish to see

what steps can be taken to alleviate your concerns.” On another occasion, a rep-

resentative of the federal EAR office in Hull, Quebec, said that “the Panel is going

to need help in understanding what is said here” (Micmac News, April 19, 1991).

Problems of communication seem unavoidable when elements of tradition-

alist discourse enter the rational, analytical discourse of bureaucracy. A pre-

dictable problem, for instance, is how an assessment instructed to conceptually

break down Kelly’s Mountain into “valued ecosystem components” will be able

to deal with holistic perspectives such as those embodied in the Mi’kmaq view

that the mountain is sacred. Referring to Gordon Beanlands and Peter Duinker
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(1983), the EAR final guidelines for preparation of the terms of reference propose

that the study should “identify an initial set of valued ecosystem components

(VEC’s) to provide a focus for subsequent activities.” This approach immediately

defines the proper relationship to the mountain as one of analysis, fragmenta-

tion, and objectification rather than holism and participation. Turning a moun-

tain into gravel is facilitated by first breaking it down conceptually.

The approach of the Mi’kmaq traditionalists exposed inadequacies in the

categories of the public framework for dealing with multifaceted issues such as

those concerning Kelly’s Mountain. The SMS turned to the Nova Scotia Human

Rights Commission (NSHRC), arguing that, “like any other spiritual beliefs we

have certain sites that are more important than life itself.” In its information

package, the SMS explains that “the degree of offense would be equal to that felt

by Christians if a super quarry were placed at the Holy Sepulcher, or by Hebrews

if the wailing wall were removed for a motel, or by Muslims if a casino were

placed in Mecca.” The NSHRC replied that it did “not see the complaint as com-

ing within the confines of the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act” and referred it to

the Department of Culture. The Nova Scotia Museum, in turn, responded that

“since the cave is not an archaeological site, it does not fit within the usual inter-

pretation of the Special Places Protection Act.” (All quotations in this paragraph

are from correspondence in the SMS files.)

Although many Cape Bretoners may have found the image of the ecological

and spiritual native difficult to reconcile with ingrained local stereotypes, at a

more abstract level most were probably well prepared to receive the new mes-

sage. The Mi’kmaq traditionalists reenacted a message that rings familiar to the

non-native majority of North America. In many people it evoked a strain of col-

lective guilt handed down through the generations and reinforced by genre

books and films such as The Last of the Mohicans and Dances with Wolves. Con-

sidering the extent to which our image of the ecological native is a projection of

non-native writers, from James Fenimore Cooper on (see Francis 1992), the 

dominant culture may be seen as inviting native people to protest against it in

specific ways. In an almost Jungian way, natives are offered a niche in the domi-

nant cosmology as speakers of spiritual truths of which everybody is, at heart,

aware. Mainstream North Americans want them to say the things they cannot

say themselves.

If presenting themselves as protectors of Mother Earth is an emblem of

Native Americans’ opposition ideology (Larsen 1983), the choice of this emblem

is not entirely their own. This social constructivist perspective does not detract

from the authenticity or significance of their critique. On the contrary, it recog-

nizes that the First Nations, in articulating a new framework for environmental

debate, are being assigned an important historical mission. Their leading actors,

I would add, are acutely aware of these processes; but rather than feeling decon-

structed, they recognize a real opportunity to fill their sense of ethnic identity
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with new and profound meaning. A constructivist account of Mi’kmaq spiritual

resurgence need not be de-authenticating. Anthony Giddens (1990) visualizes a

“radicalised modernity” that, rather than succumb to the postmodern dissolu-

tion of the self, encourages “active processes of reflexive self-identity” (150).

Thus, in a sense, the “traditionalist” who reflects on the Mi’kmaq revival is radi-

cally modern: “the nativeness is growing. And it’s fortunate. If I were to fight for

this mountain fifteen years ago, I’d be locked up in one of the mental hospitals.

My people would have signed me in. . . . Some of our elders . . . I would have

never believed fifteen years ago would be walking around with eagle feathers,

going to powwows, dancing.”

The Authentic and the Corrupt

By positioning themselves as uncompromisingly opposed to the quarry, the

Mi’kmaq traditionalists evoke a dualistic archetype of Indian-white relations.

Native people are presented as the oppressed guardians of authentic, spiritual

values, whereas the dominant, non-native culture is identified with corrupt power

and a materialistic greed for money. But when I discussed this polarity with sev-

eral Mi’kmaq, I soon realized that it was applicable to more than the ethnic, Indian-

white dichotomy. Precisely the same opposition recurs in the way in which many

natives present the difference between the two forms of Mi’kmaq government:

the traditional Grand Council, on one hand, and the system of band chiefs and

councils organized and funded by the Department of Indian Affairs, on the other.

Derogatory remarks about the chief and council invariably focused on various

forms of corruption, such as favoritism and mismanagement of funds. In the

context of reserve life, where funding is a scarce resource to compete for, being

entrusted with the allocation of funds seems sufficient to warrant suspicion (see

Larsen 1983, 79–81).

It is obvious that the same moral polarity that at one level serves to define

Indian-white relations can be applied at another level to divide native commu-

nities. The concept of native people who have adopted a white mentality is a

commonly evoked archetype. The two parallel systems of Mi’kmaq government

employ distinctly separate modes of self-presentation, in terms of both speech

and dress. The Grand Council affiliates often appear in traditional dress and

adopt a befitting, serene idiom, whereas chief and council tend to dress and speak

like mainstream bureaucrats. It is evident that competence in bureaucratic dis-

course is an asset in careers funded by the Department of Indian Affairs. In effect,

bureaucratic modes of behavior and interaction are rewarded with funding.

In various other contexts as well, adversaries were characterized as people

who have betrayed fundamental values and sold themselves to money and power.

Conspicuously often, they were also charged with mismanagement of the funds

they had secured. From the perspective of some traditionalists, the adversaries
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were also impostors. Their most essential critique focused on lack of authenticity.

At one level, this was simply a matter of observing that a successful fundraiser

was not really Mi’kmaq and that he should not be diverting funds that ought to

be enjoyed by those who were. At another level, adversaries were characterized

as “wannabes” whose self-construction as traditionalists was not accepted as

credible or legitimate.

In view of all the internal divisions reflecting the ambiguity and contextual-

ity of the Indian-white dichotomy, much of the significance of an issue such as

Kelly’s Mountain is that it united, at a higher level, virtually all those who define

themselves as Mi’kmaq. Even though there has been overt disagreement on the

methods to be used in the struggle, opposition to the quarry became an expression

of ethnic identity. The issue presented an opportunity to publicly define Mi’k-

maq culture as opposed to mainstream values, an act of definition that may have

been as helpful to many Mi’kmaq as it was instructive to non-natives. Whether a

band chief, a Grand Council Catholic, or a Mi’kmaq warrior, at this level the mes-

sage was the same.

Objectifying Modernity: Conceptual Encompassment As Power

Although modernity’s genesis can be traced to European history, it would be mis-

leading to refer to it as an aspect of European culture, contrasting, for instance,

with native Amerindian culture. The polarity of local-versus-global identity is

now equally evident all over the world. This polarity is generated by the systems

of national and international integration (state, market, and movement; see Han-

nerz 1989) that require centralization, mobility, and specialized, supralocal inter-

est groups. Finally, although there are great differences among people in terms of

how far they have been drawn into modernity, the polarity is not primarily a

mode of classifying individuals but a tension that most people would recognize as

running down the middle of their existence. It could be approximated by a series

of linked conceptual dualities, thus:

Embedded Disembedded

Local Global

Irreplaceable Interchangeable

Experience near Experience far

Sensory Reflexive

Subjectivity Objectification

Holism Fragmentation

These two polar modes of relating to the world interact with each other in

terms of social processes that have significance for the negotiation of environ-

mental issues such as those surrounding Kelly’s Mountain. I have already indi-

cated that modernity is a strategy of conceptual encompassment of local life
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worlds. When the cognitive approach of modern science and technology is

applied to society, as in economics and administration, it is always used as a

means of manipulation and control. By objectifying local life worlds into abstrac-

tions such as “labor,” “consumers,” or “voters,” the language of the administra-

tors constitutes a relationship of power. Because such language provides access

to supralocal power structures, proficiency in abstract modes of discourse is a

kind of social capital accumulated through what we know as education. In spite

of its emancipatory goals, the modern educational system remains fundamen-

tally an institution for equipping a select minority of the world’s population with

the conceptual means to dominate the remainder. Modernist perspectives tend

to objectify, encompass, and transcend the concrete realities of place.

At a public seminar on indigenous perspectives of sustainable develop-

ment, I recorded an interchange between a Canadian marine biologist (B), a

local Mi’kmaq youth (M), and a United Nations observer from an indigenous

minority in Russia (R) that highlights the role of education in the asymmetrical

articulation of local and global identities:

B: From my experiences in all the countries that I’ve worked in, including

Canada, one of the biggest problems that the aboriginal groups have is a lack

of education. . . .

M: The thing I want to say is, the education part. . . . It’s kind of a disagree-

ment, when he says that, you know . . . that he’s smarter than I am, you

see? That’s not the case. Are you smarter than I am? How much education do

you have? . . . I might not be a biologist . . . but . . . it’s really bullshit.

It’s the people inside, if they want to save the Mother Earth. It’s the people

inside, if they care, really. . . . It’s the spirituality part. We have to treat

each other with respect, show respect to people and to Mother Earth. . . .

I’m just a human being. . . . I speak from my heart, and that’s the way it

should be. Education, the biologists, and everything else goes out the win-

dow, and that’s all I have to say, and thank you for listening to me.

R: Education is not bullshit. Education is a way . . . to go and achieve the goal

which you need. . . . The United Nations . . . is not a god. . . . It’s a very

big building with very small rooms, and in each of the rooms there are very

small people, and if you learn about those people, and if you learn the way

to get in there, then you can use it. Because we live in a very strange world.

The great warrior nowadays is not a brave with bow or tomahawk; it’s a very

sneaky lawyer with a fax machine.

To become a great warrior today generally means to adopt a modernist,

global frame of mind. Ambitious local actors will appropriate abstract modes 

of discourse to gain access to external funding and other forms of recognition.

Conversely, global actors from the outside will attempt to evoke local frame-
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works and reference points for purposes of political or commercial infiltration.

Through such dialectical instrumentalities (local actors adopting global modes

and vice versa), local and global language continuously mingle and shade into

one another. But the relationship between local and global actors is not sym-

metrical in terms of power. It is one thing to promote a local cause by adopting a

language that outside powers will recognize and another to promote an abstract

cause (such as share of voters or the market) by adopting a language that local

people will listen to. A local cause can at times be served by an abstract nonlocal

language, but an abstract nonlocal cause masqueraded in local language

deserves to be more closely examined. The essential difference is whether the

actors themselves are ultimately guided by local incentives, deriving from the

specifics of place-based life worlds, or by abstract motives (such as capital accu-

mulation) that have no regard for place.

Here, of course, is a central problem of modernity: the adoption of a decon-

textualized discourse is itself a distancing from place; and if this means entering

into one of modernity’s specialized sectors for identity construction, even one as

benevolent as environmental activism, there will be a corresponding shift of

motives. If the individuals have to choose whether to define themselves in terms

of local or abstract reference points, the movement from local to global will tend

to be irreversible; and there will be a constant co-optation of local voices into

placeless, guild-like frameworks. Without the constant, experience-near reso-

nance of place, these voices risk forgetting the contexts in which they were

raised, devoting themselves to the perfection of their own objectified intona-

tion, echoing in the empty labyrinths of disembedded abstraction.

This brings us to the subsumptive nature of modernity’s global language.

The confrontation between the local Mi’kmaq youth and the educated few who

would be spokespeople for indigenous minorities evokes the perennial paradox

of power. Can local voices ever ring unadulterated in global institutions? To con-

front modernity through public discourse is, paradoxically, to be absorbed by it.

This is the predicament of movements. Self-reflection and self-objectification

tend to mold activists according to public images such as those of the “environ-

mentalist” or the “indigenous” representative. There is a subtle transformation

in motives as critique is progressively institutionalized and the focus is shifted

from the source of indignation to the skills of self-presentation. Yet there are

obviously also ways in which local voices can unite, often in unexpected ways, to

challenge—or even subvert—a dominant paradigm.

Spirituality As Revolt against Modernity

While subsuming the mainstream of critique that it generates, modernity simul-

taneously pushes countercultural movements toward extremist positions,

including the threat of violence. When dominant word games fail them, the
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chronically disempowered may seek more potent forms of expression. In a tele-

vision interview, a young Mi’kmaq warrior described the effects of his camou-

flage uniform:

“I walk into Woolco, and I have everybody’s eyes watching me as I walk all

through the store. People won’t turn their back on me now, when I walk into a

store.”

To start discussing the historical and contemporary “facts” of the spiritual

significance of Kelly’s Mountain to the Mi’kmaq would be to miss the point of the

activists’ message. Theirs is a message about contemporary social relationships,

not history or religion. Evoking A. O. Hirschman’s (1970) terminology exit and

voice, the new native voices pose an alternative to the self-destructive patterns

that for so long have crippled the indigenous minorities of North America. Their

growing impact on the mainstream environmental debate fulfils an old prophecy

of native revival. Their invocation of spirituality draws on potent archetypes to

become a revolt against the language of modernity, yet their mode of self-defini-

tion is radically modern.

When a person begins to talk about his or her own culture, it is a sign that

another life world is being objectified and decontextualized. It would seem that

a vital way to resist the power of modernity would be to refuse to let one’s life

world thus be encompassed. From a purely theoretical perspective, such a strat-

egy would have to be based on some kind of boundary drawing between the local

and the global. To pursue this line of reasoning, we must once again consider the

extent to which discourse emerges within specific political and economic set-

tings. Concepts such as development and employment opportunities are part

and parcel of the way in which the capitalist world economy is organized. The

decontextualizing cosmology of the economists, which aspires to engulf all local

systems of meaning, is a means to open local communities and ecosystems to

outside exploitation. In other words, the impact of the disembedded language of

modernity upon the material world facilitates ecological destruction. Against

this background, we can appreciate why both the Mi’kmaq traditionalists and

proponents of a biocentric deep ecology have chosen to revolt against main-

stream language. They are trying to redesign the definition space (see Ardener

1989) of environmentalist discourse.

The concept of sanctity is radically opposed to modernity and commodifica-

tion because it posits irreplaceable and incommensurable values (Kopytoff

1986). But is not sanctity itself an abstract and disembedded concept? At this

point, I would like to make a distinction between abstract and disembedded. A

living relationship to place can provide abstract thought with the sensory reso-

nance and experience-near reference points that distinguish a spiritual from a

completely secular frame of mind. The destructive tendencies in modernity are

generated not by abstract thought in itself but by disembedding and secularizing

abstraction. Robin Grove-White (1993) calls environmentalism “a new moral
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discourse for technological society,” suggesting that “some of the deeper shades

of recent ‘green religiosity’” can be read as a dissatisfaction with objectivistic,

atomizing, and trivializing representations and express a “need to address authen-

tic human concern about deeper mysteries of existence.” These, he adds, are “far

from insignificant matters” (24–25).

Modern, objectivist rationality claims a monopoly on legitimate knowledge

construction, suggesting a confusion of map and territory. But to the extent that

there is such a thing as an absolute truth, there will always be more than one set

of words to represent it. Spiritual and deep ecology approaches to environmen-

tal issues suggest a renewed concern with the performative dimension of our

narratives. It could be argued that they represent the logical next step beyond

the paralysis of postmodernism. If there is a sense in which humans are indeed

the authors of their world, the postmodern discovery that this is the case should

ultimately inspire responsibility rather than nihilism. If we have to recover a

metaphorical idiom capable of sustainably relating us to the rest of the world,

the reflexive experience of modernity now leaves us no other choice than to

learn how to handle the awareness that this is what we should be doing.

To clarify what I think the Mi’kmaq environmentalists meant by the concept

of spirituality, I believe it signifies a propensity to see beyond the surface. In the

way that it is used among many Mi’kmaq, spirituality has to do with relating. It

refers to the emotive states that are evoked in human subjects in the process of

relating to each other and the natural world. The fact that the concept is fre-

quently used to describe a proposed difference between Mi’kmaq and white

indicates that the former perceive the latter as somehow less apt to relate—that

is, less sensitive to the emotive dimension of being in the world. This observa-

tion is a cultural datum worth examining in its own right. If there is such a thing

as cultural variation in personhood (Shweder and Bourne 1984), it is not invalid

to propose that such sensitivity may be one of the parameters to investigate.

Beyond Nostalgia and Cynicism: Indigenous Environmentalism 
and the Politics of Ecological Irony

Most Mi’kmaq environmentalists that I spoke with explicitly referred to the spir-

itual aspect of their struggle to safeguard Kluskap’s sacred mountain. I am con-

vinced that the concept of spirituality signified an experiential reality for most of

them; it was not just an instrumental accessory in their self-construction. But

contemporary anthropology would undoubtedly have difficulty buying the

image of themselves that the Mi’kmaq traditionalists were projecting through

the media. This is not only because modern natives are generally not accepted by

anthropologists as representative of their premodern ancestors but also because

the whole idea of a premodern condition is increasingly dismissed as a modern

construction. It is ironic that the image of the spiritual, ecological native, though
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widely disseminated by previous generations of anthropologists, is now being

systematically dismissed as romanticism by anthropology precisely when (or

because?) it is gaining a popular foothold.

Perhaps an adequate representative of such earlier generations, Richard B.

Lee (1988) has observed that there is now “a considerable industry in anthropol-

ogy . . . to show the primitive as a Hobbesian being—with a life that is ‘nasty,

brutish and short.’” In the current climate of opinion, he notes, “no one is going

to go broke” by appealing to cynicism (253). Roy F. Ellen (1993) captures the cur-

rently fashionable opinion in his assertion that the “myth of primitive environ-

mental wisdom” does not make sense “except in relation to the recognition that

such an illusion serves an important ideological purpose in modern or post-

modern society” (126).

But cynicism, too, has its ideological purposes. Dwelling on examples of

unwise natural resource management among indigenous peoples today is not a

very good argument for dismissing indigenous environmentalism because it also

rests on essentialist premises. The opposite argument is not that indigenous

peoples are somehow inherently (genetically?) prone to deal wisely with their

environment but that the social condition and mind frame of premodern exis-

tence contains elements that may be more conducive to wise management than

the modern mind frame does (Anderson 1996, Bateson 1972, Rappaport 1979). If

we define a premodern condition in terms of an experiential immersion or em-

beddedness in a local, socio-ecological context, we would have to concede that

the degree to which people have been drawn into modernity varies significantly

among regions, occupations, and individuals. Even if, for the moment, anthro-

pologists have lost sight of any way of curbing the ongoing commodification of

the planet, we have no reason to terminate the long-standing anthropological

project of investigating the role of the capitalist world market in dissolving such

premodern conditions. To focus on the processes through which local experi-

ence is fragmented and absorbed by modernity could be a step toward the pro-

tection and resurrection of place.

On the last weekend of July in every year since time immemorial, several

thousand Mi’kmaq from all the reserves in the Atlantic provinces gather on a

little island in the Bras d’Or Lake on Cape Breton that is said to have been a ritual

center long before a French mission was established there in the seventeenth cen-

tury. For several days, the participants immerse themselves in their own specifi-

city, visiting relatives among the tightly packed cabins, drinking tea, gossiping,

and sharing the atmosphere of a place dense with lifelong memories. It is a place

and time for celebrating several kinds of irreplaceable reference points for iden-

tity in terms of social relations, objects, and space. It is precisely this specificity,

or noninterchangeability, that is the common denominator of kinship, ritual

paraphernalia, and sacred places and that generates such a profound sense of famil-

iarity with the laughing faces, the statue of St. Ann, and the well-trodden paths.



As an outside observer of such intensely meaningful events, I have felt con-

vinced that a primary objective of anthropology should be to understand the

very relation between the local and the disembedded. This includes not only

local strategies of resistance (and accommodation) to modernity but also, cru-

cially, those very supralocal processes and discursive practices through which

local life worlds are being encompassed, marginalized, and disempowered.

Culture, Modernity, and Power: The Relevance of Anthropology

The confrontation between the newborn Mi’kmaq Warrior Society and the min-

ing company was a struggle at many levels: between the local and the global,

between spirituality and capitalism, between identities anchored in uniquely

meaningful places and identities anchored in boardrooms. It thus highlighted

the elusive but pervasive polarity between the modern and the nonmodern, not

as periods in history or sectors of world society but as modes of life into which we

are all variously drawn. Kluskap’s sacred mountain came to represent strong

emotional and spiritual attachment to the concrete specifics of a unique place;

and it was obvious that a primary threat to it—and to Mi’kmaq identity—was the

very language that was imposed on it from the outside, aspiring to define it as an

abstract assemblage of natural resources or quantifiable ecosystem components.

Anthropology is in a unique position to critically scrutinize the political dimen-

sions of such discursive practices.

The Mi’kmaq were finally successful in reshaping the discursive space of

these negotiations to make it permissible to refer to the mountain as sacred. The

underlying message was that neither the mountain nor Mi’kmaq identity is

negotiable. Ironically, however, in the process, what had been an argument

grounded in the wordless phenomenology of local life worlds seemed to have

become fetishized into formal, legal discourse, turning the mountain into a

monument and the self-professed traditionalists into thoroughly modern

activists. Perhaps it is an inevitable paradox that whatever is to be rescued from

modernity is drawn into the orbit of modern reflexivity precisely because it is

recognized as worth rescuing. The paradox is currently obvious in the struggle to

salvage traditional or indigenous knowledge systems, which are thus reified by

the very structures that continue to marginalize them. The degree of reflexivity

that is generated in such processes certainly poses an immediate threat to tradi-

tional sources and systems of meaning, but the various ways in which Mi’kmaq

traditionalists are able to revive such meanings suggest a resilience beyond the

reach of reflexivity. Reflexivity and abstraction are employed contextually as

political instruments for safeguarding those crucial spaces where meanings can

continue to be generated as reflexivity recedes and surrenders to experience.
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NOTES

1. This chapter draws on material and analysis found in chapter 12 of my book The Power
of the Machine: Global Inequalities of Economy, Technology, and Environment (2001).

I am grateful to Rowman and Littlefield, Publishers, for permission to use that material

as a basis for the present chapter.
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Shade

Throwing Light on Politics and Ecology 
in Contemporary Pakistan

MICHAEL R. DOVE

A fool sees not the same tree that a wise man sees.

—William Blake, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1979 [1793], 89)

Until a generation ago, influenced by a much older nature-culture dichotomy

in western thought, studies of environment and society were generally kept

strictly apart, pursued by the natural and social sciences, respectively.1 The rise

of human ecological approaches in the 1960s and 1970s represented a radical 

critique of and break from this dichotomy in that they explicitly integrated

human beings into ecological studies. Nevertheless, political dimensions were

characteristically missing from these early human ecological studies: the rele-

vance of power, inequality, and the state to resource use and degradation was

not explored. Human ecologists had critically asked of previous ecological stud-

ies, “Where are the people?” But they themselves came to be criticized for having

no answer to questions such as “Where is the state?” (see chapter 2). Scholars

(many working in a neo-Marxist tradition) who were then paying attention to

the exercise of power in national and global systems were generally not inter-

ested in the environment and natural resources. These complementary lacunae

contributed to the subsequent rise of political ecology, which, in pioneering

works by Piers Blaikie (1985) and Blaikie and Harold Brookfield (1987), among

others, brought wider political factors into analyses of local relations between

society and environment. In time, however, other scholars, led by Andrew P.

Vayda, have argued that this paradigmatic shift has meant that, whereas politics

were once ignored, now they are overly privileged—that an “ecology without pol-

itics” has merely been replaced by a “politics without ecology” (Vayda and Wal-

ters 1999, 168).

How do we contribute to this debate without simply fueling what might be



called, following Jacques Derrida (1978, 280-281), a cycle of reciprocal destruc-

tion? I suggest that the answer lies not in debating the balance between politics

and ecology but in rethinking what we mean by ecology and politics in the first

place. In this chapter, I illustrate one path we might follow by drawing on a multiple-

year study of rural resource use that I carried out in the late 1980s in the rainfed

districts of Pakistan’s Punjab and Northwest Frontier provinces.2 In the course of

the study, I discovered a widespread, coherent, indigenous constellation of beliefs

and practices regarding tree shade and its management within the context of on-

farm tree-crop interactions.3 These beliefs diverged greatly from western scientific

concepts of shade and, of most importance, directly contradicted the accepted

wisdom of Pakistan’s government foresters that farmers were not interested in

trees and knew nothing about them.4

According to my study, farmers in the region interpret the on-farm interac-

tion between annual crops and trees in terms of sayah (tree shade). Tree shade is

conceived of as an emission and is thought to have density, temperature, taste,

and size. Farmers believe that the character of shade and its impact upon their

crops varies by tree species and also by season and land type (see table 12.1). This

complex system of beliefs attests to farmers’ commitment to the management of

tree-crop interactions and contradicts government foresters’ beliefs that farm-

ers are hostile to the presence of trees on farms. The farmers’ belief system col-

lapses a dichotomy between tree and crop, forest and farm, and indeed nature

and culture that serves the interests of the forest department. My analysis of this

system suggests that the most quotidian resource practices may have profound

political implications; that environmental knowledge is often (if not always) par-

tisan knowledge (Haenn 1999); and that cultural meaning cannot be divorced

from political-economic dynamics. My interest in everyday knowledge and prac-

tice, as well as in problematizing customary ways of dividing up the world, draws

on work done on the theory of practice (Bourdieu 1977 [1972], Ortner 1984).

The suggestion that environmental knowledge and practice do not belong

to an ontologically distinct realm from politics and power has important method-

ological implications. Although my official mandate in Pakistan was to study

farmers, I was obliged to give equal attention to foresters. As the chief social sci-

entist on a social forestry project, I spent as much time objectifying the project

as I did its ostensible subjects. This dual focus required me to adopt multiple

roles and perspectives. Such a task was inherently problematic but not without

potential, as Jennifer Pierce (1995) articulates when writing about her dual roles

of participant and observer in a U.S. law firm, a stance that she calls the outlaw

position: “The outlaw position is a multiple and discontinuous identity whose

movement between positions proves to be a critical advantage in uncovering the

‘regimes of power’ in the workplace. Further, I suggest that it is through the

responses I elicit in my movement between positions that I unveil the complex

operations of . . . power in the field” (96). 
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Pierce’s principal insight is that the inherent tension between the roles of

participant and observer has pedagogical value. I also found this to be true.

Many of the insights in my study were initially stimulated by foresters’ reaction

to my efforts to widen the scope of my research to encompass not just the behav-

ior of the farmers but the foresters themselves. In effect, these insights were

stimulated by my own movement between the roles of project participant and

project observer. This sort of movement is often demanded when we study the

local-level environmental relations and extralocal politics that constitute much

of the avowed subject matter of political ecology.

I begin my analysis by presenting some background information on the

development project in which I worked and the methodology of my study of Pak-

istani farmers. I then discuss the limitations of this methodology in understand-

ing the agendas and behavior of Pakistani foresters, who became for me a subject

of study themselves. In the context of divergent farmer and forester agendas, I

discuss farmers’ beliefs regarding tree shade, its impact on crops, and their prac-

tices for managing that impact and conclude with an analysis of the political

dimensions of shade beliefs and the implications of this analysis for the future

study of environmental knowledge in particular and political ecology in general.
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TABLE 12-1

Characteristics of Tree Shade

Dimension of Tree Shade Range of Variation Cause of Variation

Length and Width Small to large Lopping
Species variation
Cardinal orientation

Height Short to tall Species variation

Duration Brief to long Orientation in field

Density Light to dark Species variation
Seasonal variation
Diurnal variation

Temperature Cold to hot Species variation

Taste Bitter to sweet Species variation

(Root length) Short to long Species variation
Shallow to deep Species variation

(Litter quality) Few to many nutrients Species variation

Note: Parentheses indicate that a dimension has secondary importance.



Setting and Methods

Historically, most of Pakistan was covered by tropical thorn forest, which merges

into dry, subtropical, evergreen forests in the hilly regions in the northern and

western part of the country (Champion et al. 1965, 111). Today, however, the veg-

etation in most of Pakistan’s arid lowlands ranges from a “scrub preclimax” at

best (40) to rocky wastes at the worst (Khan 1994). The forest cover of the country

has so dwindled that Pakistan today has one of the smallest forest covers (3.2

percent) of any country in the world (World Bank 2001, 139).5 The loss of the

country’s forest cover has meant an increasing scarcity of biomass fuels for the

rural population. Households that once burned mostly fuelwood must now burn

complex and intensively managed combinations of wood, small branches and

twigs, wild grasses and reeds, agricultural and stable waste, and livestock dung.

Surveys show that almost two-thirds of all dung produced is now burned as fuel

instead of being returned to the land as fertilizer (Campbell 1992).

The Forestry Planning and Development (FP&D) Project (1985–93), jointly

funded by the government of Pakistan and the U.S. Agency for International

Development (USAID), was the first national-level social forestry project in Pak-

istan and was designed to address the ill-effects of deforestation.6 Its ultimate

goal was to expand tree planting and thus the production of fuelwood, fodder,

and timber on farmlands, especially those of the barani (rainfed) tracts of the

Punjab and Northwest Frontier provinces (see fig. 12.1), thereby improving rural

welfare and sustaining the long-term economic and ecological viability of small

farms. Its more immediate goal was to assist the Pakistan Forest Service to

develop the institutional capacity to work with farmers and thus help to change

the basic function of the forest service from protecting the state forests from the

rural population to serving this same population. To this end, the project included

a program to train foresters in agroforestry, a program of research on agroforestry

systems, and a field program to demonstrate the viability of agroforestry systems

that provided farmers with extension advice and free seedlings for planting on

their own lands. Responsibility for overall supervision of the project lay with a

special cell established in the federal office of the inspector-general of forests, to

which several expatriate technical advisors hired by USAID were attached

(including myself), while responsibility for field operations lay with project

offices established in each of the provinces involved.

I was attached to the FP&D project for nearly four years (1985–89) as chief

social scientist in charge of contacting, studying, and advising the federal gov-

ernment about the project’s farmer clientele. With the assistance of a team that

I assembled of nine Pakistani social scientists, I carried out a multiple-year study

of farmers throughout the project region to discover what their fuel, fodder, and

timber needs were; how well they were meeting those needs with their current

farm forestry practices; and what extension services from the forest service
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would help them to do better.7 Many of our forester counterparts openly ques-

tioned whether or not small farmers had any interest in farm forestry, so we

made the extent of small farmer interest in on-farm cultivation of trees a central

part of the study.

Given the nationwide scope of the project and the need to attend to macro-

as well as microlevel factors (see chapter 2), I devised a multistage approach to

the farmer study, progressing from a broad but shallow focus to a narrow and

intensive one (see fig. 12.2). The first stage, a type of rapid rural appraisal, con-

sisted of group interviews concerning overall patterns of rural resource use with

officials and local luminaries in each of twenty-five tehsil (subdistricts) of the

eleven project districts (Kohat, Dera Ismail Khan, and Karak in Northwest Fron-

tier Province; Attock, Chakwal, Rawalpindi, Sargodha, Sialkot, Gujrat, and Jhelum

in Punjab Province; and Nasirabad in Baluchistan Province). The second stage

consisted of group interviews (one with village officials, one with ordinary vil-

lagers) concerning village resource patterns in 118 villages.8 The third stage con-

sisted of individual interviews on household resource-use patterns in 1,132

households in 63 villages.9 The fourth stage consisted of more in-depth inter-
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views on farm ecology and economics in 40 of these same villages and 589 of

these same households. Some of the thornier questions that arose in these inter-

views were subsequently pursued in group discussions with key informants and

village leaders in each of these same forty villages, which represented the fifth

stage of the study. Several topics that arose in the course of the study that

appeared to merit further sustained study (including the indigenous conception

of tree shade) were investigated in a further round of intensive interviewing with

one hundred households in a sample of thirteen villages—the sixth stage of the

study. Finally, to quantify some aspects of daily farm resource use, key inform-

ants in each of these thirteen villages were hired to keep daily records of farm

forestry—related activities for a period of eighteen months, which represented

the seventh and final stage of the study. The methodological principles of this

multistage approach were as follows: (1) each successive stage focused on a sub-

set of the sample of the prior stage (so the smallest sample was studied in all seven

stages, whereas the largest or widest sample was studied in just the first stage);

(2) each successive stage of the study produced the criteria used to select the

narrower sample (of villages and households) for the next stage; and (3) the find-

ings of each stage were used to direct the questioning in each subsequent stage.

This multistage and multilevel methodology enabled the research team to

transcend the narrow scope of traditional village studies while preserving some

of their ethnographic strengths. It crossed the boundaries of locale, class, eth-

nicity, and—most important, perhaps—scale, allowing us to talk about a variety
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of different levels of resource use, ranging from subhousehold to national. But it

became evident while this research was still underway that there was yet another

boundary that we needed to cross—that between the rural population and the

state, between the common farmers who were supposed to be our subjects and

the state foresters who were supposed to be our counterparts. The most critical

challenge of this research turned out to be the need to adapt our methodology to

rethink the basic concepts of research subject and object.

Methodology Redux: The Forest Department

Many of the initial field visits in the farmer study were carried out in the com-

pany of our official counterparts from the forest departments of Northwest Fron-

tier, Punjab, and Baluchistan. These provincial foresters invariably steered us

toward the so-called progressive villages in each subdistrict, which in practice

meant villages with irrigation, villages on paved roads, villages close to forestry

offices, and so on (see Chambers 1983, 1–27). The foresters also steered us toward

“progressive” farmers, meaning the ones with extensive holdings and often with

political office or influence as well.10 When we met with these elite farmers, they

usually asked whether the project would offer them the tractors, low-interest loans,

and other sorts of expensive subsidized resources that they were used to receiving

from their government patrons. When we announced that all the project offered

was a modest number of free seedlings of fuel-, fodder-, and timber-providing

species, they were openly contemptuous.11 Their reaction to this offer contrasted

with the reaction of common farmers, who were typically delighted at the pros-

pect of getting anything at all for free from the government.

These field experiences with the project foresters led me to add an addi-

tional topic to our study: the forest service itself and its relations with both elite

and nonelite farmers. Therefore, while directing the farmer study, I also carried out

an ethnography of the forest service. (See chapter 2 on the emphasis in political

ecology on studying institutions.) I gathered data by participating in several dozen

forest service meetings, workshops, and field trips; analyzing forest department

documents; and taking part in informal discussions with forest officers.12

It quickly became clear from this institutional ethnography that forester-

farmer dynamics could only be understood within the context of a complex his-

torical process, which involved not just the loss of natural resources (the focus of

both the forest service and foreign donors) but a change in their location and

control. This change was best articulated by the senior Pakistani forester in the

project, who suggested that a historic shift in tree cover was occurring, with or

without state assistance, from the domain of the state to the domain of private

farmers. This shift, which is also attested to by historical-ecological evidence (Dove

1995), was not simply a shift in tenure but a literal displacement of tree cover

from state to private lands. The socioeconomic niche favorable to tree growth
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was waning on public lands but waxing on private lands. Evidence of this shift

was provided by the data gathered in the farmer study: 49 percent of the farmers

interviewed reported prior tree planting on their lands. And the percentage of

farmers reporting tree planting would have been much higher if fruit trees (the

cultivation of which has a much longer history in Pakistan) had been included in

the analysis (Cernea 1989, 4–5).

This historic displacement was threatening to the forest service, whose

political capital was traditionally based on how much forest area it controlled

and how much revenue it contributed to government coffers. As these declined,

so, too, did the forest service’s share of the state budget. Taken together, these

developments led to a debate regarding the need to reorient the forest service

toward a public service role with a constituency that would prominently include

small farmers.

The Pakistan Forest Service traditionally has had distinct relations with two

different rural clienteles. From one clientele, the peasantry, the forest service

extracted fees for approved use of forest resources (grazing cattle and gathering

fuelwood) and fines and bribes for unapproved uses.13 For the other clientele,

the principal landlords in each district, the service provided subsidized tree plant-

ings on their lands, within a broader pattern of reciprocal economic and politi-

cal ties between the government and the rural elite (Fortmann 1988, 57). Many

foresters initially assumed (incorrectly) that the FP&D project was designed to ben-

efit this same elite clientele. Their assumption that scarce government resources

should be directed toward rural elites needs to be interpreted in light of the fact

that the foresters are part of this elite themselves. The higher-level officers in the

forest service all do their formal degree training at the Pakistan Forest Institute

in Peshawar, a prestigious institution modeled after the Indian forestry school in

Dehra Dun. Once posted in Pakistan’s rural areas, forest officers command con-

trol of not only valuable natural resources (namely, forests and grazing lands) but

also important infrastructural resources, including offices and homes, staff and

salaries, means of transportation and communication, and access to the other

branches of government. These resources combine to make forest officers some

of the most powerful political figures on the rural landscape, especially in Pak-

istan’s poorer and more remote rural districts. This stature contributes to their

identification with the rural elite as opposed to rural poor.

The foresters’ traditional belief that rural elites were the appropriate focus

for material and technical expertise, whereas the rural poor were the appropri-

ate focus for surveillance, was supported by a set of beliefs that denied small

farmers’ interest in and knowledge of on-farm tree cultivation (Dove 1992). Most

project foresters maintained that small farmers did not have trees on their

farms, did not want them, and would not agree to plant them. In the exceptional

cases where this was not true, they insisted that small farmers would only plant

large blocks of exotic species for market sale and not for on-farm needs for fuel,
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timber, and fodder. The foresters glossed the small farmers as being not “tree-

minded.” When presented with incontrovertible evidence of tree cultivation by

small farmers, one project forester retorted that this represented only a casual

commitment but was “not from the heart.” Central to these beliefs was the idea

that small farmers and trees did not mix and that, more generally, agriculture

and silviculture did not mix. Their belief in this fundamental incompatibility

supported the status quo in forester-farmer relations and mitigated against the

department’s evolution toward a public service organization.

The foresters’ beliefs regarding farmers’ lack of tree-mindedness were deci-

sively contradicted by the findings of my study (Dove 1992). Among the farmers

surveyed, 87 percent reported having existing trees on their farms, of which

about one-half were planted and most of which were scattered about the farm-

land or located within the house or farmhouse courtyard (as opposed to being

grouped in linear or block plantings).14 Further, two-thirds of the farmers sur-

veyed expressed interest in working with the project to establish small plantings

(meaning fewer than 1,000 trees) of multipurpose native species to meet their

households’ fuel and timber needs.15 These findings clearly reflected an existing,

successful integration of tree cultivation into the farming landscape.

This integration is also reflected in the findings of the farmer study regard-

ing the perceived obstacles to on-farm tree cultivation. The major reported

obstacles to on-farm tree cultivation were not farmers’ lack of interest or experi-

ence but the normal challenges of the farming-forestry interface. Thus, whereas

the foresters were proposing to devote large amounts of project resources to

farmer “motivation,” the farmers themselves were concerned with how best to

manage the perennial farm-forestry problems of water scarcity, free-ranging cat-

tle, and competition with annual crops (see table 12.2). Central to their efforts to

manage these problems was their conception of tree shade.

Farmers’ Shade Beliefs

The retreat of Pakistan’s state forests does not mean that trees have vanished

from the countryside. Trees abound in all graveyards and religious shrines, where
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TABLE 12-2

Obstacles to Tree Cultivation (by percentage)

Lack of Hard to Crop Lack of Pests and Soil

Water Protect Impact Seedlings Disease Problems None

39 38 29 11 9 8 7

Note: These are the percentages of farm households that report each obstacle, 
and households could report more than one obstacle



they provide shade for the pious and eternal blessings for the planter.16 Trees are

found in the enclosed courtyards of every rural home, providing shade, fodder,

and fruit. The greatest numbers of trees are found on the farmlands themselves:

in clusters around water holes and tanks, where Moghul rulers decreed the plant-

ing of banyan (Ficus bengalensis); around wells and Persian wheels, where they

shade the circling oxen; and in hedgerows along field boundaries, where they

provide protection from wind and livestock incursions and yield fuel and fodder.

The number, species, location, and growth of on-farm trees are carefully man-

aged to balance their perceived benefits against their perceived costs, referring

largely to deleterious effects on agricultural land and crops. This balance is most

often articulated within farmers’ discourse about sayah (tree shade).

Farmers in the rainfed tracts of Pakistan conceive of tree shade not as the

absence of something (such as light) but as the presence of something that the

tree itself emits. This emission has four major characteristics: density, tempera-

ture, taste, and size (see table 12.1). Each is believed to vary with the tree species;

and of most importance to the farmer, the impact of shade on food crops is

thought to vary accordingly. The varying character of tree shade is well expressed

in a proverb of the Pushto-speaking tribes of the region: “Look at the tree before

sitting under its shadow” (Ahmed 1975, 56).

First, regarding size, Pakistani farmers are acutely conscious of the length

and width of the area that is shadowed by a tree; and one of their motives for

pruning is to reduce the height and width of a tree’s crown and thereby the

extent of its shade. They favorably compare the natural shape of a tree such as

the Indian olive (Olea ferruginea Royle), slender and casting less shade, with one

such as the Persian lilac (Melia azedarach L.), broader and casting more shade.17

In addition to length and width, some farmers assign another dimension to

shade: height or vertical movement. Speaking of a tall tree such as the Persian

lilac, they say that its shade cools as it “descends” from the tree’s top to earth. A

final dimension, time, is also important. Farmers are very conscious of the dura-

tion of a tree’s daily shadow on the land, which varies principally according to the

location of the tree vis-à-vis the land in question. Thus, farmers say that one rea-

son it is better to plant a tree at the edge of a field instead of the center is so its

shade will cover the field for only half the day (morning if it is on the eastern edge,

afternoon if on the western) instead of covering some part of the field all day long.

After size, the second most important dimension of shade is its density—the

depth and uniformity of its darkness—which appears to be a measure of the

amount of sunlight that passes through the tree’s foliage. Farmers say, for example,

that sissoo (Dalbergia sissoo Roxb.) and white mulberry trees (Morus alba Linn.)

have especially dense shade because their leaves are very thick and opaque. As a

result, the amount of sunlight filtering through them is limited, and their shade

is dark. There are also seasonal and diurnal dimensions to shade thickness.

Farmers say that shade is thicker during the summer than during the winter, and
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they say that it is thicker at midday than during the morning or afternoon. What-

ever its cause, farmers say that thick shade is generally bad for crops.

The third dimension of tree shade is temperature, which farmers say is

immediately perceptible to anyone standing under the tree. Thus, it “feels cold”

under a sissoo tree or a siris tree (Albizia lebbek (L.) Benth.), while it “feels hot”

under a tamarisk (Tamarix aphylla (L.) Karst.).18 Farmers attribute variation in

shade temperature, in part, to variation in shade density. Thus, they say that

thin-leaved trees such as the Indian jujube (Zizyphus mauritania Lam.) have hot

shade, while thick-leaved trees such as the sissoo and white mulberry have cold

shade.19 More generally, the temperature of a tree’s shade is associated with the

temperature of the tree itself, which the farmers apprehend indirectly. Thus,

farmers say that the Indian olive is cold because it casts little shade (since shade

is a crop-threatening and hence “hot” impact) and because its leaf litter enriches

the soil (which is seen as a fertility-enhancing and hence “cool” impact). In con-

trast, mesquite (Prosopis juliflora (Swartz) DC) and babul (Acacia nilotica (L.)

Willd. ex Del.) are said to be hot trees because they thrive not only in hot regions

but in hot seasons as well, losing their leaves only during the cold season. Of

most importance, any tree in whose shade crops fare especially poorly is said, by

inference, to have hot shade. The temperature of a particular tree’s shade does

not vary with the season, although its value to the farmers may. Thus, farmers

say that they stake their livestock under the hot shade of the Indian jujube in the

winter but under the cool shade of sissoo in the summer. The same principles

are applied to tree products as well as tree shade. Thus, farmers feed their live-

stock the leaves of the hot Indian jujube to counteract the cold of winter and the

leaves of the cold sissoo to counteract the heat of illness. The farmers themselves

eat the leaves of the hot tamarisk to counteract the cold of sexual impotence (see

also Watt 1889–96, 6:3, 410). 

The fourth dimension of tree shade is taste, which encompasses bitterness

and sweetness. The taste of shade cannot be perceived directly. Farmers infer it

from other characteristics of the tree or from its effects on proximate crops.

Thus, farmers say they know that the shade of the Persian lilac is bitter because

its sap, fruit, and even the crops growing under it all taste bitter. In contrast, the

sweet taste of the Indian jujube’s sap indicates that its shade is sweet. The taste

of a tree’s leaves may also indicate whether its shade is bitter or sweet. Taste

extends even to the wood: farmers say that the bitterness of the wood of the

neem tree (Azadirachta indica A. Juss.) gives it its well-known resistance to ter-

mites (CSIR 1986, 64; NAS 1980, 1:114).20 Because of these insecticidal properties,

other observers have reported that the shade of the neem tree is considered to

be healthy for people (Ahmed and Grainge 1986, 205).21 According to George

Watt (1889–96), “a popular belief exists that a leper can be cured if he can live

exposed under a neem tree for 12 years” (1:218).22
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Shade Impact and Management

Farmers say that the impact of shade on crops is often but not always negative.

They attribute these negative impacts to reduction in the amount of sunlight

that reaches the crops and especially to exacerbation of undesirable soil condi-

tions. Thus, farmers say that when the soil is overly wet after rainfall or irrigating,

shade keeps it from drying out. Similarly, when the soil is overly cold and dry,

shade keeps it from being warmed and energized. Farmers associate both condi-

tions with lack of soil strength and fertility. Further, these effects are believed to

vary according to the type of land and the season of the year (see fig. 12.3). Farm-

ers say that shade’s augmentation of soil moisture has an extremely negative

impact on irrigated land because it aggravates extant problems with waterlog-

ging. Its de-energizing of the soil has a similar negative impact on rainfed land

because it aggravates extant problems with soil fertility. Likewise, the cooling

impact of shade on the soil is most harmful during the winter, whereas it is

sometimes even beneficial in the summer. To a limited extent, farmers also say,

the impact of tree shade varies according to the type of crop planted under it. For

example, particularly “hot” crops such as the chili pepper (Capsicum spp.) are

said to grow better than other crops do under shade.

At one level of farmer discourse, shade refers to all of the effects of a tree on

crops; but at another level, the effects of a tree’s shade and the effects of its roots

are distinguished. Farmers believe that the impact of tree roots is always negative,

unlike the impact of its shade. Whereas shade makes the topsoil wet, roots make

the subsurface soil dry. This is thought to be a function of the tree’s need to con-

sume energy (that is, nutrient matter), which is hot and thereby requires an off-

setting amount of coolness from water.23 When the tree takes this water from the

subsurface soil, the soil’s energy will be negatively affected. (This is said to be

more true in the case of shallow-rooted trees such as the Persian lilac or the

white mulberry than in the case of more deeply rooted trees.) Farmers say that if

the soil can be sufficiently irrigated, however, this effect can be neutralized or

even transformed into a positive impact. Consequently, they believe that the

impact of roots is worse in rainfed lands than in irrigated ones. Indeed, a signif-

icant minority of farmers with irrigated lands deny that tree roots have any dele-

terious effect on crops. Since the major limiting factor in agriculture on irrigated

lands is not lack of water but its overabundance, farmers tend to see the wetting

impact of tree shade as worse than the drying impact of tree roots. For farmers

with rainfed lands, on the other hand, the chief agricultural constraint is lack of

water; so they tend to view the impact of tree roots as worse than that of tree

shade (see fig. 12.3). 

A minority of farmers identify a third aspect of tree impact on crops: leaf and

flower litter. That effect is thought to vary according to the availability of irriga-

tion water to prevent the crops from being “burned” by the “hot,” nutrient-laden

litter. Some farmers carry this argument so far as to attribute all ill-effects of
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trees to their litter, holding shade (or roots) to be irrelevant by comparison.24

Trees said to have the worst litter are the Persian lilac and the babul. The Indian

olive, in contrast, is said to have good litter.25

Pakistani farmers have a management system for tree shade that is based on

a variety of regional intellectual traditions, including Ayurveda, which draws on

classical Sanskrit sources (Bhishagratna 1963, Sharma and Dash 1976); and Unani

Tibb (Greco-Arabian medicine), which draws on the classical works of Hippo-

crates and Galen, especially the medieval works of Avicenna (Shah 1966, Gruner

1930). Farmers’ shade beliefs appear to represent an example of what Claude

Lévi-Strauss (1966) called bricolage or James C. Scott (1998) has more recently

called me \tis: namely, a practically oriented, context-specific recombination of

elements. Although the shade beliefs draw on formal knowledge systems such as

Ayurveda, they do not themselves constitute a formal, self-conscious system of

knowledge. If you asked Pakistani farmers about their system of belief regarding
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tree shade, you might well be told that there is no such system (Fairhead and

Leach 1996, 285).

The central management principle in these beliefs involves the combina-

tion and segregation of opposing qualities—hot and cold, wet and dry, bitter and

sweet—to attain desired agricultural outcomes (see Kurin’s [1983] analysis of Pak-

istani food crops). In the case of tree shade, the desired outcomes are to mitigate

(or at least not exacerbate) the constraining properties of the land and the sea-

son in which a farmer is working: too much wetness in irrigated land, too much

dryness in rainfed land, and too much cold in winter. Farmers’ responses to

shade depend on the context. In most cases, a particular tree and its shade is nei-

ther absolutely good nor absolutely bad but good or bad on a particular type of

land in a particular season. In this and other respects, the management system is

whole-heartedly empirical: Pakistani farmers use sight, taste, touch, and causal

inference from trees’ effects on crops to inform their concepts of tree shade.

Farmers possess a variety of techniques for applying these management

principles. The first consists of selecting and planting those tree species believed

to have more beneficial and less destructive shade, a selection that varies some-

what according to the local ecology and desired land use (Jones and Price 1985,

327). A second technique consists of selecting appropriate spacings and locations.

For linear plantings, this entails spacing trees widely to prevent shade from

adjoining trees from overlapping and to thus avoid day-long coverage over crops

underneath; planting trees along east-west as opposed to north-south axes (Stig-

ter 1984, 207) to minimize the length of the shadow cast; and planting trees on

the east side of the field to ensure that the field receives the warmth of the after-

noon sun. A third management technique consists of actively removing all unde-

sirable tree species in all inappropriate locations on and around the fields.

With grown trees, farmers employ two other important management strate-

gies. The first is watering proximate crops by hand, especially in rainfed lands, to

offset trees’ water uptake. The second and perhaps most important strategy is

pruning, especially during the winter, just before the planting of the winter

crops (Michie 1986, 238).26 Farmers maintain that pruning not only increases

the amount of sunlight reaching the crops but also adds to the energy and hence

fertility of the soil as it reduces the amount of energy that the tree draws out of

the soil. Some farmers also believe that pruning weakens tree roots and thereby

further reduces their drain on soil energy.27

Conclusion

Tree shade may not appear to have much to do with politics.28 Such apparent

political irrelevance has served as the starting point for a number of political

ecological studies that employ a variation of Ludwig Wittgenstein’s (1974)

metaphor of the magic drawer. This refers to the act of conceptually putting
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something into a drawer and closing it, then turning around, reopening the

drawer, and removing the same object with an exclamation of surprise. (See chap-

ter 2 on the search for hidden functions in ecological anthropology in the 1960s.) I

could work that magic here by disingenuously presenting shade as a strictly local

and agricultural subject, only then to reveal its extralocal and political dimen-

sions. For example, I could have focused on the classical origins of the Unani

Tibb elements in shade beliefs and drawn into the analysis Alexander the Great’s

passage through the region. Then I could have argued that what appears to be an

indigenous system of knowledge is really a product of ancient geopolitical

struggles. Or I could have traced these struggles into contemporary times by

emphasizing the link between the FP&D project and the wider program of 1980s

U.S. technical assistance to Pakistan and the U.S.-led opposition to the Soviet-

backed regime in Afghanistan—the latest act at the time of this study in the so-called

“great game” that extralocal powers have played in this region for centuries.29 But

there are two related problems with this type of analysis. The stylized “discovery”

of unsuspected political dimensions is based on an artificial dichotomization of

political and everyday life, which in turn is based on a limited and dated con-

ception of politics and the exercise of power. In political ecology, ecological

anthropology, and allied fields, these older approaches to power have increasingly

been supplanted by poststructural approaches (as noted in chapter 2). Raymond

L. Bryant (2000), for example, urges us to turn away from framing environmental

debates in terms of material struggle toward a focus on struggles over the social

construction of environmental knowledge (see Brosius 1999).30

The Pakistani case represents just such a struggle. The shade beliefs that

have been analyzed here are premised on tree-crop interactions and the articu-

lation of domains—tree and crop, forest and farm, forest department and farmer,

indeed nature and culture—that the forest department has felt politically bound

to maintain as oppositions. The farmers’ shade discourse is all about negotiating

this boundary—the shade beliefs represent a practical guide to the mediation of

tree-crop interactions—while the foresters’ farmer discourse focuses on con-

structing and reifying this boundary (epitomized in their characterization of the

farmers as “anti-tree”). The shade beliefs represent an ability to make discrimi-

nations that the forest department denies; they open a conceptual space that the

forest department refuses to admit exists. Whereas the manifest goals of the farm-

ers’ discourse are agronomic and those of the foresters’ discourse are silvicultural,

both clearly also have political implications: the farmers’ discourse challenges

state authority; the foresters’ discourse reasserts it. These political implications

are inherent in the two discourses. As Scott (1998) writes, “situated, local knowl-

edge”—like that of both the Pakistani foresters and the farmers—is inherently

“partisan knowledge” (318). It is partisan because it is socially constructed (as

chapter 2 notes). The social constructedness of knowledge is what enables power

to be expressed at the epistemological level.
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Nevertheless, the link between farmer and forester discourses is more com-

plex than a simple opposition. By making it possible for farmers to manage tree-

crop interactions, farmers’ beliefs implicitly open the possibility of forest depart-

ment collaboration with farmers. This possibility challenges the forest depart-

ment so long as it ignores or denies such an opening. Denial, in the form of

foresters’ statement that farmers are “anti-tree,” is thus in some sense evoked by

the farmers’ shade beliefs. In other words, the farmer and forester discourses are

linked. Not only does each help to explain the other, but the forester discourse

probably owes its development to the farmer discourse. Without elaborate

farmer beliefs and practices addressing on-farm tree management, an elaborate

forester discourse that dismisses such beliefs and practices would be unneces-

sary. As Nora Haenn (1999) suggests in her study of opposing but linked environ-

mental discourses in Mexico, we need to start examining the interdependence of

such constructs and ask if their pairing serves some purpose (Sivaramakrishnan

1995).

My research in Pakistan has a variety of implications for practice. Most obvi-

ously, this system of tree shade management has relevance for development ana-

lysts in Pakistan and elsewhere in South Asia. Whereas scientific research on

agroforestry dates back at most two generations, this indigenous system is cen-

turies or even millennia old. The system foregrounds the challenge of tree-crop

interactions and the need to study relevant dimensions of trees: the shape and

height of their canopies; the extent of ground area they shade; and the light, tem-

perature, and humidity differentials of their shade (Jones and Price 1985, 327)—

matters of central interest to farmers in the region but still of little interest to

government foresters.31 It also directs us to look at how this pattern of interest

and disinterest articulates with wider political-ecological relations.

My research shows that the study of indigenous environmental knowledge

and practice cannot be separated from the study of politics, although efforts to

separate them can be revealing. At the time of my research, little if any of the

rural social scientific research being done in Pakistan was relevant to the poli-

cies and practices of the forest service; and filling this gap was one of my explicit

goals in the FP&D project. But social science research on the knowledge and

practices of small farmers was so threatening to the forest service’s status quo

that it was stiffly resisted, at least initially. This was made clear at the Pakistan

Forest Institute, the country’s preeminent institution for professional training of

forest officers, where my efforts to develop courses on rural development sociol-

ogy were initially countered by a request to instead develop more traditional

social science materials on rural social structure. This request can be read as an

explicit call for the continued separation of social science and policy and the

continued distancing of farmer resource practices and knowledge from forestry

programs, policy, and politics. The Pakistan Forest Institute’s initial reaction to

applied social science—indeed, the response of the country’s forest service as a
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whole—shows how the separation in development between agrarian ecology and

politics is itself socially constructed.

NOTES

1. The research on which this analysis is based was supported by the Forestry Planning

and Development Project, jointly funded by the government of Pakistan and the U.S.

Agency for International Development, under the direction of the inspector-general of

forests and under contract to the Winrock International Institute for Agricultural

Development. The author was assisted in data gathering by Riaz Ahmad, Sarfraz Ahmad,

Nisar Ahmed, Abul Hassan, Zafar Iqbal Marwat, Umar Farooq Marwat, Zafar Masood,

Shamsul Qamar, Jamil A. Qureshi, Nazir Shahzad, and Gul Muhammad Umrani. He is

indebted to Carol Carpenter, Lisa L. Gezon, and Susan Paulson for insightful readings of

previous drafts. He alone, however, is responsible for the final analysis presented here.

2. One irrigated district of Baluchistan was also included in the project.

3. I will refer to this system of knowledge as indigenous, although the term is problematic

(Agrawal 1995, Ellen et al. 2000).

4. For an exegesis and problematizing of western concepts of shade, see, for example,

Casati (2003) and Smith (1973).

5. Note, however, that these measures of deforestation focus on the contraction of con-

tiguous forests managed by the state and largely ignore the expansion of tree cover on

private farmlands, which is one of the points of this analysis.

6. The project was one of many responses to the so-called fuelwood crisis that came to the

fore in international development circles in the 1970s, the validity of which has since

been disputed by retrospective studies (Arnold et al. 2003).

7. I was assisted by a Pakistani sociologist throughout the project, and we hired eight

additional field assistants, all with some social science background and all native

speakers of the local languages in the provinces to which they were assigned. The field

assistants worked in pairs to minimize non-sampling error. I also visited each field

team every one or two weeks to participate in interviews and review completed inter-

view schedules. All the researchers were male: in part, because of the radicalizing

impact on Islam of the Soviet Union’s invasion of Afghanistan, it was not possible to

hire female field assistants or interview female members of farm families, which was

an admitted weakness of the study.

8. The villages were selected for variation in terms of the presence or absence of the FP&D

project; distance to roads, urban areas, forest department offices, state forests, refugee

camps, and traditional migratory routes of herders; the presence or absence of irriga-

tion; the presence or absence of shamilat (communal forests); population size; the

predominance of landlords versus small farmers; government characterization as a

progressive versus a backward village; and geographical location.

9. The households in each village were randomly selected. If the village was included in the
FP&D project, up to one-half of these random selections were made from lists of project
participants. In addition, two village officials were selected for interview in each village.

10. When we expressed to one district forest officer our desire to meet with farmers, he replied
that he could have “all of the farmers” in the district in his office in twenty minutes. 
He got on the telephone, and a half-dozen landlords of large estates shortly thereafter
drove up to his office to be interviewed (Dove 1994). It was politically difficult for the
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foresters to introduce important guests to poor farmers instead of their landlord
clients, just as it was difficult for the foresters to deliver project resources to the former
as opposed to the latter.

11. These negative responses prompted foresters’ efforts to adapt the project resources to

their clients’ needs, initially by raising the ceiling on the number of seedlings that

could be given to any one household, subsequently by using project funds to build

nurseries for elite farmers in which they could raise seedlings to sell to poor farmers.

12. A formal study of forester beliefs was vetoed by senior forest service officials.

13. The oppositional character of forester-farmer relations is reflected in Cernea’s (1985,

271) report that, at the time of his study in Azad Kashmir, one out of every five house-

holds was involved in ongoing litigation with the forest service.

14. Among the farmers interviewed, 74 percent and 60 percent, respectively, reported

scattered versus courtyard plantings, whereas just 10 percent and 3 percent, respec-

tively, reported linear versus block plantings.

15. Among the farmers surveyed, 35 percent requested fewer than one hundred seedlings,

and another 51 percent requested fewer than 1,000 seedlings. The tree species

requested by the households interviewed were as follows: babul (Acacia nilotica), 48

percent; sissoo (Dalbergia sissoo), 46 percent; eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.), 44 percent;

poplar (Populus spp.), 17 percent; leucaena (Leucaena leucocephala), 8 percent; phulai

(Acacia modesta), 8 percent; and others, 18 percent. Note that these are the percent-

ages of farm households that requested each species. Each household could request

more than one species.

Households desired planted trees for the following reasons: fuelwood, 91 percent;

timber, 72 percent; sale, 46 percent; fodder, 13 percent; other, 7 percent; and uncertain,

6 percent. Once again, these are the percentages of farm households that reported

each use. Each household could mention more than one use.

16. Proscriptions against tree felling in such places are strictly followed (see Gold and

Gujar 1989), which has led Pakistani foresters to study their vegetation as the closest

remaining approximation of the country’s historic vegetation (Chaghtai et al. 1983,

1984; Khan 1994).

17. Stewart (1869) says of the olive, “Its foliage looks more dense than it really is, and it gives

a rather chequered shade” (140). Of the lilac, Khan (1965) observes that it has a “spread-

ing crown” (28).

18. Stewart (1869) says of the tamarisk, “it furnishes a very insufficient guard from the

sun” (92).

19. This perceived difference in the temperature of shade is likely to be due not just to less

sunlight beneath the tree but also to more humidity (Shankarnarayan et al. 1987, 81).

20. The leaf, bark, and fruit of the neem tree all have insecticidal properties (CSIR 1986, 361;

NAS 1980, 2:40).

21. The belief that tree shade affects human health is ancient. Pliny (1938) writes: “Onesi-

critus says that in parts of India where there are no shadows there are men five cubits

and two spans high [approximately eight feet tall], and people live a hundred and thirty

years, and do not grow old but die middle-aged” (2:525). Recent work on the impact of

diminished ultraviolet light on human stature actually supports Onesicritus, at least

with respect to stature (O’Dea 1994).

22. The shade of some trees is also believed to affect spiritual health or fortune. The shade
of the siris tree (Albizzia lebbek [L.] Benth.), for example, is widely believed to be
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unlucky because its leaves have a droopy or wilted appearance (see also Stewart 1869,
55; Watt 1889–96, 1:158). According to Kane (1974, 2:400), a verse from the classical
Yam-smrti prohibits Vedic study under the shade of certain trees, including salmali or
silk cotton (Salmalia malabarica or Bombax heptaphyll); slesmataka (Cordia latifolia);
and madhuka (Bassia latifiolia) (see Gruner [1930, 185] on “trees of bad tempera-
ment”). Discussing the peepal tree (Ficus religiosa Linn.), one or two large specimens
of which customarily stand over village tanks or water holes and provide some of the
widest, thickest, and most appreciated midday shade, farmers say that they fear to sit
or even pass under its shade at night because of the spirits believed to inhabit it
(Mansberger 1987, 161).

23. Pakistani farmers conceptualize the effect of chemical fertilizers on their crops in a
similar manner: fertilizers require the coolness of irrigation or rain to work effectively;
otherwise, they will burn the crops (Kurin 1983, 289–91).

24. Since litter can shade soil just as much as foliage can, some of these ill-effects may still
be due to shade. Stigter (1984) calls litter a “natural shading mulch” (211).

25. The litter and soil impacts of the babul tree have been found to be relatively poor, at
least in comparison with Prosopis cineraria (L.) Druce (Singh and Lal 1969; Shankar-
narayan et al. 1987, 81).

26. Pruning, according to Foley and Barnard (1984), is “an aspect of tree management that
conventional forestry has largely ignored” (38).

27. An unrelated benefit of pruning is the contribution that the pruned branches make to
household fuel and fodder supplies, especially in the winter, when fuel supplies are
under greatest pressure because of high consumption and fodder supplies are under
greatest pressure because of a lack of sources (Supple et al. 1985).

28. Recent studies, such as Schroeder’s (1993, 1999) on the management of shade by Gam-
bian landlords to assert their political control and economic advantage over female
tenants, show how central a role shade can play in the micropolitics of agroforestry.

29. The Soviet Union’s 1979 invasion of Afghanistan precipitated an enormous increase in
developmental aid from the United States to Pakistan, including funding for the social
forestry project in which this research was conducted.

30. For an example of the sort of struggle Bryant is advocating and one that also involves
tree shade, see Dove and Carpenter (2005) on the famous “poison tree” (Arbor toxi-
caria or Antiaris toxicaria) of the seventeenth-century East Indies.

31. The immense scope for studies of tree-crop interactions is suggested in Ong and Hux-
ley (1996).
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A Global Political Ecology 
of Bioprospecting

HANNE SVARSTAD

Political ecology merges concern for aspects in the natural environment (ecol-

ogy) with a focus on relationships between people-environment and people-

people (political). The burgeoning literature in political ecology deals with

environment and development issues, emphasising the perception of problems

among various stakeholders and others (Blaikie and Brookfield 1987, Bryant and

Bailey 1997, Peet and Watts 1996, Stott and Sullivan 2000; also see chapter 2).

Political ecology attempts to understand various types of influences across scales,

sometimes also involving multiple spaces.

Usually political ecology students start their projects by examining a situa-

tion at the local level and then spread gradually into an increasingly wider con-

text—beginning, for instance, with the land user, following the seminal work of

Blaikie and Brookfield (1987). In this chapter, however, I argue that it is sometimes

useful to begin with the global features of a phenomenon. I present four steps

that elaborate a global political ecology approach and show how I have studied

the phenomenon of bioprospecting within each step. Bioprospecting implies

that researchers and company agents travel to various parts of the world to collect

samples of biological material and related indigenous knowledge in order to

develop commercial products such as modern medicines. Step 1employs a political

economy approach to situate the activity. Step 2 moves from the global economic

practice of, in this case, bioprospecting to the global production of discourses about

it. Local-level case studies come in as step 3, and here I present bioprospecting

by an American company, Shaman Pharmaceuticals, in an area in Tanzania.

Finally, in step 4, I compare the discourses identified in step 2 with other human-

environment discourses.

If a student tries to cover all the suggested steps thoroughly in the same

analysis, she or he may have to spend much more time than is available for a

delimited study. Covering all four elements may therefore require the student to



undertake several subprojects over time or to cooperate with other researchers.

There are at least two reasons why it may be worthwhile to organize multiyear,

multisited, and multidisciplinary research projects to deal with issues on both

local and global scales. On the one hand, the ways in which an issue is treated in

global discourses often provides an important context for interpreting specific

cases on the local level. On the other hand, case-specific experiences on the local

level may shed light on how an issue is handled globally. In other words, the

approach focuses on a global phenomenon so as to allow for movement in a

hermeneutic circle between global and local scales.

Step 1: Studying the Political Economy of Global Practice

The political aspect of political ecology often draws from a broader tradition 

of political economy in which social relations of production are emphasized with

a focus on access and control over resources. To understand aspects of bio-

prospecting in local-practice cases as well as global discourses about the phe-

nomenon, it is useful to establish a picture of the global activity, including

historical context and the current involvement of various actors. Although such

work may be restricted to a small desktop study, it may also be expanded into a

major focus and involve field visits and interviews with key actors.

Bioprospecting is an economic activity that has increased in significance

and received considerable attention since the early 1990s. The search for new

uses of biological materials may be as old as humanity itself, and it constitutes a

fundamental feature of human development. During the past few centuries,

colonial powers have expended much effort on searching for useful biodiversity

all over the world. Thus, present bioprospecting activities in tropical countries

such as Tanzania can be seen as a new phase in a long history. The Swahili word

for Europeans is wazungu—literally, “those who travel around.” White men in

Africa have always traveled around searching for various things: the source of

the Nile, gold, ivory, and, from the very beginning, usable plants.

The great European voyages of discovery during the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries were dedicated not simply to exploration but also to accumula-

tion. Botanical and zoological gardens became centers of calculation in which

knowledge was concentrated to obtain mastery of the resources (Foucault 1970,

Parry 2000). Kenyan social scientist Calestous Juma (1989) argues that the intro-

duction of genetic material and related technology into the economic system has

been a crucial source of economic growth, when combined with institutional

reorganization. In the nineteenth century, the power of colonial Britain was to a

large degree based on the transportation of plants around the globe. For instance,

tea was brought from China for cultivation in India and then to a number of other

British colonies; rubber was transferred from Brazil to Southeast Asia. Cinchona,

the plant yielding quinine, a treatment for malaria, was brought from the Andes
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to India and other parts of the world, thus facilitating military, political, and eco-

nomic expansion. Botanical gardens of colonial powers, such as Kew Gardens in

England, were key agents for these movements. The exchange of genetic resources

helped Great Britain expand its colonies, and the introduction of genetic resources

was a major factor in the development of the United States into a leading agri-

cultural nation (Juma 1989).

Biochemicals have made an important contribution to the development of

modern medicine. An estimated 42 percent of the twenty-five best-selling drugs

worldwide are biologicals, natural products, or medicines derived from natural

products (Newman and Laird 1999). Recently, much bioprospecting has taken

place in tropical countries found to be very rich in biodiversity: rainforests may

contain more than half of all species in the world (Wilson 1988).

Literature on bioprospecting from the early 1990s points to the pharmaceu-

tical industry’s resurgence of interest in biodiversity as a potential source of

novel chemical compounds (Aylward 1993, McChesney 1996, Reid 1993–94, ten

Kate 1995). This move came after decades of emphasis on synthetic chemistry

and so-called rational drug design, although some plant-based drugs were also

discovered and brought to the market during the period. Technological devel-

opment has been highlighted as a core reason for the renewed interest in drug

discovery from biological sources (Reid 1997). The development of automated

screening techniques has increased the speed with which chemicals can be tested

by a factor of one hundred, thereby making it a cost-effective alternative (Reid

1993–94). Furthermore, biotechnology makes possible the transfer of genetic

material between species, thus enhancing the range of product development

and increasing the demand for novel genetic and biochemical resources (Reid et

al. 1993, 115; Krattiger and Lesser 1995, 211). A return to searching nature for

medicinal material can also be associated with a lack of major successes in

rational drug design research (Principe 1996, 191).

In addition to these mainly technological factors, changes in property rights

concerning genetic resources may also underlie the resurgence of bioprospect-

ing. Until recently, genetic resources have generally been handled as open-access

resources, implying that anybody could freely collect and use them without per-

mit or payment. Two factors have changed this situation. First, new possibilities

in the field for patents and other intellectual property rights have created pri-

vate ownership and commodification of genetic resources that have been sub-

ject to scientific alteration (Kloppenburg 1988). Second, and to a large extent as

a reaction of developing countries to the first change, the Convention on Biolog-

ical Diversity (CBD) provides an international legal instrument for source

countries to claim national sovereignty over those genetic resources that have

not been subject to alteration by conventional science. The principle of national

sovereignty is stated in the convention’s article 3. Article 15 specifies that access to

genetic resources is subject to mutually agreed terms and the providing country’s
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prior informed consent (United Nations 1992). Like most economic activities,

the future of bioprospecting is unpredictable. It depends on factors such as fur-

ther technological developments and political decisions surrounding access to

genetic resources (Reid 1997, ten Kate 1995).

If we look at the various actors in bioprospecting, we can make a major dis-

tinction between bioprospectors, on the one hand, and traditional healers and

local people who are primary providers of local knowledge and plant samples, on

the other. Furthermore, bioprospectors can be divided into two major groups:

producers and intermediaries. Pharmaceutical producers develop and produce

medicines. They are predominantly multinational companies with headquarters

in the United States, Europe, or Japan; and today all the largest pharmaceutical

companies are involved in collecting and screening biological material. 

Intermediaries in bioprospecting are actors who collect samples of biologi-

cal material, such as plant species, for screening or conduct parts of the research

to develop medicines. In cases of bioprospecting in developing countries, interme-

diaries may be foreign or local. Shaman Pharmaceuticals is a prominent example of

a global bioprospecting intermediary active throughout the 1990s. The company

started its operations in San Francisco in 1990 and has based its plant collection

on local and traditional knowledge from many countries around the world. In

2002, Shaman closed down; and a new company, PS Pharmaceuticals, bought

most of its intellectual property (Svarstad 2003).

In sum, bioprospecting is an activity directed by corporate product devel-

opment, which links different actors and spaces into global chains. It is a recent

part of a long history of investigating nature for human use. Much bioprospect-

ing for medicinal plants resembles the simple dependency theory model of André

Gunder Frank (1967): raw material gathering in the south (satellites, periphery)

and industrial development in the north (metropolis, core). But there are also

patterns in bioprospecting that imply north-north and south-south relations.

Step 2: Studying Discourse Production among Global Actors

The second step of my political ecology approach shifts the focus from global

economic practice to discursive practices on a global level. In this analysis, I use

a definition of discourse commonly employed by social scientists, referring to ways

of understanding the world or some part of it. It is a socially constructed mean-

ing system (Jørgensen and Phillips 1999), “a shared way of apprehending the

world. Embedded in language, it enables those who subscribe to it to interpret

bits of information and put them together into coherent stories or accounts.

Each discourse rests on assumptions, judgements, and contentions that provide

the basic terms for analysis, debates, arguments, and disagreements” (Dryzek

1997, 8).

I use the term discourse to refer to a conception of a realm of understanding
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that may be shared by a small or a large group of people on the local, national,

international, or global level. Actors involved in the discourse participate (in

varying degrees) in its production, reproduction, and transformation through

written and oral statements. These statements possess certain regularities, not

only with regard to content (or message) but also by their use of some shared

expressive means—for instance, certain meta-narratives and rhetorical devices

such as metaphors.1 A discourse analysis implies the examination of statements

to identify and depict discourses.

Some discourse analysts tend to de-emphasize agency. Michel Foucault

(1980), who has offered seminal contributions to social science discourse analy-

sis, deals with individual human beings not as acting subjects and producers of

behavior and thought but as products of historical frameworks and discourses

(also see Kendall and Wickham 1999). This view has been criticized by several

authors (for example, Fish 1993, Fox 1998), and I agree with those who consider it

valuable to go beyond describing social constructs such as discourses to get a

picture of the actors involved in constructions, reconstructions, and practices.

The concept of discourse implies recognition of a certain structure or sta-

bility of specific social constructs. In line with a focus on actors, however, dis-

courses must also be seen as targets for larger or smaller transformations.

Meaning cannot be settled once and for all. A discourse may be reproduced in a

relatively stable manner over a period of time, or it may be subject to consider-

able transformation and decline.

Different discourse analysts have applied a range of concepts concerning

the relations between discourses. With reference to Antonio Gramsci’s (1997

[1948–51]) hegemony theory, some discourse analysts use the term hegemonic

discourse (Hajer 1995, Jørgensen and Phillips 1999, Laclau and Mouffe 1985). A

discourse may be labeled hegemonic if it dominates thinking and is translated

into institutional arrangements (Hajer 1995, 60–61). I find it useful to apply the

notion of leading discourses to refer to discourses that are strong but do not

dominate perceptions on a topic or the generation of policies and practices.

My data collection regarding global discourses on bioprospecting encom-

passes participatory observation in meetings and conferences as well as the

examination of written sources. Study of contributions to various e-mail discus-

sion forums have been particularly useful. My research resulted in the identifi-

cation and analysis of two leading global discourses on bioprospecting from the

early 1990s until today (Svarstad 2000, 2003). In some contexts (such as a confer-

ence), each discourse is as strong as the other; in other contexts, one has hege-

monic standing.

The Bioprospecting Win-Win Discourse

According to the first discourse, bioprospecting provides opportunities for a super

win-win situation. Benefits may be generated for conservation, development in
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source countries, local providers of genetic resources and knowledge, new med-

icines for patients, and profit for industry.

A professor at Cornell and founder of the field of chemical ecology, Thomas

Eisner (1989, 1991) was an early contributor to this discourse. He termed the

activity chemical prospecting and proposed that it should be substantially inten-

sified. In response to concerns about species extinction and the concomitant

loss of chemical compounds of great potential value for useful products such as

medicines, Eisner argued for the establishment of screening laboratories in the

developing world that could support conservation programs.

The CDB has been important for the elaboration of the win-win discourse.

The CBD was negotiated from the late 1980s until the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio

de Janeiro and came into force in December 1993. Its three objectives are con-

servation of biodiversity, sustainable use of components, and fair and equitable

sharing of benefits from the use of genetic resources (United Nations 1992, art.

1). Several commentators believe that bioprospecting can contribute to all three

objectives, supporting economically poor but biodiversity-rich countries in the

south while providing the world with new medicines and companies with rev-

enues (see Baker et al. 1995, Mugabe et al. 1997, Reid et al. 1993, ten Kate 1995).

Such viewpoints have been adopted by various conservation organizations as

well as those directly involved in promoting and undertaking bioprospecting

activities. In 1993, the World Resources Institute published a seminal work on

bioprospecting, maintaining that, “Done well, biodiversity prospecting can con-

tribute greatly to environmentally sound development and return benefits to the

custodians of genetic resources—the national public at large, the staff of conser-

vation units, the farmers, the forest dwellers, and the indigenous people who

maintain or tolerate the resources involved” (Reid et al. 1993, 2).

Positive links between human health, on one side, and conservation and

bioprospecting, on the other, are given particular weight in the anthologies

edited by Michael J. Balick et al. (1996) and Francesca Grifo and Joshua Rosenthal

(1997). Nevertheless, even authors with a positive attitude toward bioprospect-

ing often stress that the existence of an appropriate institutional environment

in the source countries is a critical prerequisite for the realization of benefits.

The win-win discourse merges discourses produced among four main

groups of actors. The first is constituted by scientists in various fields of natural

product studies and ethno-sciences (for example, ethnobiology, -botany, and 

-pharmacognocy). The second group comprises natural scientists who belong to

the specialization known as conservation biology. The third group consists of con-

servationists in organizations such as the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF),

the World Resource Institute, and the World Conservation Union (IUCN). Finally,

the fourth group of actors comes from the pharmaceutical industry. Scientists

obviously have an interest in increased attention to and funding of their fields of

specialization. Similarly, conservationists are concerned about promoting con-
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servation and securing funding for this goal. The pharmaceutical industry, for

its part, has an interest in gaining access to biodiversity for medicine develop-

ment while achieving social credibility for their activities. By presenting their

objectives and activities in terms of the win-win discourse, members of all four

groups may increase their legitimacy.

The Biopiracy Discourse

The biopiracy discourse vehemently resists the commercial collection, develop-

ment, and patenting of modern medicines based on the biodiversity and tradi-

tional knowledge of the south. Advocates of this discourse emphasize the issues

of rights and equity for indigenous peoples, local peasants, and healers. They do

not believe that bioprospecting will provide satisfactory benefits for these groups.

Solidarity activists for the rural poor and indigenous people of the developing

world are the main actors in the construction and reconstruction of the biopiracy

discourse. In the forefront are the North America–based Rural Advancement

Foundation International (RAFI); the Europe-based Genetic Resources Action

International (GRAIN); and the Third World Network, operating mainly in Asia.2

The biopiracy discourse developed as a response to the increased attention

given to bioprospecting in the 1990s. RAFI coined the term biopiracy as a response

to Walter V. Reid et al.’s (1993) positive presentation of bioprospecting (Mooney

2000). In a booklet, RAFI (1994) referred to northern (particularly U.S.) concerns

about loss of royalties on pirated pharmaceuticals and agricultural chemicals.

The organization compared this loss to what it calculates as a larger loss for the

south: a reverse piracy from the north, which uses seeds and medicines from the

biodiverse south (RAFI 1994). It characterized biopiracy as a global pandemic,

arguing that “there are few places on earth where rural people are not facing

biopirates who aim to extract their knowledge and resources” (RAFI 1995, 1).

Metaphors of the discourse have been used with considerable sarcastic

humour. Media events related to the arrangements of the Conferences of the

Parties to the CDB, the RAFI/ETC Group, and alliances in the Coalition against

Biopiracy present Captain Hook Awards in categories such as “greediest,” “most

offensive,” and “most dangerous.” They also present Cog Awards (cogs are ships

designed to repel pirate attacks) (ETC Group 2002, RAFI 2000, 2004).

GRAIN (1993, 3) has characterized the current exploration of biodiversity for

commercially valuable resources as a continuation of the activities of the colo-

nial powers when they searched for plant products many centuries ago. Similarly,

one Inter Press Service press release has defined biopiracy as “the stealing of

plants for commercial purposes” (Portillo 1999).

The Philippines-based Southeast Asia Regional Institute for Community Edu-

cation (SEARICE) is a nongovernmental organization (NGO) actively campaigning

against biopiracy in cooperation with RAFI/ETC Group and GRAIN and has estab-

lished a Southeast Asian anti-biopiracy program (RAFI 2000). According to
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SEARICE (1997), bioprospecting is a factor involved in destroying the rainforests

as well as local and indigenous cultures.

In the biopiracy discourse, patenting is often seen as a major mechanism of

exploitation. For instance, Martin Khor (1996) of the Third World Network has

defined biopiracy as “the granting of patents on biological materials, such as

genes, plants, animals and humans” (73). Likewise, Janet Bell (1997) writes that

the CBD goal of “equitable sharing of benefits” is “a difficult goal if the bio-

prospector can slash intellectual property rights over whatever he/she finds” (2).

Vandana Shiva (1997, 81) characterizes the introduction of intellectual property

rights concerning life forms as a means of legalizing biopiracy and maintains

that patents “protect this piracy of the wealth of non-Western peoples as a right

of Western powers” (5).

Narrative Analysis

When analyzing the two discourses, I realized that the use of narratives in both

cases plays an important role. I here use the term narrative to conceptualize

accounts of a specific event that are produced and reproduced within a discourse.

On the topic of bioprospecting, specific cases of the activity are subject to the

production of one type of narrative in the bioprospecting win-win discourse and

another in the biopiracy discourse. The narratives in each discourse have very

similar structures regarding the cast of actors. Thus, there is a meta-narrative of

each discourse.

WIN-WIN NARRATIVES. In the win-win discourse, narratives about specific

arrangements show how bioprospecting can lead to various benefits. An impor-

tant narrative is constituted by positive accounts of the cooperation between the

Costa Rican institute INBio and the pharmaceutical company Merck, starting

with an agreement in September 1991. INBio received 1,135,000 in U.S. dollars for

collection and preparation of samples for Merck. Furthermore, 10 percent of the

up-front benefits and 50 percent of any royalties were assigned to the Costa

Rican authorities responsible for managing the country’s national parks (Mateo

2000, Reid et al. 1993). In late 1991, I observed this win-win narrative presented

directly to the CBD negotiators.

Shaman Pharmaceuticals and a related organization, the Healing Forest

Conservancy, have produced several win-win narratives based on their experi-

ences with bioprospecting and benefit sharing. While INBio has stressed conser-

vation as a major aim for benefits, Shaman’s description of the recipients of

benefits emphasizes the “indigenous, tribal or native” people (Moran 1997, 246).

With cooperators, Shaman has presented win-win narratives from its bio-

prospecting in countries such as Ecuador (King 1994), Belize (Chinnock et al.

1997), and Nigeria (Carlson et al. 1997).
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The cast of actors in win-win narratives involves two groups of heroes. The

first consists of the bioprospectors themselves, who share benefits with recipi-

ents in source countries. The second includes local healers and other people

who contribute medicinal plants and traditional knowledge and inadvertently

promote conservation. Bioprospecting is seen as one solution to circumstances

in which local economic activities indirectly cause biodiversity loss. All such

narratives concentrate on presenting bioprospecting as a positive activity. There

are no villains or victims, only heroic winners.

BIOPIRACY NARRATIVES. The biopiracy meta-narrative is what Emery Roe (1991,

1995) calls a counter-narrative to the bioprospecting win-win meta-narrative.

The various biopiracy narratives focus on different stages in the bioprospecting

process, but all constitute examples in which bioprospecting and patenting

inevitably end up as exploitation. Well-known win-win narratives of specific cases

are usually met by constructions of specific counter-narratives. For instance, the

supposed success story of the 1991 INBio-Merck agreement was countered by a

narrative in which the benefits to Costa Rica were low and no benefits were

offered to indigenous people (Kloppenburg and Rodriguez 1992, Mooney 2000).

Counter-narratives have also been produced against Shaman’s win-win nar-

ratives (see, for example, RAFI and Cultural Survival Canada 1997, Reyes 1996),

arguing that the company in specific cases provided questionable compensation

for indigenous knowledge. Attention has also been drawn to particular patents

as well as business connections between Shaman and larger pharmaceutical 

corporations.

The win-win narratives are generally found in anthologies and journals of an

academic, scholarly bent. Biopiracy narratives occasionally find such outlets but

are more often disseminated in NGO newsletters and on electronic listservs.3

Thus, the biopiracy narratives tend to have broader and more effective dissemi-

nation.

The biopiracy narratives see bioprospectors as villains—as biopirates. The

casts of actors in these narratives also include victims. These encompass the

developing world and its poor people in general but, more specifically, indigenous

people, traditional healers, peasants, and other local possessors of traditional

knowledge of medicinal properties of plants. No groups stand out as heroes in the

biopiracy narratives.

It is important to recognize the contexts in which discourses are produced.

Bioprospecting win-win narratives are often made by bioprospectors themselves,

who thus have inside knowledge of the cases, although the bioprospectors are not

independent observers. On the other hand, the discursive practices of the bio-

piracy discourse are totally separate from the social practice of bioprospecting,

and the narratives produced are often based on rather weak empirical knowledge.
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Step 3: Conducting Local Field Work in the Context 
of Global Discourses

Step 3 implies that social scientists conduct independent and sound, in-depth

studies on cases of the phenomenon in local spaces. Perceptions of local partici-

pants are studied in relation to and at a critical distance from the global discourses.

I present here in brief the main findings from my case study of Shaman Phar-

maceuticals’ bioprospecting activities in one area of Tanzania (Svarstad 2003).

In 1995, the company arranged a collection expedition and thereafter provided

benefits to the communities it had visited. Company collectors described the

case as a win-win narrative, emphasizing mutualism and reciprocity in the rela-

tionship they created with local cooperators and providers of traditional knowl-

edge. All participants were presented positively (like heroes), and the story

contained no villains or victims. Shaman’s collectors hoped that the experiences

would stimulate new ideas about how private-sector research can support tradi-

tional medicine and the self-determination of traditional and indigenous peoples.

During the collection, traditional healers and other local people were asked

to describe how they used medicinal plants for certain diseases. Then the plants

were collected for screening in Shaman’s laboratory. Shaman collected fifty-five

species of plants used to treat non-insulin–dependent diabetes mellitus, respi-

ratory syncitial virus, and hepatitis. After the expedition, the company provided

short-term reciprocity for local projects in funds amounting to 6,500 U.S. dollars.

In the first of the two involved districts, those funds were spent on construction

materials for building a center for the district association of traditional healers.

In the second district, the funds were divided among five visited villages and

spent on items for village clinics and schools. Each local participant also received

a salary of approximately five U.S. dollars a day. As long-term reciprocity, the com-

pany planned to allocate benefits to all collaborators from part of the company’s

income from selling the products. As medium-term reciprocity, the company

contributed money to an institute that had been its main research cooperator in

Tanzania.4

I followed in the footsteps (rather, the Jeep tracks) of the collection mission

and interviewed traditional healers and other local people who had met the bio-

prospectors. I also observed that the money provided for the center in the first

district was enough to half-complete a house.

In long qualitative interviews, I found that most of the healers who had

experiences with bioprospecting were ambivalent about the activity, although I

also found some very positive and very negative opinions.

The ambivalent healers wanted more bioprospecting, but they were not

quite satisfied with the experience. I found four factors to explain their reaction.

First, possible economic gains had some importance; but contrary to the impres-

sions offered by both global discourses, that factor played a minor role among
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local actors when compared with other issues. Second, healers wanted bio-

prospecting so they could gain access to additional knowledge from the modern

scientific system. Some healers identified themselves as modern and scientific,

while others emphasized more traditional aspects, such as the role of spirits and

dreams in expansions of their pharmacopoeias. Nonetheless, the traditionalists

were as eager to gain access to additional knowledge as the modernists were; and

most were disappointed about the extent to which they had so far been able to

gain knowledge from the bioprospectors.

Third, bioprospecting in the region enhances the acceptance of traditional

healing practices and healers’ social status. The degree of tolerance that national

and local governments display toward traditional healing can vary; and in this

particular local area, traditional practitioners are sometimes viewed rather nega-

tively. One of my informants, for instance, said, “The child who fails in other jobs

is the one who is chosen by his father to become a traditional healer. Therefore,

traditional healers are not among the smartest people.” Bioprospecting, however,

implies that scientists from the modern health system come all the way from Dar

es Salaam and even prosperous countries in the north to this remote locality to

learn about medicinal plants from the traditional healers.

Finally, traditional healers have devised strategies of securing benefits from

bioprospecting. After its experience with Shaman, the local branch of their organi-

zation decided not to give bioprospectors plant names and recognizable plants

again. They agreed instead to provide unrecognizable substances so that the healers

could become more powerful in their relationship with researchers and companies.

Shaman presents the case as a model for cooperation and local participa-

tion, with a particular emphasis on the participation of women through the

involvement of traditional birth attendants. The collectors arranged meetings

with local participants to obtain prior informed consent as well as carry out rec-

iprocity discussions. But in my interviews with women who had cooperated with

Shaman, I found that company collectors had not involved these women in the

meetings or even told them that the collection expedition had been followed by

donations to the community. Moreover, contrary to the image presented by

Shaman, traditional birth attendants in this area were not a group with much

knowledge about medicinal plants.

Should the case be interpreted in line with the win-win narrative? I did not

find that conclusion reasonable. Then what about seeing the case as biopiracy

and thereby as an example arguing against such external interventions? That

interpretation seemed to be paternalistic and inappropriate in light of the fact

that most traditional healers wanted more bioprospecting.

In accordance with ordinary bioprospecting practice, the company would in

this case have sole rights for patents. As I have mentioned, patenting is often

treated as a major cause of exploitation in the biopiracy discourse. But surpris-

ingly, when looking into implications of patenting for relevant actors in this and
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similar cases, I have not found evidence supporting such a conclusion. On the

contrary, the patenting mechanism also protects the interests of local actors

against the piracy of other corporate interests. A precondition is that local actors

obtain an acceptable agreement for sharing benefits with the bioprospector.

Instead of aligning itself with either of the two global discourses and their

meta-narratives, this case illuminates the fact that adequate benefit sharing must

rely on more than the ethics of the involved bioprospector. At the national level, a

suitable institutional framework for bioprospecting is a prerequisite if healers are

to benefit.

When doing in-depth research of bioprospecting cases, it is possible to go

back to the discourses and meta-narratives themselves and point to ways in

which their reduction of the complexity of the world may be harmful to actors.

This is indeed important with discourses that often are labeled mainstream. It

may be even more important, however (although it is still too rare), for radical

social scientists to critically examine so-called radical discourses to identify mis-

understandings that may have harmful consequences on actors meant to be sub-

jects of solidarity.

Step 4: Contextualizing Discourses

As shown, in my fieldwork in Tanzania, I found that neither the win-win narra-

tive nor the biopiracy narrative provided an adequate framework to describe the

bioprospecting activities of Shaman Pharmaceuticals. To a large extent, this con-

clusion can be explained by the knowledge gained through study of the case

itself. But to understand how narratives of the two discourses are produced and

reproduced, it is necessary to contextualize them within other human-environ-

ment discourses. Looking at the situation from a horizontal perspective, I found

clusters of discourses about issues that are interpreted in similar ways. A vertical

perspective reveals hierarchies of discourses that address views about larger and

larger issues. In other words, there are scales among the discourses.

Horizontally, the win-win discourse belongs to a cluster of win-win dis-

courses related to the management of biodiversity and other categories of natural

resources. All discourses in this cluster focus on conservation and sustainable

use of natural resources as well as provision of some benefits from that use to

local people and governments. Similarly, the biopiracy discourse belongs to a

cluster of partly overlapping discourses related to biodiversity. I call them pop-

ulist discourses because they emphasize solidarity with local people (often poor

peasants) while claiming that external interventions degrade local livelihoods

and exploit people.

In a study involving four social scientists, we compared discourse forma-

tions of the four different global issues of climate change, deforestation, deserti-

fication, and bioprospecting (Adger et al. 2001). By analysing the three additional
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issues in the manner I had done for bioprospecting, we identified a cluster of

leading discourses that resemble the biodiversity win-win discourses. These

win-win discourses are based on development optimism and faith in the oppor-

tunities for conservation and local benefits in poor countries through exchanges

with private and public parties from industrialized countries.

The identified win-win discourses can be related to the political and economic

discourse of neoliberalism. None, however, can be associated with free-market sce-

narios. Instead, they are based on a belief in the creation of various win-win situa-

tions through partnership among global economic actors and local people

regulated and controlled by national institutions.

We also identified leading populist discourses concerning desertification,

deforestation, and global change. In populist discourses, foreign economic rela-

tions are perceived as negative interventions rather than possibilities for trade

and income. Local and traditional knowledge is generally seen as sustainable

practice, and local people are seen as being better off when left alone. Roots of

these perceptions can be traced back to self-reliance advocacy of the dependency

school of the 1970s and 1980s. Since the 1990s, a trend toward poststructuralist

writing has emerged in this discourse, one in which development and foreign

intervention are more or less categorically rejected (see, for example, Broch-Due

and Schroeder 2000, Peet and Watts 1996, Yapa 1996).

Despite considerable differences in their approaches, the win-win and pop-

ulist discourses also have some striking similarities. Both clusters share a con-

cern for environmental questions. Both also see the importance of human use of

natural resources. Thus, both clusters focus on the importance of combining

conservation and use, although the differences become apparent in the question

of whether or not foreign industrial use and conservation interventions are

acceptable. Nevertheless, all these discourses emphasize combining conserva-

tion with use. In contrast, preservation discourses focus entirely on the mainte-

nance of nature without a concern for human use of natural resources. In the

four issues, preservation discourses constitute historical predecessors to present

conservation and use approaches. For any conservationist to be taken seriously

in most contexts today, conservation efforts must be combined with a concern

for use aspects and thereby benefits to people on a local and/or national level.

Contrasting the hegemony of the conservation and use discourses, view-

points can also be found in each of the four areas that question the existence or

gravity of the environmental issue. They challenge claims concerning serious

losses of biodiversity, deforestation, desertification, and the existence or impor-

tance of climate change. W. Neil Adger et al. (2001) point to extensive and fairly

influential denial claims concerning climate change and desertification.

As mentioned in my discussion of step 3, I found in my in-depth studies 

of cases of bioprospecting that it is unreasonable to conclude that patenting is 

a key element of exploitation, despite the biopiracy discourse’s strong claims.
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Rather, condemnation of patenting is an important element of the biopiracy 

discourse that must be understood in the context of other populist environmen-

tal discourses. Patenting constitutes what we may call a discursive symbol in

biopiracy and other populist discourses concerning biodiversity and has reached

the biopiracy discourse from other discourses in the same cluster rather than stem-

ming directly from experiences on the ground.5 Categorical rejection of patenting

provides a simple answer to a cluster of complex questions about decisions for

granting specific patents and policy questions related to patent legislation and

various international agreements. Policy questions on patenting have to do with

source countries as well as recipient countries of biodiversity. By making patent-

ing a general symbol of exploitation, solidarity-oriented people get a simple key

to interpretation and action. The popularity of these discourses is based on a high

degree of trust in the analysis of a small number of main discourse producers

and a striking lack of tradition for critical examinations of core elements of com-

mon beliefs. Conclusion leaps between discourses, like the way in which patent-

ing has leaped into the biopiracy discourse, is the type of feature that may be

revealed by comparing the identified discourses to related ones. But to identify

aspects that have leaped into a discourse without being grounded in sound

knowledge of cases, it is necessary to investigate cases.

Conclusion

Using examples from studies of bioprospecting, this chapter has applied a global

political ecology approach to the study of both global and local aspects of a global

phenomenon. Steps 1and 2 study the global political economy of the practice, on

the one hand, and discourse production, on the other. Step 3 focuses on case

studies of the phenomenon in local spaces, giving researchers a closer look at

the practice and actors considered in step 1. Furthermore, step 3 relates back to

step 2 by comparing local experiences to claims and features of global discourses

and meta-narratives. This comparative perspective can illuminate the case studies

and shed critical light on global discourse production. Finally, in step 4, discourses

on the chosen topic are contextualized in relation to other human-environment

discourses. Thus, on a higher discourse scale, it is possible to point to ways in

which discourses are related to each other and how different phenomena are

subject to similar simplifications.

NOTES

1. Later in the chapter I concentrate on narrative production in accordance with meta-
narratives and delimit the scope by not looking into the role of other expressive
means.

2. In 2001, RAFI changed its name to ETC Group (pronounced “et cetera”), an acronym for
Action Group on Erosion, Technology, and Concentration. GRAIN’s office is located in
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Barcelona, Spain. In 1998 GRAIN started an e-mail list serve called BIOIPR, operated
from Los Banos in the Philippines.

3. Among these list serves are those provided by GRAIN, ETC Group, a list concerning
indigenous knowledge, and others.

4. This amounted to about 14,000 U.S. dollars, along with payment from Shaman for serv-
ices bought from the institute.

5. I got the chance to experience one example of the creation of a biopiracy narrative
when my research team conducted a study of a Norwegian case of bioprospecting. An
NGO magazine, followed by some of the largest media in Norway, presented the
research results but totally changed the conclusions about the role of the involved
patents to fit the construction of a biopiracy narrative (Svarstad 2002).
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The Emergence of Collective 
Ethnic Identities and Alternative

Political Ecologies in the Colombian
Pacific Rainforest

ARTURO ESCOBAR AND SUSAN PAULSON

The emergence of collective ethnic identities in the Colombian Pacific and sim-

ilar regions reflects the irruption of the biological as a global concern and the cul-

tural or ethnic as a political issue. This situation is evidenced in the new Colombian

constitution’s expressed desire to construct a pluri-ethnic and multicultural

society. To what extent does the emergence of these unprecedented identities

constitute a new context for biodiversity discussions? Is it possible to articulate

an alternative view of biodiversity conservation grounded in the aims and needs

of the movements? In this chapter, we explore three basic conceptual questions:

what is biodiversity and how did the concept emerge? What meanings and appli-

cations of biodiversity are being advanced by certain social movements in

Colombia? And how do these alternative approaches to biodiversity reconfigure

the discursive and political terrain?1

Although the term biodiversity has concrete biophysical referents, it is a dis-

cursive invention of recent origin. The language and meaning developed around

the concept of biodiversity weave together a complex network of actors—from

international organizations and northern nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)

to scientists, bioprospectors, and local communities and social movements—

all with diverging biocultural perspectives and political stakes. Through the cul-

tural politics they enact, social movements advance an approach to biodiversity

conservation and appropriation that differs from dominant expressions. This

approach is couched in terms of cultural difference, territorial defense, and

some measure of social and political autonomy. In subscribing to a view of bio-

diversity that is linked to cultural and territorial defense, these social movements

articulate an alternative political ecology framework that works to reconfigure

the discursive and political terrain so that particular issues (such as territorial



control, alternative development, intellectual property rights, genetic resources,

local knowledge, and conservation itself) take on new dimensions; they can no

longer be reduced to the managerial and economizing prescriptions offered by

dominant views. In the alternative political ecology of social movements, for-

merly marginal sites, such as local communities and social groups, come to be

seen as emergent centers of innovation and alternative worlds.

The aim of the chapter is to contribute to imagining such alternative worlds.

It highlights the constructions of nature and culture harbored in the political

strategies that social movements develop in their encounters with environmen-

tal destruction and their struggles for biodiversity conservation. To this end, it

brings together information and understanding obtained through diverse research

methods carried out across multiple spaces and scales and encompassing what 

we usually distinguish as political, economic, and ecological phenomenon. The

investigation includes a textual analysis of global discourses on biodiversity and

development, a summary of Colombia’s 1991constitution reform and Ley 70 that

together granted black communities of the Pacific region collective rights to the

territories they have traditionally occupied, and a critical assessment of national

and international development institutions and conservation organizations

working in Colombia. To this we add an ecological characterization of the region

in question, including rivers, mangroves, foothills, and forest, and ethnographic

information on local practices that contribute to shaping riverine lifeways and

territories.

The centerpiece of the study is multiyear ethnographic research on and with

the Proceso de Comunidades Negras, a network of black social movement organi-

zations in the Pacific, and its processes of knowledge production that have gener-

ated concepts that reconfigure links among culture, identity, territory, and region.

This study looks at the movement’s analysis of traditional production systems of

river communities with their multiple subsistence and economic activities, kin-

based social relations, strong oral traditions, religious practices, and particular

forms of knowledge and use of forest ecosystems. It also analyzes the movement’s

transnationalizing processes and the dynamics through which its activists pro-

duce knowledge and practice in their encounters with the state, NGOs, and scien-

tific and development experts.

These multiple paths of research draw on concepts that help us understand

politics, economy, and ecology and their relation to each other. The chapter begins

with a look at the concept of biodiversity as developed in global discourses and

networks. After introducing the social movement of black communities in the

Pacific rainforest, attention turns to an alternative conceptualization of biodiversity

as “territory plus culture” that is emerging in the context of the movement, together

with innovative definitions of “region-territory” as a cultural-natural space of 

ethnic groups and life corridors associated with the riverine production systems.
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Biodiversity Discourses and Networks

Does biodiversity exist? Is there a discrete reality of biodiversity different from the

infinity of living beings, including plants, animals, microorganisms, and homo

sapiens and their interactions, attractions and repulsions, co-creations and destruc-

tions? From a biological standpoint, one could say that biodiversity is the sum

effect of all natural complexity and that it could be specified in functional and

structural terms. Yet current scientific energy is geared not toward theorizing bio-

diversity per se but toward assessing the significance of biodiversity loss to

ecosystem functioning and ascertaining the relation between biodiversity and

the services that ecosystems provide.2 Broadly disseminated definitions of biodi-

versity do not create a new object of study outside of biology and ecology, yet the

term “biodiversity” is often used to refer to situations that go well beyond the nat-

ural science domain. As critical studies of science have shown, the act of naming

a new reality is never innocent. What views of the world does this naming shelter

and propagate? Why has this new way of naming been invented at the end of a

century that has seen untold levels of ecological destruction?

Poststructuralist approaches suggest that it is useful to examine biodiversity

not as a true object to be progressively revealed by science but as a historically pro-

duced discourse. Michel Foucault (1980) shook social science and medicine by

suggesting that sex does not exist as a universally given entity but is an artificial

construct elaborated through the employment of sexuality as a historical dis-

course. Is biodiversity similarly a construct around which a complex discourse of

nature is being built? If biodiversity works in the same way as sexuality does, the

biodiversity discourse will anchor an entire apparatus for the dispersion of new

truths throughout vast social domains.

The emergence of the biodiversity discourse is a response to the problemati-

zation of survival motivated by the destruction of nature; as Edward O. Wilson

(1993) has argued, “biological diversity is the key to the maintenance of the world

as we know it” (19). The idea of biodiversity irrupted in the world theater of sci-

ence and development in the late 1980s. Key textual markers of this emergence

were the publication of Global Biodiversity Strategy (WRI/IUCN/UNEP 1992) and

the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), signed at the Earth Summit in Rio

de Janeiro in 1992. Subsequent texts and elaborations, from a plethora of United

Nations and NGO meeting reports to Global Environment Facility (GEF) project

descriptions, continue to be framed by this discourse.

The ferment of activity that characterizes the biodiversity field today is novel

but not without historical precedents. One antecedent is found in the history of

botanizing during the ages of empire and exploration, when “overseas collectors

made up the most extensive scientific network in the world” (Mackay 1996, 39).

During this time, plant collecting linked questions of culture, knowledge, empire,

and economy. Historians of science and empire (Miller and Reill 1996) use lessons

from this kind of past experience to illuminate today’s biodiversity debates.
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As a scientific discourse, biodiversity is a prime instance of the co-production

of technoscience and society that works through networks. Scholars in the field of

science and technology studies analyze technoscientific networks as chains of sites

characterized by a set of heterogeneous parameters, practices, and actors in which

each actor’s identity affects and is affected by the network. Intervention in the net-

work is done by means of objects (from plants and genes to various technologies);

actors (prospectors, taxonomists, planners, experts); strategies (resource manage-

ment, intellectual property rights); models (of ecosystems, species population

dynamics); and theories (of development, restoration). These interventions affect

and motivate translations, travels, mediations, appropriations, and subversions

throughout the network. The work of activists of the Colombian Pacific region con-

stitutes one site on this global network (and also a network of its own) that encom-

passes local communities, concepts, and ecosystems.

The biodiversity network originated in the late 1980s and early 1990s out of

conservation biology, where the idea of biodiversity (Takacs 1996) first flourished.

It soon articulated a master narrative of biological crisis (“if you want to save the

planet, this is what you must do, and here are the knowledge and resources to do

it”) launched globally at what has been called the first rite of passage to the

transnation state, the 1992 Rio Summit (Ribeiro 1997). The biodiversity narrative

created obligatory parameters for the construction of particular discourses. The

process translates the complexity of the world into simple narratives of threats

and possible solutions. This simplified construction could be effectively summa-

rized by paraphrasing Daniel Janzen’s motto about biodiversity: “you’ve got to

know it to use it, and you’ve got to use it to save it” (Janzen and Hallwachs 1993).

In a few years, an entire network was established that amounted to what Stephen

Brush (1998) has aptly called a tremendous invasion into the public domain. Yet

in contrast to other instances of technoscience, the biodiversity network has not

resulted in a stable construction. As we shall see, counter-simplifications and

alternative discourses produced by subaltern actors also circulate actively in the

network, with important effects.

The biodiversity discourse has generated an increasingly vast institutional

apparatus that systematically organizes the production of forms of knowledge

and types of power, linking one to the other through concrete strategies and pro-

grams. International institutions, northern NGOs, botanical gardens, universities

and research institutes in the developed and developing worlds, pharmaceutical

companies, and the great variety of experts located in each of these sites occupy

dominant nodes in the network. As they circulate through the network, truths 

are transformed and reinscribed into other knowledge-power constellations.

They are alternatively resisted, subverted, or re-created to serve other ends—for

instance, by social movements that become themselves the sites of important

counter-discourses.

At the risk of oversimplifying, we find it useful to identify four major posi-
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tions produced by the biodiversity network to this date, characterized as globalo-

centric, developing-world sovereignty, biodemocracy, and cultural autonomy. We

stress that each position is itself heterogeneous and diverse and that the entire

biodiversity field is extremely dynamic and rapidly changing. The globalocentric

perspective, the dominant view in the network, emphasizes efficient resource

management administered by experts, as manifest in the Convention of Biologi-

cal Diversity (CBD). This view derives from dominant institutions, such as the

World Bank and big northern environmental NGOs, and is supported by industri-

alized countries. It is based on a particular representation of the threats to biodi-

versity and strives to identify symptoms and implement expedient responses

rather than address underlying causes. This perspective proposes appropriate

mechanisms for biodiversity management, including in situ and ex situ conser-

vation and national biodiversity planning. It focuses on intellectual property

rights as the chief mechanism for the compensation and economic use of biodi-

versity. It also promotes the problematic practice of bioprospecting, which often

has serious affects, including the loss by small farmers and indigenous peoples of

rights to their own plants and knowledge.

The dominant globalocentric perspective is challenged by some developing-

world governments, which, without questioning it in a fundamental way, seek to

renegotiate the terms of biodiversity treaties and strategies. Although there is

great variation in the positions adopted by these governments, they tend to

emphasize issues of sovereignty, particularly in international fora such as the CBD.

Some countries strongly oppose policies favored by industrialized nations, such as

certain aspects of intellectual property rights; others call on rich countries, partic-

ularly the United States, to negotiate on key issues such as technology transfer and

biosafety protocols.

Progressive NGOs are a greater challenge to the dominant resource manage-

ment orientation. They see the globalocentric perspective as a form of bioimperi-

alism and counter it by promoting biodemocracy. By reinterpreting threats to

biodiversity to focus on habitat destruction by megadevelopment projects, mono-

cultures of the mind, agriculture promoted by capital and reductionist science,

and the consumption habits of the north, biodemocracy advocates shift attention

away from symptoms of environmental degradation appearing in the south and

point to the north as the root of the diversity crisis. These advocates promote a

radical redefinition of production away from the logic of uniformity and toward

the logic of diversity. Progressives oppose private intellectual property rights and

advocate collective rights that recognize the intrinsic value and the shared char-

acter of knowledge and resources. This view contests the most cherished constructs

of modernity, such as positivist science, the law of the market, and individual

property and ownership. The NGOs advancing this position constitute subnet-

works at national and transnational levels that are still poorly understood.

Finally, a second challenge to the globalocentric perspective has been crafted
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by social movements that explicitly construct a political strategy for the defense of

territory, culture, and identity. While having many points in common with the

progressive NGO perspective, this view is distinct conceptually and politically and

occupies a different role in the biodiversity network. Activists in these movements

use widespread concern for biodiversity as a conduit for efforts to protect their

entire life project, not just their genetic resources. In many cases, concern about

biodiversity has followed from broader struggles for territorial control. In Latin

America, a number of valuable experiences have taken place in this regard, chiefly

in conjunction with the demarcation of collective territories in countries such as

Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. The experience of one such move-

ment is outlined in this chapter, highlighting the broader perspective on biodi-

versity that it has developed.

Power and Practice in Diverse Models of Nature

A fundamental asymmetry of power is embodied in the discourses on biodiversity

that represent modern science and economics versus those arising from local

knowledge and practice. Although some attention is now given to local knowl-

edge in biodiversity debates (particularly around the discussion and implemen-

tation of article 8.j of the CBD), this attention is insufficient and often misguided

because local knowledge is refunctionalized to serve the interest of western-style

conservation rather than understood in its own terms. Beyond the political econ-

omy argument of capital’s predation of local ecologies and knowledge (Shiva

1997), there are basic cultural and epistemological considerations at play, partic-

ularly insofar as local and modern forms of knowledge entail different ways of

apprehending the world and appropriating the natural (Leff 1997).

Anthropologists, geographers, and others are demonstrating with increasing

eloquence that many rural communities in the developing world construct nature

in strikingly different ways from prevalent modern forms. Ethnographic studies

unveil a coherent set of practices of thinking about, relating to, and using the bio-

logical, such as Michael R. Dove’s study of Pakistani farmers’ (chapter 12) concep-

tualization and management of tree shade and Anne Ferguson and Bill Derman’s

study of conflicting approaches to water use in Zimbabwe (chapter 4). The project

of documenting cultural models of nature was formulated some time ago (Strath-

ern 1980) and has achieved a remarkable level of sophistication in recent years

(Descola and Pálsson 1996, Gudeman and Rivera 1990). Although there is no uni-

fied view of what constitutes a cultural model of nature or how these models oper-

ate cognitively and socially, it is widely recognized that many local models do not

rely on a nature-society dichotomy. Unlike modern western constructions, with

their strict separation between biophysical, human, and supernatural worlds,

local models in many non-western contexts are often predicated on links of conti-
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nuity among these spheres and embedded in social relations that cannot be

reduced to modern capitalist terms.

Recent anthropological approaches are treating local knowledge as “a prac-

tical, situated activity, constituted by a past, but changing, history of practices”

(Hobart 1993, 17). This approach assumes that knowledge can work more through

a body of practices than by relying on a system of shared, context-free knowledge.

This practice-oriented view of local knowledge has its origin in a variety of theo-

retical positions, voiced by thinkers ranging from Martin Heidegger to Pierre

Bourdieu. A related trend emphasizes the embodied aspects of local knowledge,

explored by Susan Paulson (chapter 10) in the context of places, practices, bodies

and physical movements of differentiated social actors. For Tim Ingold (1995,

1996), our knowledge of the world can be described as a process of enskillment in

the context of our practical engagement with the environment. Humans, in this

view, are embedded in nature and engaged in situated, practical acts. For Paul

Richards (1993), local agricultural knowledge must be seen as a set of time- and

context-specific improvisational capacities rather than as a coherent indigenous

knowledge system, as previous literature has suggested. These welcome trends

give rise to new questions regarding the nature and modes of operation of local

knowledge (Escobar 1999a) that might strengthen our framework for discussions

of biodiversity conservation and related issues, such as intellectual property

rights.3

These questions are being actively explored in two separate but increasingly

interrelated domains: political ecology theory, particularly that which explores

alternative ecological rationalities (Leff 1995a), and social movements in biodiver-

sity-rich regions. Whereas the former aims to develop a new paradigm of production

that incorporates, for any given ecosystem and social group, cultural, ecological,

political and technoeconomic factors in the assessment of strategies that may be

ecologically and culturally sustainable, the latter attempt to construct an alterna-

tive view of development and social practice through self-conscious and locally

grounded political strategies. As this chapter will demonstrate in its examination

of how a particular social movement (a network of black communities in the

Pacific rainforest region of Colombia) addresses questions of biodiversity and sus-

tainability from the perspective of culture and politics, both projects have much

to contribute to each other.

Social Movements and New Politics of Ecology, Ethnicity, and Territory

Since the end of the 1980s, the Pacific rainforest region of Colombia has been

undergoing an unprecedented historical process: the emergence of collective

ethnic identities and their strategic positioning in culture-territory relations. This

change is set in a national context that includes the neoliberal opening of the
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national economy to world markets after 1990 and integration into the Pacific

Basin economies as well as substantial reform of the national constitution in

1991 that, among other things, granted black communities of the Pacific region

collective rights to the territories they have traditionally occupied. Internation-

ally, tropical rainforest areas such as the Pacific region are increasingly recognized

as housing the majority of the biological diversity of the planet. The emergence of

collective ethnic identities in the Colombian Pacific and similar regions reflects a

double historical movement with worldwide implications: the irruption of the

biological in global concerns for conservation and the unprecedented political

role of the cultural and the ethnic in efforts to construct more pluri-ethnic and

multicultural societies.

The Pacific Coast region of Colombia covers a vast area (about 70,000 kilo-

meters) stretching from Panama to Ecuador and from the westernmost chain of

the Andes to the ocean. It is a unique rainforest region, one of the world’s most

biodiverse in scientific terms. About 60 percent of the region’s 900,000 inhabitants

(800,000 Afro-Colombians; about 50,000 Embera, Waunana, and other indige-

nous people; and mestizo colonists) live in the few larger cities and towns; the

rest inhabit the margins of more than 240 rivers, most of which flow from the

Andes toward the ocean. These black and indigenous peoples have maintained

distinct material and cultural practices in relation to the rest of the nation, such

as multiple subsistence and economic activities involving agriculture, fishing,

hunting, gathering, and small-scale gold mining and timber collecting for the

market. They are characterized by extended families and matrilocal social relations,

strong oral traditions and religious practices, and particular forms of knowledge

and use of the diverse forest ecosystems. The continued existence of significantly

different cultural practices is notable in a heretofore invisible region that is finally

attracting national and international attention. (For a general introduction to the

region’s black cultures and current situation, see Escobar and Pedrosa 1996.)

Social movements theorists have recently turned their attention to the notion

of cultural politics, understood as the process through which sets of social actors

shaped by and embodying different cultural meanings and practices come into

conflict with each other. In this conceptualization, meanings and practices that are

usually excluded from conventional definitions of politics are understood as politi-

cal, including practices theorized as marginal, oppositional, residual, emergent,

alternative, dissident, and the like, all of them conceived in relation to a given dom-

inant cultural order. Culture is political because meanings are constitutive of

processes that, implicitly or explicitly, seek to redefine social power. When move-

ments employ alternative conceptions of nature, woman, development, economy,

democracy, or citizenship that unsettle dominant cultural meanings, they enact a

cultural politics; and in the case studied here, those cultural politics are inextrica-

bly intertwined with ecology (Alvarez et al. 1998).
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In the Colombian Pacific region, the interplay of these dynamics since 1990

has contributed to the emergence of important black and indigenous movements

that have progressively come to tackle ecological questions.4 Since 1993, the Pro-

ceso de Comunidades Negras (PCN; the name translates as Process of Black Com-

munities, a network of more than 140 local organizations), has assumed a leading

role in the struggle to exercise the constitutional rights granted to black commu-

nities and the defense of their territories. The PCN emphasizes the social control

of the territory as a precondition for the survival, re-creation, and strengthening

of culture. In the river communities, activists’ efforts have been geared toward

advancing a participatory pedagogical process on the meaning of the new con-

stitution; debating the fundamental concepts of territory, development, tradi-

tional production practices, and use of natural resources; and strengthening the

organizational capacity of the communities. This sustained effort lay the basis,

in 1991–93, for the elaboration of a proposal for the law of cultural and territorial

rights called for by the 1991 constitution (Ley 70, approved in 1993) and a call to

firm up a series of political-organizational principles.

The collective discussion of the proposal for Ley 70 was a decisive space for

the development of the movement. This process was advanced at two levels: one

centered on the daily life and practices of the black riverine communities, the

other on an ideological and political reflection advanced by activists. The first

level worked with the rubric of what was referred to as “the logic of the river”; it

relied on the broad participation of local people in the articulation of their own

rights, aspirations, and dreams. The second level maintained the rivers and their

settlements as referents and sought to transcend the rural domain to raise the

question of black people as an ethnic group beyond what could be granted by the

law. This level saw a rearticulation of the notions of territory, development, and

the social relations of black communities with the rest of the country.

The movement has been growing in conceptual and political sophistication.

The Third National Conference of Black Communities convened in September

1993 in the predominantly black town of Puerto Tejada, south of Cali. It proposed

the movement’s goal to be the consolidation of a social movement of black com-

munities for the reconstruction and affirmation of cultural identity, leading to an

autonomous organizing strategy for the achievement of cultural, social, economic,

political, and territorial rights and for the defense of natural resources and the

environment. One of the central features of the conference was the adoption of a

set of political-organizational principles concerning the key issues of identity, ter-

ritory, autonomy, and development:

1. Reaffirmation of identity (the right to be black), which identifies culture

and identity as organizing axes of both daily life and political practice to all.

2. Right to the territory (as the space for being), which conceives of the terri-

tory as a necessary condition for the re-creation and development of a black
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cultural vision and a habitat where black people develop their being in and

with nature.

3. Autonomy (the right to the exercise of being and identity), particularly in

the political realm, and with the aspiration of a certain degree of social and

economic autonomy.

4. Right to construct an autonomous perspective of the future, particularly an

autonomous vision of development based on black culture.

5. Solidarity with the struggles for rights of black people throughout the world.

The activists made a strategic move in defense of certain cultural practices of

the river communities that are seen as embodying resistance to capitalism and

modernity and being elements for alternative ecological rationalities. Although

often couched in culturalist language, this defense is not essentializing: it

responds to current challenges faced by the communities and the possibilities

presented by a cautious opening toward forms of modernity such as biodiversity

conservation and alternative development. Identity is thus seen in both ways: as

anchored in traditional practices and forms of knowledge and as an always-chang-

ing project of cultural and political construction. In this way, the movement builds

on the submerged networks of cultural practices and meanings of the river com-

munities and their active construction of lifeworlds (Melucci 1989) and also takes

these networks as the basis for a political conception of identity that has more to

do with the encounter with modernity (state, capital, science, biodiversity) than

with timeless and bounded identities.

Gender is also becoming salient in the agenda of ethnocultural organizations

and related identity construction. Although it is still given insufficient attention,

the fact that many of the top leaders and activists of the movement are women

committed to an ethnocultural approach is acting as a catalyst for the articulation

of gender issues. In 1992, the first meeting of black women of the Pacific Coast

attracted more than five hundred participants; a network of black women’s organ-

izations now exists and is gaining visibility in various domains of activity, partic-

ularly since 1995 (Rojas 1996), and discourses of gender and biodiversity are also

slowly emerging (Camacho 1996). Although most women’s organizing efforts are

still couched in conventional “women in development” terms (Lozano 1996), the

number of activists committed to a simultaneous gender and ethnic mobilization

is increasing (Asher 1998); and the need to embrace gender as an integral aspect

of the movement, as opposed to promoting the creation of separate women’s

organizations, was recognized in 1994.

An Alternative Political Ecology Framework

Through their encounter with instances of environmental conflict and initia-

tive, movement activists are crafting an entire political ecology that provides
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important elements for a redefinition of biodiversity appropriation and conser-

vation. In this section, we analyze the alternative views, concepts, and proposals

for biodiversity conservation advanced in these social movements.

Between the time of the new constitution and Ley 70, when biodiversity was

barely spoken about in the region, and the late 1990s, significant terrain was cov-

ered. One important factor has been the intensive and active engagement of

river communities and PCN activists with the internationally funded Pacific Bio-

diversity Conservation Project. (Proyecto Biopacífico was implemented between

1993 and 1998, with 9 million dollars allocated to the initial three-year period

[see GEF/PNUD 1993].) Also important is the increasing transnationalization of

the movement as activists travel to places in North and South America and Europe

to participate in meetings such as COP–3 in Buenos Aires (1996), the People’s Global

Action against Free Trade in Geneva (1997 and 1998), and the United Nations Work-

ing Group on Indigenous Populations (1998). Although no one could say that bio-

diversity has become the overriding concern of the movement, it is clear that the

movement’s construction of a political strategy for the region is increasingly

enmeshed with the biodiversity network and that the PCN, Proyecto Biopacífico,

and other actors have created a local-regional site that constitutes a network of

its own. The relations among culture, territory, and natural resources constitute

a central axis of strategy building both within movement organizations and in

their dealings with the state. At the same time, disagreements on views of natu-

ral resources have created tensions among community organizations and

between some community sectors and ethnocultural organizations.

These tensions are related to the overall intensification of development, cap-

italism, and modernity in the region (Escobar and Pedrosa 1996). First, the grow-

ing migration to the Pacific of peasants, proletarians, and entrepreneurs displaced

from the interior of the country is having a visible ecological and social impact

arising chiefly from the different cultural logic that these actors bring with them.

Second, the government continues to insist on implementing conventional devel-

opment plans for the region intended to create infrastructure for the large-scale

arrival of capital. Third, government policies for the protection of natural resources

have consisted of conventional measures, including the expansion of natural parks

and the implementation of social forestry programs with little or no community

participation. Only the small but symbolically important Proyecto Biopacífico has

attempted, even if in ambiguous ways, to incorporate the demands of the organ-

ized black communities. Finally, the drug cartels have also entered the region in

the form of big mining, agro-industrial, and tourist projects, with momentous

consequences that are still difficult to assess.

The vulnerability and insufficient organizational level of the black commu-

nities has been revealed in a variety of cases of environmental conflict between

local communities and state, timber, mining, and agro-industrial interests.

These conflicts have made evident not only the weakness of the state agencies in
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charge of the protection of natural resources but also frequent collusion

between state functionaries and the private business interests exploiting the

resources they are supposed to protect. Finally, government measures to control

environmental abuses are often late and inefficient. On the positive side, move-

ment organizations have extracted partial but important victories in some envi-

ronmental conflicts, and black organizations have been able to use some of these

instances of conflict to build inter-ethnic alliances with indigenous movements.

Insofar as the study of environmental conflict and its distributional effects is a

central feature of political ecology (Martínez-Alier 1995), the Pacific region of

Colombia has important lessons for the field.

In their interaction with community, state, NGO, and academic sectors, PCN

activists have progressively articulated a political ecology framework that incor-

porates concepts of territory, biodiversity, life corridors, local economies, alterna-

tive development, and territorial governability.5 The demarcation of collective

territories has led activists to develop a conception of territory that highlights

articulations between patterns of settlement, use of spaces, and resource-use

practices and meanings. This conception is validated by recent anthropological

studies that document the cultural models of nature that exist among black river

communities. Riverine populations evidence longitudinal and discontinuous set-

tlement patterns along the rivers in which multiple economic activities (fishing,

agriculture, small-scale mining and forest use, hunting and gathering, subsistence

and market activities) are combined and articulated according to the location of

the settlement in the upper, medium, or lower segment of the river. This longitu-

dinal dimension articulates with a horizontal axis regulated by the knowledge and

use of multiple resources, ranging from those that have been domesticated or are

found close to the river margin (including medicinal herbs and food crops) to the

undomesticated species found in the various layers of forest away from the river.

A vertical axis (from the infraworld to the supraworld, populated by benevolent or

dangerous spirits) also contributes to articulating the patterns of meaning and use

of resources. These various axes depend on social relations between communities,

which in some parts of the Pacific entail inter-ethnic relations between black and

indigenous communities as well as inter-river social and ecological relations (Del

Valle and Restrepo 1996).

One important contribution of the Proyecto Biopacífico has been to initiate

research and conceptualization of the traditional production systems of the river

communities. For Proyecto Biopacífico staff and PCN activists alike, it is clear

that these systems are geared more toward local consumption than to the mar-

ket and accumulation. As such, they have operated as forms of resistance, even

if they have also contributed to the region’s marginalization. Also commonly

appreciated is the fact that, until a few decades ago, traditional practices were

largely sustainable to the extent that they enabled the reproduction of the cul-

tural and biophysical ecologies. Among those practices highlighted are the sus-
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tained use of forest and soil resources through low-intensity exploitation, shift-

ing use of productive space over broad and different ecological areas, manifold

and diverse agricultural and extractive activities, family- and kindred-based labor

practices, and horticulture. Conceived in terms of adaptive productive systems,

this research has provided useful tools for community and social movement plan-

ning and reflection. It is also revealed that in many of the rivers these systems are

under increasingly heavy stress, chiefly by growing extractivist pressures, and in

some cases have become untenable. Under these conditions, novel economic and

technological strategies are seen as necessary; these strategies should be capable

of generating resources for conservation (Sánchez and Leal 1995).

Activists have introduced other important conceptual innovations, some of

which have come about in the process of negotiation with the staff of the biodiver-

sity conservation project. The first is the definition of biodiversity as “territory

plus culture.” Closely related is a view of the entire Pacific rainforest region as a

region-territory of ethnic groups—that is, an ecological and cultural unit labori-

ously constructed through the practices of the communities. The region-territory

is also thought about in terms of life corridors, veritable modes of articulation

between sociocultural forms of use and the natural environment. There are, for

instance, life corridors linked to the mangrove ecosystems; to the foothills; and

to the middle part of the rivers, extending toward the inside of the forest; and

those constructed by particular activities, such as traditional gold mining or

women’s shell collecting in the mangrove areas. Each corridor is marked by par-

ticular patterns of mobility, social relations (gender, kindred, ethnicity), use of

the environment, and links to other corridors. Each involves a particular use and

management strategy of the territory. In some parts of the region, life corridors

rely on inter-ethnic and inter-river relations.

These concepts have been arrived at and filled out as much through direct

engagement with river communities in the mapping of particular territories as

through engagement with national and transnational actors and events. The

ensuing political ecology is thus based on a complex view of ecocultural dynamics.

Government strategies tend to lack this complexity when they divide the territory

according to other principles (such as the topographical outline of the river

basin) that overlook the networks that articulate various rivers together. Precisely

because they are blind to sociocultural dynamics, conventional approaches tend

to fragment the culturally constructed spatiality that helps to constitute partic-

ular landscapes.

The region-territory is a category of inter-ethnic relations that points

toward the construction of alternative models of life and society; it is a concep-

tual unit and also a political project and a mode of ethnic management. It entails

an attempt to explain and manage biological diversity from inside the ecocul-

tural logic of the Pacific. The demarcation of collective territories fits into this

framework. Government dispositions violate the framework by dividing up the
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Pacific region among collective territories, natural parks, areas of use, and areas

of sacrifice where megaprojects are to be constructed. This is why it would be

quite difficult to articulate a conservation strategy based on the principles pro-

posed by the PCN with the ecodestructive strategies of national development

that prevail in the country.

Because conceptualizations of territory do not necessarily correspond with the

long-standing practices of the communities, where rights to land are allocated on

different bases (according to kin, tradition of occupation, and so on), some

observers see the emphasis on collective territories as a mistake of the movement

based on a misperception of their strength. At the same time, we emphasize that

the region-territory is also a result of collective (inter- and intracommunity) eco-

cultural practices. The territory is seen as the space of effective appropriation of the

ecosystem—that is, as those spaces used to satisfy community needs and for social

and cultural development. For a given river community, this appropriation has

longitudinal and horizontal dimensions, sometimes encompassing several river

basins. Thus defined, the territory not only traverses several landscape units but

also embodies a community’s life project. The region- territory, in contrast, is con-

ceived as a political construction for the defense of the territories and their sus-

tainability. In this way, the region-territory is a strategy of sustainability, and

sustainability is a strategy for the construction and defense of the region-territory.

What these strategies seek to sustain includes cultural processes of signification,

biological processes of ecosystem functioning, and technoeconomic processes of

resource use. In other words, sustainability is not conceived here only in terms of

biological species or singular activities or only on economic grounds. It must

respond to the integral and multidimensional character of the practices of effective

appropriation of ecosystems. The region-territory thus can be said to articulate the

life project of the communities with the political project of the social movement. In

sum, the political strategy of the region-territory is essential to strengthening spe-

cific territories in their cultural, economic, and ecological dimensions.

Current pressures on activists and communities to prepare river-based devel-

opment and conservation plans entail many contradictions in terms of existing

local practices. Activists are painfully aware of these contradictions as they

embark on the planning process and try to buy time for strategies that respond

more closely to local realities and aspirations. This explains why for many people

of the Pacific the loss of territory would amount to a return to slavery or, worse per-

haps, to becoming “common citizens.” The struggle for territory and against slav-

ery involves strengthening and transformation of traditional production systems

and local markets and economies, pressing on with the collective titling process,

and working toward organizational strengthening and the development of forms

of territorial governability. Despite the fact that the primary interests of the

country’s conservation establishment (whether state agencies or NGOs) are genetic

resources and habitat protection, not the ecocultural demands of the movement,
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PCN activists find in biodiversity discussions and programs an important space

for struggle that partly converges with the strategies of these actors. Regarding

the possibility of slowing down the most predatory activities by capital and the

state, biodiversity discussions are of utmost importance to black and indigenous

movements.

The Proyecto Biopacífico and the PCN have struggled to advance the shared

goal of constructing the region in ways that markedly contrast with dominant

views. They have developed a more complex view of the Pacific and the socio-

economic cultural and political forces that shape it and have amply demon-

strated the lower impact of traditional systems on biodiversity. While debunking

the perception that the forest is being destroyed by poor blacks and Indians, they

have carried out some concrete projects that have strengthened local organiza-

tions. As an example of persistent and intense negotiation of a development-

conservation strategy between the state and a social movement, the experience

has left novel lessons for both sides. For Proyecto Biopacífico planners, for instance,

it was important to learn to go along with the organizational dynamic of commu-

nity and social movement, so different from that of a project cycle. Scientifically

oriented project staff in charge of developing a map of the region’s bio-diversity

found this particularly hard to accept. The tension between natural science and

social science approaches to biodiversity is as real in the Colombian case as it is

elsewhere, including the CBD, even if it cannot be reduced to a simple question

of disciplinary training. Once the initial distrust was overcome, it was vital for

PCN activists to accept, however provisionally, Proyecto Biopacífico staff mem-

bers as allies among the many antagonists facing them.

Finally, we can refer this movement and conceptualization back to academic

positions. We can, for instance, link it to Félix Guattari’s (1995) conception of terri-

tory as “the ensemble of projects and representations where a whole series of behav-

iors and investments can pragmatically emerge, in time and in social, cultural,

aesthetic and cognitive space”—that is, as an existential space of self-reference where

“dissident subjectivities” can emerge (23, 24). Similarly, the definition of biodi-

versity proposed by the movement provides elements for reorienting biodiversity

discourses according to local principles of autonomy, knowledge, identity, and

economy (Shiva 1993). Finally, the activists’ efforts to theorize local practices of

resource use contribute to a growing awareness that nature is not an objective

entity existing outside human history but is deeply produced in conjunction with

the collective practice of humans who are integrally connected to it (Descola and

Pálsson 1996).

Conclusion

The dismantling of Proyecto Biopacífico in 1998 (also the writing date of texts

contributing to this chapter) coincided with the region’s accelerated immersion
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into the armed conflict that engulfs much of the country and from which it had

remained relatively immune until the mid–1990s. Involving left-wing guerrillas,

right-wing paramilitaries, and the army, and complicated by the increasing pres-

ence of drug mafias, the conflict has caused massive displacement, even from

already titled collective territories. Although it is impossible to summarize here

this sad turn of events, it is relevant to point out the following:

1. This deathly process is fueled by economic interests intent on appropriating

and exploiting the region’s resources in the most conventional ways.

2. Local-based social movements are opposed to all forms of armed presence

since from their perspective the interests of the communities do not coincide

with any of the armed actors.

3. Many activists and local leaders have had to leave the region, and there has

been massive displacement from many areas, even already titled collective

territories.

4. All these events have negated almost a decade of gains by black and indige-

nous movements and communities. Confronted with this situation, activists

are focusing on redressing displacement by emphasizing a general defense

of the territory without abandoning completely their environmental and

cultural concerns. (See Escobar [2003] for an extended discussion of current

displacement and PCN’s ways of dealing with it.)

More constructively, and going beyond the Pacific case, we want to end by

discussing briefly the potential for fruitful dialogue between political ecologies

arising from academic and social movements. Visions generated in social move-

ments of the Pacific resonate with current scholarly proposals to rethink produc-

tion as the articulation of ecological, cultural, and technoeconomic productivities

(Leff 1992, 1995a, 1995b). As Enrique Leff (1995b) insists,

Sustainable development finds its roots in the conditions of cultural and

ecological diversity. These singular and non-reducible processes depend

on the functional structures of ecosystems that sustain the production of

biotic resources and environmental services; on the energetic efficiency of

technological processes; on the symbolic processes and ideological forma-

tions underlying the cultural valorization of natural resources; and on the

political processes that determine the appropriation of nature. (61)

In other words, the construction of alternative production paradigms, politi-

cal orders, and sustainability are interdependent aspects of the same process;

and this process is advanced in part through the cultural politics of social move-

ments and communities in the defense of their modes of nature and culture. The

project of social movements thus constitutes a concrete expression of the search

for alternative production and environmental orders envisioned by political ecol-

ogists. The dialogue with intellectual-activists such as those from PCN can be
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advanced through collaborative research about how diverse groups characterize

and implement their engagement with the natural world. We academics still have

relatively little experience with this type of collaborative research and are unsure

about the theoretical, methodological, and political repositionings they might

entail for us. The case presented here provides glimpses of the immense scope of

possibility opened up by such collaboration.

There is much more to understand about various positions on biodiversity

and about the networks that sustain and are sustained by them (King 2001). Work

should entail ethnographies of networks that are just emerging at this time,

including those in the field of bioprospecting, analyzed by Hanne Svarstad in

chapter 13. More ethnographic research is needed on how various organizations

articulate their visions and issues (for example, on genetic resources, patenting

of life forms, indigenous knowledge) in terms of science, gender, nature, culture,

and politics. These organizational networks are prime examples of the emergent

set of transnational practices and identities that link virtual and place-based

modes of activism and enact a cybercultural politics that is increasingly and par-

adoxically important for the defense of physical places (Ribeiro 1998, Escobar

1999c).

Much work remains to be done on diverse cultural models of nature. Ethno-

graphically, the focus should be on documenting for diverse groups the ensem-

bles of meanings and uses that characterize their engagement with the natural

world. From a multiplicity of cultural models so described, we can posit a num-

ber of questions. Is it possible to launch a defense of local models of nature in the

scope of biodiversity appropriation and conservation debates? In what ways

would current concepts of biodiversity and local knowledge have to be trans-

formed to make this reorientation possible? Finally, which social actors could

best advance such a project? And how?

In sum, we have argued in this chapter for a view of biodiversity as a con-

struction that constitutes a powerful interface between nature and culture and

originates a vast network of sites and actors through which concepts, policies,

and ultimately cultures and ecologies are contested and negotiated. This con-

struction has a growing presence in the strategies of both governments and social

movements in many parts of the world. The social movement of black communi-

ties of the Colombian Pacific region, for instance, enacts a cultural politics that

is significantly mediated by ecological concerns, including biodiversity. Despite

the negative forces opposing it, and in the climate of certain favorable ecological

and cultural conjunctures, this movement might represent a real defense of the

social and biophysical landscapes of the region. That defense has been advanced

through a slow and laborious construction of Afro-Colombian identities that

articulate with alternative constructions of development, territory, and biodi-

versity conservation. The social movement of black communities can thus be

described as one of cultural and ecological attachment to a territory, even as an
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attempt at creating new existential territories. Despite its precariousness, this

articulation of a link among culture, nature, and development constitutes an

alternative political ecology framework for biodiversity discussions. The move-

ment can be seen as an attempt to show that social life, work, nature, and culture

can be organized in ways that differ from what dominant models of culture and

the economy mandate.

One thing is certain: the distance between dominant discourses of biodiver-

sity conservation and the political ecology of social movements is great and per-

haps growing. We hope that, in the spaces of encounter and debate provided by the

biodiversity network, academics, scientists, NGOs, and intellectuals can find ways

to reflect seriously on, learn from, and support the alternative frameworks that

developing-world social movements are crafting with a greater or lesser degree of

explicitness and sophistication. Then we can address in a more grounded way the

following question at the root of political ecology: can the world be redefined and

reconstructed from the perspective of the multiple cultural, economic, and ecolog-

ical practices that continue to exist among its many communities? This is above all

a political question, but one that entails serious epistemological, cultural, and eco-

logical considerations. It speaks of the utopia of reconstructing the world in an eco-

logically sustainable, socially just, and culturally pluralistic manner.

NOTES

1. Susan Paulson drafted this chapter in conversation with Arturo Escobar and using mate-
rial drawn from previous publications (Escobar 1999b, 1998; see the latter for a more
extended discussion and references). Both collaborators have spent decades research-
ing and participating with local people and social movements in South American rain-
forests and mountain communities. Thanks to members of the Proceso de Comunidades
Negras for their dialogic work and countless conversations and to Enrique Leff for his
inspiring work and interest in this piece.

2. The Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE) Program on Ecosys-
tem Functioning of Biodiversity and the United Nations Environment Program’s Global
Biodiversity Assessment Program, for instance, follow this approach. See SCOPE’s techni-
cal volumes, particularly Mooney et al. (1995).

3. Key empirical questions concern to what extent specific knowledges enable practices
that are environmentally sustainable. Dahl (1993) makes clear that not all local prac-
tices of nature are environmentally benign and not all social relations that articulate
them are nonexploitative:

All people of necessity maintain ideas about, and of necessity act on, their natural

environment. This does not necessarily mean that those who live as direct pro-

ducers have great systematic insights, although on the whole subsistence produc-

ers have detailed knowledge about the working of many small aspects of their

biological environment. Much of this knowledge has from experience proved to be

true and efficient, some is misconceived and counterproductive, and some is

incorrect but still functions well enough. (6)

4. This brief presentation of the social movement of black communities is taken from a
much longer text (Grueso et al. 1998; also see Escobar 1997). It is based on ongoing
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ethnographic research with movement activists that Escobar has been conducting since
1993. The social movement discussed here (PCN’s ethnocultural proposal) is largely
restricted to the central-southern part of the Pacific region.

5. This presentation of PCN’s political ecology framework is based chiefly on conversa-
tions and in-depth interviews with key PCN activists, particularly Libia Grueso, Carlos
Rosero, and Yellen Aguilar (conducted in 1995, 1996, 1997). It is also based on an inten-
sive eight-day workshop on riverbasin ecological design, which Escobar conducted
with Libia Grueso and environmental planner Camila Moreno. Held in Buenaventura
in August 1988, the workshop was attended by twenty-five activists and river commu-
nity leaders. It proved to be extremely useful to both the movement and Escobar since
some of the notions discussed here emerged as a collective articulation chiefly by
activists and leaders.
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